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Abstract 
In this contribution the author provides an overview of the state of Informat- 

ics teaching and research in South Africa, taking as point of departure the peer 
reviewed contributions of academics at South Ahcan Higher Education Institu- 
tions. Contributions in the fields of information technology for development, 
emerging trends in information technology, informatics research, human- 
computer interaction, and informatics pedagogy are reviewed. While the vast 
majority of Informatics scholars that contributed reside in South Africa, there 
are also authors from as far away as Britain and Japan. Besides a review of cur- 
rent trends in Informatics, Alternation 12.la and Alternation 12.lb also contain 
contributions about emerging and possible future trends in Informatics. 

Informatics in South Africa 
As the editor of the two special Informatics issues of the interdisci- 

plinary journal Alternation, it is a pleasure to write a brief overview of 
the contents of the first of the two consecutive issues of the journal. 
The research reported here is important, not only for scholars of In- 
formatics, but also for those of other discipline~, because Informatics 
has become the atmosphere in which 21" century open societies live, 
in which interpersonal communications increasingly take place, in 
which knowledge driven economies thrive and in which academic 
trans-disciplinary discourse predominantly takes place, irrespective of 
one's discipline. 

Let me begin with a conundrum. Due to thc: large number of excel- 
lent contributions received, Alternation will dedicate both issues of 
2005 to Informatics, and for the first time ever a single issue, Alterna- 
tion 12.1, will consist of two separate volumes, namely Alternation 
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12.1 a and Alternation 12.1 b. Together these three volumes provide an 
excellent perspective on the current state of Informatics teaching, re- 
search and practice in South Africa. 

This contribution presents an overview of the articles that appear in 
Alternation 12. I a and Alternation 12.1 b focusing on themes like in- 
foimation technology for development, emerging trends in information 
technology, informatics research, human-computer interaction, infor- 
matics pedagogy and computer programming. 

Buthelezi et aL report the results of research about how Telecentres 
could be used to support conventional education delivery in higher 
education as well as in public secondary school education. 

Sikhakhane et al. investigate problems experienced in rural local 
communities in the KwaZulu-Natal province of South Africa, and re- 
view several approaches that were followed worldwide to solve the 
problem of the digital divide, showing which ones succeeded. 

Focusing on the restructuring of the South African Higher Education 
system, Maharaj concludes that there is no doubt that information 
systems and information technology are the glue that holds together an 
information organization and warns that the South African higher edu- 
cation environment is in danger of floundering due to the lack of vi- 
sionary leadershp at both the local and national level because large 
scale social engineering has not taken into account the key issues that 
are redefining the direction that universities are being forced into in- 
ternationally. 

Revealing that the fkture is upon us, Cowley & Kanda report the re- 
sults of their research on "friendly machines", interaction-oriented ro- 
bots that among others use facial expressions to simulate human be- 
haviour, or visual and auditory data that mimic aspects of human per- 
sonality as they begin to freely participate in human social life, and as 
they attract humans to establish inter-"personal" relationships with 
them. 

Informatics in South Africa: An Oven~iew 

In the first of two consecutive, thematically related articles Klopper 
analyses the emergence of electronic communication in the mid nine- 
teen fifties as the most recent manifestation of a variety of forms of 
human communication that have emerged over time in response to the 
ever increasing complexity of human cultural behaviour. Klopper ar- 
gues that nonverbal forms of human communication like facial expres- 
sions, gesture, body stance, body movement and tone of voice 
emerged as part of a survival imperative during the hunter-gatherer 
phase of human existence, that graphical and written forms of cornrnu- 
nication emerged during the pastoral phase of human existence in re- 
sponse to the greater levels of cultural complexity brought about by 
pastoral societies. Klopper notes that electronic communication is in- 
corporating human nonverbal communication, and that communication 
instruments are disappearing from desktops into walls, furniture and 
our clothes. He predicts that advances in nanotechnology and neuro- 
informatics will cause electronic communication to disappear into our 
bodies, and will give rise to sentient communications between human 
cyborgs and a variety of forms of artificial intelligence. 

Gordon & Bhowan analyse the factors that influence online shop- 
ping behaviour worldwide as context for South African online shop- 
ping behaviour. They show that globally just over a third of Internet 
users shop online. and that about a third of the online shoppers, that 
can be characterised as "relatively young, busy, working, elite people" 
cite convenience as an important reason for online shopping. Based on 
the global and local trends that Gordon and Bhowan identify, they 
make particular recommendations for online marketers, policy-makers 
and media owners. 

Writing about ethical aspects of cyberspace, Pretorius & Bar- 
nard state that, apart from being able to identify ethical problems, 
computing professionals need to be able to analyse e h c a l  problems 
that arise in the computing context in general, and also in particular for 
the development of software artefacts for solving real problems. Preto- 
rius and Barnard argue that computing professionals should have the 
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knowledge and s l l l s  to decide on ethical courses of action in resolv- 
ing such problems. Their contribution focuses on a number of issues 
relevant to ethical decision making skills required of computing pro- 
fessionals active in cyberspace. 

Lubbe & Mudaray analyse the impact of research on tertiary ac- 
tivities in Southern Africa. They show that many of the overseas uni- 
versities use research output for promotion and tenure whereas the 
same is not happening in South Africa. Most of the research output in 
South Africa is done by academics who are involved in postgraduate 
research supervision. Lubbe and Mudaray propose that the South Afri- 
can approach to research will to have change - junior staff must be 
motivated to produce more papers. 

Pather et aL address the problem of poor research dissertation 
completion rates at Masters level at many Higher Education Institu- 
tions. Their contribution details various measures to support part- 
time Masters students in the Faculty of Business Informatics at the 
Cape Peninsula University of Technology, including offering a 
structured study program that directly supports the skills and re- 
sources that a Masters student needs to complete a dissertation. 

Lubbe et al. focus on the problem of the poor completion rate 
of PhD studies. According to them the completion rate for doctorates 
ranges from poor to abysmal worldwide and state that the responsi- 
bility for this must be shared by candidates, supervisors and the in- 
stitutions to whch they belong. They review a number of problems 
experienced by postgraduate students that cause their studies to de- 
rail. While supervisors can change particular supervision protocoIs 
to improve doctoral throughput rates, the extent to which postgradu- 
ate students themselves take ownershp of their research, will ulti- 
mately determine their degree of success. Lubbe, Worrall and Klop- 
per's contribution discusses some of the problems that frequently 
occur and present some insights from their own experience as super- 
visors of doctoral candidates. 

Informatics in South Africa: An Overview 

Harypursat et aL report research findings about the thinking 
styles of second year students in Information Systems and Technol- 
ogy on the Westville Campus of the University of KwaZulu-Natal, 
situated in Durban, South Africa. The article explores whether there 
is a relationship between student thinking styles and their exarnina- 
tion marks against the background of primary thinking styles identi- 
fied in Harrison and Bramson (1984), namely the Analyst, Synthe- 
sist, Pragmatist, and Realist thinktng styles. Most of the findings re- 
ported by Harypursat, Lubbe and Klopper support those of Harrison 
and Bramson (1984). They hghlight the implications of their fmd- 
lngs for both teaching and research in Informatics. 

According to Alexander visualization of information is an im- 
portant human computer interaction (HCI) research topic whch is 
however, not generally included in university courses. Alexander 
identifies Geographical Information Systems (GIs) as excellent ex- 
amples of applications where visualization is used to represent in- 
formation. She argues that GIS require sophisticated interfaces so 
that the users can manipulate and query the underlying data. Hence, 
in practical exercises using GIS students interpret information and 
use interfaces that differ somewhat from standard Windows objects 
and text. As this context and form of interaction are unfamiliar to 
typlcal Information Systems students, this experience can be ex- 
ploited further to emphasize the fact that end users frequently oper- 
ate outside their comfort zones when they use information systems. 
Alexander's contribution describes a strategy to enhance the teach- 
ing of HCI in the form of an HCI evaluation of GIS software in a us- 
ability laboratory where students play the roles of end-users and re- 
searchers / evaluators. Alexander reports that such an exercise al- 
lows the lecturer to demonstrate exactly how usability data, includ- 
ing satisfaction questionnaires, can be collected and analyzed. 

Krauss states that to date aesthetics has not played a significant 
role in human computer interaction (HCI) research despite its cen- 
trality to human thought and practice. He states that traditionally, the 
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field of HCI's main emphasis has been on efficiency considerations. 
Although aesthetics appiies to all human sensory domains Krauss 
mainly focuses on the visual domain. Krauss states that visual aes- 
thetics exists in everyday life, and it subconsciously influences many 
of our choices, including web design. Krauss foregrounds the impor- 
tance of visual aesthetics in website design through his research so 
that it will become a prominent feature of sliccesshl website design. 

Aver~veg reports the results of research about the Technology 
Acceptance Model (TAM) in the Arab world (Saudi Arabia), Malay- 
sia and Africa (South Africa). Research in Saudi Arabia supports the 
applicability of TAM to the Arab culture. The TAM can also "s ap- 
plied in the Malaysian environment. However, in South Africa the 
study does not provlde any direct evidence to support the applicabil- 
ity of the TAM'S determinants of usage. Avenveg concludes that 
while the TAM literature suggests that results are mostly convergent, 
there are situations where they are conflicting. The author provides 
new evidence about this matter. 

De Villiers states that with the advent of e-learning, educators 
and designers of learning resources should view technology as a tool 
and a medium, but should not confuse it with the message. The title 
of her article poses the rhetorical question as to whether e-leaaning 
artefads and variants are based on sound learning theory, It traces 
the evolution of e-learning and describes characterist~cs that indicate 
underlying theoretical biases in traditional educational software, as 
well as in online courses and web-based instruction. De Villiers pre- 
sents a synthesis of coxltemporary learning theory, the Hexa-C Meta- 
model (De Villiers, 2002, 2003), whose six elements can play a role 
in the design and development of e-learning environments and In- 
structional systems, and which can also be used in evaluating educa- 
tional applications from a learning theory perspective. 

The article of Mallinson & Sewrey describes the introduction 
and evolution of an e-Learning module for Information Systems stu- 
dents, from a half-module in 2001 through to its current form as a 

full module within the Infonnation Systems Honours / Fourth year 
Programme at Rhodes University, situated in Grahamstown, South 
Africa. They state that the opportunity to use a blended approach to 
module delivery has afforded a wealth of pedagogical opportunities 
for the module facilitator, and proved to be an exciting learning en- 
vironment for the learners, while at the same time taking advantage 
of the 'medium is the message'. Mallinson and Sewry conclude that 
while few problems have been experienced with regard to imple- 
menting the desired technologies for the module, it has become evi- 
dent that the blended or hybrid mode of module delivery is best 
suited to a more lengthy delivery time span. 

According to Barnard et at! recent technological advances have 
led to the emergence of new technologies, frameworks and method- 
ologies in the field of computing, the regulation of which are gov- 
erned by scientific principles. They provide examples such as the 
Internet, global connectivity and mobile agent technology, collec- 
tively referred to as cyberspace. Barnard, Pretorius and Venter also 
state that regulating human interaction with cyberspace has become 
one of the great challenges of the information age - a challenge in 
which legislation plays a central role. At present the regulation of 
human interaction with cyberspace by means of legislation, is 
awarded prominence on a global level by governments. It is within 
this context that the authors consider what influence the new South 
African Electronic Communications and Transactions (ECT) Act 
(Act No. 25, 2002) may have on a typical computing curriculum. 

Mkhize & Lubbe point out that web entrepreneurship pertains 
to people who run a wide variety of online enterprises of which 
some succeed and some have failed. Examples of the latter are the 
enterprise heavenly-doors.com, which operated a funeral service 
over the Internet and other online businesses that provided retailing 
services that ultimately failed because sellers did not pay attention to 
user demands. Therefore, a significant number of such businesses 
have closed their virtual doors as web traders since 2000. The au- 
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thors report the results of their analysis of business plans obtained 
from a businesses plan archive website, to establish if there are 
common mistakes made by web entrepreneurs. This enabled them to 
determine where unsuccessful web entrepreneurs were short-sighted, 
and to identify possible solutions to be kept in mind by prospective 
Internet entrepreneurs. 

According to Reinhardt & Pillay spreadsheets have become a 
routine application in most organizations and universities. Conse- 
quently, students are required to learn spreadsheet applications such 
as Microsoft Excel. The learning of spreadsheets is often accompa- 
nied by problems related to spreadsheet applications and their 
mathematical content. The EXITS (Excel Intelligent Tutoring Sys- 
tem) research project aims to develop a Microsoft Excel tutor that 
helps students to overcome their learning difficulties. The paper re- 
ports on the first phase of the EXITS research project. The authors 
firstly identify barriers that may prevent a student from successfully 
using a spreadsheet program. They then analyse the different types 
of errors students make and identify their causes. They also classify 
the errors. This classification will form the basis for an error library 
that is required for our student model. At the end of the paper they 
give an example of how their model could be used for student mod- 
elling purposes. 

Sewlal $L Lubbe focus their attention on issues of establishing 
common Information Systems and Technology curricula on the dif- 
ferent campuses of the University of KwaZulu-Natal subsequent to 
the merger of the erstwhile universities of Natal and Durban- 
Westville. Taking an inter-disciplinary point of departure Sewlal and 
Lubbe develop a definition of IS by extending the discussion raised 
by Colin Tully in his paper for the 1st UKAIS Conference (1996) on 
the associations between IS and other areas of study in related fields. 
The paper concludes by raising a number of general considerations 
all those developing the subject Information Systems and Technol- 
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ogy should be wary of if a clear identity is to emerge for the subject 
area. 

Seymour et al. begin their analysis of web based learning tools 
by pointing out that several studies on technology adoption have at- 
tempted to develop models, such as the technology accepted model, 
that can be generally applied to any technology. According to the au- 
thors typical web-based learning technologies such as WebCT, how- 
ever, are composed of several distinct tool sets, and student motiva- 
tions for using each may differ, due to the different purposes and 
characteristics of each tool. After reporting and analysing survey re- 
sults regarding the factors that affect utilisation of the WebCT bulle- 
tin board and quiz tool, the authors conclude that perceived usehl- 
ness and perceived ease of use were found to affect student inten- 
tions to use the bulletin board, while compatibility with learning 
style, self efficacy and long-term consequences all affected inten- 
tions to use the quiz tool. 

Van der Merwe et al. report the results of their research on 
identifying a set of characteristics for a hnctional requirements elici- 
tation procedure in the higher education domain. Although various 
application domains use requirements elicitation procedures to 
gather information and model the application domain. only a few 
guidelines mention the important characteristics that are essential for 
such procedures. Their research contributes to a better understanding 
of the elicitation procedure in the higher education domain. 

Brown et al. investigate perceptions about web-based learning 
technologies technology adoption, among a group of university stu- 
dents within a multicultural framework by means of a number of hy- 
potheses that are empirically tested. Following that they discuss the 
implications of their findings, before ideas for future research are 
suggested. 

In response to increasing pressure from national and provincial 
government to improve student throughput rates in higher education 
Cilliers et al. report the results of their research on how the Depart- 
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ment of Computer Science and Information Systems at the Nelson 
Mandela Metropolitan University (the former University of Port Eliza- 
beth (UPE)) can improve their throughput rates through the develop- 
ment of an experimental iconic programming notation, B#. The au- 
thors propose a cognitive mapping that illustrates the correspondence 
of fourteen cognitive dimensions to Nielsen's ten heuristics, after 
which they discuss each cognitive dimension in terms of an assessment 
from a design perspective of the way in which B# supports it. 

Coosen 61 Pieterse report the results of their research into how 
iiifiicult oa easy computer sclence students at the University of Pretoria 
perceive programming in i111 object-or~ented style to be, how well they 
actually learn object-oriented programming (OOP) and how well they 
retain their understanding of OOP By analysing this information and 
ideas of best practices provided in related literature, the authors make 
recon~mendat~oils for ilnprovlng mstructlon of 00 concepts. 

Dehinbo presents the results of an evaluation of four program- 
ming languages namely C+i-, Visual Basic, Java and Pascal, in tenns 
of their ease of learning, ease of usc under pressure, L ~ n e  of Codes 
(LOC) and overall rating. Survey and Experimental approaches were 
used to construct a research design for thc study. Questionnaires were 
administered to respondents using any of the four languages. C + i ,  
.lava, Visual Baslc, and other slructurcd languages (like Pascal or Ba- 
s ~ )  in different study g r o ~ ~ p s  In addltron, a simple progra~mling exes- 
clsc was giben to respondents to solve and the cstimatcd Lines oi' 
Codes (LOC'I for the solution In each programming lallg~lage was 
nieasured Dehinbo cox~ciudes that unllke Pascal, there is no signlij'icant 
difference In the factors stutiied f i r  C++, Visual Basic and Java. The 
findings therefore show that a careful combinatron of the languages 
can achieve the desired result 

Cohen addresses problems experienced with equipping B.Com 111- 
formation Systems students with basic progra~ming skills under con- 
ditions where lecturers have limited laboratory resources and are deal- 
ing with students from many diverse educational. and technological 

backgrounds but points out that elements of her approach would also 
be relevant in contexts where academics are better resourced. The ap- 
proach that Cohen describes includes a programming concepts course 
that is run during lecture time, complemented by a series of detailed 
on-line tutorial sessions. 

Singh presents the results of research on e-Commerce trends in 
South Africa between 2001 and 2004. To gather data a questionnaire 
was sent to 122 companies with an Internet presence. The results re- 
ported by Singh show that that there have been improvements in e- 
Commerce in South Africa with respect to income generation, cus- 
tomer service and cost reduction, but that e-Commerce has not reached 
its full potential and needs to be given greater strategic importance 
within corporate plans. 
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Abstract 
The a m  with t h ~ s  a r t ~ ~ l e  rs to report the resulti of resedrib about how Tele- 

centres could be used to \upport conventional edu~dtlon dellvery In h~gher  edu- 
cation as well as In public seconddry schocl education 2 he reqearchers prlmar- 
11y focus on the poss~ble use of l elecentrcs in hlgher edu~ation bettmgs, but the 
conclus~ons rnade equally pertain to the uac of lelecerifres as part of the elec- 
tronlc educdrion (e-F'ducatlon) frxncwork for public schools In KwaZulu-Natal 
This study forn~s  pnrt of a ~oordinatecl rescarch programme on c-Education con- 
ducted by the School of infonnat~on Systems & Tecltnc~logy dt the Univers~ty of 
KwaZuiu-Natal 

Despite the dlfficultles arourid the use o i  rciecentrei reported here, such fa- 
c ~ l i t ~ e s  couid contribnte towards ~ntegrated knowledge sharing In academic ~nsti-  
tutlons The results reported here reseai opportunities to transform chalk-and- 
talk dellvery into eieclronnt edracat~on (e-Education) A rndjor finding is that 
students from d~iadvarltageti con~rnun~tius feel there li a need for Felecentres m 
their communlhes to enhance convcntlnrlal forms of e d u ~ d t ~ o n  dellvery and to 
extend their mtera~tlon. with their l e ~ c u r e ~ s  

Latchern (2001) argues that technology can be used lo dlsscrninate 
course materials to students In remote locations in order lo reduce their 
feelings of isolation, arxd in the process create vlrtual learning cornmu- 
nities. 'Ielecentres provide one means oS contact between lecturers and 
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students to establish and maintain such virtual learning con~munities. 
We want to stress from the outset that we do not propose the use of 
Telecentres as the all-cure for problems of robust and affordable edu- 
cation delivery. They can only form a part o f  a range of efectronic cbe- 
livery strategies. There obviottsly will be limibtions to how Telecen- 
trer can Pon1-1 part of zlectr.oe;ic education delive~y. Once established, 
t.his mode of delivery may however be ecollorrnical zinc3 conx/eniertt, 
,%ccess tc? ell;;ctronik; rnodcs oC education delivery rernsir2s a real g~rob- 
Icin it1 Africa, inclkidillg  sou!?^ Africa. 

Illdi&;;?ti)l J oi' d c ~ ~ c l c ~ p i ~ ~ c ~ l i  i:1 112~. k~~oti ' lcdk; ,~ ,b:iscd cligital world 
(rr;?nli:!y tQ:vt:ls r>f  Iitcririly, t~cwspki;pr-y ~~eatiershijjs, the u:>i: of riidicrs, 

f ~. ' s ~ B ~ . ~ ; ; A . ! n ~ r  ILI.. , ,-i !;:[s, t ~ \ f : p j . ~ ~ ? i ~ s  ::6jd ;;(?)" < : ~ ~ ; j J : t i  ~ ~ C C ~ ; S S  i;:i?~l~pl!~t:~i;j shotZ: 
,., . z .  ,., 

11 l r i c r  !$ -::lni ih(?rF.\g u~~;{i  21 nr-cst:al. 'i;'ile p a ~ i c . ~ r ~ ~  01' ;dvaiiafilla[y ni' 
, . .. 

::I::,,*,<: ~ ~ ~ ~ \ ~ ~ ~ . ~ t l ) t < i ~ L : ;  ,j!j61{ T.<3t.>l!< f<?l- ~ < ~ ~ ~ > ~ % ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i g ~ , ~ ;  5:,rt;:?iiorlq a!l(j l l - , ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ; i ~ i ~ ; ~ ~  
. . < v, . , ~ 

, ,<  ~ 5 1  I 1 -, ; ~ c .  \:SO t i [ ~ f i - \ j  iii;j.)j~~'j:; i~i~i <~7t:1:.!~ { ~ I S ~ I - I ~ ? L I ~ C < !  q . ~ j ? 2 . i j f ~ g  ii1c.t  hit^ 
C' i i l i < i  r!Lr;ti ~3c,rkl,i\;j~~~3rl~:, 111 ,>o~i i [ j  l\,jkic:ii, ,%,, study :uss ~ ~ ~ c l - c j ~ ~ l ~ ~ ;  i . i j r l -"  

, 

, ,  ;i: tjlc i 'nlversity ol' K.w;lZ~:!t:-!\ia~al rtrazoilg S I - D ~ ~ '  :tl~d SIU- 

d!t:!l($B ot' ~ j ~ i - ,  st,.l-\t.:J(b{ <j("I!lj.br:~\;~l.io~; :G;;~t,~jy),:~ :it~c\ 'r~?~ijrkt?\(-jg;j (Is&'-!') 
, , ::st,lb!isij r i i c ry  i..;c!-ccpl;<;ns &[:i;~ hosi rjsejaij l'cjt:i:cil&r,:::; - , s j i l i { r j  he to 

c*;c ~ ; ~ ~ ~ . 1 ~ 4 ~ : ~ - j ~ ~ , : ~ ~ [  L;f.~i~!/i:l:lj[)~-i2) f < , $ l ~ ~ : ~ l : <  (:)I' ~cki;~:~)lr~,~;. 

B ~ b l ~ j d i ~ l i i ~  3fi~S. 136:111lh ( !  4L)5;1/ .dale t i l , - t~ i:~lo:r~:,tt~ara RG.VIJ~LI- 
urx? hrtb i r r ~ r a ; l ~ i ~ ~ s I  I : I ~ O ~ I P I L ~ ~ I O : :  ; ? I , S C C S ~ ~ ~ P L ~ T I C L  iht\ ~ L u ~ c ,  b ~ t l  Ihdt q ~ e \  
:rn;tq i ~ e d  to be alas'iniclei'r !eg~ar~i~lng who haa ~ C @ C ~ S  to thest: iech~olo- 
gles Ci~n~ls~arcrn to giohal lntvrlsiat~iin nctworlas and serwces impacts 
0 1 3  alinos1 a!{ d',p"C-1~ 13f ~ L > c ! c ' ~ ! ( ~ s ,  1ncIudt~lji. e d ~ i a b ~ < r ~ ~ ,  cm~9!0y~nelll, 
Iieaiiil cale atrd bu\rlll:ss t !I<: qi iesf~on 19 however W111 thew tech- 
noic.ig~cs and systen15 1cad 10 Encrcaslng disparrties beei\cers the con- 
nected Infortlaat!nn Elite and 1 he Inforanation Starved. or can these sys- 
tems be uscd to support wrdespread development and contrib~rtc to the 
development of a rnore just soclety'? 

In 1996 only five African countries had Internet capability; today 
all are connected and internet-enabled. This new age variously labelled 
as the Computer Age, the Internet Age, or the Information Age, could 
ensure that knowledge becomes accessible by more than the conven- 
tional methods. In Africa Internet access however, has translated into a 
digital divide of which the contours appear to trace earlier demarca- 
tions of rich and poor societies, and of developed and developing 
countries (Borja, 1999). 

According to Emmanuelle (2001), Telecentres have a potential for 
narrowing the digital divide in remote, rural and otherwise disadvan- 
taged communities. They could be useful in helping developing coun- 
tries to take advantage of the information economy, access to educa- 
tion, to government information, to healthcare and other social ser- 
vices. 

Current Education, Internet Access and Connectivity 

INASP (2003) notes that with wider Internet connectivity, educa- 
tional institutions in developing countries are beginning to tap the op- 
portunities offered by more mature information societies. These digital 
connections act as gateways where researchers and librarians find, 
download and share knowledge and learning materials. They also pro- 
vide platforms from which local research is published, disseminated 
and uploaded, and they facilitate links and collaboration among scien- 
tists, promoting discourse and dialogue on shared issues and problems. 
However, the same connectivity also supports applications and behav- 
iours that consume bandwidth. Typical solutions are to upgrade infra- 
structure, to install faster, larger, and higher performing systems, lines 
and facilities. 

Previous projects and telematic experilnents have provided experi- 
ence in the integration of computer technologies and networks for dis- 
tance delivery of courses. Live satellite TV transmissions, for example, 
exploit the quality of audio and video content appropriate to be re- 
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ceived at a distance and digital quality ensures open pictures within the 
beam coverage of the satellite transmission. 

A decade ago Renner (1995) warned that unless universities come 
to grips with new modes of electronic education delivery, they would 
in the next decade face the prospect of a diminishing role in education 
or even extinction as knowledge providers. 

Six years ago Grodzinsky (1999) predicted that convergence op- 
portunities in electronic information delivery would stimulate Univer- 
sities to rethink their educational priorities. For example, conventional 
forms of communication between lecturers and students via ordinary 
mail, telephonic communication can easily be enhanced by more eco- 
nomical forms of computer mediated communication like electronic 
mail, the dissemination of pre-recorded audio and video content, 
ISDN-based videoconferencing and Internet-based telephony, or by 
emerging and converging forms of knowledge dissemination like 
blogging (web-logging) and vlogging (video-blogging). 

Increasingly, also South African universities will be pressured to 
give budget precedence to electronic delivery systems. Students, even 
those close to university campuses, will be able to complete portions 
of their degrees through electronic access. In fiture, lecturers could 
become as familiar with their students from screen images as from 
face-to-face contact. The multi-media interactive communication cen- 
tre of an institution could form the hub of campus activities. Students 
world-wide will be able to enrol and study at the university of their 
choice via global multi-media highways. Virtual alliances between 
universities in enriched societies and those in developing societies 
could enrich both types of ~nstltutions. Since these changes are al- 
ready being implemented outside of academia, South African universi- 
ties should reconsider their established policies and practices of educa- 
tional delivery that limit them to localised education delivery in line 
with changes that higher education institutions abroad adopted more 
than a decade ago: 

Telecentrec Islands rn a Seu of lnforrnatzon w ~ t h  no Ship i i ~  S~ght  

i. Such institutions irnplenaentect interactive technologies for eco- 
nomic, social, industrial and educational development (Oliver and 
Grant, 1994). 

. . 
11. Lecturers abroad had to become more technologically literate, 

more aware of the non-neutral nature of technology, better skilled 
in the use of emergent and convergent communication systems, 
more willing to use innovative communication systems, and less 
inclined to be content with established educational practices 
(Beynon, 1993). 

Teleniatic communications is a good example of innovative 
knowledge delivery. Wheeler (1994) describes the term 'Telematics' 
as the convergence of a number of technologies to enable computer 
mediated communications. T h ~ s  technological convergence has come 
about due to the increasing miniaturization of electronic components, 
which makes possible Telecentrcs equipped wlth a variety of elec- 
tronic communication instruments. 

Implementation, Policies and Regulatory lrssues 

Telecentres have recently become the focus of attention in interna- 
tional development discourses, hatled as the solution to development 
probicms by providing tlesperatcly needed access to infomlat~on and 
cornnlunication tcchnolog~es (IGTs). Teleccntres are sprrngrng up in 
Africa, Latin America and Asia. Avenues for new research are sug- 
gested in order to foster greater understanding of the role of ICTs in 
international development of many sectors and different aspects of life 
(Gomez and Menou, i9W). 

McConncll et L E I .  (2004) argue that Multr-Purpose Communication 
Centres provide people with oppolTunities to acquire information and 
literacy skills to lnnximize their learning opportunities. However, 
Telecentres should not be seen as a panacea to social or economic 
problems. Telecentres must be designed according to established 
needs, sound business planning and realistic expectations of what can 
be achieved within a certain timeframe. 



According to Etta (2003) the Telecentre movement on the African 
continent is still young. The earliest community Telecentres are esti- 
mated to have opened their doors in 1998. The nature and functions of 
African Telecentres vary slightly from country to country. Tlie costs of 
developing and implementing national information policies will de- 
pend on the specific situation of each country. The two proposals for 
national action draw mainly on existing resources and capacity and can 
probably be implemented upon adoption w~thout external assistance 
(Mfdye, 1998). 

Ladikpo (2002) states that in developing countries the emphasis is 
often on infrastructure policy development, while dimensions of hu- 
man resource development and information-content issues are ne- 
glected. Maintaining an integrated approach in ICT for development 
~nterventions is essential to ensure that the overall goals are achieved 
for empowering communities, improving people's quality of Life, and 
creating more equal, open societies in the region. Often, in a develop- 
ing countly, the focus IS on the infrastructure development dimcl-rsion 
of policy, while d~lnenslons that relate to the development of human 
resource capacity. dnd to the product~on, exchange and cd1ssernra3atrsn 
of information content needs some attention 

Coll~ngs (19Q11) crnphaslsss that the use of IGT rn educarron de- 
veiop~nent and delaxler-y Ir  vital rf un~\iers~t~zs are to acfiievc cornpetl- 
e l ~ ~ c  success in the ~ntet-net~onal market for hlgbcr education kifoeng 
(2004) notes that cducibz~on fclr all 1s only possible tlxoug1.r a rrcw cdu- 
cation delivery paradigm, the so called e-Campus ~ n l t ~ a t ~ v e  

Benjamin and Ilahms (199%) argue that education can bcneiit 
from teiecommunications While tele-Education and usang the Internet 
for teaching is of advantage in well-resourced areas, basic telephone 
use is useful in schools for support purposes. One exalnple o f  the use 
of teleco~nlnunlcations in education is the Monterrey Institute of 
Technology in Mcxtco. They use satellite-del~vered compressed video 
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to reach 26 campuses nationally, allowing one lecturer m reach 2 000 
students. Adequate telecommunications can also reduce the need for 
travelling to find infomlation. 

Sayed (2004) notes that free, adaptable open source software, such 
as Linux, allows developing countries to implement affordable infor- 
mation co~nmunication solutions. His comments are timely becuase 
they coincide with a heated debate in Africa following the South Afri- 
can government's acceptance in 2003 of free Microsoft software for 
use in its schools. Sayed notes that the government's agreement is at 
odds with its own Advisory Council on Innovation (NACL) recom- 
mendation that open source software has the potentla1 to ernpower 
people in rrrany ways that proprietary software .;rrnply does not dllow 

The digltai convergence o f  lCTs has lessened two interrelated ob- 
stacles to educatroii, a ~ m e l y  poor rcglonai aciess fo high yuallty re- 
vources and lhe 6;ff~i.t  i)i' long d~stances from high quality resources 
Cheaper, nm!: rdp~IS, r '~td viarneai means c,C cornmun~c~it~!~g amounts 
of' infollilat~ol~ t!~ro~i:,h ~ L \ c  lntcinet, ainong other neiworks, rs creat~ng 
rr wur iil nrr w k ~ i i l  rhrrz far geater <tc\ CSJ I<) ~nlkr-mauon than ever- 
"eforc BC'7' rs r n a b ~ r ; ~  icces:; to ~nformatiitn symn?cl:~cdl beiduse peo- 
ole i~avc access te? *i:c)ir: ~ n t o r x ~ a t ~ o n  whcncvcl arid wiierever {hey need 
.t This is tlisrrlptitig c\rabll\hed ehiricatlondi retations The effect will 
he protourad ~ ~ h ; i l ~ ~ c ~ ,  $11 *he qtru~:t~ira: of r~~drjaets tl~~(i :)lgiii:l~at.l~r~\ d n ~ i  
tstahliskacd pattern> -8  t. r$~*o~loln~c h e h a v ~ o ~ ~ r  W h:le [nuclr attention 

~ ~ L ~ T O U I I L ~ ~ C ~  the v:ila?lic i ~ c u  w l i ~ l d  the ~ ~ ~ I c ' O P Y ~ , ,  :I111 I-, .ii +llilrilcl~ori 
the iruc poientia: ,16 l i  1' w ~ l l  t r d ~ i h j i ) m  ihe f:iiiir2ialia>il :.y'itcir! ( C O ~ ~ I I I \ ~  
; 4190) 

j3t:t+r;jioi~ (::(>[):!) p(>i::l.:; t , ) i ~ i i  { i~ : l [  <I~sI:$~~>(:(.; ~ ~ ; < j i j i : i ~ i i t ~ ~ , ~  :;:IS p;irticujar 
sthelrgli ' x ?dLAb,n '10 !i ;'-; ;?:;i,:<.j I.<> ~i~pp<jl . i  ~ ~ ~ i ~ j ~ i : j i < > i l  ' ~ ~ a . ~ ! ~ ! ~  I.&;?[ a l l - l ~ l i ~ i -  

. > 

qijel- eiii:c~ i;î ix.r\e.; i ~ a i i i  piit?. 111 inai?)' r:::,scs *!:, i?liii!l:S? C c i ~ i ? ;  are 
matched 11;i ~;lncjt;? s;il!,*t;ess, I~<>.iq/i.:t'r:i, jrtjn:. i ; ? r ~ ~ ; j j ~ . : l i i i l t  ;1~ld pass iat<:s 
nean 1t12n.t i;)sts I:":'. :,t;:;i:i:";fi,ii sruder.ii teriii ;i! st eir:par.c ic:is r~avou~-ably 
with coriven!io:laj alteriidtives. Dist,.iilct; eclucal.;on crf'lkre, Xeamt'rs fi'ee- 
ciom in what, W ~ C I ? ,  where and how they !em),  hilt many iirst--time dis- 
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tance learners do not know how to deai wlth this responsibiiity. Staff 
should help learners cope with the technology, point out useful rc- 
sources, encourage the format~on of self-help groups and interaction 
with online teachers, tutors or trainers (Gbmez and Hunt, 1999). 

Latchem and Walker (2001) state that Telecentres or telecottages 
are heiping those at the margins of the knowledge economy g a ~ n  and 
apply new understandings and skills. Telecentres may be seen as a so- 
cially responsive example of think global, act local. With an ever- 
growlng dependence on technology, there is a danger of ever- 
rncreasing disparity 111 access to education, training, inforniatxon, and 
enrployment opportunities. Telecentres can act as an equalizer, allow- 
lrlg the disadvantaged to log onto a world of opport~mity. 

Telecentres as a Sewice Base 

According to the Bigltal Dividend Clearinghouse (3001), smailer 
Telecentres usually include basic Internet service, and many also m- 
ciude access to fax, phone, and photocopying. Others may mclude tar- 
geted services in education and trainmg, health, e-Commerce, e- 
Government sel-vices, etc. The physical compostt~orss of Telecerltres 
krary Models irlciude k~osks, school computer labs made avallahle to 
the public after hours, multapur~ose commuxuty centres (MPCCs), and 
aiobrle Telecentres Regardless of the ddfcrent eonfigurat~ons. Tele- 
centres all have one common feature. t h e  use 1'1' to prov~de a range of 
services using a shared access model 

Pieterse (2004) states that the pnmary sel-crjce olyectlve of Teie- 
ccntrcs is to create public telephone access and to then to ~ntroduce a 
range of other sewlces dependent on the telephone ilne hsckbone, such 
as fax, e-mail, and Internet access A very basic Tntemet-based 'T'ele- 
centre consists of a furnished room wlth 2 or more colxtprrter tennanals 
and slmple furnishings that provade shared access to abh: Internet and 
computer services to the public at large !Isban I'elecciltaes, comtnonly 
known as cyber cafes, are profitable m many parts of the world, anti 
are quite sustainable They prov~de connect~vlty to a large segment o f  

the population, especially to poor people who cannot afford individual 
access. Telecentres are about to give people a voice, a set of tools to 
learn and improve their wellbeing, to organise themselves, to become 
innovators and full participants in modern society (Proenza, 2004). 

Hanna (2004) stresses that we should primarily consider Telecen- 
tres to be learning environments, and not simply technological solu- 
tions to communication problems. He names the following roles for 
Telecentres: 

e Providing a means of transacting and connecting; 
e Serving as tools for governments to provide services via the Net 

(especially to poor and rural regions); 
s Providing information and knowledge for competitiveness and 

economies; and 
o Enabling community driven development at grassroots level. 

Whyte (1 999) argues that Telecentres respond to the ICT needs of 
the comrnunrties they serve, Isis Iratemational-Manila (2002) notes that 
even Telecentrc projects that tend to be conlrnunity focused, gender 
equity is not an rntegra! past of the piannlng eyuat~on 

Fuchs 11998) nbis tdcntrf~ed tk~rec stages of Tclecentrc deveiop- 
nrrent, namely the iiavi:~tr~acrit, contaact and user fee stages 

The mvcsiln~erit staj?;e ss the anltlal stage where a non-profit mak~ng 
organ~zat~on fitrms a partnership wrth a local cor~~murlity. atten~pting 
lo hcly thc comrnuniry by rncour:igrng them lo pan-trcipate In the 111- 

formatron snclety At fi i~:, stagc ihi: ~,rgani~dlii>ll fir-rances the: rntoima- 
tlon lcchriolc~gy i I l ~ t~ ia i i \  CS, p i .~\f~dl"s  C ~ U I P I I I C I I ?  d i ~ d  tr;nin~ng for iocd 
gsarTners, key pe!:,ons dnrl stafc? a;as ;,! tvay oILjC:no?~~trattr~g the practical 
ut~lity of snfuriraallon: 

in ihc corrtrsct ~13i.r the i'elccc;ntre g~i lns  <liltonomy from !hc p i -  

tnt i3rgaauiatlonl , 33.1 : ia l ls  TC, make r:onlrricti.iit! ,~gt cements \ia/ i~i l  oehcr 
agerrcles :,uch ;as g g ~ ~ ~ e r n ~ l ~ e n t  departments or urher orgdnrt;~tlons e g 
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hospitals or schools building up a clientele to which it provides ser- 
vices as well as technical support in the setting up of their facilities. 

By the time the Telecentre gets to the user fee stage donor depend- 
ency is a thing of the past, since by this time the communities are well 
aware of the products and benefits of the Telecentre and are therefore 
willing to pay for services 

Oestmann and Dymond (1997) point out that there is scope for ex- 
pioring new models of Telecentre ownership and financing, and inter- 
est in do~ng that is growing among private-sector ICT providers. Only 
economically successhl models are likely to replicate themselves rn 
larger  umbers and spread the benefits beyond single locations. 

Fuchs (1 998) raises the point that Telecentres range an s ~ z e  and de- 
myt ion  and services. Assisted by a group of anternat~onal develop- 
~xlent agencies, Fuchs took a closer Took ax a Telecentre operatuig its 
laart or' a Multi-Purpose Comunl ty  Centre at Nakeseke in Ilganda. 
The centre housed a public telephone and fax, networked computers 
and a community library Typically, one could see a primary school 
pup11 poring over a la~ge ciict~onary, an older student using a book or: 
sustannable agriculmre for a school paper, and coxnmunrty voii~nteers 
practicing a cornputer program that they would later on teach to others 

Q Tslecentre could serve as ctirnulus tor fu1-tht.r commurllty cde- 
vetogment. Benjamrn and D a b s  (1999b) sccoun! t t ~ e  cicvelopmenat of 
~ r n a  such centre ~ n .  South Africa, the Gaseicka Centre lai Ciauteng Prov- 
ace. Initially it ~ n l y  offered access to equjpment. Soon after the the 

Gaselekd Telccentre opened, a new goverxment hnded Reca~itstruct~cjn 
and Development Pnjgrarn (REP) housin2 prolccf was built nearby 
This brought 300 families in close proximity to the Teleczn~re. making 
: k  rhe de faclo comwun~ty centre, a place t b j  hang out and chat Because 
there was no post office in the area, the Telecentre in 24400 success- 
fully applied to become a postal service polnt. X balk of' ,000 post 
boxes was installed next to the Telecentre. which niosl larnllie5 r e p -  
iariy vlsit to check the post, The centre has  leanw while developed varl- 
ous other services as the need and oppor;iu:trty arose, Tvl<jsr a > +  thc peo 

ple use the centre to make phone calls, as it is just about the only us- 
able pay phone in the area. Soon people started using the centre to 
send faxes and do photocopying. The local schools have become major 
users, for preparing and reproducing curricula, question papers and re- 
port cards on the computers. Computer training has become another 
major activity in the centre. 

Library and Information Servicesfor Distance Education 
Longo (2001) acknowledges that creating, acquiring, and manag- 

ing information have emerged as the central focus of the digital econ- 
omy. Creating and sharing information are the basis of social relation- 
ships within specific virtual communities. This set up a long-term 
challenge for every library or information centre as well as for every 
professional involved in publishing and education. In his opinion the 
most promising road today is that of helping people develop their own 
cognitive abilities, understand their own needs, and learn how to ex- 
press them correctly. 

. Lennon (2002) states that the Library and Information Science 
Program cultivates the skills needed to prepare information profes- 
sionals to manage and evaluate information effectively. Students will 
be engaged in a student-centred learning environment that focuses on 
both practice and theory-based principles that prepare them to be criti- 
cal consumers. They participate in research, build relationships and 
model the behaviours needed to effectively provide service to their 
communities, meet the needs of underserved groups, and provide in- 
formation services in a changing society. 

Training for Telecentre Usage 

Fuchs (1998) observes that as Telecentres have to operate with 
tight budgets and under difficult circumstances, partnerships with pub- 
lic, private and community organizations are often the most beneficial 
and sustainable. Hudson (1999) proposes that each Telecentre should 
build in mechanisms that can be used to gauge how well the project is 
progressing, to provide feedback to partners, 
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Collee and Roman (2001) note that computers are no longer 
strange and mysterious machines to many users in different communi- 
ties. The Telecentre has demystified computer communications 
through training programs. A large number of community members 
have been trained in computer communication services at the Telecen- 
tre, which led to the growth of a core group of skilled people within 
the local community. Management systems have been tried and estab- 
lished for sustainable Telecentre operations. The industry as a whole 
should look at bringing in more black people to the workforce, ensur- 
ing better skills development and human resource (McLeod, 2004). 

Courses on computer applications can be conducted at Telecentres 
in collaboration with a university. Some of the courses could lead up 
to the awarding of certificates to successful trainees, while the others 
could be run as continuing education courses. 

Telecentre Management 

A Telecentre is a community owned and non-profit organization, 
while the Management Committee is made up of elected Telecentre 
members. Their role is to represent the 'Telecentre in the community, 
to present the needs and views of the community, to provide a forum 
for new initiatives and to act as a board of review. A manager and sev- 
eral part time staff operate the Telecentre on a daily basis. Community 
members are encouraged to register their skills in a community skills 
register. should business opportunities arise (Lamshed et crl., 2004) 

Telecetztre~ as 6~ A%le l M ~ d e  of Gomguker .4rcess 

The NAMI Organ~?ation (2004) argut:s that ~1105s learners cspcct 
ro mprove their work performance, prospecrs, or c~ppoxl&un~ties fi)r fur- 
:her learning. Telecentres can assist by advertising jobs and courses, 
arranging for work experience opportunit~es, and by encouraging 1CT- 
based enterprise or teleworking. Common applications are word proc- 
essing, desktop publishing and printing, Web and multl media design, 
software development, abstracting, editing and proofreading. 

People visit these centres with different goals in mind and they 
expect quality service during their visits. Some people prefer to use 
newsgroups electronically, whereby they can exchange vlews, ques- 
tions and answers with other people joined to that group. 

Stoll (2000) indicates that most of the information on the Internet 
is accessible to anyone with a computer and a modem. Even those 
without hardware can go to a Netcafe or a public library to access the 
Net. Newsgroups and Chat rooms where people exchange ideas have 
different status. 

Stoll (2000) argues that global distribution of information mirrors 
the distribution of wealth. One could use the analogy of the hierarchal 
pyramid to describe the structure of public accessibility as a broad 
base of publicly accessible lnformation with tapering sides represent- 
ing levels of increasing restriction on who may access them, The sheer 
volume of information, even after seiective measures, constitutes in- 
formation overload. 

The results show that Telecentres contribute in improving the cur- 
rent learning system. Nearly ail of the respondents argue that Telecen- 
tres will improve the standards of infomat~on access. Information 
could be delivered through Telecentres, which may bc referred to as 
knowledge. Telecentres could help present facllitics together into one 
organized centre and be divided into varlous sections and different 
service categories, The findings indicate that people are in support of 
taking education to reach heights with Telecentre technologies as new 
and efficient tool to obtaln, share, circulate and utllize that information 
accordingly. 

Planning, Ownership and jl'elecentre Sustainahility 

Collee and Roman (2001) note that the initiation, diffusion and 
adoption of the Teleceritre idea have been an eclectic process, largely 
devoid of systematic research and planning. The approach has gener- 
ally been one of pilot projects - trying out ~nociels to see what works 
to achieve a diversity of objectives. In some cases the approach has 
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been sinlply entrepreneurial, wlth enterprlslng business people explor- 
ing oppol3unltles for profit-maklng A range of Issues 1s linked to the 
operation and success of Telecentres. These include: s~istamabll~ty, 
relevance. government policy, lnfomiation and co~nmunication tech- 
nology jtCT policies), research, community partnerships and pal-tlcipa- 
tion, Telecentre objectives, and buslness planning. 

Karelse and Sylla (2000) state that despite the recentness of the 
~novernent and the relative paucity of Telccentre research, solnc issues 
enlerge in the dvail3bje i~terature as per-tlnent. The factors commonly 
associated with sustamab~lity irrciude the operating envlroment, own- 
ershxp anti management ,c~yles, c o m u n ~ t y  garticipat~on, relevance of 
services and content 

Stoll (2000) states that despltc the fact that ewry posstble due care 
heir-ig taken, after onlv a sho1-1 pertod of operation, Telecentres usually 
elkcounter the same problelns as other IT based projects in a particular 
regton Management must therefore be able to offer a total solution 
that also takes tra~ning needs into account (Faikenberg, 2004) 

Iioward ( 1  9%) notes that there havc been far too many examples 
tn South Afi-lca of Internet cafks havrng to shut their doors because 
they were non-viable Pile Telecentre must therefore levy appropr~ate 
charges for usage arid, unless these can be subsidised Ira sctrnc way by 
lnstitrltlons or organi~atlons, the users must have capacity to pay 

Menou ( 1  999) 2nd Ciornez, and Menou ( I  999, note that there are 
otilcr factors thai riftcct the staccess of 'l'elecentres They operate a1 the 
micro zmd macro cni%~o-polii~cal levels ant! include such aspccts ss the 
tz,itronal pol!cy ~nvironrnent and the soclai a~~angerncrrts for the Lon- 
trol anti ~rranagcrnent of Facilieaes In the late 90's the movc: to create 
nem policy ~nstruments that would support growth ~n the sector on a 
contment-wide scale commenced with the Afiica Inforlriation Society 
Initiahve and Africa Developlnent Forum. The moderate harvest of 
new national informanon and cornmumcatlon infrastructure plans in 
about a third of the countries is testimony that things are indeed chang- 
ing Comrnun~ty ownership 1s also believed to be related to success, 

but models of true ownership are rare as most of the Telecentres with a 
community label are not genuinely owned or fully administered the 
communities. 

Heeks et al. (2005) point out that financial sustainability is the first 
thing that comes to mind, and Telecentres should aim to be financially 
sustainable if possible fiom day one of their operation. Financial sus- 
tainability of a Telecentre is seen as crucial, and many Telecentres 
base their business model on the provision of ICT and related services 
to their respective communities. 

Mumgarra (2004) feels that many irutiatives and models have 
been tried and tested, anti that success stories have emerged. The 
global Telecentre movement still seems to be out of its grasp, the sus- 
tainability of Telecentres. Telecentres of all kinds (commonly known 
as MPCCs) are in fact not sustainable in the long term without long- 
term outside hnding. There are some remarkable examples emerging 
that show that the real sustainability of Telecentres is indeed possible 
if some basic principles and rules are followed in the implementation 
and running of a Telecentre. 

This section investigated general Issues regarding the sustainable 
use of Telecentres. The next section elaborates on the techniques and 
methods to be used by the researchers in conducting this study. 

Telecentre Sustainability and e-Readiness 

The concept e-Rendiness relates to liow skilled and willing socie- 
ties, regions, communities and institutions are to utilise information 
communication technologies (ICTs) to access and utilise global elec- 
tronic resources for business, education, health, government, and lei- 
sure activities. 

Bridges.org (2005) discusses e-Readiness tools that can help es- 
tablish the level of preparedness of participants in the global knowl- 
edge economy. 
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Research Methodology 
The results reposted here are based on a quantitative research 

methodology According to Hopkins (2000) quantitative research de- 
signs are either descriptive (subjects usually measured once) or ex- 
perimental (subjects measured before and after a treatment). A descrip- 
tive study establishes only associations between variables. For an ac- 
curate estimate of the relationship between variables, a descriptive 
study usually needs a sample of hundreds or even thousands of sub- 
jects. The respondents in this survey were handed the research ques- 
tionnaires to complete, ahd by so doing, the respondents had freedom 
to answer any question the way they understood and felt and ensure a 
better return rate. The questionnaires consisted of two types of ques- 
tions, viz.: 

1. Closed ended questions, and in these types of questions the par- 
ticipants were answering questions by giving Yes/No or scaled 
responses. 

2. Qpen ended questions, with these types of questions, the re- 
spondents had to answer questions in any way they understood 
and felt. The pw-pose of this is to obtain the imaginary under- 
standing of the participant about the topic. 

Questionnaire Design Instrumentation 

The questionnaire was divided into the following subsections: 

1. Q~~estions i - 5 were used to collect demographic data; 

2. Questions 6 -- 14 were used to collect data about the respon- 
dents' capabil~tics on computer usage; and 

3. Questions 15 19 were used to collect data on oprnions of the re- 
spondents about Telecentres. 

The researchers entered and analysed the data on SPSS 11.5 since 
it provided appropriate analytical tools for this study 

Telecentres: Islunds iin u Sea oflnforn~utiotz with no Ship in Sight 

Discussion of Results 

Demographics 

This section Is based on the analysis, discussions and interpreta- 
tion of the data that was collected and gathered from 60 respondents, 
conveniently selected from among the IS&T undergraduate students 
on the Westville campus of UKZN at open access student local area 
networks (LANs). 

The findings reveal that 53% of the respondents were female, and 
that the perceptions of female computer users are therefore adequately 
represented in this study Isls International-Manila (2002) notes from a 
gender perspective that, Telecentre projects must make an active effort 
to consider the disparate needs of women and men in the communities 
they serve. Because of disparate literacy levels and language, it may be 
necessary to develop different training curriculum for different user 
groups. Unfortunately, and as In other areas, women and girls tend to 
benefit marginally from developments in telecommunications and ac- 
cess to services, particularly in the initial planning and implementation 
stages. Even in Telecentre projects, which tend to be community- 
focused and are supposedly rnore aware of community needs, gender 
is not an integral part of the planning equation. 

The statistics reflected that the more accessible participants have 
been the Africans (or rather Blacks) who spend most of their time us- 
ing the free on-campus resources because they tend not to privately 
subscribe to these at home. Based on the findings, African respondents 
constitute 67% of the sample, followed by Indians (18%), Coloureds 
(8%) and Whites (7%). 

Latchem (2001) states that it is vital to ensure that learning and in- 
formation are available to all, regardless of user circumstances. Tele- 
centres can provide people with information and literacy skills to 
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maximize their learning opportunities. However, Telccentres should 
not be seen as a quick solution to every social or economic problem. 
Telecentres are essentially about linking resources, knowledge and 
people without physical proximity. Telecentre support for distance 
learning will be effective wherc they are connected in a unified, coher- 
ent ;a tx i  iuilovative nationai or regioiial system for educational and so- 
cial refor!zz 

'I'ire dornrllalzt age group among the respondent was 20-29. This 
age group posllively correlates with the undergraduate level of educa- 
tion. Finally, the least represented age group in the sample is older stu- 
dents. A fair number of older students are already actively employed, 
and mostly have access to ICTs at work. One would therefore expect 
fewer of them to use open access student LANs Even though the re- 
searchers had the intentions of involving other older groups of 40 
years and above, they could not find anyone of this age. 

Pieterse (2004) notes that by providing hlgh speed internet servlce, 
teacher training and high quality, commercial free educational televi- 
sion programming, broadband access will particularly enable younger 
students to explore and understand the world they live in. Technology 
lies at the core of the Telecentre concept and can undoubtedly bring 
benefits to communities. 

The Rate of Computer Literacy among Respondents 

The vast majority of these respondents (59 of the 60 students 
poiled) regard theniselves as computer literate. Furthermore, of the 60 
respondents 54 rated themselves as having attained either a medium 
level of computer literacy (28), or an expert level of computer literacy 
(26). This result should be understood in the context that thp survey 
was conducted among second and third year level information Sys- 
tems & Technology students who would have acquired good computer 
literacy skills as part of their course work. 

Different people enjoy different things they can do with com- 
puters. Forty six percent of the respondents prefer to use the Internet 

Telecentres: lslnrlds in a Sea of Information with no Ship in Sight 

and of which 32% noted that they are doing their academic work on 
computers. Entertainment included categories such as playing games, 
music, cards and watching movies (20%). Telecentres could play a 
role in getting people together and help people get interested in learn- 
ing to do other things which they were not interested in doing. 

Wilkingn ess to Pay for Assistance 

The table below shows that only a minority of the respondents 
were willing to pay for assistance, revealing that only 27 of the 60 shi- 
dents sampled were willing to pay between R1 00-Rl50 a year for help, 
followed by 25 out of the 60 students who wcre unwilling to pay at all 
for assistance. 

Amount Number 
R100-R150 27 
R150-R250 3 
R250-R350 2 

R+350 1 
Noth~ng 25 

No Response 2 

Table 1 Arnount willing to pay for help 

Phone Owne~sI'oig 

ENASP (2003) notes that edticat~onal ~alstitutlona in dekelogrng 
countries are bcgiluung to devclop opportur~ilies that are offercd by to- 
day's infomdiioo ioclciies Thcsc conni.cilol,i act :rb gabwayr where 
researt;!~er~ r nd ?ibi ax ran\ fii~ii, ti<iv?i:tioiid and siiari: k~~owlcctge a11d 
: ~ d n f ? ~ ? g  cliati:r:ni\ j']\c t ?  ;011i7t51 1 L~ 11) disc $i.kppOrtS app~l6d~l~~l35 

arlcj b..eklzb ltriij; i!'at (i'icsuill? T;.u\ ?xi ,  l%*'i,  : :, plLall i i ~ ! i i t l O n ~  316 10 LIP- 
aradc in(ii i*ii~i:!~i~.  ni i ~ i * l . i i i  fdsttJi. iilig<,t, iiid h~gi rc~  ~ C ~ O I X I I ~ ~  SYS- 

terns, line\ and lac~i~lre\ 

9Vhen a&cd how many of the respondents own telephones at 
home, sl~giitly more than half of them (32 out of 60) reported that they 
owned landline telephones at home. The survey solicited information 
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about the home use of landline telephones, to thc exclusion of cell 
phone use on the assumption that the use of landline phones could also 
give subscribers access to the Internet. The researchers conducted fol- 
low-up interviews with respondents who indicated that they did not 
own phones to determine why they did not have phones. Sixteen re- 
spondents indicated that they did not see the need for landlines be- 
cause they were in possession of mobile telephones (cellular phones), 
stating that life iir easier with them because one is not rcs~ricted to re- 
mlve and make calls (as long as there is sufficient coverage), 

Casual obser \ /d t~o~~ leads one to the conclusion that the vast major- 
:ty (sf students own n~oblle phones, but not  he most recent ones that 
:mid g n e  subscribers acccss fo e-Mail and more soph~sticated Ir~tcr- 
rlet download iBciiit~es In retrospect, ~t would havc bcc:~ priitfent to 
also have includeti questions rn the questionnaire about ccll phone u.;- 
age, pr~i-t~cuiarly 1i-i view of the fact that 11cw colrlnallnlcatloli devices 
like srnat-t phoncs, PDAs anci Pocket PCs allow botfr voice telec:itm- 
inun~cations and internet acccss. 

Jj2ittiators in Telecen tre Establishment 

The table Fp~>tow si~c~ws that the biggest group 0 (' respondents ( 3 L ) 
reit that the Gounc~i of the Tjntvers~ty should be reaponsrble fhr pro- 
-~ ld~ng  an on-campus 'f elecentre 

Tclecentres: isiur~~ls in u Sca ?l'lnfbr.rrlutlor~ \t~itl~ no Ship it1 Sight 

initiator Number 
School of lS&T 15 

University of KwaZulu Natal 31 
"The Government 14 

Sable 2 Preferred ~n~tiators of Telecentres 

Respondents felt that having the centre "ouiit by extcrnai sponsors 
could cause trouble regarding the regulating of the centre. They further 
pointed out that the University is in an appropriate position to meet 
their xleeds and knows the suitable services for the s~udents. 'She sec- 
ond largest group among the respondents (15) expressed the opinlo~z 

that the School of IS&T (as agent of the university) should initiate the 
Telecentre. A smaller, but still slgmficant group of respondents (14) 
expressed the opinion that government should initiate the Telecentre. 
They went on lo note that the government 1s involved in sponsorships 
towards improving the education system in SA. 

Khelladi (2004) suggests that there should be a permanent feed- 
back from the local process to the authorities in charge of the national 
ICT plans implementation, throughout the appropriate channels, to 
permanently adapt strategies and support local activities. Many stu- 
dents would prefer to use a Telecentre to engage in their studies while 
off campus or in residence. It may be used for other reasons, but this 
shows most respondents had their focus on getting themselves 
equipped in developing and growth. 

Best Usesfor aa On-Campus Telecentre 

The table below indicates that majority (39) of the respondents 
would prefer to use the Telecentre to engage in their studies. 

Best Use Number 
Research and Projects 11 

E-Learning and Online Information 18 
Recreation and Skills Development 10 

Communication 8 
Surf~ng the Web and Internet 9 

No Response 4 
Table 3 Perceived best uses for Telecentres 

The centre may be used for other reasons too. but it shows that 
most shidents were focussed on academic development. Distance edu- 
cation gives lcarners freedom in what they are learning, but other first- 
time distancc learners will not know how to deal with this responsibil- 
ity. 



The prevrnus \ec:tton hlgtr~l~ghted come leq1~lts of thc study In 
sect~on rc\eart;h quest~ons that have been posed earlier on wi l l  be dl: 
swered and recomn~eudat~ons w ~ l i  be made wlth regard lo the opcra- 
tron of Telecentres in academia: sett~ngs 

Our re~c~me:~dat iows :KC based on a stdtrstlcal anaiysfh :and inter- 
petatlon of data that was coilected dur~mg the 2004 a;dc,rclcmr; year 
fr~rilixa 'LStQT untfergradu;~tc qtudents ora the Wes"iville C'alatpxrs of the 
I?IL:~JZ~SI~S/  o f  KwaZuPu-N&al I3ernogr~ph16; questrtrrls wcrc askcrD 
about the age, aicaden~ic rank, the lli& hetwecn the res~sondc~xis' Ievel 
oi'~ducatictn and their employment status. a n d  thc~r  117eit~xs of rrlfor~na- 
lion zccebs 

2 subseqilcxlt ~ e t  of yucstions was askcci $0 iictcr~ntne t t x  1~~111011- 

iicnrrs' pcrccptior;~ aitc)ut rhl; usefirlness of rl'clt:cenfrcs la1 higher. educa 
tlon settlrlgs In the ncxt section the resenrci~els pae5tni COIIC~U 

skorls and rttcornrnendatlons 

I'he shdy has revealed rhar r!tele 1s d ntcr! tc 6 tddnc~i  kllc ISSIK ((-EL 
~nfc~nnatlon acre is  anti iharlng !n tel-tlary la~strtutli)ri.: It >+% ac  nitxci! I iaa~ 
i l i ~  procnt ~nfi-art~~rcturt 1s nor adecjulite to iil!iil thc ncc~ais i;f stlacicnt< 
ikom ;",isdd\ itr~ifag~ti hackgrounds Thc f.c\ilirwirig reccirnxncncbat~oa~\ nrib 
made 

S r ~ t i e ~ t s  a! entry levci and other u~;ticnj;rd~itlare ic\,clri ; I ~ C  m t  
grvi  n enough atcent ton and oppo~.tun;ties to tniis\t:rh ~h~lrlsclves ~n the 
global ~nfonnatlon society 'Trarning at these levels 1.; cr-lic~ai ,is r-ilarly 
people at thls stage need to build confidcl~cc rn lP~crr choices of st~rdy 
Inadequate facrlit~es deter the~r  acadelnrc progress because they dre 
unable to complete asslgnnzents and meet subrni\slon clcadhnes 

Telecentres: Islands in u Sea oflnzorrttatiorr with no Ship i r ~  Sight 

Resource Management 
Administrators should develop a strategy that will help identify 

students in need of special assistance and develop interventions that 
will support them academically. 'They should start lo develop an itn- 
proved learning system. Programs like the 'Discussion Forum' should 
be allowed to expand in departments of the institution. 

Learning &baditions 

Some students only get information from thetr educators and there 
are no properly supervised study sessions for young learners who re- 
quire support from teachers. This rneans that they do not get any addi- 
tional information from relevant resources. 

Traini~g 
Education and training are sound investments for the individual 

and for society, but in most countries the expectation is for institutions 
and learners, rather than governments or the general taxpayer to bear 
all or most of the costs This is an issue in poorer countries and com- 
munities and needs attention. 

Job Creatlosz 
Telecentres could become part of a solution for creating employ- 

ment opportunities for 1S&T graduates 

Answers to Research Questions 

1s There a Place i~a Academia j~r  Telecentres? 

Education for all can only be possible by utilising new educational 
paradigms. Africa's new emphasis on scxmx, technology and innova- 
tion bodes well lor the firture. An e-Campus initiative however, that 
includes the establishment and maintenance of Telecentres in disad- 
vantaged communities, will have a direct, positive impact on the en- 
rolment of tertiary institutions, as well as on their rate of through-put. 



Wlzich Crorrps Would Beraef it i2'fos.tjsi.orri Telecrznfre~ ? 

StLtdents Sro~n disadvantaged commun~tles would benefit mole 
than those from acivantageci co~~~rrnnlities, and fern:iles would beneGI 
rnore than males. 'Telecentrs projects rnust actrvelj, supply 1.11~: teie- 
conlmunicatlon needs o r  femalcs and males ln d~~ i ihd~an tag~d  C ~ V P ~ I T Z I ~ -  

a l t ~ e r  For cxmple,  more females may ~ieed tmini~~g In coxnputct Iltel- 
dcy ~lrilllc tnore men &odd he trarncd ro cir,stonler rnairitenancc: to pro- 
vide rllern cs11til career opportun~ties In tiddalto11. bt-~;rusc of (f~spar.die 
iiteracy levels and iang~lapc, it may be alec1:ssar-y to develoyr diffkrent 
train~ng cumcula h r  drfferent user gr-c~ups. 

TeSecentre srrppo" ft,j[ rlrstxitce ieal:~irig wall he eb'f;ctive wl-tcrc 
the) are connected r n  a ulillfed, cni-lelerlt and :n!:crvatlve natartniil rrr re. 
lqonai system for cducatiorlai and social iefon~~a l>earn~ng :zqd ~ n f b r -  
[nation must he axallabie to all, rcgarcilcis nl' r i - ~ c ~ r  soc r:li cnrcwm- 
stances 'i elecer~treq calt prnt id(: snudents with 111 (01-tx?n~it10n and 1 x 1  ex:lcy 
sk~lls to mawmlsr: lllerr Ieaattrng oppoi-LunlC~ci f-icwevea., a't:.."iecelll~cs 
shnrldd not be seen as a solutioli to evcm 30i;la.l 01 ~ : L , ( P I I O I P I I ~  j~roblrral 
T'eleccntres must bc des~g:~ec-l lo fi~lfj'II detta;l~n~ttc:! cilixrr-fiin~~iy nccds, 
mdrr,rged on sound t7ii~lncsn p:lnc~plcs alrti ( i-1:z,lc ncniisric rxItei;i,rtlc,n.; 
ainong ~ t s  patron? of what can be achicved w ~ i t r ~ n  a pve:\ ttnlt:ll-amz 

Pour plannxng, exjrensrvc s~ftw~arc ;111c! i111;It;"rtl!iliq,;i1i<j11 ~111: XII'L~I: 

i:otnp~.ltc:~'i a c r ~ ~ l l ~ ,  mlstaka: fol /'411ican h r r i ~ v c [ ~ t l ~ e s  <,a)od pidna;rlg 
anti ~lt~l~sataorl, such 2s rnztknlg computer5 3<~31ji ihl~ to7 co~nm~:i'iily ui,t 
outside academxc hours G O L I ~ ~  compensate :or this 7 he deployment of 
Telsccntres In developing cotlntries constltutcs a promsing way to 
narrow the digital divide and to Improve the quality of Ilfe of men and 
women particularly in low-~ncome rural and under-served areas 

Telecentres: Islands in a Sea of Infornlation with rro Ship in Siglrt 
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Abstract 
This contribution profiles one local community2 in KwaZulu-Natal with re- 

gard to the digital divide. It reviews several approaches that were followed 
worldwide to solve the problem of the digital divide and shows which ones suc- 
c.eeded. For the empirical part of this article the authors collected data by means 
of questionnaires and subsequently conducted interviews with some of the re- 
spondents to clarify some comments they made while completing question- 
naires. The conclusion for the study is that the Government needs to pay atten- 
tion to issues that could help reduce the gap. It will, however, take a couple of 
years to show a real reduction. 

Key Terms 
Digital divide, information communicatioxl technology (ICT), local 
community, information, literacy, computer literacy, computer skills 

' The teiln "rural local coinmun~ty" and "urban local co inmu~~~ty"  are used rather than "rural corn- 
munity" and "ui-ban coininun~ty" bccause the latter terins have become stigmatized frorn a dcvelop- 
mental point of view. Furthennore, w ~ t h  the pi-oper ~~nplenlentation of infonnatioil corninunication 
teclmologies (ICTs) the specific urban or rural locality of a community will be rmmatenal to the ac- 
cess that its inhabik~~lnts have to electronic informal~on co~n~nunication sources. 

The tenn "local cornmun~ty" is being used rather fhan "rural coininunlty" because the latter term 
has becoine stigmatired fkoin a develop~netlt;~l point of vicw. Furthemmore, with the proper imple- 
mentation of information co~nmunicatioil technologies (LCTs) the locality of a coininunity will be 
iinrnatenal to thc access that its inhabitants have to electronic lnfonnatlon sources. 
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Introduction 
What rural local communities in third world countries find a prob- 

lem with is the lack of access to information in rural local communities 
(Yu (2002)). The lack of infrastructure in rural local coinmunities con- 
tr~buted to the lack of access to information and the lives of African 
people in the community. This was motivation for the researchers to 
Investigate these problems experienced to access infomation in rural 
areas. This study used the residents in Melmoth, Emkhlndini Reserve 
In KwaZulu-Natal (South Africa) as respondents. 

The digital divide refers to a gap that exists between individuals 
who have reasonable opportunities to access technology tools and 
these that do not have such opportunities. The digital divide breaks 
along many fault lines, rncluding but not limited to. education, income, 
etlinicity, geography, infrastructure, and drsability. 'The digital divide 
exists anytime there is a gap in opportunities experienced (Yu (2002)). 

'Theoretical Review of Past Research 
It appears that there 1s a gap between rural and urban local com- 

~nunities acccsslng tnfomlatlon (The Daily, 2003) In urban cornmuni- 
ties, people hake casler access to resources (i.e. librar~es, computers 
a ~ i d  Mult~purpose Community Centres (MPCCs!) that can he used to 
access ~nfi)rmat~on However, In mral local comrnun~tles people have 
no access at all and they fall behind rn accessing lnformatrorl due to a 
scarcity of resources (Warschauel (2002)) 

Pcople living in rural local colllmunitles lack access to ~nfomaat~on 
because of poor infi-astructurc Houses are scattered and rt 1s difficult 
to have a centre for people to access irifoi-mation (Computers for Af- 
uca, 2004) Pcople Ilvlng In rural locai comrnunrtics don't have sk~lls 
to use resources and there are no trainers to assrst people to usc these 
resources (Warschauer (2002)). Millward (2003), on the other hand, 
states that the Internet remalns the m a n  source of ~nfhrmation. 

Anding (2003) notes that communities do not know how to de- 
crease the digital divide. McMillan (2003) supports this by stating that 
information and other government services are not accessible to every- 
one because they have no resources. To access resources they have to 
travel long distances to reach those services (i.e, libraries, clinics, 
internet cafes, etc.). 

Fell (2002) states that the digital divide is getting wider even 
though teleco~nrnunications penetration had risen worldwide. In 
Westernised countries people use mobile phones that allow them eas- 
ier access to computers and the Internet. In Third World countries the 
lack of infrastructure does not allow people to think about tomorrow 
(Gennaio (2002)). Whelan (2004) reports that people in Africa are de- 
nied access to computers (1 in every 100 has access to a telephone). 
Lepage (2004) states that Africa is lagging behind the rest of the world 
to develop their ICT infrastructures. 

There are more factors contributing towards a lack of facilities in 
rural areas. These include low literacy level, high rate of unemploy- 
nlent, and lower level of income (all ignored by governments). These 
families have to make a decision between buying a computer or food 
on the table (Tognetti (2004)). People living in urban areas are getting 
a better income, and it is easier for them to invest into computers or 
they might have access to a computing facility, they have a phone for 
basic communication and a TV. 

Developing Countries and the Digital Divide 
Most of these countries are poor; they have a high unemployment 

rate and are overpopulated. They are financially unstable and the infra- 
structure is poor. Therefore. in order for developing countries to bridge 
the digital divide, the infrastructure must be improved (Fors (2003)). 
Programs have been established to conceptualize the digital divide in 
Africa (e.g. Canadian Fund for Africa, Whelan (2004)). Whelan 
(2004) also states that in partnership with African institutions, Connec- 
tivity Africa support research development and effective use of ICT in 
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the following areas: innovative, low-cost applications and connectivity 
across regions, research and development, etc. 

"Computers for Africa" is another non-profit organization that re- 
furbishes second hand computers and ships them to Africa (Computers 
for Africa (2004)). These computers are given to disadvantaged 
groups, and organizations that work for social development. They state 
that in Africa there are only three con~puters for every 1000 persons 
(Computers for Africa (2004)). In 2002 the government of New Delhi 
(India), in collaboration with Information Technology Corporation, es- 
tablished a project known as the "Hole-in-the-Wall" experiment to 
provide computers for the city's street children (Warschauer (2002)). 
These cot~lputers are connected to the Internet (2417) through a dial-up 
access and no instructors are provided to allow learning at their own 
pacc and speeding (Warschauer (2002)). 

SA has been regarded as a country that has a better infrastructure 
in Africa. To bridge the digital divide SA has dedicated itself by intro- 
ducing Multi-Purpose Community Centres (MPCCs) into the commu- 
nities, br~nging services closer to people in rural areas; also govern- 
ment servlces (e.g. identity documents, marrlage certificates, birth cer- 
tificates (Annual Report (2002)). Martindale (2002) argues that the 
dig~tal divide 1s evident in technology. ICT has unwittmgly excluded 
the masses as technology raced on leav~ng many m §A behind Socio- 
economic circumstances, irtlbalanced education policcs, as well as Ian- 
guage bail-lers arc some of the factors forcing t h ~ s  exclusion. 

In Johannesburg there is a group that formed an indcpcndent 
co~nrnunity organization to help bridge the digital divide. Thcy hope to 
create an environment where people can become computer literatc and 
learn about benefits of tecllnology (Scott, 2004). This will help people 
in poorer com~nunities to learn computer skills and to access infonna- 
tion. Scott (2004) cites Mzolo (a founder member of the project) who 
noted that they would provide computer Literacy training. Most com- 
puter programs are in English and to deal with this matter, trans- 
late.org.za (i.e. http://www.transl$e.org.za) has been set up to translate 
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software into other languages in SA (Martindale (2002)). In order to 
close the literacy gap, banks have changed their Automatic Teller Ma- 
chines to a multilingual system. In March 2004 ABSA machines al- 
lowed users to select from five different languages used in SA. 

In SA the Government is trying to bring services to the people as a 
way of combating the digital divide. In 2002 the SA government in- 
stalled more than 29 MPCCs throughout the country (Annual Report, 
2002). In Colesberg people used to travel 200 kilometres to De Aar to 
access Government services using private transport (about R300) for a 
trip to access information. In Soweto the Ekurhuleni Metro Munici- 
pality is fighting the lack of access by participating in the Mindset 
Network Schools Mayoral Project to assist schools by providing a pro- 
gram that delivers courses (e.g. Mathematics, Physical Science and 
English). It includes TV sets, video recorders, satellite dishes and 
smart cards (Sunday Times, 30105104 p 22). 

Literacy 
Literacy can help to bridge the digital divide. It is understood that, 

for a nation to develop, the level of literacy must be uplifted. People in 
developing countries also have low levels of literacy compared to 
those in developed countries because of unavailability of resources to 
educate people (Warschauer (2002)). In developing countries people 
are not concerned about information because they can't use it, which 
causes these countries to fall behind (The Daily, 2003). The Internet is 
supporting instruction with new models of e-Learning, with the stu- 
dents at the centre of the learning process. Institutions for learning are 
placing course materials online; schools can become agents for 
change, helping to reengineer the education system and stimulate life- 
long learning (Ishaq (2001)). 

Sehrt (2003) states that organizations (e.g. World Bank) provide a 
training program that has trained teachers in African, Asian, Latin 
American and Middle Eastern nations in the use of technology. For e- 
Learning to be successful in the developing world it needs another im- 
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portant pillar, i.e. a decent infrastructure and the Internet (Sehrt 
(2003)). There are some connections between literacy and Internet ac- 
cess. Warschauer (2002), for instance, argues that access to the Inter- 
net is like being connected to advarxes in cominunication by means of 
knowledge and production. 

For learners schooling usually correlates with the income level of 
the child's parents. It is difficult for children in rural local communi- 
ties to advance in school because most people living in rural local 
communitics do not have any income (The Daily, 2003) (e.g. 70% of 
Ghanaians cannot read and write - Eyiah, 2004). Tognetti (2004) cites 
Bryilson who argues that it is hard for people who don't speak English 
to become cotnputer literate because programs are in English. Early 
school leavers find it difficult to learn computer skills as many of the 
computer programs are in English. The other factor that contributes 
towards illiteracy in rural local comlunities is that schools are built 
far away from the community due to structures ofthe land. 

Training 
Training is integral to the sustainability of ICT projects. Technol- 

ogy changes and it is necessary for tutors to keep up-to-date with soft- 
ware trends (Problems that keep the Divide in existence ...., 2004). 
Fors (2003) suggests that the UN together with the IT companies pro- 
vide the comnnunity with skills to Lase computers and the Internet. 
Sehrt (2003) states that computer literacy is a precondition for leaners 
to benefit from technology based learning as e-Learning can build on 
basic computer shlls. 

Technology and Infrastructure 
The digital divide is a complex concept, as it does not only cover 

the Internet access; it encompasses anything that accesses information 
and co~nmunication (i.e. coniputers connected to the Internet, radios, 
TV, access to telephone and mobile phone networks, etc.). Developed 
countries are advanced in technology but there is a big gap between 
the USA and Africa. The cost of supporting computers and the Internet 

today is billions of dollars and African countries do not have these 
hnds  available. Additionally, the cost for training, support, and 
changes in infrastructure will make ICTs projects less desirable then 
other pressing and easily solvable issues (Problems that keep the Di- 
vide in existence.. . ., 2004). 

Warschauer (2002) compares a Professor at the University of Cali- 
fornia with a high-speed connection in her office, a student in Seoul 
who occasionally uses a cyber cafe, and a rural activist in Indonesia 
who has no computer or phone line, but whose female colleagues in 
her group download and print the information for her. This illustrates 
the digital divide on three dimensions and shows how people from dif- 
ferent parts of the world access the information. Mulama (2004) ar- 
gues that the communication infrastructure in Africa is concentrated in 
urban areas, 50% of telephone lines are found in capitals where only 
about 10% of Africa's population resides. Infrastructures are essential 
for economic globalization and improving international competition 
(Mulama (2004)). SA's communication system is almost entirely digi- 
tal with microwave and fibre optics serving as the main transmission 
media. State controlled Telkom is responsible for the installation and 
maintenance of these facilities (Bendi (2002)). 

Benefits of ICTs 
Companies, governmental and NGO's who help combating the 

digital divide are aware of the benefits that ICTs can bring to the 
community. ICTs have the capacity to decrease marginalisation and 
empower people hl ly  by giving access to information (Jackson, 2004). 
The introduction of ICTs, a factor in combating the digital divide in 
the community, provides isolated individuals with the opportunity to 
communicate. 

Crede & Mause (2004) state that if governments and other stake- 
holders design and implement effective ICTs and services this may re- 
duce the knowledge gap between community members. These strate- 
gies need to focus on using ICTs in ways relevant to development pri- 
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orities. They also argue that special attention needs to be given to pro- 
vide least-developed countries (especially Sub-Saharan Africa), with 
financial resources, physical infkastmcture, and a knowledge base to 
achieve sustainable development goals. 

Crede & Mause (2004) showed that a digital divide also exists be- 
tween males and females. They give an example as follows: in the 
USA wornen account for more than 50% of Internet users, the percent- 
age of women using internet is as low as 19% in SA, 13% in Nether- 
lands and 8% in China (non-literacy is an obstacle to Internet access 
and wornen make up to nearly two thirds of the world's non-literates). 

By implementing ICTs in working environments, employees di- 
rectly promote techoiogical changes in their organizations and indi- 
rectly in society in general. 

Research Questionxs 
This article addressed the necd of communities influenced by the 

digital divide. Some aspects of the literature have solved part of the 
problem, however the following needs attention: 

1. How do the computer skills of the community compare with other 
places? 

2. How can computer skills help to bridge the digital divide? 

3. Can this be extended to other communities'? 

4. How can the digital divide gap be closed in rural areas? 

5 .  Who is responsible for closing the gap? 

6. Why is bridging the digital divide important? 

7 What resources are available to bridge the digital divide? 

Summary of Theory 
'The revolution in computers and telecomanunications iletworks 

and the accelerated rate of this change along with the explosion in 
knowledge are creating changes in information needs among commu- 

nities. New jobs, an explosion in entrepreneurship, access to educa- 
tion, and new models of community building, ease of access to global 
markets, and many more are dividends of this revolution. Yet the 
benefits of the information age are out of reach for many in both de- 
veloped and developing countries. This gap threatens to cut off popu- 
lations from a chance to participate in society. 

Research Methodology 
The study was conducted in Melmoth (Emkhindini Reserve, 

KwaZulu-Natal Midlands, South Africa) with a population of about 
500. The researchers randomly selected a sample of 200 people by us- 
ing a quantitative approach to meet the demands of accuracy and reli- 
ability for a scientific research project. According to Chaudhary 
(1991 :8) quantitative research is based on the measurement of the 
quantity of the phenomenon under study. The researchers handed the 
questionnaires to respondents to complete. The questionnaires con- 
sisted of two types of questions (multiple choice and open ended). The 
researchers received 196 completed questionnaires from the people in 
the community of Melmoth at Ernkhindini Reserve. All the data gath- 
ered from the respondents was analyzed, interpreted and expressed in 
the form of graphs, tables, percentages and statistical analysis by 
means of the program SPSS 1 1.5. 

Discussion of the Results 
The purpose of the data analysis in this research is to reflect the 

extent in which the lack of information access affects disadvantaged 
communities, especially those living in rural local communities in SA. 

Demographics 
Because some members in the community cannot read and write, 

it was difficult for them to complete the questionnaire on their own. 
The survey was therefore conducted during one-on-one interviews. 
The findings reveal that of the 193 interviewees, 62% are males and 
38% females. The gender imbalance in the sample is due to the fact 
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that in rural local communities females are not as easily accessible for The researchers in the present project discovered that the lack of edu- 
research as males because they are assigned domestic duties in the cation in the community is a contributing factor to the Door informa- 
home while males by contrast generally perform physical work out- 
doors, making them more accessible than females as interviewees. The 
investigation reveals that males in rural local communities are likely to 
decide who is going to be interviewed because they regard themselves 
as heads of their families. This is in accordance with an observation in 
the Daily (2003) to the effect that the levels of education between 
males and females are reported to be different, with males usually be- 
ing better educated than females. 

African households largely occupy the area where the study was 
conducted. Approximately 93% of the population in the area are Afri- 
cans followed by coloureds (4%) and whites (3%). The investigation 
reveals that unavailability of resources is related to past policies. 
Many white people were not affected by the lack of information access 
as they own computers and have a better infrastructure. One contribut- 
ing factor to the lack of access to information in the community is the 
need of knowledge. Even if people have access to information, in 
many cases they don't know how and where to use it (Warschauer 
(2002)). 

Fifty five percent of the participants (106) were younger than 20 
years and all reported being negatively affected by a lack of resources 
in the community. It is especially difficult for learners because some of 
the material is computerized and they cannot access it. In the village 
there are two schools (a primary and a secondary school) that respec- 
tively offer Grade 0 to Grade 7 and Grade 8 to Grade 12, but without 
any ICT infrastructure. If learners want to use a conlputer they have to 
travel to Empangeni or Eshowe where there are computers available to 

tion access. For instance, only 16% of the respondents reported having 
some hgher education qualification Most of the educated community 
members are teachers, appointed from outside, therefore long-term 
residents in the community. This is in accordance with Scott (2004) 
who noted that the digital divide is applicable to permanent members 
of the community, and an environment where these people can become 
computer literate must be established. This is supported by Daly 
(2004) whch states that African learners and students are failing to 
properly adhere to the current educational system based on technology. 
As a result they find themselves at a disadvantage in their careers. 

Computer Literacy and Ownership 
The study discovered that about 70% of the members of the com- 

munity do not have computer skills. This is because there is no infra- 
structure and there are no people in the community who can teach 
them. This is supported by Gennaio (2003) who states that in third 
world countries there are debts to be paid and people do not have 
funds available for training. Schools are using typewriters to prepare 
test and examination papers, but they cannot photocopy them because 
they do not have facilities. These papers are then written on black- 
boards for the learners to answer. 

Some people in the community don't even know what a computer 
looks like and what it is used for. Another contributing factor to the 
poor infrastructure in the community is that the geographical location 
of the village is not conducive to personal visits, let alone electronic 
communications. Dwellings in the community are scattered and some 
of them are isolated by mountains or dense bushes. There is no con- 

the public. venient central location where a community centre can be built and 
Older people are not concerned about accessing information. households have little spare income to put towards visits to such a ten- 

among others because they don't know how to use the information to tre. Only 30% of the community members have some computer skills 
alleviate the immediate pressing problems of daily existence. This ob- and about 29% of the respondents report having poor skills. Those 
servation is supported by the findings reported in Millward (2003). who reported having good computer skills were students or learners 

53 
52 
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who were taught to use computers m the schools in the Melmoth ar gap in the digital divide because teachers themselves do not have ac 
However, few families can afford to educate their children m Melm cess to electronic data on the Internet. McM~llan (2003) notes tha 
because of higher school fees and additional travel costs. governmental news servlces are not accessible to everyone wlth thc re 

About 98% of the community (mostly Zulu people) do not own sult that people in rural local communities use radios and TVs, whici 
computers. This is, among others, because then- Income is too Low to confirms the findings of the present study 
buy computers, or because they do not have the ~nfrastructure to oper- 
ate a computer and Internet access (e.g. electric~ty and telephone 
lines). T h ~ s  is in agreement with the results of McMillan (2003) who 
notes that servlces llke e1ec;trlcity and telephones are not accessible to 
everyone 'The data also reveals that elderly people (pensioners) sup- I 
port most homes while some are dependent on child support grant -- I 

The Income of grandparent supported households is too meagre to en- -- -- -- --- 

able them to buy computers This statement is also in agreement with 
Table 1: Regular use of ~nformatlon 

the findings of Computers for Atkica (2004) wb~ch state that Afncan 
workers are so Gllancially d~sadvantaged that some people only cam Nearly 50% of the nlernbers ol'the cornmunrty report that they de- 
$1 00 a day, about R7 00 a day (South ,Llfrican cur~ellcy) at the pend on the news for current lnfhrmal~on Although they llsten to the 

news they generally do not have ihe means of using the ~nfomation 
This is confirnaed by Computers for Africa (2004) who proposes that 
pre-owned computers could be refurbished and donated to disadvan- 
taged communltres tcj promote literacy and soclal development 

There is a 92% unemplsyincnt rate In the comrnu~~~ty  that war 
studied, and tbemef'ore a wide gap between ernpioyed and the unem- 
ployed people in the community The findings of the present study re- 
veals that most peoplc in the cornmuxilty are not working because of 

Sotrrces the following reasons: 

e The level of education is low in the community; 
Figure 1: Where interviewees access information 

e There are no business sectors where they can work; 
Figure 1 indicates that most community members depend on pas- * There is no infrastructure; as a result it is difficult to establish a 

sive (non-interactive) fonns of electronic communication like televi- small business; 
sion and radio to get information (87%). The public libra~y is in Mel- 
moth and it is difficult for people to travel for libraiy visits due to fi- They have no knowledge or infornlation on how to create jobs 

nancial constraints. Schools in the cornniunity don't have libraries and for themselves; 

learners get all their information from teachers. This contributes to the 



* There are no community projects that will help them to use the 
land they have: and 

* No Community Outreach Programs to cducate people. 

The unemployed people xn the community contrib~lted to the la 
of infomation access. Nincty five percent of' the cotnmiin~ky members 
believe that by providing computers to the cninn~unity ~t will solve 
problems by giv~~ag people access to irafotnlation. Although most 
them don't h o w  anything about computers they believe that ciil 

puters could help close the gap (digital divide) bet\vcen them and thos 
who have access ro computers. 'The rcsearch also seveais thar people in 
the ~ornmunity that have never used connputers befbre are wrlting 
learn how to use computers. Thcy thank that computers can rmprc, 
ahelr lives. The rnajorlty of cornmunity members believe that com- 
puters will prov~de tlrein with marketable skills and easier access hi) 111- 

formation. 

Computers play a role In business, prc)v~dhg ctlucatlon via 
Internet, etc. Thus the corn~nunlty will be able to clnpower themselves 
(especially the unernployed), C,'omputers 1:1 rurai sch\>,sis can ir clp 
close the gap that exists between rural leari~ers :;nil :;rlm-i ieamcrs 
Thls ns in agreement with Sch1-t (2003) who drgui-s tlkii~, iiar e-l.earwng 
to bc successful in the developing worlct, 11 acecis ii-, i-lullii or? another 
pillar (that is the existence of infrastructure sloi;g ;;\/itli ascess to tile 
Internet). 

Table 2: Computer skills by gender 

The Digital Divide and Access to Information Conznzunicatron Technologies 

levei of education 
no formal I prlrnary I secondary I tertcary I I 

Table 3: Level of education by gender 

gender male 
female 

Table 4: The amounts that female and male interv~ewees are willrng to spend per month 
on computer training 

There are more males with computer skills than females (Table 2). 
The table shows that the correlation between gender and computer 
skills is 0.087, which is close to 0. This indicates a weak correlation 
between these variables (gender and computer skills are independent). 
Having computer skills does not depend on gender because any person 
can learn to use a coinputer regardless of gender. There is a weak 
negative correlation (=-,082) between gender and levei of education. 
This is close to 0, this meming that these variables are independent. 
Gender has nothing to do with education because elther male or female 
can go to school. So tl~ere is no contr~bution of' gender to education 
meaning all should have ecjual access to ilzfbrrnat~on 

educatcon 
3 
3 

There is a significant posltlve correlation (.672) between computer 
skills and the level. of u~lderstandmg. This 1s supported by Warschaucx 
(2002) in his study where he argucd that I S  you grew up with corn- 
puters you understand thein better 

The above table shows that per ~ ( l p z t i l  fernales I l r  the comnmunity 
are willing to spend more money on computer training than males. The 
reason for this could be that fcmrtles are more concerned about meet- 
ing needs of their families rather than their own needs Clearly, ovel 
and above the provision of ICT in this community, Goveinment should 
implement developmental policies that promote the sustained com- 

education 
5 
4 

education 
100 
57 

education 
7 
9 

other 
1 

no response 
4 
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puter skills training of the inhabitants of the community. The correla- eems that older people in the community are not interested in com- 

tion is 0.106, which indicates a weak positive correlation, These two s (few of them are willing to spend money on computer training). 

variables do not possess a stronger relationship between them and dis- lack of general literacy and Web skills among the elderly leads to 

plays no casualty - anybody can thus spend any amount of money on e opinion among them that ICTs are for the young. This fmding is 

computer training. It supports the findings. ported by Millward, (2003). There is a positive correlation (0.18 1) 
een age and the number of people that are willing to spend on 

computer training because younger people are the ones who want to 
learn about computers. Therefore, t h s  should help the Government to 
identify those who could help to reduce the digital divide between ur- 
ban and rural local communities. 

Summary 

Table 5: Age and computer skiiis 
The research project of which the results are reported in this con- 

tribution investigated the effects that difficulties of accessing inforrna- - - 

tion by means of ICT has on present-day rural communities in 
Most of the lnenabers in the communsty are tile yolath, a Kw~ZUIU-Natal Province. It used the Melrnotil community at Em- 

khindini Reserve (KwaZulu-Natal Midlai~ds) as a population. If the 
c o q a t e r  skills. Most of these are people who learned or are 6;urrentl results reported here is anything to go by, people in rural cormn~lnities 
Xealltrng at schools In lire where tklerG are no i("r resource are lagging beh~nd in the usage of the Internet, and t l ~ ~ s  deficit signlfi- 
Tltas shou]cj kept in mind, by Government when they design strat cantly colltnbutes 10 the lack 01' ecotlornrc and soc~al development in 

these communlt~es This ~nvestagaticin's first irbjcclive was to  explorc 
local co~nanur~~tics the role that can bc played by tile Cio\iernmcu% and orher N(;Os 111 eni- 

powering the cormlunity with resources 11 hrther aimed lo d~scove~  
what could be done by local communjtlcs to cr~~pctwer tllclnselvcs w ~ t h  

ccau.;e tbc Ici cl af ed~acat~i~n rn $lac coxnmunify too low to prov~de 
access to the Internet by b~liddir~g their own rewurces anci tliercby red- skrlis base fbr sustalnablc commlmrty de~/~1c~pmc1lt ?'la,(: corrcfa 
ise their own laterit potcnt~als 

weak ( 0.0'75) 'Th:s ms:alzs llaat !hers: 1s no reiatio~lshlp betwe 
tuo variables Th~s would affect the digital drvlde ancli hrip Inc Because lack of informat~ol~ acccss 1s a corrrp!~cated problem ~n 

T ~ J S  1s In agrcc~nent wltb eoxnputers for ,4fIlca (2004) who arg rural local communities, the researchers rcvlewed l~teratplre with t h ~  

low levels of education in rural colmunitle!; will ensure a big aim of discovering basic aspects of how the lack of information access 
tween rural and urban communities. affects rural communities. i t  also investigated strategies that are cur- 

rently used to deal with the difficulties of accessing information in ru- Most of the younger people state that they would be willing to pay 
ral local communities using IC'T and flow these strategies can bc ap- for computer skills training like word processing skills, learning how 
plied in SA as part of an IT for Development framework. to play computer games, and how to use the Internet. Not surprisingly 
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The Government is Not Empowering Communities in Rural 
Areas 

One of the goals of the S. A. Government has been to empower ru- 
ral local communities. This goal has never been met. The lack of' ICT 
infrastructure and training in Emkhindini Community can be consid- 
ered as an indication that the South African Government seems to be 
preoccupied with addressing other pressing social and economic prob- 
lems rather than using ICT to educate and empower the rural poor with 
knowledge and skills that would allow them to take an active role in 
their own development. This observation is supported by the fact that 
70 % of the interviewees in the Emkhindini Community who indicated 
that they have no computer skills and their situation is not improving. 

Poor Education and Unemployment Are Some of the Wea- 
sons for Lack of Information in Local Rural Communifies 

The problem of poor education and high rate of unerriployment in 
ra.~ral local con~munities has been an exacerbating factor to poor mfor- 
mation access 11 has been found that 92% of the interv~cw~es in the 
Emkhindini Comtnunity reported that they were unemployed, and that 
~ h s  majimry of'lhe respondents associated their status of poor informa- 
t ~ o n  access with shortage of' resources in the conrrnunity. They also 
exprcsseti thi: vlcw that the high rate of unemployment contr~butcs to 
tilcrn problem of' access to ~nfot-matiorz. Low levels of educat~on and 
ldck of' access to ICT arc posiiecl as rnuiual!y self-reinfoicing condi- 
tiorxi that pret ent metnbers of local cor-tlmun~ties to actively contribute 
to t h r x  ( i ~ ~ ~ e i o p r r ~ t n l  r,i'fh~'1r . ; O I I I M L ~ T ~ I ~ I C ~  

Answers to Research Questions 
The researchers conducted thls study because there were some 

questions regarding IT for development that were raised in current Ilt- 
erature on the topic. These questions were answered as f'ollows: 

The Digital Divide and Access to Inforrriation Communication Technologies 

1. H o w  d o  computer skills of the community compare with 
other places? 

The study revealed that only 30% of the interviewees in the Em- 
khindini Community reported having computer skills. By contrast, in 
some Indian rural communities computers are connected to the Internet 
around the clock, giving even street children the opportunity to teach 
the~nselves how to use ICT to improve their levels of education. 

2 .  H o w  can computer skills help to  bridge the digital divide? 

Computers connected to the Internet are main sources of informa- 
tion and therefore bringing computers to the community will help them 
to gain computer skills (Computers for Africa, 2004). 

3. Can this be extended t o  the other communities? 

There is no doubt that computers in the community can contribute 
to rural development as Yu (2002) emphasizes. Communities that lack 
knowledge and technology have difficulty in competing and will be- 
cvme increasingly poor and isolated. 

4. f l o w  will the  gap in  the digital divide be closed in rural areas? 

'This can be done in the following ways: 

e Prepare young people with technology literacy skills needed 

Ensure that schools and corntnuniiies equip individuals with the 
technology skills they will need to be contributing members to 
the development of their cotnnlunities 

r Ensure that adequate fundmg is providec! for schools and com- 
munities that will allow them access to technoiogy resources. 

Put technology to work to address the needs of low income and 
underserved communities. 

5. Who is responsible for closing the gap? 

All lnenibers in the co~nmunity and the Governlent are responsi- 
ble for combating the digital divide. 
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6. Why is bridging the digital divide important? 

The digital divide refers to the knowledge and skills gap that exists 
between people who have access to technology tools and those who do 
not have access to those tools (Wikipedia (2004)). Therefore, by bridg- 
ing the digital divide the community will benefit as follows: 

e It helps thern acquire knowledge, and enhance educational sys- 
tems; 

61 It also enables them to catch up with developed countries by 
leapfrogging stages of technological development; 

e It allows less developed countries to effectively nleet their de- 
velopment goals (e.g. poverty reduction, health, sanitation, and 
education); and 

a, It also promotes I-ecognition in the international communiby, 
thus attracting foreign tourists and investors and enabling the 
country to benefit from global e-Commerce (Yu (2002)). 

7. What resources are available? 

'The finc-lings of the  study reveal that in the iural community there 
west: no resources. 

This study has proved that accessing information in rural local 
cornmunitles is a problem. It also discovered that high ~lnernploymellt 
rare, low levcl of literincy and lack of infrastructure contributes to the 
problen~ of information access. ?'he study makes the k~llowing rec- 
ommendations. 

People in rural local communities affected by the lack of infor- 
mation should develop a strategy that will need less attention 
from governmental and focus more on what they can do to com- 
bat the digital divide. They should properly manage their own re- 
sources. 

The Digital Divide arrd Access lo /r!fbrnrution Cor9rrnti/1icutioi? Techr~ologies 

e The SA Government should revisit the objective of empower- 
ment for poor people who are lagging behind in using technology 
devices. Special attention should be paid to find solutions that 
will help neutralize problems associated with information pov- 
erty. 

About 92 % of the unemployed at Ernkhindini (Melmoth Com- 
munity) are young people from the local school. Their unem- 
ployment is closely related to their low level of education. 1CTs 
should help people to empower the~~iselves with skills and better 
educational background. 

(P All recom~endations can be made successful by mobilizing 
people in the community to play a meaningful role in fighting in- 
iijnnation poverty in the village. 

This study argues that the lack of ~nf<)nnatlon access in rural local 
com~nunlties is magnlbkd by a lack of ~nfrasl~xcture. Therefore in m- 
ral local communit~c:; pcople c k h o  are wrllnng to get ~nfomation have 
no choice otlzer than flstcts to the radio or watching television. There 
are few who usc other xeaousces The reason IS that public hbraries and 
newspapers are not available In nxral ar-eas, ancl as a result people in 
rural Local colnrnurittlcs do not use thlb lor infi~rrnat~on (even In 
schools) f,earnexs get ~n fon~~a t ion  iior11 their ~cachers and do not get 
additional inii)rnlation Schools that ale wiiilng to buy computers have 
a prnblein becausc there 1s no eleclr~city to run tilem and it causes the 
digital divrde to grow iargcr. 
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The Potential Crisis Facing South African 
Universities 

Manoj Maharaj 

"If the rate 'of change inside an institution is less than the rate of change 
outside, the end is in sight" 

Jack Welch 

1. Introduction 
The South African Higher education system, shaped as it was by 

History, needs to bootstrap itself into the 21" century. An analysis of 
the various position papers and policy documents make it clear that our 
education planners are not preparing for the revolution in Higher 
Education that is being driven by advances in Information Technology 
and communications. Instead of just considering IT as a facilitator of 
Higher Education, it is imperative that education policy and planning 
recognize IT as a driver of Higher Education or we run the risk of 
being mired in bureaucracy while the information revolution passes us 
by. 

The restructuring of the South African Higher Education system 
must create a leaner and more efficient system that is geared towards 
to the imperatives forced upon it by the developments both nationally 
and internationally. The physical distance that for long isolated our 
institutions from international competition has now collapsed. Our 
distance from the developed economies is now measured virtually 
rather than physically. And this virtual closeness makes it clear that the 
rate of change within our HE institutions is less than the rate of change 
in industry and commerce and also lags the changes being introduced 
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at HE institutions internationally. Failing to recognize thls will place 
our institutions at a serious disadvantage. 

South Africa possesses one of the most advanced information and 
communications infrastructures in the world. Yet, the plans and 
strategies for the fkture of the HE system ignore the very simple fact 
that in order to react to rapid and discontinuous change imposed upon 
it by technological developments we need to have agile organizations. 
The creation of behemoths through mergers and acquisitions runs 
contrary to the logical solution of creating small specialized 
institutions that are agile enough to react quickly. In the present system 
universities require up to a year to introduce programmes of study that 
would reflect the needs of society. Independent institutions, both 
international and national, that are represented in our country can react 
much more quickly and capture the growing market. 

2. The Emerging Higher Education Landscape 
A university may be defined as an organization that is geared 

towards the collation, creation and dissemination of information. The 
manner and efficiency in which this process is managed will impact 
directly upon the university's success. The central role of information 
within a university naturally implies that it is significantly affected by 
the rapid advances in information and communications technology. 

One of the most far reaching changes in the 1990s is the 
exponential increase in the accessibility of information to society at 
large. The information revolution has reached the stage where it 
controls the rate of change of our society. The global economy is 
moving from creating and transporting physical objects to the creation 
and transportation of knowledge itself. In this information society 
employment growth directly related to the processing and 
dissemination of information/ data/ knowledge exceeds the growth in 
employment within the primary and tertiary sectors of the economy. 
This has been driven by the convergence of various previously 
disparate parts of the information economy and this will have a 

significant impact on the way a university goes about its business. 
Universities have to redefine themselves as learning organizations and 
gear themselves up to provide education and training for the new 
global information economy. 

Information technology touches every part of our society, often in 
unexpected indirect ways, and influences every facet of the 
university's business. A university is a knowledge4riven 
organization, and information and communications technologies are 
set to play an increasingly important role in teaching, research, 
communication, publishing and administration. Advances within the 
ICT sector will lead to improvements within the university 
environment providing that the institution is geared up to encompass 
and react to these advances. The quality of information at hand for the 
university senior executive will determine the quality of its decision 
making. Executive decision support mechanisms are vital to the proper 
governance of the university and can easily be achieved by a sound 
and reliable IT infrastructure. 

Increasingly, private service providers and organizations are 
encroaching into the university's traditional arena and providing 
training and education in specifically directed learning areas geared 
towards the needs of the organization. T h s  is because the traditional 
degree structures are failing to provide graduates suitable for the 
workplace. The shrinking of the information float means that the useful 
life of a traditional degree is now measured in months rather than 
years. Much of what is taught in a traditional degree is rendered 
quickly useless as the new graduate is required to reskill to keep pace 
with hislher rapidly changing workplace. Employers spend a 
significant amount of money and effort in retraining our graduates so 
that they may be useful within their environment. Unless universities 
acknowledge this, we are at risk of becoming redundant to the needs of 
our economy. 

New technologies that can assist universities in addressing these 
needs emerge on a daily basis. University academics and 
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administrators struggle to understand and integrate the reality of 
mobile, portable and ubiquitous computing into their environment. It is 
clear that institutions with inferior IT infrastructure, strategies and 
resources will be increasingly at a competitive disadvantage. 

The preservation and creation of knowledge is the primary 
function of a university. The convergence of digital technologies is set 
to have a far greater impact on knowledge production and preservation 
than any of the technologies introduced thus far. Central to the 
preservation of knowledge is the university library. The university 
needs to see the modem library as more than just a collection of neatly 
delineated and categorized books and manuscripts. When 
supplemented by electronic resources the traditional library 
significantly expands its scope to potentially make available to its 
users all other electronic resources in the world. The effective 
management of these resources is arguably as important as the assets 
the library possesses. Knowledge that is available but not accessible is 
not useful. Knowledge on demand is set to become a prime driver of 
the direction in which the university library is moving. Properly 
managed, libraries are set to become the central to the learning 
experience as traditional lecture halls dissolve into cyberspace. 

3. The Way Forward 
Ironically the slowest adopters and adaptors to the ICT revolution 

are our universities. While ICTs are used in research and 
communication. teaching is carried out in the traditional way. This is 
largely due to the fact that we are being driven and guided by CEOs 
who cannot or are unwilling to recognize the importance of ICTs 
beyond being just glorified typewriters. In trying to create an African 
Ivy League they are missing the opportunities presented by new 
technologies that will enable African universities to leapfrog their 
international counterparts. Our inability or unwillingness to enter the 
age of the global (and virtual) university could well see the traditional 
university forever playing catch up. 

The rapidly changing economic, technological and industrial 
landscape requires that workers embark on a programme of lifelong 
learning. This trend will place increasing pressure on knowledge 
organizations to make information available when and where required. 
This changing student demographic coupled with reduced state 
fimding for higher education will see the advent of the virtual global 
university. In order to counter this threat the traditional university 
needs to become more adaptive and agile. The traditional universities 
need to position themselves to be able to meet the needs of the students 
rather than requiring that the student be straight-jacketed into their 
cumbersome and inflexible programmes. The increasingly regulated 
and less agile South African HE sector hampers such innovation. 

Those institutions that hl ly  embrace the potential provided by 
information and communications technologies will be more likely to 
survive these changes intact. These survivors will have integrated 
themselves into a "knowledge and learning" industry that is being 
driven by the convergence of HE with IT-intensive sectors such as 
publishing, telecommunications and entertainment. As the access to 
information resources becomes equally available to both the student 
and the lecturer the traditional role of the lecturer will change from one 
of teacher to one of a learning facilitator. In information rich 
environment both the teacher and the student will learn at the same 
accelerated pace. 

To address these opportunities and threats universities must 
develop strategies to at least sense the potential changes to aid in the 
understanding of where thc technology may drive it and must include 
the development of sufficient in-house expertise among faculty and 
staff to track the technological trends and to access the various courses 
of action, the opportunity for experimentation and the ability to form 
alliances with other academic institutions, with business as well as 
governmental organizations. 

The formation of such alliances and the diversification of the 
offerings of campus based institutions, using the power and reach of 
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IT, are expressly forbidden within the South African HE landscape. 
This policy can only further hamstring Universities from addressing 
the needs of the country in which the educational needs of adult 
learners will outstrip the needs of traditional learners as they seek to 
adapt to the rapidly transforming workplace. The availability of high 
quality information at any time will require a major shift in educational 
methods for both traditional and adult learners. Universities must move 
towards interactive and collaborative learning paradigms which are 
available anywhere and anytime. Rather than restricting our student 
numbers, both directly and indirectly, universities should be expanding 
their programmes and reach to a large a group as possible. In the 
technological age in which we find ourselves and in the inCormation 
age towards which we are evolving, only those who are sufficiently 
educated have a chance of success. It is becoming ever more important 
for our students to be equipped with skills that include an 
~nterdisciplinary approach, problem identification. acquiring and 
managing infonnation, and working virtually. 

The convergence of traditional universities with other knowledge 
intensive organisations such as telecommunications, publishing, 
entertainment and info~mation service companies is inevitable. Unless 
universities recognise this they face the risk of becoming increasingly 
irrelevant. Higher Education must hcus  on new coxnpetencies. 
Technology fluency, like basic numeracy and literacy must be 
regarded as a basic skill. We must prepare students for jobs that are yet 
to be invented. As a case in point consider the job description of 
webmaster which did not exist 12 years ago. 

The majority of universities will face a major challenge in 
promoting ICT integration to a strategic level. A successful integration 
will require a top down and a bottom up approach. A coherent IT 
strategy for the university needs to be formulated in the context of an 
overall inforination management strategy. Universities with an ICT 
strategy will be more advanced in their integration of ICT into their 
own administration and organization as well as their educational 
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setting. The fact this is not the case within the South African HE 
environment is evidenced by the fact that none of our Universities have 
strategic IT representation at the highest levels of governance. 

Every value chain that 1s involved in the creation of our primary 
products, graduates and research, has both a physical and an 
information processll~g component and as such is critically dependent 
on IT. The infhrmatiol-t processing co~nponcnt encompasses the steps 
required to capture, manrpulate, and channel the data necessary to 
perform the activity. Eveiy value activity cteatcs and uses inforrnatlor~ 
of some lcind. infonilation technology not only affects how tndividual 
activities are perfonncd, kt also greatly cnhanccs the Universities 
ability to cxploit linkagec bctwccn actlvlires both wrth111 and outs~de 
the institution, 

There is suffic~cnt evidcnce lo suggest that the IIE envlronrnent 1s 
rapidly changing. 'The i~cexlr~ug ofpr iva te  lnstltutions and the 
introduction of cainpuses of' private ~nnicrnat~ondl ~nstltutions witfiln 
our env~ronment rnakes ~t Imperative that we recognize thls and 
position ourselves so that we have the compet~tlve advantage in tile 
pursuance of our L ~ ~ I C ) I I  cbnd ~nissi(~il The fact that rnany of these 
institutio~ls are not lecognr/eti or accreiiited by the Department of 
Education does not deny their exlrtencc I t  IS clear that the trad~tional 
Univcrs~ties Ignore these inst~tullons tllelr perrl Employers will not 
necessar~ly requlrc potential cmplrryees to have SAQA or I-IEQC 
accredited clcgrecs S tudenbs w 1 th ~literrlaiional quaiificat~ons, obtained 
through d~staricc ecducat~on, and obtalneif from recognised institutioils 
will not be lgrrorecl by the econorny 7 0  develop and nurture a 
competitive advantage at 1s mperatlve that our universities anticipate, 
innovate and lcad change it' nor we will be forced to accept the 
changes that others ln~tlate and lind ourselves at a competitive 
disadvantage. IT relnains a profound catalyst for the creation of a 
strategic differentiation because it creates possibillt~es and options that 
did not exist before. However, for the university to act on and harness 
these possibilities requlres insight, vis~on and innovations in business 
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practice. The challenge of formulating a clear strategy is an 
organizational one and depends on leadership who will articulate a 
clear intellectual framework within which this strategy is developed. A 
high-level and long-term view of the operating environment helps to 
focus and prioritize near-term innovations thereby helping to build a 
strategic advantage. In the Harvard Business Review's "Breakthrough 
Ideas for 2004", the crosscurrent running through each of the 20 ideas 
is that "managers with open minds and access to new thinking can 
make a difference to the competitiveness of their organizations and the 
well-being of the world." 

In formulating these strategies within the university environment it 
must be borne in mind that the economic and strategic impact of ICTs 
arise out of incremental innovations whose cumulative effect is 
discontinuous change. The university's ability to deal successfully with 
these discontinuities will determine its long term future. 

While the use of IT within the university is spreading rapidly, most 
users of IT are not willing or able to spend their time learning about 
current and emerging IT applications and operations and academics are 
beginning to expand their use of IT beyond the traditional to create 
new ways to teach as well as new thlngs to teach. 

The university's IT strategy should not only define a framework 
for regulation and resource allocation, but should challenge all parts of 
the university to take advantage of the opportunities opened up by new 
technologies. This strategy must be designed to provide a competitive 
environment and add value to the traditional methods of teaching, 
learning, research and administration that will attract students and high 
quality academics. These strategies must encompass emerging trends 
that include bioinformatics, telemedicine, and library digitization 
amongst others. 

The importance of higher education in producing highly educated 
people to be employed within the information economy means that 
ICT must assume a position as a core competency within our 
institutions. 

Recognizing that IT is a core competency and to harness the 
opportunities, address the issues and develop IT strategies the 
university needs to appoint a functional head of information 
management at the most senior level. An investigation of the trends 
internationally will show that leading Universities have taken this view 
and made such appointments. 

4. Conclusion 
There is no doubt that informat~on systems and information 

technology are the glue that holds together an information 
organization. For ~nforrnatlon organization to transform into a learning 
organization it is ~mperat~ve that the ~nstitut~onal management fully 
understand the coinplex ~nterrelationship between the technology that 
supports the inst~tutlon and the buslness oC the institution 

The South African higher education environment is in danger of 
floundering due to the lack of vls~onary leadership at both the local and 
national level The political imperative to redesign the HE environment 
through large scaie social eng~neerlng has not taken into account the 
key issues that ale redefining the tiirect~on that universities are being 
forced into ~nternationaily The rnelgers and acquisitions within the HE 
environment ale cet to pelpetudte the pr e-~ndependcnce landscape The 
large and unwieldy inst~tutiorls be~ng credtcd are not flexible enough to 
adapt rapidly to a discont~nuously changing cnvilonment 

F~nally, II '  clirectlon and planning dre not tramed by the 
capabilities th'lt techl~ology can offer but by the business needs that 
they must serve Teclmology must be seen as a rneans to ach~eve the 
strateg~s: goals cletined by the institution 111 ~ediz lng  is mission and 
vision and not as an end of ~tself 
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Friendly Machines: Interaction-Oriented 
Robots Today and Tomorrow 

Stephen J Cowley 
Takayuki Kanda 

1.0 Introduction 
Robot engineers have recently built rnachlnes whose functions are 

based on acting jointly with human beings. By participating freely in 
social life, interaction-oriented robots attract us to establish relation- 
ships with them. They may use facial expressions to reproduce aspects 
of human behav~our (Rreazeal & Scassellatl, 19991, or visual and audi- 
tory data that mimic aspects of personality (Okuno et al. 2002) They 
may carry out tasks like guiding people in a museum (Rurgard et ul 
1998)' or use gaze 1 0  identify 5intenttoris' irnpl~cit in behaviour (Scas- 
sellati, 2000) Below, we report on flow an ~nteraction-oriented robot 
influences schoolchildren who "get to know ' thc mach~ne In descr~b- 
ing Robovie, we spell out why it could hc of use ~ n ,  lthr example, pecr 
tutoring in a foreign I;inguage (Kctncfa et (11 2004a) in t h ~ s  paper, our 
main goal is to show bow the i'rsendly rnacknne builds rclat~onsh~ps 
and, thus, shows gotcrltial fir  rnaklng a posttlvc contnbut~on to soc~ety 

Interactions occurred dur~ng a two-mor-;il~ cxpcrilnent in an ele- 
mentary school 111 lznalyclng liuman-robot cncountcrs we aim to use 
the robot's progress to enhance its I~ature perfotmance Accordingly, 
we examine what chrldrt.:n manlfcstiy value 111 cnco~antc-rs with X~obo. 
vie'. Focusmg on whal robots coulri detcct and respond to, we 111gh- 
light salierlt human actlvlty and, espec~ally, strateg~c responses that 
could be usecl to cxtcnd a robot's ~i~tesactlonal powers Highlightmg 
'realistic' behaviour, wc \ketch changes in human-robot cncounlers 
over the two months while emphasismg how children tried to change 
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the interactional context. Thus, we stress moments when children ei- 
ther take the robot to 'mean' something or seek to 'tell' the robot 
something by using strategic affect. We believe that the 'context- 
making' function of such interpretations and signals is of considerable 
importance. Pursuing this, we sketch what context-making implies for 
software-design. 

2.0 Interaction Oriented Robotics and Relationships 
In rnteractlon onented robotics, machines are desigped to interact 

with humans. These robots differ greatly fiorn the task-oriented robots 
on which iesearch kaas usually focused. The most successful task- 
ornented robots serve In factory automation where they typically as- 
qearible electronic devices or deal with heavy objects. Other task- 
or~ented robots anclude  pace-exploration devices such as the Mars 
roa/i:r cleaning robots, and so on. These all perform in limited domains 
because khelr coa~trol problems arise in a human-independent physical 
laiis~l"d So while tack-oriented robots rely on physics and mechatron- 
~ C S  soa;rai lsehavrotu 1s paramount in interaction-oriented robotics. 
Gontroi xs no longer separable from how robots intluence us and thus 
p,ir-t~cirsate 117 human hfe. In  this field, perhaps the most notable suc- 
<- ,,ks <, 7 - tl: M~IIF: Arho w h ~ c h  behaved like a pet (Fujita, 2001). In more psy- 

si?.4tjd1";liy-(>~eeiited work, Breazeal and her colleagues explored ro- 
$01 :.I~~::i!l~?y \ \ r~tl- i  :.ey31:cf to !rarmng (e g Breazeal & Scasselat~, 
!V')c)i hilelateri?:~, b2kuno and Lris ream have a humanord bead that 
;racks a spcaklazg personqs vasual and arnd~tory data while alterlrag a 
co+?troilnng palameter fo adjust the robot's 'personality' (Okuno, et al 
21?r)2) 4.n a pracr~cai applncatlo~l. itlurgard ef al. (1998) report on a tour 
gutbe robot whosc robust navigahonal sk~lls have been used In ortent- 
rag peopleto a museum. Others have focused on specnfia: capacities. 
For example, recognizing that joint-attention (Moore & Dunham, 
i995. k;'sxnascllo, I(?99) is essent~al to soc~al Ilfe, Scassellati (2000) 
msdc a dzvrce that fb!hws gaze and, usmg a drfferent design, another 
r o b ~ ~ t  tiex, eiops simliar powers (Moznma & Vatrklotns-Bateson, 200 t 1. 
Plarmly, rchots Gail  it;^ rn h e :  :vrtln the '~mtt:nt~ons' tllat partly constatsltc 
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human behaviour. Finally, a robot system can estimate human evalua- 
tion of robot doings by 'observing' body movements (Kanda et al. 
2003a) 

Reversing this emphasis, we examine how humans engage with 
robots. Using experimental work, we report how individual school- 
children relate to robot partners and how the class-as-a-whole is af- 
fected by Robovie's presence. 'This issue arises because, to have a 
positive social impact, robots must prompt humans to evaluate their re- 
sponses. Later, such activity can, we hope, be anticipated by the robots 
themselves. If this is done, instead of relying on canned behaviour to 
'fool' humans, robots can act as if they grasped how activity is meant. 
While this rnay seem ambitious, no complex understanding is required. 
Rather, robots can use predictable human display that is inherent to the 
affective variability of their behaviour. Further, by modelling such 
processes, our work rnay serve the study of social learning. For the 
moment, however, in dealing with what response affords, we focus on 
behaviour that can enable robots to exploit human attempts at relation- 
ship-building 

3.0 Robovie: A Behav- 
ioral Approach 

Robovie is designed to in- 
teract at a child's level. For 
this reason, rather than focus 
on appearance or learning, the 
work aims to generate interac- 
tionally appropriate behaviour 
nattcrns. These relv on human- 

Figure 1 Robovle and Wreless tags iikc expression ;sing robot 
arms together with its eyes and 

head. Taken together, these produce gestures that prompt human inter- 
action-oriented behaviour. Robovie also recognizes individuals by us- 
ing actuators and auditory, tactile, ultrasonic, and vision sensors. The 
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machine's processing and control systems, the computer and motor 
control hardware, are located within the robot's body (see, Figure 1). 

The robot's activities are controlled by software that ensures it per- 
forms consistent behaviour. In design, our 'active interaction' ap- 
proach aims to compensate for the machne's imperfect sensory proc- 
essing. This IS important because sensory-recogrutlon technology is 
not yet sufficiently advanced to ~dentify much human behaviour, In 
this approach, therefore, robots proactively initiate interactions that 
entice humans to respond adaptively to the robot. The robot perfo~ms a 
series of interaction-oriented behaviours so that its embodiment (head, 
eyes, arms, etc.) entrains humans to its behaviour. This is generated by 
a sltuated module whose operations use communicative units (see 
Kanda et ul 2002 for discussion of the mechanism). 

CurrentXy, the robot uses 100 interact~ve patterns ~ncluding shak- 
ing hand\, iaugglng, playing paper-scissors-rock, exerc~sing, greeting, 
kiss~ng, slnglng, verbal output, and porntirrg to a nearby object In ad- 
cl~:~on, the robot has about 20 idllng behaviours sucl~ as scratching the 
head ~tncl folding the anns, as wcll as 10 mov~ng-around behav~ours In 
1ota1, the robot utters   no re than 300 constructions and recognlzcs 
about 50 word-sounds Tllesc g ~ v e  rlse to pattenis sequenced In accor- 
d:ancc w:th slnipie rules For example, the robot may tr~gger interaction 
with, "Y,el's play 'Souch tnc " Next tt cxhrbirs tdllng or 111o\~lng-around 
until the ct?lld r ~ s p o n d ~  If t h l ~  occt~rs. ~t perfonnls fi-let-idly beliavrours 
to sristatn the ~hl ld ' s  Interest Then, when the child stops reacting, the 
rohot ccases ~ t s  behaviour, proti~lccs '"good bye," and rctun~s to ldilng 
or n~nvlng-around 
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Given 
-bhchboald - interest in 

relationships and 
long-term 

KT? r rT-1  interaction, the 
robot has person 

identification 
functions based 
on infrared logo 
carried by each 
child. To 

Figure 2: Environment of the elementary school facilitate this, the 
child's name is 

sometimes uttered when he or she is near the robot. For instance, if a 
child (named Yamada) is near the robot, hearing "Hello, Yamada-kun, 
let's play together" will strike her as significant. The affective conse- 
quences of the robot's action thus prompt both immediate and subse- 
quent interaction. Where patterns emerge across interactions, follow- 
ing Hinde (1979), the resulting behaviour is said to enact a 'relation- 
ship'. Further to ths ,  sustained interaction and relationships are also 
served by pseudo-learning. When a child interacts repeatedly with the 
device, the machine expands its active repertoire. Thus while a child 
who interact with the robot for the first time sees at most 10 behav- 
iours, one with 180 minutes of cxpcrience may encounter up to 100 in- 
teractive panerns. Since actions are coupled with the child's experi- 
ence this Robovie, appearance of learning is created. Last, the robot 
confides personal-themed matters to its fi-equeilt partners. This time 
threshold serves to motivate children to spend more time with the ro- 
bot. Personal themes include the comments. ''I like chattering" (said to 
a child who has played for 120 minutes), "I don't like the cold" (180 
minutes), "'I like our class teacher" (420 minutes), and "I support the 
Hansh-Tigers (a baseball team)" (540 minutes). 

To achieve human-like expression and recognize individuals, the 
robot uses various actuators and sensors. Its arms posses 4 degrees of 
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freedom (DOF), its eyes 2, and its head 3 (Fig. 1, left, above). The sen- 
sory equipment includes auditory, tactile, ultrasonic, and vision sen- 
sors, which allow the robot to behave autonomously during encoun- 
ters. For similar reasons, processing and control systems, such as corn- 
puter and motor control hardware, are inside the robot's body. To iden- 
tify individuals, it uses a wireless tag system for multi-person recogni- 
tion. Recent radio frequency identification (RFID) technology permits 
this to be achieved using contactless identification cards and chips. In 
this study, children wore nameplates ( 5  c n ~  in diameter) in which a 
wireless tag was embedded, A tag (Fig. 1, lower-right, above) periodi- 
cally translnitted an ID to a reader on the robot. In turn, the reader re- 
layed received IDS to the robot's control system. Software made it pos- 
sible to adjust the reception range of the receiver's tag in real-time. 
'The wireless tag system provided the robots with a robust means of 
ident~fying many children silnultaneously Consequently, Robovie 
showed adaptation by recalling the interaction history of a relationship 
(Kanda et a1 2003b) 

4.0 Methods 
Using Robovie, we ~onducted a Gelti experiment 111 a school. Next, 

we sketch what happened beforc and, in the following sections, turn to 
how the robot affected the children. 

Robovie was rnaintalned In the classroom of an elementary school. 
It could thus Interact easily with 37 subjects (10-1 1 years old, 18 male 
a~id 19 female) who belongcd to a fifth-grade class. Thc experiment 
Lasted for about 2 months or 32 'experirnent days' (Of 40 school days, 
8 were omitted for pedagogical reasons.). The chilclren freely inter- 
acted with the robot during a 30-minutes recess after lunch (Fig 2.) 
To focus on long-term interactions and relationships, the children wore 
narneplates with an embedded wireless tag. These enabled the robot to 
record the tags, recognize the children, and calculate how long each 
spent with the robot. The data were used in analyzing the interaction 
Finally, we administered a questionnaire that asked about both the 
children's friendship with other children and their interest in the robot. 

5.0 How Children Relate to Robovie 
We classify the nine weeks into three phases (Fig 3), and explaln 

the interactional transitions between them. Then we focus on who in- 
teracted with Robovie and their claimed reasons for so doing. 

During the first phase, children crowded around the robot 1n1- 
tially, they starled a queue (Fig. 4) and, on the first day, up to 17 ch~l-  
dren were simultal~eously present 1)uring the first two weeks, ~ t s  nov- 
elty ensured that the robot almost always had children nearby Al- 
though the numbers gradually decreased, at least one child was almost 
always engaged ln Inreractloxl. Wc highlrght some scenes. 

ilL1 No of mteracbng 
chddlerr 

Slmdutaleousb 

1 C- Kate oi vacant hme 

Figure 3: Transitions of [tie interaction between ctiildren and the robot 

Many cllilcltcrl wcrc. attiaclcd by the rmne calling behavlour- 

Childrcn lr~cci to get thc rohof to call thctr narnzs by ahow~ng 
the~r  rranicplatcs lo khc  oho or's eyc ;ant1 imnid11-cctional carnera 
(Fig 4-b) 
Hugging bcilavrour was a i j~our l tc  ol thc ch~ldren 





chanical interest (Q.2) a significant negative correlation. While the ef- 
fect of gender was non-significant, chldren who usually played inside 
were significantly more likely to fall into the positively correlated 
group than outdoors types (Q.3: outdoors type and indoors type) 
(F(1,35)=4.39, pC.05) (Table 1). 

Fi ure 5: Avera e interaction time 
q ~ o r e  than 18 days children) 

Figure 6: Average interaction time 
(Less than or equal to 16 days children) 

8 8 
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These findings suggest that when children want to be fiiends, they 
do not want to know about mechanisms. Less surprisingly, friendship 
motivation affects the time spent playing with the robot as does 
whether a child is an outside or an inside type. What is most striking, 
however, is that a motivation for relationships (as opposed to seeing 
the robot as a machine) is correlated with the time spent in encounters. 
Clearly, since much depends on a child's imagination the relationship 
is asymmetrical and represents what we call social 'partnerhood'. 

6.0 Engaging with Interaction-Oriented Robots 
Robovie continued friendly interaction for two months using its 

basic functions, a capacity to identify individuals, pseudo-learning and 
personal confidences. The children's responses contrasted with what 
often happens with a novel object. This was because encounters were 
shaped both by micro-behaviour and relationship typical patterns. The 
relationships dimension of encounters is marked, above all, in differ- 
ences in how children respond. While the subject of current research, 
we next delimit how children's reactions varied across the stages to 
suggest this signifies for current design. Next. however, we sketch why 
we focus on relationships. 

Primate behaviour has complexity not found in other social mam- 
mals (see, Hinde, 1983, 1987). Especially in the great apes, this is re- 
flected in dominance hierarchies, individual recognition, the all- 
pervasiveness of affect, and interindividual relationships. These serve, 
above all, in alliances whose hedonic quality influences individual out- 
comes while contributing to the formation, maintenance and transfor- 
mation of social roles. With Humphrey (1976), the rise of such rela- 
tionships probably drove the evolution of primate intelligence. In hu- 
mans, moreover, another factor is prominent: while other species have 
culture (e.g. Rendell & Whitehead, 2001), our material and oral institu- 
tions pennit novel ways of spreading acting, feeling and knowing in 
space-time. Together with social intelligence, culture transfonns life- 
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worlds by re-organizing activity and, by extension, brains (c.g. Dea- 
con, 1997). Both relationships and cognitive powers, therefore, are 
crucial to the outcomes that arise as we co-operate and compete with 
one another. 

While all behaviour is multiply caused (Tinbergen, 1952; Hinde, 
I987), mater~al and oral culture give human life-forms unique com- 
plexlty Our interactions can dev~ate from common primate patterns by 
vlrtue of our use of language. In Dunbar's (1993) terms, we add goss~p 
112 rclationshlps 7'111s not only allows for forms of indirect rnanipula- 
tron but gives a role to folk psychology and many social mstitutions 
7 akcn seriously, t h s  vlew allows talk to be seen as arz extcnsron of ex- 
piessrvi; hehavrour (Cowlcy & Spurrett, 2003, Spurrett & Cowley, 
2004) Smse this makes human comunlcatlon, ontogelletlcally, no 
Jllfc;;rt:nt Siom t11'1l of othcr anlmals, the vlew has acivaniagcs Above 
<:]I, llke thde feur:d of other spccluc, human coxtmuntcatjor~ dcpends on 
iAxp! Ysslve ac t i  v I ty thclt serves to assess and nianagi: conspeca fics 
(Ov,,r,gs & hn/jui~ort, 19%) Accord~ngly, as I-iincle (1983. 1087), 
iii+)wb, it c x :  i-rc bicxir~bed by dlalect~cal l~nkages Isetween levels of 

=or:~picx:ty c h i  il:i:, r-ilodr:i, cverl ;ul 'ict of greebmg cein he ~rzforrr~atlve 
rit3Otai i! p ~ r : ( a ~ s   ternil ill stale, ldentlty, desire to Interact, socldi b ~ c k -  
: ~ i ~ u ~ , n i ,  aillegrnrrcc to wh-grc?lap\. inter-group history a h  nell ds sltua 
trot1 riilJ tit~le-bi)klrld c~ltblld PTOCeSS $ ; I I I IP~~ ,  h~im~dn i~tiil~\iilj~ expiolti; 
i+ di?t\ dlld I ~ c I I c ~ ~  

iiulnnr~-rob<~t encounters use how a chlld's bel~eli  ark: rnaar~fcst in 
bch4;ioui Xloa tile dev~cc ~esjponds can be tieslgriri$. to an exlent, 
.it ound secknng to manage humans by orlentlng to sctciai 1101-n~s. Unless 
goal clr~ten or task-onenled, humans treat messages as tnscparable 
fmorn messengers and create coherence by cnsurlng that text and con- 
lext constitute each other (see, Glenn et ul. 2003) Thew outcomes, 
then, use cognttlve powers that spread beyond the brain. Agcnts can 
rcly on phys~cal resources (or programs), material artefhcts, and organ- 
l ~ e d  activity (Hutchins, 1995). Human cognition 1s distributed In that 
artefacts, norms and bellefs are used for cognittve, affective and prac- 
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tical goals. Emphasising the distributed nature of cognition, we stress 
that robots prompt action based in beliefs and affect-laden impressions. 
In contrast to human-computer interaction, the human-like nature of a 
robot prompts humans to experience a range of emotions. Children 
thus use interaction-oriented robots not merely to optimize goal- 
directed behaviour (within the constraints of task and competence) but 
also to gain affective rewards. To co-ordinate activity 'realistically', a 
robot's behavioural repertoire must include ways of responding to the 
context-making that we describe in terms of beliefs, feelings, moods 
and desires. 

Wfule human-robot relationships exploit design or hard-wiring, 
they also use hedonic behaviour, tricks, in-built biases and environ- 
mental factors. Just as biological systems soft-assemble new kinds of 
hnctionality, robots can use affective behaviour encounters to retool 
their repertoire. In this respect there is a parallel with a human ability 
to co-construct higher-order functions by using input-output mecha- 
nisms to exploit external features of interactions. For example, if 
speaking evokes unexpectcd laughter, a speaker will reorient both what 
is said and how slhe presents herlhimself by producing (what we call) 
a new 'context'. With robots, opportunities for similar behaviour arise, 
say, when children cover Robovie's eyes. This 'debugging' behaviour 
has the potential to engender new forms of interaction. Another exam- 
ple arises with chlldren who relish the 'hugging' that Robovie is hard- 
wired to perform. In their belief-worlds, this is more than concerted 
movement. Although this sense is unconscious and based on affect and 
cultural processes, hugging is treated as intrinsic to a relationship. In 
building interaction-oriented robots, therefore, we focus on behaviour 
motivated by and aimed at relationships. Accordingly, we now ask 
how in-built tricks and biases influence the children and, equally, how 
human activity aims to influence Robovie. In reporting on both human 
response and context-making, we reflect on events of significance for 
relationships. 
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6.1 Human Response to Simple Tricks 
Human response to Robovie is not dominated by either motor 

movements or canned phrases. Far from treating the machine's activity 
as rule-governed output, children often interpret it as designed to 
change the context. This semblance of context-making arises, in part, 
from Robovie's 'simple tricks9. As specified below, these both per- 
suade children that they are party to two-way relationships and, in real- 
time, motivate strategic context-making. For the software designer this 
means that, in principle, robot-motivated response could be used to 
soft-assemble high-level interactional functions. Next, we show how 
slnlple tricks prompt context-making interpretation. This enables us, in 
following section, to show how human propensities to base relation- 
ships on affect prompt context-making behaviour that a robot could de- 
tect with even current technology. 

Since Robowe recognlres ~ndivlduals, humans react as ~f the be- 
hav~o~ l r  was rnterest~ng (Kanda et ul. 2003b) and, perhaps, llattering 
Thus they respond positively while trying to set up name-calling rou- 
tines. For example while one child shows a name-plate to a camera, 
another's strategy rs to tell the robot what he is called. Although this 
can be dcscrlbed at an interactlon level, the children are engaged in 
ct~ntext-mak~ng that, in a human setting, serves at building a two-way 
relat~onsfilp By attempting to ""tell" the robot something, they attempt 
lo consoirdate Lhe~r partnerhood Were robots able to detect and sup- 
port the rclcvant bei~efs, context-making outcomes coulct be incorpo- 
rated in an interactlon history to serve "special' features of relation- 
ships. From a child's perspect~ve, the resulting behawour would show 
that the lobot 'understood' relationship-level patterns. Using some- 
thing like the self-fulfilling prophesies of child development, they 
could be used to develop joint routines Robots and human-partners 
could use context-making to construct interactional routines that give a 
relationship a unique quality. For a child, this would be of considerable 
social significance. 
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Similar generalizations apply to pseudo-learning. While some chil- 
dren found that the novelty-value of the robot wore off, others showed 
sensitivity to its repertoire. Thus, one child who played with the robot 
intermittently found it boring because, in part, "Robovie can talk, but it 
always speaks about the same thing." In contrast, another said, "Since 
the vocabulary of the robot increases. it became easy to talk with the 
robot." The examples show that pseudo-learning contributes to long- 
term interaction and relationships. Using an ability to remember what 
Robovie previously said as well as human beliefs (and wants), a child 
values context-making behaviour that makes talking 'easier'. Given 
such results, Robovie's potential can be developed by controlling the 
increase of such behaviour, Ideally, of course, this will link with con- 
text-making to allow for the strategic management of a specific rela- 
tionship. 

The most slgnlficant effects of the robot's ability to 'confide per- 
sonal matters' appears, not m ~elationshlps, hut at the level of the 
group. Instead of providing a new context for relationships, this en- 
abled a child to "tell" to the group. Given design where a reward for 
interactlon was that of bemg singled out for confidences, playing with 
the robot Influenced a child's group-status (at least briefly). This goes 
towards explaining com~nerits like "I played with Robovie to investi- 
gate ~ t s  personal matters." Ev~dence that canned phrases affected how 
thc group perceived Robov~e rs found rn f'or example, institutional use 
of the blackboard to llst his confidences. No doubt, this had a positive 
effect on the person to whorn the 'matter' was confided and at the 
same tlme, the individual's place in the class Robovie has potential for 
using ~ntcnndividual relationships to influence the class-as-a-whole. 
Interaction-onented robots can excrt posltive effects on human groups. 

6.2 Spontaneous Context-Making Signals 
Perhaps the most significant finding in how children respond to 

Robovie is that, as with humans, what they do is less affected by robot 
behaviour than an irnagined relationship. This depends, above all, on 
interpreting aspects of behaviour as des~gned to change the context. 
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Clear evidence is found among children who want to be friends with 
the machne. Rather than treat Robovie as a computer-like tool, these 
children experience partnerhood with a device they imagine to be hu- 
man-like. Not only does this come out in questionnaires but it is also 
manifest in what they say and do. Thus one child who interacted ex- 
tensively with the machine reported, "Robovie seems lonely and wants 
to talk," and, "although Robovie is a robot, I feel it has a human-like 
presence." She also said "when I interacted with Robovie, I felt as if I[ 

had interacted with a human friend. Perhaps, this is because 1 got ac- 
customed to interacting with it." For some children, Robovie's human- 
like properties are salient. 

While reflected in verbal expression, context-malng attributions 
are also manifest in behaviour. In only minutes, therefore, a human ob- 
server can establish which children have the 'best' relationships with 
Robovie. This is possible because the tone of an encounter is shaped 
by a child's sense of the context-of-relationship. While ongoing re- 
search is needed to clarify 'good' human-robot interaction, an intuitive 
notion of quality rapidly appears. For example, after Robovie has re- 
warded her with a song, one child does a dance of delight and then pats 
the robot's head. This is important because, in principle, such context- 
making could be predictcd and used to trigger robot responses Indeed, 
if robots attend to such context-making, they would be experienced as 
attuning to how children feel. While robotics research must not rely on 
changing human attributions, context-making can be used to enhance 
robot-human relationships. In this way it would parallel infant-directcd 
speech which, while 'unrealistic' makes infant affect and bodily action 
more con~prehensibie. Further, since this kind of context-making has 
strategic functions like making things 'interesting', similar events can 
help a robot drive long-term behavioural change by coupling inner and 
outer motives. Changes in activity could thus be prompted by context 
changing behaviour: the robot might, for example, manifestly try to 
hide its mechanism, or act to make a child more alert to its 'friendli- 
ness'. 
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6.3 Relationships and Human Emotions 
We have used examples of context-making that do not use affect. 

In primates, however, interindividual relationships juxtapose hedonic 
events with competitive practices and changing social roles. In hu- 
mans, these use a range of emotions and bodily dynamics that serve, 
above all, to build, maintain and challenge alliances (Ross & 
Dumouchel, in press). Of course, in primates, these ensure group cohe- 
sion and reflect both an individual's powers and social 'status'. Ac- 
cordingly, many affective strategies used during interaction exploit a 
subset of emotions for social ends (allowing us to avoid nasty dilem- 
mas). This is especially so for emotions (and bodily dispositions) like 
interest, disappointment, pride, shame, respect and guilt as well as ex- 
pression-kinds associated with behaviour that we describe as showing 
delight, disappointment and surprise. It is of interest, then, whether 
human response exploits this emotional profile and the extent to which 
it is of potential value for robots. 

While possible to give only a sketch, it is clear that reactions to 
Robovie reflect, among other things, children's strategic signals. For 
example, Hanako (invented name) experlences a close relationship 
with the robot. Not only did she spend a total of 8.44 hours with the 
machine but, after the experiment, she reports that she thinks of Robo- 
vie as a friend. Thus, she is happy when Robovie calls her name and 
describes herself as chatting with the machine (in fact, she replied to 
verbal sounds). When she touched his shoulder and Robovie said 
"What is it?", she felt "Robovie behaves as tf it is human." On one oc- 
casion, she got him to slng a song. When it carried out this wish, she 
carried out a dance of delight. Clearly, individual differences affect re- 
lationships through the child's 'model' of Robovie. Even statistically, 
those interested in how the machine works have poorer relationships 
than those who see Robovie as a friend. Children who interacted fre- 
quently reported. "Robovie seems lonely and wants to talk with others 
as if it is a human," and "with Robovie, 1 felt as if I am with a human 
friend." This, moreover, is bound up with preferences about modes of 
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play and, specifically, if they choose to interact with the robot or other 
objects. 

What is striking about such incidents is that, far from reacting to 
the robot, events that are interpreted within a personal relationship 
nonetheless motivate the child to share experience. Not only does 
Hanako feel delight but, she seeks to share this with her classmates 
and, then, comes back to show gratitude to the robot. Plainly, if robots 
can be pre-programmed to pick up strategic signals, this would impact 
on how we conceptualize relationships and the group as a whole. Not 
only could elicited behaviour set off such responses but, in principle, 
Robovie could respond to her responding. In principle, such events 
could be stored in a relationship memory and recycled to increase a 
child's sense that she was special to the robot. By setting up relation- 
ship-based norms, powerful affective responses could be provoked. In 
this way the robot would mimic primate-like intelligence without 
needing hedonic tone. As goes without saying, this could produce posi- 
tive (and negative) responses: the routine could thus also sustain rein- 

forcement learning. For the same reason, it could be used in ways that 
had an impact on an individual's social status. 

7 . 0  Robotics in Behavioural Science: Future Directions 
The complexity of child response to Robovie suggests that, just as 

the invention of computers boosted the study of cognition, the devel- 
opment of robots may change thinking about complex behaviour. In 
dealing with robots, children exploit events in ways that are irreducible 
to behavioural sequences. As seen in around simple tricks, context- 
making and affect, child activity defies Stimulus-Response or Input- 
Plan-Action description. While sens~tive to Robovie's actions, this 
serves malnly to background attempts at relationship building. As con- 
text-making strategies show, encounters are 'deeply' affected by tell- 
lng and sharing affect. What happens depends, strikingly, on wants and 
beliefs. Equally, what we 'think' of robots (are they partners or me- 
chanical tools?) affects encounters as much as a child's feelings, social 
status, and their lived relationship. While not unexpected, these find- 
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ings matter. Above all, software can be designed to deal with effects 
that are only distantly related to 'legal' input. Instead of relying on de- 
fining symbol-object connections in advance (MacDorman, 1999), it is 
possible to play down the use of competence-performance models. In- 
stead, software designers can develop systems that soft-assemble by 
using what a human individual's behaviour affords. Salient features of 
encounters thus become resources used in the robot's relationship- 
building. While much can be gained from robust sensory systems, 
much also depends on creating software that exploits human context- 
making. 

In robotics, current thinking focuses on using cognitive resources 
efficiently and realistically. It is often assumed that competence- 
performance models are a good basis for designing software. Our find- 
ings give reason for doubt. In practical terns, focus on efficiency en- 
sures that, as technology and tasks change, designs become obsolete. 
This, we believe, means that designers of social robots need to concep- 
tualise the software-behaviour relationship strategically. In addition to 
programs that control what robots do, we need mechanisms that 
prompt and respond to longitudinal changes in how humans seek to al- 
ter the context. In conceptual terms, of course, robot behaviour must be 
designed to influence social life while also exploiting the constraints of 
the physical world. In this domain, what is characteristic of humans is 
not the consistency of behaviour but, rather, that their activity adjusts 
round norms. Accordingly, when other persons are present, we con- 
stantly adjust our doings to context (see, Goffman, 1959, 1974). In- 
deed, as Watzlawick t.t a/.  noted (1967), the pattern is so marked that 
even doing nothing is usually co~nmunicative or, in our terms, has stra- 
tegic, context-changing value. Models that specify 'realistic' human- 
robot encounters can emphasise context-making to use changes in hu- 
man behaviour for parameter setting. While tricks can provoke con- 
text-making, machines can also be made sensitive to their strategic 
huinan-based counterparts. Accordingly, software can be dedicated to 
self-organizing behaviour that establishes what seem to be two-way re- 
lationships. This is why it matters that robot-child encounters use be- 
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haviour, beliefs pronlpted by simple tricks, context-making and affect. 
To be 'realistic' robots can exploit what people say and do together 
with feelings, wants and beliefs. This kind of software design will en- 
able a system to develop what can be called 'social strategy manage- 
ment'. In such a model, a robot will exploit both behavioural variabil- 
ity and context-making in routines and relationships. 

To specify how people respond to robot doings and set up relation- 
ship-oriented initiatives we need to develop coding systems to charac- 
terise human-robot interaction. In current work, therefore, we aim to 
capture what human activity affords a robot (of given specifications) 
and, in the longer term, to describe 'quality' human-robot interaction. 
While such models depend on longitudinal observation. they will also 
use theories of sociocognitive development and constructivist social 
learning. Since humans respond to Robovie in complex ways, the robot 
can be eclectic in using resources to optimize performance. On this 
view, rather than focus on hardware specification based on behaviour, 
we stress the need for soft-assembled interfaces that, using interac- 
tions, make a machine friendly Given human interest in relationships, 
human-robot encounters are best seen as complex social behaviour. 
Rather than treat cognitive resources as exclusively internal, robot re- 
sponse can be trained by children's activity. This is consistent with 
work on learning in apes and human infants where developmental 
complexity depends on interactive gearing of environment and brain. 
During infant development, moreover, people facilitate their adjust- 
ments and, in so doing, encounters complexify so that joint behaviour 
adjusts to shared beliefs. In such terms, encounters are dynamical 
events where humans exploit the iconic. indexical and symbolic prop- 
erties of activity (Deacon, 1997; Thibault, 2000; Cowley et al. 2004). 
By attending to the quality of movements, we gradually become par- 
ticipants in joint action. Human-robot encounters can develop along 
such lines provided that we use imaginative software design. Above 
all, this must enable human behaviour to serve the robot in reorganiz- 
ing its actions to 'fit' recognizable human acts. 
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Human-robot encounters already use built-in hnctions together 
with belief-based analys~s. Note is made of strategic affect, context- 
making and how human desires and beliefs about relationships shape 
their reactions to, say, simple tricks, pseudo-learning and robot appear- 
ance. It follows, then, that strategic phenomena ought to be of as much 
interest to robots as is human behaviour. Further, since relationships 
motivate much human actlon, it is especially important to consider the 
relevant regularities This, indeed, is the ~mportance of debugging be- 
haviours as well as their context-making counterparts. In seeking to 
characterise laow interaction develops in relationships, we move to- 
wards defining what makes some encounters -good'. Of course, this 
level of description cannot be separate from either software design or 
the robot's hardware. In appealing to cognitive efficiency and human- 
like performance, irnpoi-tance must also be given to bchaviour and ap- 
pearance. Yet, far from focusing single-mmdedly on making action 
'true-to-life', we must establish how behaviour varies withln (predict- 
able) human parameters. This, we believe, 1s the importance of percep- 
tually salient events like debugging, strategic affect, and context- 
making. In princ~ple, such child-activity can be detected by Robovle 
and, thus, used to respond to what chlldren believe. If a robot responds 
to debugging, a child will feel she has made a difference; in picking up 
on context-making affect, she will feel that the robot is sensitive to her 
feelings. Since thc child will act as if the robot is responding intelli- 
gently, this will allow the mach~ne to mimic two-way relationships In 
software design, one goal is to use the robot to concert interaction 
around relationships that can be described both behaviourally and 
around strategic affect. One can speculate, moreover, that such behav- 
ioural effects can be enhanced by giving robots powers of facial ex- 
presslon. Indeed. glven such signalling, children would treat the robot 
as acting strategically: hrtl-lel-nlore, nf based on human performance, 
such dynamic properties would make then1 easy to recognize and de- 
tect. 
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8.0 Friendly Machines Today 
Placing Robovie in an elementary school for two weeks shows 

clearly that children seek to build relationships with an interaction- 
oriented robot. More than that, they treat such a machine as inherently 
friendly. While the evidence is less strong, questionnaires and behav- 
ioural evidence confirm that Robovie's presence has positive effects 
on ~ndividuals, relationships and the class. This is achieved, we stress, 
by a robot whach is human-like through the eyes of imaginative chil- 
dren. Currently, of course, there are serious limitations not only on the 
robot's sensoiy and motor resources but also software-design that 
functions by supplementing ~nteractionally appropriate initiatives with 
output based on sense-data, individual recognition, pseudo-learning 
and secret-telhng 

Gwen the software's s~mpliclty, the complexity of human-robot 
encounters is startling Above all, ch~ldren value the machine's human- 
lrkt: natule and treat it with affection. Far from percelviiig Robovie as a 
rule governed dekiice, they freely stnve to establish a relationship w ~ t h  
a human-like fr~end Significantly, they perceive some unusual behav- 
lours as context-making and, thus, of potential value In relationships 
Whlle many are taken personally and lead to reciprocal attempts at 
context-making (such in sndivldual lecognitlon and name telling), oth- 
ers have marked soclal consequences This 1s most obviously so 111 the 
robot's corifiding behaviour In thas classroom, hav~ng a relationship 
that 'persuades' Robovic to slng songs or tell you secrets makes a chilci 
p'lrtner feel good and, brlefly at least, ralses her soclal standing in 
deallng with Robovie, therefore, it is m~sleading to descnbr: cvents as 
!Irograin derived sequences Even now, response to Robovie is drlvcn 
less by what the robot does than by what children believe and feel 

Viewed both longitirdinally and around stnking incidents. children 
value moments where the machine 1s felt to produce behaviour dl- 
~ected at the individual They value friendliness In this lespect, there 
1s a tell~ng contrast with the 'personalization' lmporfant In reiat~on- 
shlps with computers Slnce Robovie cannot be programmed, lssues of 

Friend1.y Machirie.~: Interactior~-Orientcd Robots Today and Tonlorrow 

ownership and personalization give way to what children treat as a 
complex interface that, potentially, can sustain a two-way relationship. 
Drawing on a history of encounters, a child tends to treat the machine 
as human-like and, as described above, may come to feel special 'for' 
the robot. This way of setting up a relationship, we stress, depends no 
more on robot behaviour than a child's imaginings or a robot's tricks. 
Strikingly, the perception underpins both context-making and produce 
positive group outcomes. 

Currently, , a  two-way relationship is a figment of the child's 
imagination. Where Robovie is taken to be "telling" things, events de- 
pend on hard-wired tricks. Conversely, where the robot is "told 
things, it lacks the wherewithal to detect (let alone interpret!) the activ- 
ity. This has implications for the robot's perceptual and motor systems 
and, above all, software design. First, it shows that limits to the compe- 
tence-performance models that serve von Neumann machines. If 
Robovie and children are to do more than set up interactional routines, 
software must promote the rise of strategic behaviour. Instead of tying 
software to function, co-action must become a basis for developing 
new lunds of hnctionality. A history of encounters can shape software 
design which promotes strategic social management. In thls way the 
robot could use distinctive responding to identify human context- 
making moves. This might be hard-wired by programming where en- 
ergetic response to pseudo-learning or personal confidence was treated 
as strategic and thus as carrying special value. Conversely, if robots 
are designed to detect strategic signalling, this will enhance their ca- 
pacity for relationships. While current technology is only beginning to 
get robots to orient to hurnan beliefs and feelings, relationship building 
can be improved if  attention is given to perceptually salient, strategi- 
cally irnportant context-making. 

Exammation of how children respond to a friendly robot can tell 
us much about human nature. For thls reason, we are currently devcl- 
oping a i~lodel of how behaviour changes over time Among other 
things, we hope to program robots that Integrate human 'tellings' with 
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their repertoire. This social learning IS, we believe, consistent with see- 
ing human intelligence as based in relationships. Since Robovie is 
unlike us, it is extraordinary that children want to be his friend. It is 
also striking that they work at relationships and, showing their best 
side, allow a friendly machine to influence both their self-worth and 
the dynamics of a class-group. Such outcomes make us confjdent that 
Robovie is one of the first in a long line of friendly robots. As we 
come to understand more about human responses and how each party 
motivates the other to attune to this adjustment, such machines will 
change dramatically. We will find rnaily uses for human-like robot 
partners that have, among other things, the powers of tomorrow's 
computing technology. 
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The Evolution of Human Communication 
from Nonverbal Communication to Elec- 
tronic Communications 

Rembrandt Klopper 

Abstract 
In the first article of this two part contribution, The Evolution of Human 

Communication ,from Nonverhul Communicution to Electronic Communica- 
tions, I show how past forms of communication have periodically emerged to 
help humans cope with ever increasing cultural complexification. particularly 
after nomadic bands of our hunter-gatherer ancestors settled down in pastoral 
communities near sustainable about 10,000 and years ago after they had mas- 
tered the principles of animal husbandry and planting and harvesting, and that 
present-day emerging forms of mobile communications will take off and incor- 
porate existing forms of electronic con~munication because humans remain no- 
mads at heart in spite of ten thousand years of settled existence, first in pastoral 
communities and recently as city dwellers. In the second article, Fzrtlrre Cornmil- 
nicutions: Mobile Cortrrnunicutions, Cybernetics, Neuro-h?forrnatics and Beyond, I 
extrapolate from present-day emerging and converging forms of electronic 
communication to predict how different forms of human communication are set 
to change in the immediate future, the intermediate future and in the more dis- 
tant future. 

The five major conclusions that I come to in the first article are: 
1. The psyches and rrletabolisms of modem humans were forged over aeons of 

Ilunter-gatherer nomadic existence. Our ancient nomadic souls are incongru- 
ent with present-day sedentary existence. 

2. Human comn~unication past and future range along a coopera- 
tion>competition>confrontution continuum. 

3.  From tinie to time over the past 200,000 years new forms of communication 
have emerged for survival sake to help humans cope with greater cultural 
con~plexification. Nonverbal communication, (popularly known as body lan- 
guage), emerged first and were complemented by verbal communication dur- 
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ing humankind's hunter-gatherer phase of existence. About 10,000 years ago 
ancient forms of graphical representation, found in cave art, successively de- 
veloped into pictographic, syllabographic and alphabetic writing systems, af- 
ter our nomadic ancestors ie.:irnt to domesticate plants and animals in the 
Northern Mediterranean climatic zctne that stretches across the super- 
continent of Eurasia. 

4. During the era of the Industrial Revolution. starting about 300 years ago, 
written communication was optimised and stretched to its very limits to cope 
with accounts of new geographical, technological and scientific discoveries. 

5. The first forms of electronic communication, in the form of the telegraph and 
radio towards the end of the 19' Century, signalled the emergence of the Age 
of electronic co~nmunication. 

Social Cognition and Commulnication 
Human communication is underpinned by a social survival im- 

perative, because we are not merely brains in nutrient-rich vats that 
can exist in isolation of other humans. N7e are brains, clad in bodies 
that generate self-aware minds that interact with the minds generated 
by other body-clad brains in order to exist, survive and thrive. In the 
words of Blakemore, Winston & Frith (2004: 216): 

Humans cruve the company of others und s~iffer proJO~lndly 
If temporurily isolutedjrom society. 

Our present-day ability to communicate with anyone anywhere at 
any time is due to the emergence of electronic communication over the 
past 100 years. Electronic communication however, is merely the most 
recent addition to the quiver of forms of communication that our an- 
cestors evolved for survival's sake over the past hundred and fifiy 
thousand years. Our early ancestors were compelled to communicate 
in order to survive in a hostile world where they f'onned part of the 
food chain of more predatory hunters. Those whose genes we cal-ry 
survived long enough to procreate by conforming to the social will of 
their band of fellow hunter-gatherer nomads. Social skills enhanced 
our ancestors' survival chances because the more vigilant eyes and 
ears and voices there were. the better the individual's chances would 
have been to survive. 

Evolulion of Ffuman Communication: Nonverbal C'otnmunication to Elecri.onlc (hmmunica~ions 

Later on, humans were compelled to evolve further forms of 
communication, such as public communication and written communi- 
cation, to cope with the increasing complexity of the societies once our 
nomadic ancestors settled down in pastoral communities (Diamond 
(1999)), many of which eventually developed into our present-day vil- 
lages, towns and cities. 

Electronic communication has emerged in information age socie- 
ties to cope with the increasingly complex global society in which we 
live. Only after information has been interpreted during cornrnunica- 
tion, it becomes knowledge, the actual currency that drives knowledge 
economies. In this context, technology is merely the instrument that 
enables us to communicate information between individual minds. 
This implies that new Internet-based services llke e-business, e- 
govenment, and especially e-education should be seen and studied as 
diversifying forms of matu~ing e-communication. This of course begs 
the question, what is communication? 

Human Communication 
Communication is one of those things that everyone does, but 

which everyone finds hard to define. To explain what communication 
is, we have to take as point of departure that humankind fundamentally 
is a social species. As 1 have already indicated, since prehistoric times 
humans have had to depend on others in their bands of fellow nomads 
to survive. 

Intrapersoizal and Interpersonal Comnzunication 

Reduced to its essence, communication is a contested meeting of 
minds, where fellow communicators cooperate, compete or confront 
one another to clearly convey their intentions and contentions. To 
achieve such a meeting of minds one simultaneously has to engage in 
intrapersonal and interpersonal communication. 

Intrapersonal communication is one of the most neglected forms 
of human communication. Yet, it is vital to one's success or failure in 
persuading others to see one's point of view, and ultimately to whether 
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one lives a successful or failed life. lntrapersonal communication con- 
sists of a range of subconscious reasoning processes that one employs 
while just thinking about things on one's own, or while one comrnuni- 
cates with others. Considering alternatives, deciding between options, 
weighing up facts, determining the validity of statements, considering 
interrelationshps, discerning the intentions behind the actions of oth- 
ers, or their attitudes, these are all forms of intrapersonal communica- 
tion that allow us to be well socialised members of the groups to which 
we belong. Intrapersonal communication goes into overdrive as soon 
as one actively interacts with others. 

A person who is conscious, sober and of sound mind therefore 
cannot help but engage in intrapersonal communication when interact- 
ing with others. Furthermore, even though one may not be saying any- 
thing out loud, one's body language is leaking opinions and attitudes 
all of the time unless one is actively concealing these by intentionally 
keeping one's facial expressions, gestures, body movements and body 
stances neutral and non-committal. 

In contrast with intrapersonal communication, interpersonal com- 
munication can be characterised as any direct interaction between two 
or more persons with the intention of exchanging knowledge to nego- 
tiate social influence. Communication should therefore not be seen as 
a power-neutral human interaction during which we merely speak or 
write messages to convey meaning. 

A combination of knowledge and communication skills determine 
the individual's social influence within groups, because they enable 
the individual to cooperate with others for survival's sake, to effec- 
tively compete with others in their group for interpersonal power and 
social influence, and to attempt to get others to comply with what slhe 
wants them to do (Gass & Seiter (2003)). It is important to acknowl- 
edge that since the beginning of humankind communication is not per 
se the transmission of meaning from one mind to another, but the con- 
tested negotiation of power relationships between individuals through 
knowledge transmission. The greater the amount of survival related 
knowledge that one commands, the more one's social influence among 
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others with whom one interacts, because knowledge allows one to con- 
tribute to the ability of one's group to compete with other groups for 
survival and prosperity. In time of war, for instance, communication is 
in the heart of any group's preplanned, rehearsed and coordinated abil- 
ity to engage in forms of confrontation to maintain safety, and to gain 
and maintain the competitive advantage. 

The Cooperation EEompetition EEon frontation Continuum 

Klopper (2002: 278) posits a three-phase compliance-gaining hu- 
man interaction continuum as part of a general theory of the optimisa- 
tion of human communication. Stated briefly, this theory implies that 
communication interactions are forms of behaviour that range along a 
continuum: cooperateEompeteEQoi~front. Effective communicators 
have to be good at all three of these to get along with others in their 
groups, to realise their best potential in their groups, to withstand rank 
challenges within their groups, to contribute to the betterment of their 
groups, and to help survive the hostile intentions of competing groups. 

The Cc3Cc3C continuum can be characterized by means of a few 
axionlatic statements: 

1. Humans are driven to conlrnunicate for survival's sake. 
2. The survival principle of enlightened self-interest determines that 

one only cooperates with others if it is to one's advantage. 
3. People or groups compete to gain and maintain the survival ad- 

vantage. 
4 Competlng individuals or groups engage in confrontations to ob- 

tain or retain competitive advantage. 
5 .  Humans also employ the Cc3Cc3C continuum in education, busi- 

ness and leisure. 

How Communication Evolved During the Dijferent Eras of Hu- 
mankind 

Taking Toffler (197811991) as point of departure, one can discern 
four consecutive phases of human cultural evolution, namely the no- 
madic age, the pastoral age, the industrial age and the information age. 
In each of these ages, particular forms of communica-t~on emerged to 
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help humans cope with new challenges that they encountered in the 
struggle for survival. 

It is a misnomer to limit the term "knowledge economy" only to 
the Information Age, because the employment of knowledge is a pre- 
requisite for survival whether one is a nomad in pursuit of one's food 
on foot, whether one is farming with domesticated plants and animals, 
whether one is using mechanical means to manufacture goods for sale, 
or whether one is using electronic communication networks to regulate 
the production, manufacture, distribution and sale of goods and ser- 
vices. 

Verbal and Nonverbal Communication, and Graphical Repre- 
sentation Emerge in the Age of the Hunter-Gatherer Nomads 

Klopper (2002) analyses the different forms of human communi- 
cation that emerged at the different stages of human cultural evolution. 
In brief, nonverbal forms of communication (facial expressions, ges- 
tures, body movement, body stance and tone of voice) emerged in con- 
junction with verbal communication in the hunter-gatherer phase. 

Klopper (2002) reviews evidence of how anatomically modern 
humans emerged from Africa on foot as Stone Age hunter-gatherer 
nomads in successive waves of migration, particularly during ice ages 
which eventually caused sea levels to drop and land bridges to open up 
where continents are only separated by shallow straits. By using these 
temporary land bridges between North Africa and the Arabian Penin- 
sula and between North Africa and the Iberian Peninsula in pursuit of 
game, modern humans steadily populated all of the continents of earth 
on foot over the past 100,000 years. When they encountered Neander- 
thal man' in Europe, they either absorbed them or displaced them, 
eventually causing their demise. 

What distinguishes human communication from animal communi- 
cation is the fact that we use language as a symbolic form of commu- 

I According to fossil evidence Neanderthals were the descendants of Homo erectus 
who had exited Africa during a previous ice age about two million years ago. 
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nication, supplemented by nonverbal indexical forms of nonverbal 
communication, to convey our perceptions and conceptions to one an- 
other, and thereby establishing personal niches for ourselves on the in- 
terpersonal social networks that we share with others. 

Human symbolic capacity however extends beyond verbal and 
nonverbal communication to a variety of forms of graphical represen- 
tation as evidenced in writing systems, drawings, paintings and sculp- 
tures. Already in prehistoric times, anatomically modern humans also 
used their capacity for symbolic thinking to make graphical representa- 
tions of things that were important to them. There is evidence that as 
far back as 30, 000 years ago, of graphical symbolic representations in 
the form rock face paintings, carvings, and statuettes sculpted from 
stone, ivory and bone, that have been found at European archaeologi- 
cal sites. 

~ h e v a u x  , Southern France 

Symbolic images of bulls, like the ones above, dating back to up to 
30, 000 years ago, predominate among the rock face and cave paint- 
ings at Chevaux and Lascaux in the South of France. Objects, that 
were created according to principles of visual aesthetics such as cave 
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paintings, engravings and carvings, clearly could be seen as precursors 
of the representations that formed the basis of pictographic writing 
systems millennia later, as demonstrated later on in Figure 2 below. 

Public Communication and Writing Systems Emerge During the 
Pustorul Age 

In time, some hunter-gatherer nomads came across and settled 
down along major river and lake systems that provided year-round sus- 
tainable resources for their primary sources of food, game, fruits, 
grains and tubers. Diamond (1999) presents persuasive evidence that 
between 13,000 and 10,000 years ago hunter-gatherer bands of no- 
mads were able to settle down along the northern Mediterranean cli- 
matic zone, which stretches all of the way from the Iberian Peninsula 
(Southern France, Portugal and Spain) and North Africa across Eurasia 
to the Orient. According to Diamond (1999: 13 1-1 56), our hunter- 
gatherer nomadic ancestors were able to settle down in pastoral com- 
munities in the northern Mediterranean latitude because the genetic 
code for domesticating certain plants and animals was cracked in a re- 
gion known as the Fertile Crescent. 

The Fertile Crescent stretched from present-day Israel, through 
Iraq to Iran. Within a few hundred years, the knowledge about domes- 
ticating food resources spread by word of mouth from one band of 
hunter-gatherer nomads to the next. According to Diamond (1999: 
322-333) there is evidence that knowledge of domestication independ- 
ently arose in China from where it spread throughout the Orient. 

Because plants and animals are acclimatised to particular climatic 
zones, attempts at domesticating Mediterranean type plants and ani- 
mals as food resources would have succeeded only along the relatively 
narrow northern band of the Mediterranean climatic zone, which 
stretches all of the way from the Iberian Peninsula to the Orient, 

Where Stone Age nomads would have carried only the barest ne- 
cessities while moving about on foot, Pastoral Age settlers would have 
had the first opportunity to acquire a significant number of possessions 
in the form of agricultural tools, household utensils, weaponry and ob- 
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jects of beauty for personal adornment. Where Stone Age nomads 
would have worn amulets of stone, bone, ivory, crystal or metal to 
ward off evil forces, it now would have become possible to wear items 
of beauty for the mere pleasure of owning them and for the pleasure of 
emphasising one's personal status in the community. 

From a religious perspective, the shamans were replaced by politi- 
cal leaders like emperors and kings. This led to the formalisation of 
public communication because rival leaders now would have had to 
address their followers during power struggles for supremacy, and they 
would have had to address their peers in whatever leadership forums 
there emerged in their communities. With the rise of political leader- 
ship, shamans, who were the undisputed leaders during the Stone Age, 
had to reinvent themselves as priesthoods who were in control of tem- 
ples where religious matters were interpreted for kings and ordinary 
people by divination rituals, and particularly through a new invention 
that only priesthoods understood, namely pictographic writing. For ex- 
ample, the Egyptian hieroglyphic inscriptions found on walls inside 
the pyramids were instructions to the pharaohs on what they should be 
doing when they awoke along with their entourage of slaves and vehi- 
cles of transport in the underworld. 

In response to rapid cultural compiexification during the Pastoral 
Age pictographic writing, which may have been used sporadically be- 
fore, emerged as a formal system of representation. Along with writing 
there emerged other forms of graphical representation that were based 
on precise calculation and measurement to accommodate the more 
complex societies that were evolving. Early forms of writing used mini 
word pictures (pictograms) to represent objects in the environment. A11 
instructive example is the image of the bull that already was prominent 
during the Stone Age as cave art 30,000 years ago. Initially a simple 
line drawing of a bull's head was used to represent the concept "bull." 
When it dawned upon the early scribes that thousands upon thousands 
of such mini word pictures were needed for effective written cornmu- 
nication, writing systems were simplified to syllable writing systems, 
and in some cases to letter-based (alphabetic) writing systems (Gelb 
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(1969)). In Figure 2 below, one can see the changes that one such writ- 
ing symbol underwent from representing a bull's head to being the 
capital letter A of the Latin alphabet: 

-+if- A c a d ~ ~ ~ n  vgn for bull (aurochs) 

'b Subsequent sign for the syllable uu 

Capital A letter A ~u the I.ntin alphabet 

Figure 2: The evolution of a writing symbol from a word picture for bull to the 
capital letter A in the Lat~n alphabet 

Written coni~uunication enabled humans to progress to the crucial 
stage where diffelent domains of knowledge could be recorded, sys- 
terrratised and critically assessed. In medieval Europe priests In xnonas- 
terres played a major role to preserve written knowledge by pa~nstak- 
rngiy copying and adornlng manuscripts by hand. Through this kclowl- 
edge was fil-mly under the control of the church because ordinary peo- 
2:~ zemained illiterate. Writing became the primary form of knowledge 
generation and howledge dissemination after Gutenberg lnventcd the 
printing press In 1452 by adapting the olive oil press 

Beforc the existence of printed books. almost all transfcr of 
knowlecige was by word of mouth and to a lesser extent, by scrrbes 
who, for a Sce, would read and write your messages for you Beforc the 
invention of' priiiting, the only way that one could have leanied new 
ideas, or have gained new skills, was by being ~ndentured as a novlce 
trainee with a paid ~nstructor. The Invention of the prlntlng press was 
the beginning of the knowledge revolution because it allowed people 
to learn independently and to communicate across time and space with 
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people elsewhere, or with later generations. Printing led to the secu- 
larisation of knowledge, which until that time was under the control of 
the clergy behind monastery walls. 

Industrial Age Communications 

The Industrial Age, that is said to have begun about 300 years ago, 
is characterised by rapid urbanization in already existing metropolises, 
and the mass production of goods by mechanical means by labourers 
that fulfilled specialist duties for remuneration as part of an extensive 
mutual benefit social.contract that unfortunately was greatly biased in 
favour of the industrial masters. The Industrial Age formed the last 
phase of the colonial era during which massive amounts of raw mate- 
rials were extracted from far flung colonies, transported by sea to co- 
lonlal homelands, refined and used in the manufacture of goods for lo- 
cal consumption, and to be exported for sale to other countries. To- 
wards the end of the colonial cra rapidly increasing refinements In 
technological capacities served as push chains, while the vast distances 
that had to be traversed between colonies and colonial homelands 
served as pull chains for the development of the first forms of elec- 
tronic coxnmunication, the continental telegraph and the mass elec- 
tronic forms of comnunlcation, the radio and television. 

The f-irst forms of global electronic corn;cnunicaGon emerged in the 
mid-eighteen sixties with the laying of several Trans-Atlantic tele- 
graphic cables between The United States of America and Europe via 
Canada, [reland and the United K~ngdom, followed by Trans-Atlantic 
telephone cables with higher data carrying capac~ty between the two 
World Wars. 'T'lne cordite fumes of t l~c  World War 11 had barely settled 
when, drlven by the human need to know and share knowledge, the 
half a dozen Trans-Atlantic cables stirred and began creeping along 
sea beds, connecting major population centres across the globe. 

Conclusion 
In this article B have shown how the fonnb- of human cornrnunica- 

tion, namely nonverbal communication, small group direct verbal 
communication, public communication, written communication and 
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organisational communication have successively emerged to help hu- 
mans cope with the increasing complexification of human culture 
when hunter-gatherer nomads learnt to domesticate plants and animals 
in the Northern Mediterranean climatic zone, which allowed them to 
settle down in pastoral communities which became evermore complex, 
eventually evolving into the major metropolises across the world. In 
the second of the two articles I deal with future forms of communica- 
tion. 

In a subsequent article, Future Communications: Mobile Com- 
munications, Cybernetics, Neuro-Informatics and Beyond, I will show 
that a range of mobile communication is becoming the predominant 
form of interpersonal communication because it restores the ability of 
humans, who are still nomadic hunter-gatherers in heart and soul, to 
employ the h l l  range of interpersonal communication while on the 
move, including the use of facial expressions, gestures, tone of voice, 
body movement and body stance. By analysing emerging technologi- 
cal trends, I will also predict where mobile communication will take us 
in the next few centuries to come. 
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Future Communications: Mobile Communi- 
cations, Cybernetics, Neuro-Informatics and 
Beyond 

Rernbrandt Klopper 

Abstract 
In the first article of this two part contribution, The evolution of human 

communication, I showed how past forms of communication have emerged pe- 
riodically to help humans cope with increasing cultural complexification. In the 
second article, Future Communications I extrapolate from present-day emerg- 
ing and converging forms of electronic communication to predict how different 
forms of human communication are set to change in the immediate future, the 
intermediate and in the more distant future. Two theses inform the conclusions 
that I present in the two interrelated articles: 

1. The emergence of electronic forms of communication must be analysed and 
understood in relation to the past emergence of other forms of human com- 
munication; 

2. The rapid pace at which forms of electronic communication are presently 
emerging, maturing arid converging is determined by psychodynamic and so- 
ciodynamic forces that are as old as humankind itself. 

The four major conclusions that I come to when the two interrelated arti- 
cles, The Evolution of H~trnuti Corrrm~inication from Notiverbal Cornnllinicution to 
Electrorlic Con~tn~inications and Future Cornrn~rnicatio~is: Mobile Commzitiicatiot~s. 
Cyherrirtics, Neuro-Itformutics und Beyond are read together, are: 
1. The psyches and metabolisms of modern humans were forged over aeons of 

hunter-gatherer nomadic existence. Our ancient nomadic souls are incongru- 
ent with present-day sedentary existence. However, it is the same hunter- 
gatherer nomadic soul that has embraced the conceptual metaphor cluster, to 
communicate electronically is to move about, explore, travel and visit people 
at new destinations, revealing a nomadic belief system as old as humankind 
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itself that also underpins all of our Internet-related and mobile communica- 
tions. 

2. In the short and medium terms, electronic communication instruments are 
disappearing from our desktops into the walls of our buildings and into our 
furniture, into vehicles of transport and clothing. In the more distant future 
electronic communication will diversify and disappear into our nomadic bod- 
ies electric. 

3. Human bionics' will emerge as one of the major applications of informatics 
in the 21" century, first in the form of biomedical informatics, but later on in 
the form of biosensory enhancement for pleasure in the virtual reality leisure 
time industry which is beginning to emerge at present. 

4. In the longer term, human communication will be extended to encornpass 
credible communication with sentient, self-aware forms of artificial intelli- 
gence (Al) of which some forms will be identifiable as android companion 
robots, while other fornls of Al will be diffused throughout the complex lay- 
ers of informatics that will regulate the global knowledge culture that has be- 
gun taking shape since the nineteen sixties. 

Information Age Communications 
In 1969, the year that the first human set foot on the moon, I was 

asked to address fellow students at a convention that had as theme the 
impact that technology was expected to have on the future of human- 
kind. After I consulted the works of a number of futurologists, I spoke 
on the likelihood that the rampant use of technology wouid cause 
catastrophic worldwide pollution. I also spoke about future scclxanos 
for space exploration, and about the tremendous Impact that astron- 
omy was expected to have on humankind's understanding of our place 
in thc uniherse. I concluded my speech by talking about the role that 
future satellite communication was expected to play in the develop- 
ment of global mass communications. The one topic that I did not talk 
about, because not even the experts had foreseen its emergence a dec- 
ade later, was the personal computer, and the tremendous role that it 
would play in the globalisatlon of human culture, knowledge disscmi- 

.- 

' Bionic~: the twofold study of biological functions and mechanics, and the applica- 
tion of knowledge from these fields to machine design in order to create electronic 
devices to enhance or replace damaged limbs and organs. 
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nation and independent learn~ng, once linked to a global information 
network that was to become known as the Internet. 

The reason why I totally failed to antic~pate the rise of global 
electronic communication, which was set to redefine how humans 
would live, work. lcarn and play in the 21" Century, is because I 
failed to understand that the human psyche was forged over a period 
of a hundred thousand years when our ancestors wandered across the 
globe on foot, following their major food resources, game, and forag- 
ing as thcy went along. The soul of present-day humanity essentially 
remains the same as the nomadic soul of our hunter-gatherer ances- 
tors. The powerful grip of nomadism on the modern mind can be seen 
in the fact that learning 1s conceptualised by means of a clusrer of 
movement metaphors. For instance, one explores alternatives, one 
comes to conclusions, one goes to look for solutions, one urrives at 
new conclusions, etc. My contention is that humans were dr~ven to 
develop a facility like the Internet because it glves expression to our 
beliefs that learning is a journey of exploration. The Internet enables 
us to believe that we are surfing and going places, while in fact we 
remain stationaly 

When I first used the fledgl~ng South African branch of the 
Internet m the late nlneteen eighties, I had to place a long distance 
telephone call from Durban to the CSIR in Pretoria. Once connected 
to a search agency in the USA vla satellite, I furtively delivered a pre- 
prepared search query Twelve hours later, I had to dial in again to the 
CSIR in Pretoria to download thc plain text results of my query To- 
day we have access to a vast array of servlces froin all over the world 
at local telephone call rates For those who can afford the vastly over- 
priced rates charged for DSI, connect~v~ty provided by Telkom, or the 
marginally better priced rates charged by the satellite slgnal distribu- 
tion coinpany, Sentech, year-round twenty-four-hour, wide band con- 
nectivity has now beconlc available In certain metropolitan centres in 
South Africa. The sad fact is that telecomn~unicatlons is about twenty 
times too expensive In South Africa 111 comparison with enriched so- 
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cieties like the USA, Britain, Europe, Canada, Australia, Singapore 
and Japan. 

By using one of dozens of search engines or clustering1 meta 
search engines (which simultaneousiy query multiple search engines), 
one can have at your disposal in seconds documents in full colour 
with sound and video files embedded, available day and night on 
more than five million servers worldwide. Worth noting is Google's 
Scholar search engine at www.scholar.qooqle.com, which filters out 
about 95% of the irrelevant websites, allowing proper scholarly search 
queries. Other Google services that provide superior search facilities 
are Google Suggest and Google Earth. 

The 2oth century saw the rise of informatics as free-market, open 
societies increasingly began depending on the Internet to form part of 
an integrated global knowledge-driven free market economy, regu- 
lated by the flow of data between economies, including the flow of 
electronic capital that is not substantiated by bullion or hard currency. 
Globally disseminated knowledge flows enable national economies 
and cultures to rapidly adjust to trends of increasingly rapid change in 
order to maintain a competitive edge over economies that remain 
trapped in pastoral and industrial cultures. 

By the most recent estimate, there are now 6.5 billion humans on 
the planet. We have settled every landmass on the planet with the ex- 
ception of Antarctica. Equipped with the proper communication de- 
vices, any two humans who wish can now instantly communicate with 
one another regardless of where they are. This is a remarkable 
achievement, considering that until very recently we could only com- 
tnunicatc with people in our immediate vicinity. 

Pvesetzt-Day Internet Communications 

According to The new media Consortium (2005) a profound 
shift is taking place in the way people communicate and express 
themselves. Fueled by media that increasingly are crafted for a global 
audience, pervasive access to goods and services from ever more dis- 
tant locales, access to networks and communication services that span 

the planet, and generational ties between youth that transcend borders, 
a new concept of language - and what it means to be literate - is 
evolving. 

Unlike the traditional notions of language and literacy, which are 
primarily unimodal and textual, this new form of communication and 
self-expression occurs multimodally, incorporating visual and aural 
elements with textual elements, and an immediacy which itself is a di- 
mension of the new language. Technology, which has done much to 
make the creation and dissemination of written communication a fa- 
miliar everyday'occurrence for most people, plays an especially impor- 
tant role in these new forms as well. 

Today, robust electronic communication networks integrate fa- 
cilities for e-Communication, e-Commerce, e-Entertainment, e- 
Government, e-Health and e-Learning in information age cultures. 
These online facilities enable individuals to communicate with rela- 
tives on far-flung corners of the globe. They allow people to pay 
monthly accounts via online banking facilities, to buy and sell prod- 
ucts worldwide, to play computer games against opponents at distant 
locations. to join virtual communities online, consisting of people 
with mutual interests, to watch downloaded movies, to access data on 
government department websites, or to obtain certificates and degrees 
by means of online self-paced learning. Ordinary people can do any or 
all of these at the time of their choice from any networked location in 
the world, including from wireless broadband networks that allow 
mobile communication from busses and trains. 

Digital Content Delivery by means of Flexible IT Pull- 
Technology 

Digital satellite TV, such as Skye TV in Britain and DStv in 
Sub-Saharan Afilca has widened the range of channels and pro- 
gramme types to which subscribers have access. DStv, for instance, 
gives subscribers access to a variety of entertainment and educational 
channels. over and above local public service broadcaster channels 
like TV 1-3 and e 
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Where an information technology is used that allows the content 
provider to control the time of delivery, one has an instance of push 
technology. Where an information technology is used that enables the 
subscriber to decide on the time of delivery, one has an instance of pull 
technology. A common characteristic of present digital TV channels is 
that they still use push technology that the viewer still has to wait 
for the time slot in which a program is transmitted before they can 
view it. In the case of international channels that transmit content in 
several cycles over a 24 hours period, viewers have the limited flexi- 
bility of deciding in which phase of the repeat cycle they want to view 
a par-ticular programme. However, in the case of pre-recorded (non- 
live) digital content it is already possible in principle to implement pull. 
technology to enable subscribers to customise at what times of 
which days they want to download and watch particular programmes. 
With the increasing sophistication of digital content compression and 
delivery, and particularly as competition between digital content pro- 
viders increases, it is only a matter of time before content will be de- 
livered at the convenience of individual subscribers rather than at the 
convenience of service providers. 

Already Among Us: Small, Smart and Poweflul Mobile Com- 
munication Devices 

With the introduction of sound and the graphical user intcrfjce 
(GUI) the desktop computer in the mid nineteen eighties allowed us- 
ers to take the first steps to use electronic communicat~on m the same 
way as nonverbal and verbal communication. Not only could text be 
formatted in any way that the user desired, slhe could embed full col- 
our graphics and sound in docun~ents. An emerging array of multi- 
functional communication devices allows people to employ human- 
kind's primary fonn of communication, nonverbal and verbal com- 
munlcatlon in direct person to person communication. 

However. these are only the first baby steps in the mobile com- 
municatlon revolution that is about to unfold. The future of interper- 
sonal communications increasingly will be powerful, mobile, multl 

sensory and miniature. The past fifteen years has seen the emergence 
and convergence of a range of personal mobile communication in- 
struments. It began with brick-sized voice-only mobile phones, soon 
followed by dual-purpose pocket size mobile phones that enabled 
voice and text messages. The present generation of low-end mobile 
phones are positively petite, with voice, text and photograph-and-send 
capabilities. Middle level phones are equipped with cameras, video. 
global positioning and Internet connectivity. 

According to Hand (2004) and Hall & Dumas (2004) a range of 
high-end multipurpose mobile communication and computation in- 
struments are available that allow their owners to phone, surf the 
Internet, and send e-mail and other documents, to word-process 
document and create spreadsheets that can be wirelessly downloaded 
on personal computers. An example of this is the multipurpose 
BlackSerry mobile communicator with full phone and e-mail capa- 
bilities: 
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Figure 1: The BlackBerry multipurpose commun~cator at www.svnc~ak,com/ and it's 
on-screen program optlons 

Mobile conlmunications devices like the Pocket PC and other 
types of Smast Phones can be used for bas;c word processing (by us- 
ing a stylus on an on-screen keyboard), e-mail, web browsing, as a 



MP 3 inusic player, a photo album, as well as an e-library for books 
stored on stamp-size interchangeable 2 GB smartcards. 

Such devices also allow 
the user or the receiver to iden- 
tify the user's geographical lo- 
cation by means of global posi- 
tioning satellite (GPS) technol- 
ogy, or to be navigated by voice 
prompts through the streets of 
the major cities in the USA. In 
addition, in the USA such mo- 
bile communications instru- 
ments are used by paramedics to 
upload the diagnostic vital signs 
of patients being transported to 
emergency medical facilities, 
and transmit them to the desti- 
nation hospital so that emer- 
gency medical personnel can 
prepare for the treatment of the 

Figure 2: The HP iPAQ Pocket PC using the 
Windows mobile operating system, graphic 
from Pocket PC October 2005, P. 7 

patient ahead of arrival. 
According to Fairley (2004), a new generation of cheap, flexible 

solar cells could avert the world's impending energy crisis. The new 
solar cell technology, developed by Konarka Technologies, consists 
of nano-chemical surfaces printed onto flexible plastic sheets, indis- 
tinguishable from photographic film, that can be manufactured in any 
desired length and width, and that will deliver endless energy when 
exposed to sunlight. Such solar film cells will play a major role in de- 
livering affordable energy to private homes, public institutions and 
mobile communication devices. They will also be utilised in smart 
books, lightweight bendable e-Reader tablets that can be uploaded 
with any amount of audio, video, graphics and text, depending on the 
memory capacity of the e-Reader. Electronic smart books, newspa- 
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pers, magazines and journals are set to replace their paper-based coun- 
terparts. New editions of these "print" media will be downloaded di- 
rectly from publishers to the e-Readers of subscribers by means of 
wireless wideband networks. 

According to Tambini (2002), we have recently seen the appear- 
ance of the virtual consultant in wireless networked communities. In 
situations where virtual consultancy operates, a guide with a light- 
weight mobile television camera mounted on the shoulders and the 
side of the head, enters a scene that warrants inspection and analysis. 
At the other end, an expert analyses the situation and decides what has 
to be done to solve the particular crisis at hand. 

A recent addition to the range of mobile communication devices 
is a lightweight, pocket size personal digital assistant (PDA) with an 
optional extendable screen that offers telephony, global positioning 
satellite (GPS) tracking, access to the Internet and a virtual keyboard 
that uses hand movement scanning sensors to calculate which symbols 
on the virtual keyboard the user is pressing. The October/ November 
2004 issue of the e-magazine Pocket PC advertises the WorldNaviga- 
tor GPS travel companion that offers worldwide maps for road and 
marine travel, and aviation. 

Already available in Japan is a range of multipurpose G3 full 
video communication devices that await the improvement of wireless 
bandwidth in the West to deliver high quality video telephony. These 
devices are bound to signal the demise of teleconferencing just as the 
present use of cell phone SMS messaging has all but stopped the use 
of telegrams. 

Rapid developments in flexible mobile communications have led 
the June 7-14 2004 lssue of Newsweek to give the following humor- 
ous portrayal of "your next computer": 
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Figure 3: Newsweek of June 7-14 2004's humorous depict~on of Immanent 
powerful mult~purpose mob~le commun~cat~ons 

On the Horizon: Powerful Wearable Computers 

Next generation communication devices will not conglomerate 
around the heads of people as Newsweek humorously portrays above. 
Instead, they will disappear into the wall of our homes, into our hrni- 
ture, and for those on the move, into our clothes. The prototypes of 
these new mobile communications technologies are known as wear- 
able computers (Mann & Niedzviecki (2002)). They are a range of 
mobile, multipurpose devices with powerful computing and commu- 
nication capabilities. 

Ostling (2004) reports an advanced stage of development of the 
prototype of an exoskeletal wearable robot that could give soldiers 
and rescue workers exceptional endurance and strength. When mar- 
keted, the exoskeleton will consist of a super-strong metal frame Into 
which the wearer steps. A range of body sensors coordinates the joint 
movements of the wearer with the movements of the robot, computed 
by an on-board computer in the wearer's backpack and powered by a 
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power source also housed in the backpack. The robot will enable its 
wearer to hike vast distances and to effortlessly lift heavy objects. 

Vorenberg (2003) predicts that smart clothes will be on shop 
shelves soon. They will be items of clothing woven from smart 
thread, a polymer that feels like nylon fabric, but that conducts elec- 
tricity like metal, and that can therefore replace traditional threads in 
fabric to give clothes computer-like qualities. The inventors of smart 
thread are exploring the possibility of using this material to manufac- 
ture wearable computing devices, wearable telecommunications de- 
vices, wearable medical and athletic devices, and wearable fashion 
accessories that change colour, either automatically, or on demand. 

Clothing made with this material would be able to sense condi- 
tions around or inside the wearer. A smart thread shirt or blouse would 
have the capacity to monitor ambient temperature and to adjust and 
automatically regulate body heat to make its wearer more comfortable, 
or it would be able to diagnostically monitor the vital signs of an ath- 
lete, a child or a patient. 

Telecommunications is seen as a major application of smart thread 
by 2010. All the components of a videophone will be woven into the 
fabric of the item of clothing. The fashion industry is looking at using 
Smart Thread to make clothes that constantly change colour, change 
colour based on the wearer's preference for the day, or that reflect her 
mood. 

Within the next decade, we can expect to wear trendy clothes with 
more powerful computational abilities than our present desktop com- 
puters. Such clothes will allow instant audio and video communication 
with anyone anywhere at any time. They will adjust to regulate one's 
body temperature, and monltor vital signs like one's heart rate, (one's) 
blood pressure, (one's) blood sugar, or whatever else one wishes to 
have monitored. Smart clothes will alert you to take whatever medica- 
tion is due to be taken at the time, and that will tell your physician 
more accurately what your symptoms are than you yourself will be 
able to do. 
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Also on the Horizon: Cyborgs 

The eventual convergence of a number of presently emerging 
technologies will enable humans to engage in cyberkinetic telecom- 
munication and communication between humans and companion ro- 
bots. The technologies to which I am referring are: nanotechnology, 
quantum computing neuro-informatics, and cybernetics. 

Nanotechnology 1s a new and fast expanding form of technology 
that is used to build complex microscopic machinery on the molecular 
and atomic level. Fully functional, complex nano machines are so 
small that about a thousand of them next to one another can comforta- 
bly pass through the eye of a needle. Nanotechnology is already being 
employed in computing and is set to transform computing beyond rec- 
ognition in the near future (Stix (1994, 2001), Collins rYr. Avouris 
(2000), Lieber (200 1 ), Whitesides & Love (2001), Whitesides (2001), 
Alivisatos (200 1 ), Roukes (2001) and Drexler (200 1)). 

Quantum Computing is an emerging new branch of informatics 
that utilises the principles of quantum mechanics that were forniulated 
nearly a hundred years ago, and which forms the basis for modern 
physics, chemist~y, mathematics and cosmology. Quantum mechanics 
is a theory that describes the behaviour and interactions of subatomic 
elementary particles and their energy states. According to quantum 
theory, energy radiates in discrete packets, known as quanta. Experi- 
ments based on quantum theory have demonstrated that matter simul- 
taneously has two modes of existence-it simultaneously manifests it- 
self as particles and as waves. This means that everything in the unr- 
verse, including humans. is built up from particles that are located in 
space-time, but which at the same time exists as waves that are not 
subject to space-time constraints. Quantum theory further states that a 
particle can be entangled in space-time at two different locations, 
which means that it simultaneously exists in more than one place. 

Because of this dual state of existence quantum theory includes an 
uncertainty principle, which states that an observer can either measure 
the velocity of a moving particle or ascertain its whereabouts, but one 
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cannot do both at the same time. According to the theory, quanta 
change their behaviour when observed, because observation involves 
properties of quanta that localise them in space-time. 

Quantum computing uses the properties of quanta to do powerful 
information processing at high speeds on increasingly smaller instru- 
ments. Present-day information processing is limited to binary data 
states because it uses only combinations of 0 (zero) and I (one) to en- 
code data strings. Because of the wave properties of quanta, and en- 
tanglement, they can manifest themselves in two places at the same 
time. This enables the encoding of data in five quantum probabilistic 
data states which makes it possible to encode vast amounts of informa- 
tion extremely fast by means of very small processors. Quantum en- 
coding allows for data processing speeds that are hundreds of times 
faster than binaiy processing. Experimental quantum encryption has 
succeeded to use entanglement to teleport messages between commu- 
nication instruments at different locations. It is already possible to 
tele~ort quantum messages. Someday it should also be possible to 
teleport the messenger itself. Brooks (2004:33) says: 

... Experiments show that the size ($an object is no barrier 
to qt~antz~m-like behavio~lr ... So, co~dd you be tz~rrled quan- 
Itlm? It all comes down to inji~rmation, or the jlow of it. 
This delermines how you interact with the world, and 
whether ,you can, jbr example, be in two places at once. J J  
you want to be quaiztzlm yo i~  have to isolate yourself from 
your ,surroz~ndings by making sure there is no way that you 
leak injormation. 

Returning from what may someday become possible to what is 
likely in the near future, a combination of nanotechnology, quantum 
computing and cybernetics will within the second or third decade of 
the 2 1 " century cause communicatioll and computation instruments to 
entirely disappear into the human body, and will eventually become as 
commonplace as cell phone coinrnunication is today. 
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Neuro-Informatics is an emerging field of informatics in which 
microscopic brain implants are performed that allow nano-computers 
to enhance sensory inputs that enable the blind to see, the deaf to hear 
and the paralyzed to move. 

Cyberrtetics is a branch of informatics that studies communication 
in organisms, organic processes, and in electronic systems. A new 
branch of cybernetics, nano-neuro-cybernetics, is studying how bio- 
logical control systems in the human body could use nanotechnology 
at the cellular level to acheve direct human-machine communication. 
A new form of mathematics is being developed to translate communi- 
cation between biological cells and nano-instruments in the form of 
body implants. The following are important facts regarding nano- 
neuro-cybernetics that form the basis of the discussion of cyberkinetics 
and neuromosphic microchips in the next section: 

Each cell in a person's body is a battery that generates its own elec- 
tric field; 

0 Each body generates its own complex electric aural field by corn- 
bining the fields of individual cells; 
The active cells during particular brain processes generate bran1 
waves that form an intimate part of cognitive processes by helping 
activated groups of neurons to co-opt inactivated ones during the 
process of entrainment; 

e By means of nano-neuro-cybernetic events neural signals 
are decoded and translated into electronic signals that enable people 
to regain abilities that have become dysfunctional and to will elec- 
tronic devrces through mind control to perform spccific operations 
The process of mentally controlling electronlc devices to perfom 
specific operations is known as cyberkinetics. 

Biological forms that are cybernetically enhanced are cy- 
borgs and the process of enhancing their abilities, or of compensat- 
ing for dysfunctional natural abilities, is called ~vberkinetic~s~ 
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During cyberkinetics neurological implants are used to meld neu- 
ral signal processing and some focm of lnfonnat~on cormnunication 
technology. This enables recipients to bypass damaged areas of their 
central nervous system to restore hearing and s~ght, or to bypass the 
motor cortex by tapping straight into neurons in the par~etal lobe of the 
brain in order to directly control bionic limbs through thought proc- 
esses. Advances in cyberkinetics arc set to help patlents with spinal 
cord injuries, strokes, 1,ou Gehrig's disease or other neural a~lments to 
communicate better, or even to opcrate lights and other devices 
through rn~nd control (Pollack (2004) and Warner (2004)). 

A recent beneficiary of cybernetic teXecomrnunication 1s the 
American quadripleg~c, Matthew Nagle of Stoughton, Massachusetts, 
who can switch on arid off appliances via an electrode array directly 
implanted into liis parietal lobe, the brain lobe that integrates neural 
signals fiom diffcrent sensory pathways before sending them for ex- 
ecut~ve action to the motor cortex. In Matthew Nagie's case spinal 
neck injury has left all four of his limbs paralysed. By decoding neural 
signals in the parictal lobe and redirecting them directly to a computer 
via a wireless bra~n implant it is possible for Matthew Nagle to cy- 
berkinetically will certain actions that are then executed by his com- 
puter. or to will a bionic hand to open and close, or to grasp (Mishra 
(2004), Philipkoski (2005), and Unauthored News Report (2005)). 

Boahen (2005:57-63) reports advanced research in the des~gn and 
applicat~on of neuromorphic microchips Accord~ng to Boahen neu- 
romorphic electro~lics uses compact, efticient microchips that elec- 
tronically emulate the brain's neuro-chemical signalling processes. A 
major application would be implantable silicon retinas to restore vis~on 
to human pat~ents, and that could also fonn part of robot~c eyes. Neu- 
romosphic microchips also have applications in other electronlc sen- 
sory systems such as audio and olljclo~y recognition for robots and 
other intelligent mach~nes. Boahen (2005: 63) concludes: 



Morphing rlelrral development processes instead of simply 
morphing nezlrul circuitry holds great promise ,for handling 
co??zplexity in the ~zanoelectronic systems qf thejitzlre. 

In summary, cyberkinetic nano-computers as wide as the breadth 
of a hair, are being designed that will be used for manipulating the spin 
orientation of electrons, utilizing probabilistic quantum spln states for 
data processing. Such quantum data processing will enable minute 
computers to process data hundreds of times faster than the binary 
processing of the processors that we are currently using in state-of-the- 
art computers. 

Just over the Horizon: Companion Robots 

Non-humanoid robots have beexi used for a number of decades in 
assembly settings to due repetitive precision tasks that tax human con- 
centration beyond its limits. They basically are just expensive preci- 
sion computational instluments that perform tasks in sequences that 
human designers have predetermined and pre-programmed. There are 
also a number of entertainment robots, like Honda's Asimo, that are 
mainly being used for promotional purposes. Asimo has no sensations 
about its environment and walks and talks by remote control. 

In order for a robot to be intelligent, it must be aware of its envi- 
ronment. This cannot be done by serial information processing, the 
principle on which 99% of present computers on planet earth work. 
What is needed is a system of parallel distributed processing (PDP), 
also known as neural network processing, that allows the computer to 
become aware of its environment and to program itself by learning 
firon1 its environment, just as humans do. In PDP computers, there is 
no distinction between hardware and software. As the computer learns 
about its environment, it adjusts its neural network settings, just as the 
human brain does. In both PDP computers and humans the continuous 
reconfiguration of synaptic settings: reprograms the neural network 
with up to date information about its environment. The present genera- 
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tion of PDP colnputers is said to have a level of intelligence compara- 
ble with insects. 

Some robotics engineers are making optimistic predictions that bi- 
pedal humanoid companion robots, in the form of servants, assistants 
and companions could be available within the next 20 years. 

At the lower end of robotic sophistication one would have a bi- 
pedal anthropoid worker llke Asimo that can be pre-programmed with 
scripts for butler like social interactions, or with housemaid like scripts 
to do the laundry and wash up, and that can engage in general conver- 
sations about every-day matters. At the upper end we would be talking 
about self-aware, sentient beings where parallel distributive processing 
AI, using nano scale neuromorphic microchip technology, described 
by Boahen (2005), would generate an open ended, extendable knowl- 
edge base that would enable the robot to learn from, and adjust to new 
experiences. 

Cognition, Ethics and A1 
A discussion of this nature would be incomplete without an in- 

quiry about ethical and moral issues that at this stage may be consid- 
ered to be at the periphery of informatics by some information scien- 
tists. I personally believe that all species extract particular narrow sen- 
sations of the environment in the form of extremely complex species- 
specific mental models (memories and reasoning processes) that opti- 
mise their chances of survival in the particular niches that they occupy 
in nature. Different species have configurations of sensory abilities 
that are specialised for their own survival because the mental model of 
each species would constitute a partial drastically oversimplified ab- 
straction of ultimate reality. 

Memories of our past experiences give us self-identity. If my as- 
sessment is correct, we will be able to create intelligent companion ro- 
bots that are sentient, not only at the limited ranges that inform human 
cognition, but at ranges where we are unawart: and agnostic, e.g. at the 
X-ray range, the ultraviolet range, the infrared range and the extra low 
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frequency range. Using the principles of kirlian vision (revealing the 
auras that all life forms radiate in electromagnetic fields), caregiver ro- 
bots would for instance be able to sense and diagnose maladies for 
which we now use separate diagnostic instruments. 

It  is well-known that loneliness drives people to accept radio and 
TV as surrogate human companions. There is no reason why humans 
will not also accept companion robots. It would be relatively easy to 
program a robot to engage xn polite small talk and to signal polite 
submissiveness. However, to be socially acceptable and to engage in 
credible nuanced meaningful cornnlunications robots would have to 
limit their conversations with humans to sensations with which hu- 
mans are familiar. They would have to be good at reading nonverbal 
communication cues (facial expression, gestures, tone of voice, body 
rnovement and body stance), and would have to pro~ect human emo- 
tions by means of their own body language, besides having an exten- 
sive, nuanced language based communication capability. 

Particular emotions govern all forms of human behaviour. Mow 
wlll we enable robotb to understand human behaviour and interpret 
human conmunlcatlon In view of the fact that learnlng and memoly 
require the co-lndexing of the f'acts of events and the emotions that we 
experienced during those events" 

In the preceding art~cle, The Evoizltzon of 1Yt~tnc111 Cu~tmunrcatiotz 
from No~~vcrbul Co~nrnztnicutlorl to Electron~c Gomnlunlc~ztlorw. I in- 
dicated that human behaviour ranges along a survival contlnuurn: co- 
operutlon>comnpetrtlon> confront~rtlon Humans have to excel rn all 
three types of bellaviour in order to survlve. Will we limitli~lhibit ro- 
bots to only cooperative forms of behaviour, a lu Asimov's famous 
three laws of robotics? The de Jacto involvement of military estab- 
lishments in research and funding of A1 research make this a utopian 
objective. We can assume that robotic activities will range from the 
gentle caring of the vulnerable to the ruthless elimination of enemies. 

As I stated before, humans are not brains in nutrient rich vats, but 
beings that experience as well as remember with our whole bodies, our 
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central nervous systems as well as our peripheral nervous systems. For 
instance, when you encounter someone with whom you have had a run 
in before, that hollow feeling on the pit of your stomach is part of the 
memories of the past encounter that have been re-awoken. Robots 
would have to experience emotions before they could understand hu- 
man behaviour and interpret human communications. Humans distin- 
guish between what is logically true and false, and between what is 
morally right and wrong. How will we enable our robots to make both 
sets of distinctions? 

A surprising amount of human cognition and communication is 
metaphoric (Lakoff and Johnson (1 980, 1999), Fauconnier and Turner 
(2002): Klopper (2002, 2003)). The hallmark of metaphoric thinking is 
that entities that are not literally similar are being equated figuratively 
in order to focus on unexpected similarities between them. For in- 
stance, depending on the nature of a competitive behaviour, opponents 
could be portrayed as chess players, tennis players, boxers, wrestlers 
or duellists. In the domain of sexual desire a desiring male can be por- 
trayed as an old goat and a desirable female as tender leaves. Because 
metaphor formation is spontaneous and creative we are dealing with an 
open ended process of meaning creation. Therefore, the ultimate chal- 
lenge would be to get robots to understand the almost infinite variety 
of figurative meanings that humans could evoke with such metaphors, 
let alone the emotive mind-body states that metaphors evoke in fellow 
communicators. 

Conclusion 
In my characterisation of the evolution of human communication 

and my predictions about he future of human communications I re- 
spectively showed that in order to discern future trends we first have 
look back at how human nonverbal and small-group verbal cornmuni- 
cation evolved over the past lO0,OOi~ years, during humankind's 
hunter-gather nomadic phase of existence, bi.cause the soul of modern 
humans was formed over aeons by our ancestors' struggles for survival 
against the elements, against predators and against other hominids. 
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I showed how in the course of the past 10,800 years new forms of 
communication periodically emerged in response to greater cultural 
complexification. 1 also showed how over the past 100 years electronic 
communications emerged as a present-day expression of our survival 
amperative. I showed how in the immediate future mobile communica- 
tion and computation instruments are set to disappear into our build- 
ings, furniture and clothes because the human soul that evolved over 
the past 100,000 years is the soul of a nomad. This is evidenced by the 
fact that humans worldwide use a range of travel metaphors (going 
online, surfing the web, visiting a website, enter~ng or exiting a data- 
base, etc) that together h n n a  generic conceptual metaphor "experienc- 
ing something new is moving somewhere." 

I rhowed how the confluence of quantum computing. nanotech- 
nology and cybernetics is leading to the emergence of the new science, 
neuro-nano-informatics that will cause electronic conimunicatron and 
computing devices to disappear Into our bodies-electrrc. Thts wrll inl- 
tlally happen to solve n~edical problerns like quadriplegia. deafi~ess 
and bllndncss, but will give rise to cyborgs (neuro-techn~cally en- 
hanced humans) as a soclal phenomenon towards the last quarter ol'the 
2 i " centu1-y Round about the same tlme, or perhaps early In dlc 221 '~  
cenfury, an advanced Sonn of nano-informatics is prcdictcd to give rlsc 
to andlo~ds (humanold robots) in  the form of a variety of companlon 
robots "The rlse of cyborgs and androds as social phenon~ena wrll bc 
motivated by the progresstve crgelng 111 affluent human populations I n  

the ~iorthcrn hemisphere. and In rcsponse to the collapse of- thc corc 
family durulg the 20th century as hum:ink~nd's prlrnary envtxomnent 
So1 nurturing and soclal~srng ch~ldren. The collapse of the corc F~m11y 
has already set in motlon the reconfiguration of social groups, real arid 
virtual, in western societies The availability of companlon androlds as 
caregivers to the young, the infirm and the lonely will be a natural ex- 
tension of this process of soc~al reconfiguration that has aircady begun 

Finally, in spite of unmanned probes to nearby planets at present, 
the nomadic soul of humans will lead to manned space exploration and 
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interplanetary settlement, complemented by android labour. In my es- 
timation, human-android space exploration will be a defining feature 
of the 22nd century. 
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Factors that Influence Online Shopping Be- 
haviour 

A Gordon 
K Bhowan 

Abstract 
Online shopping has increased dramatically as marketers have taken advan- 

tage of opportunities presented by the Internet. However, in spite of significant 
potential benefits, many of these Internet efforts have failed. Nevertheless in- 
dustry watchers advocate there is still hope for e-commerce in South Africa. 
Because the behaviour of consumers is intrinsic to the success or failure of an e- 
commerce website, the purpose of this study was therefore to establish, by 
means of quantitative analysis, the online buying behaviour of South African 
consumers. 

The results of the study indicated that 34% of web users shopped online. The 
study was conducted in September 2003 on a convenience sample of selected 
MBA students. The results further revealed that of these relatively young, busy, 
working, elite people, who constituted the entire sample, those 34% who did 
buy online strongly valued all matters of convenience provided by online pur- 
chasing. I-Iowever, another group within the same sample, exhibiting the profile 
of the typical South African online shopper, was significantly deterred from 
purchasing online, mainly due to inadequate security online, and web site diffi- 
culties. 

Recommendations for online marketers, policy-makers and media owners are 
suggested. 
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1 Overview 
1.1 Background 

The Internet is set to change the way in which many companies con- 
duct business. Waving an online presence does more for a trader than 
just selling goods over the Intemet. It also serves as a customer ser- 
vice and marketing tool (Burrows 2001). 

Amongst the significant benefits offered by the Internet, Chronis 
(2001) advocates that online marketing enables a company to reach di- 
verse target consumers ranging from a mass audience to a specific, 
Qernographically targeted audience. Furthermore, following the Inter- 
net's ability to capture user data, segmented marketing is easily and 
cost-effectively facilitated. Information call be quickly and easily 
gathered fiorn potential customers resulting in faster lead times. Inter- 
action with customers and immediate ordering online is possible, while 
far more extensive advertising coverage can be achieved for a rela- 
tively small outlay (Rowley 1996). For the consumers, the Internet 
makes it easy to buy onl~ne and provides a convenient buying nlethnd 
(Procter 2000a). Customers have access to a broader and deepcr prod- 
uct selection and a greater variety of stores, prices are possibly lower 
resulting from lower overhead, and the Internet is h n  (Abramson and 
Hollingshead 2000). 

Illternel inarket~ng entleavours for many companics havc xlevcrthe- 
less failed, in splte of all the evidence of steady increasc In online 
shopping and the significant benefits that are to be gained by compa- 
nies, (Kenny and Marshall 2000). Following their first-world counter- 
parts, South African companies have also adopted the web as a mar- 
keting medium, although South Africa 1s lagging in technology. It is 
therefore apparent that an investigation of consumer online buying is 
necessary to enable South African companies Lo optilnise use of their 
web sites, and realise the benefits of online trading. 

Factors that Influence Online Shopping Behaviour 

1.2 Rationale 

In South Africa, online shopping is showing definite growth as 
South Africans are growing increasingly confident about shopping on 
the Intemet (Burrows 2001; Procter 2000). Webchek's November 
2000 study conducted on a random sample of Web users living in Gau- 
teng, Cape Town and Durban, revealed that the trend towards online 
shopping is growing (Proctor 2000). According to the study, 31% of 
South African web users shopped online in 2000. This indicates an in- 
crease from 25% in March 1999 (Procter 2000a). In keeping with this 
steady increase, Webchek's most recent study revealed that the num- 
ber of South Africans who had shopped online increased to 41% 
(Webchek 2004). Using the current Internet World Stats figure of 4.78 
million Internet users in South Africa, this translates to approximately 
1.96 million people who have shopped online (Internet World Stats 
2005). 

The Webchek November 2000 study went on further to report that, 
of the people who had shopped online, there had been an increase in 
the number of people that had shopped more than once from March 
1999 to November 2000 to 94%. This translates into a significant in- 
crease in the sales generated by onllne trading. 

Given this apparent trend of increased shopping online in South Af- 
rica, t t  is ~mperative for companies to take heed of using the Web as 
part s f  thelr business strategy. Furthermore, most of the traditional 
marketing pr~nciples will still apply, irsciuding the marketing concept, 
even though the lnternet is a relatively new marketing channel 
(Abramson and I-Iollingshead 1999). Application of the marketing 
concept means that merchants must endeavour to perceive things from 
the perspect~ve of the consumer to be successful. It is the consumers 
that visit a website who significantly influence the utilisation of and 
the benefits yielded by the web site. Thus it is imperative to determine 
the online buying behaviour of South African consumers. 

This study is expected to benefit educaht>nal institutions in a few 
ways. Firstly, in the teaching arena, results of the research may con- 
tribute to the education of students, who eventually enter industry, by 



assisting in updating teaching curricula in areas such as web design, 
HCI, and e-marketing Secondly, in the research arena, new studies 
may be inspired, some of which are described at the end of this paper 
These are two academc ways m which this study may benefit educa- 
tional institutions. However, it must also be noted that these institu- 
tions are actually in the business of selling education, and must there- 
f'oie, as business enterprises, have marketing plans. Hence, thirdly, 
the results of this research may also give academic iiist~tutions lns~ght 
into employing their web sites to add value to the services they render 
to thelr existing and potential custonlers, who are thetr students 

This study 1s also expected to benefit various other parties Market- 
ers may be able to increase sales by first understanding the b~iyrrlg be- 
haviour of the 25-34 year old category of consun~ers providcd by thls 
study and then lefinlng thcrr online marketing strateg~es accordingly 
Marketels and IT consultants may be able to adape thear web slte dc- 
slgals by taking Into cognisance the results of thls study to factlitate 
better and easier web usage by the sample population, which may then 
lrlctease traffic and sales on the web bite Policy-makers bod~es will 
bc made awnrc of different comrnunlcations ~nteractior~s between 
sciicr dnd con~umer online in order to help put rclevalit regulations 
Inlo placc Consumel i w11l be made aware of what 1s belng offered by 
oni~nc tradlng and may be encouraged to lncleasc use of the online 
shopping f'ac~lity. 

1.3 IYrohlem Statement and Research Objectives 

In response to the opportunity prcscnted by the Internet. many corn- 
panies adopted web sites as part of their marketing efforts. and online 
shopping has increased However, in spite of significant potential 
benefits, many of these Internet efforts have failed. The purpose of 
this study was therefore to determine the online buying behaviour of 
South African consumers with a view to help traders to harness e- 
business potential advantages. The scope of this study was restricted 
to a quantitative analysis of selected South African lntemct users. 

Factors that Injluence Online Shopping Behaviour 

In particular, the study was conducted based on the following re- 
search objectives. 

To investigate the online buying traits of South African 
Internet users (i.e. products purchased, how often purchased, 
from where access to the Internet was obtained) 
To identify the online retail sites that they bought from 
To investigate demographic factors (LSM, age, income) of 
these Internet users 
To investigate demographic factors (LSM, age, income) of 
Internet users who purchase online 
To determine reasons why these consumers buy online 
To determine reasons why Internet users do not buy online 
To determine the perceptions of South African Internet users 
towards online purchasing. 

2 Literature Review 
Trends on the new medium of communication, the Internet, are fast 

and increasing, not only in the nature of communication but also in the 
nature of products, and the delivery of them. Indeed all four factors of 
the marketing mix, the four 'P's being product, price, place, and pro- 
motion defined by Kotler (2003), are influenced. Marketers such as 
Kotler (2003) and Abramson et al. (1999) indicate that traditionally, 
the first task in developing a marketing mix is to define the target mar- 
ket to be able to delineate a category of consumer wants and needs that 
must be satisfied. 

Thus this literature review goes on to describe the online shopper, 
followed by an examination of various factors that influence consum- 
ers to purchase online, as well as an examination of those factors that 
dissuade online purchasing. 



2.1 The Online Consumer 

According to Abramson and Hollingshead (1 999), when marketing 
to consumers on the Internet, the most important characteristic of the 
targeted consumer group is that they are people who arc connected to 
the Internet. In terms of demographical information, they tend to be 
younger with above average education and income. They receive 
product infoxmat~on kom each other or from narrowly focl~sed publi- 
cations. 

These demographics were s~mllar to that of Project SA Web User 
200 1 ,  a tracking study that was conducted annually from 1999 to 2001 
on South African online consumers by Webchek. a South Afiican re- 
search company. The study revealed that. although online shoppers 
were skewed toward males, the gap between males and females was 
closing. Furtl~ermore, online consumers tended to be between the ages 
of 25 and 34, English-speaking, had university degrees, werc self- 
employed rather than hll-timelpart-time workers and those not work- 
ing. These figures were from the study conducted in November 2001 
(Webchek 2001), and were confirn~ed by Webchek's November 2004 
study to still hold true (Webchek 2004). 

2.2 Factors Injluencing Consumers to Purchase Online 

Advantages enjoyed by consumers who buy online are the s~gnifi- 
cant conveniencc, being able to conduct a wider infoamat~on search, 
being able to make a broader product selection, buying at better prices, 
and having fun shopping cxperiences(www.gctech.net/a1-ticlcs/ shop- 
plngIguide1index. html). 

Kotler (2003) and Abramson and Hollingshead (1999) advocate that 
consumers shop online becausc it is convenient in terms of being quick 
and easy to shop and to make product and price comparisons 2417 
from wherever they are. Customers can order products twenty-four 
hours a day wherever they are. and do not have to walk through count- 
less aisles to find and examine goods (Kotler 2003: Strauss et al. 
2003). 

Factors that ft!fluence Oizlirie Shopping Behavio~rr 

According to Evans and Wurster (1999), millions of people ex- 
change massive amounts of information directly, quickly, and for free. 
This search for information is one of the hndamental steps in the con- 
sumer's distinctive decision-making process (Hoyer and MacInnis 
2001 ; Schiffman and Kanuk 1997). Consumers can search much more 
comprehensively and at negligible cost. Furthermore, Abramson and 
Hollingshead (1999) indicate that consumers will benefit from the 
Internet by having access to a broader and deeper product selection 
and to a greater variety of stores. 

Prices for goods on the Internet may be relatively low for various 
reasons. For example, the overhead cost of maintaining a web site is 
much less than that of a regular retail outlet, yielding a cost saving 
which may be passed on to the consumer (Abramson and Hollingshead 
1999). Priccs are driven down by a larger number of competing stores, 
since the Internet closes the geographical distance of physical stores 
(Strauss et al. 2003). 

Abramson and Hollingshead (1999) state that consumers who buy 
online, do so because of the novel and fun experience of it. It is a rela- 
tlvely new, innovative way of shopping that distinguishes online shop- 
pers from regular shoppers. 

2.3 Factors Discouraging Consumer Online Purchasing 

Although the Internet offers many benefits for consumers to pur- 
chase online, as discussed above, there are also factors, which deter 
consumers from buying online. These are identified as poor security 
online, the influence of inadequate web design and technology, de- 
layed delivery of' products ordered, no product sampling, and dealing 
with unknown merchants. 

Security online is significantly an ongoing issue concerning online 
merchants for several reasons. Consumers have concerns about pro- 
viding credit card numbers online due to unauthorised use thereof, 
hackers and viruses (Kunkel 2003). They are also concerned that 
online vendors may not satisfactorily deliver :he goods ordered or that 
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the merchandise may be inferior, incorrectly selected, or may never ar- 
rive (Abramson and Hollingshead 1999). 

Consumers frequently have difficulties using web applications 
(Hager et al. 1999). It is often difficult to find a desired item or diffi- 
cult to move between successive phases of a transaction; or it just 
takes much longer than a similar transaction by using the telephone. 

Abramson and Hollingshead (1999) draw attention to other influ- 
ences that dissuade consumers from buying online. The time lag be- 
tween consumers making the purchase by conducting the transaction 
and the final delivery of the goods can be too long. Another problem 
is that consumers are unable to examine or sample the product to make 
sure that they are satisfied with what they will get for the purchase. 
Consumers are also hesitant to buy online because of the risk of deal- 
ing with unknown and possibly unreliable merchants. 

2.4 Summary of Literature Review 

More consumers are going to use the Internet in the hture for shop- 
ping (Abramson and Hollingshead 1999). Moreover, consumers will 
patronise suppliers who provide more bencfits than deterrents in the 
shopping experience. Thus the above literature review highlights the 
profile of the online consumer, various factors that influence consum- 
ers to purchase online, and those factors that dissuade online purchas- 
ing. However, these factors are characteristic of primarily American 
consumers, which means that the question still remains as to what in- 
fluences the South African consumer to buy online. This was the 
question that this study attempted to answer. 

3 Research Methodology 
The empirical investigation of this study focused on the online buy- 

ing behaviour of South African Internet users in particular, with the 
aim of determining the reasons that have encouraged them to do so. 
and those factors that have discouraged web users from making online 
purchases. It also attempted to establish the attitudes of South African 
Internet users toward online buying. 

Factors that frfluence Or~lrne Shopping Behav~ottr 

3.1 The Sampling Procedure 

The sampling frame used comprised all the MBA students in the 
first year of study at the Graduate School of Business at the former 
University of Natal, Durban in September 2003, and comprised a total 
of 218 students, 80 of which constituted the sample measured. The 
sample was selected by using a non-probability convenience sampling 
technique. 

'The selected sample appeared to fit the profile of South African web 
users as determined by the studles conducted by Webchek (2001, 
2004). They were of the desired age group, were working business 
people. who could be assumed to be reasonably computer literate, who 
had Internet access at least from university as students, and potentially 
also at work, and held at least undergraduate degrees. Thus the sample 
was deemed to be suitable for this study. 

3.2 Data Collection and Aiaalysis 

A self-administered questiomalre, cornpris~ng mainly closed-ended 
questions and a few open-ended questions, was used as the measuring 
instrument to collect the data. The q~iestlonnaire design was intended 
to yield nominal and ordinal data to fac~litate quantitative analysrs, 
which was accornpllshed by making use of descriptive and multivari- 
ate techniques computed by uslng SPSS software. In particular, the 
techniques used ~ncluded frequency distrlbutlons, cross-tabulations, 
and factor analysis. 

3.3 Valid;@ and Relkarbikily 

Validity was established by expei-t opinion that the questionna~re for 
the present study had a hq;h degree of content validity, and was pre- 
tested to ensurc that rt measured what ~t was supposed to measure. 

The study was measured bbr reliability 111 order to determine if the 
results of the present study were comparable to those resulting from 
similar studies conducted by Webchek In 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2004 
(Webchek 2001. Webchek 2004). According to the Webchek study, 
31 % of South African Internet users purchased online in 2000, whilst 
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the present study revealed that 34% of the respondents made online 
purchases. Because of this similarity in results, the present study was 
deemed to contain reliability to a certain extent. Reliability testing 
was also done for inter-item internal consistency for factors that influ- 
enced decisions to buy online, factors that deterred consumers from 
buying online and perceptions of consumers towards online buying. 
Results of the tests revealed very high alpha and Spearman-Brown re- 
liability coefficients. 

4 Findings 
The findings of the statistical data analysis in respect of the buying 

traits of those who have purchased online, factors that influenced their 
online purchasing, factors that discouraged their online purchasing, 
and the perceptions of Internet users toward online purchasing, are 
discussed below. 

4.1 Online Buying Traits 

Reasons for using the Internet, points where access to the Internet 
was obtained, and the products that were bought online were analysed 
by frequency distributions, as illustrated in Table 4.1. Results of the 
study showed that the main reason for the respondents using the Inter- 
net was to search for information on a particular topic of interest (85% 
response rate). Other significant reasons included work-related rea- 
sons (56%), surfing the Internet for pleasure or recreation (55%),  and 
to a lesser extent, gathering information on products and services 
(49%). 

Table 4.1: Purposes for Using the Internet (n=80) 
I 

Purpose 

I To search for information (investiaation. research or work) 68 1 85 1 
For work reasonsi 45 1 I .. . . - -- . 56 1 --_-' 

I To surf the newo r  leisure or recreation)j 44 1 55 i . -- - --- 

To gather information on products (iie, goods and services 
For social reasonsleeg_ communications I -~ - -- 

1 _____ To purchasegoods - and/or services1 

These identified reasons for using the Internet appeared to be in 
keeping with the points from where the respondents had Internet ac- 
cess. Seventy five percent of these respondents had access to the Inter- 
net from work, whilst 48% had personal computer access from their 
homes, as illustrated in Table 4.2. Furthermore, 65% of the respon- 
dents accessed the Internet every day, whilst 26% of them accessed the 
Internet weekly. 
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Table 4.2: Access Pornts to the Internet (n=80) 
7- - - --- 7--- 

Point of Access to lnternet 

- 
Personal computer at homej 38 1 48 i 

lnternet caf& 11 / 1 d  

It appeared that these respondents were busy working people who 
frequently accessed the Internet, mainly to look for information on 
various matters. Thus it seemed reasonable to assume that these peo- 
ple would value convenience, as it would assist them in making their 
busy lives easier. This assumption was confirmed by the factor analy- 
sis of variables that influenced online shopping discussed in section 
4.2. That the respondents value convenience highly was also con- 
firmed by the factor analysis of the respondents' perceptions about 
online shopping as discussed in section 4.4, where respondents noted 
the significance of online shopping as providing a means of easler and 
low-effort buying. For traders, this means that any way in which they 
can improvc the convenience of the online shopping experience 1s 
1 ' i~kely to increase online buying, and consequently turnover 

Respondents were also asked by means of an open-ended question to 
indicate which shopping web sites they visited The results, repre- 
sented in Table 4.3. showed that the most commonly visited slte, hav- 
ing a frequency of 6, was Kalahari.net, an online media mall selling 
products such as books, videos, DVDs, gaming and music. Other fie- 
quently visited sites were Amazon.com, selling mainly books; Pick 'n 
Pay, selling groceries; and Kulula.com which allows consumers to 

make reservations and buy airline tickets. ABSA, which provides 
banking services, and Amway, which sells home products, followed 
with 2 visits each. A variety of 25 other sites had a frequency of only 
1, and is not indicated in Table 4.3. On the whole, only 34% of the re- 
spondents visited shopping sites on the Internet. 

Table 4.3: Shopping Web Sites Visited (n=80) 
----- - .- 

Shopping Web sites Visited t 1 No. of Respondents 
KaIahari.net 1 6 

Results of the study showed that the most frequently purchased 
items were entertainment including music, videos, books, and travel 
bookings. It also suggested that the respondents had not visited a web 
site unless they intended to purchase Srom it, and did little or no "win- 
dow shopping" One reason for this could have been that consumers 
were still reluctant to purchase online, as indicated in section 4.3 be- 
low. Another reason could have been that web sites had not been ad- 
vertised enough and were difficult to find. 

On examining the various web sites visited, groceries were also 
found to be a relatively frequently purchased item. It is worth noting 
that these are items that do not require sampling before purchase, and 
are likely to be known items andlor brands. This is a significant point 
as further analysis In the present study conducted on factors deter- 
mined to be potential deterrents from online purchasing showed that 
one of these deterrents was that online shoppers were not able to sam- 
ple items before making a purchase - hence they bought known items 
and brands online. 



4.2 Factors Encouraging Online Buying 

Factors identified by the literature review as potential variables in- 
fluencing consumers to purchase online, together with additional fac- 
tors identified by the researchers, depicted in Table 4.4, were statisti- 
cally examined by means of factor analysis. 

Table 4.4: Factors Encouraging Online Purchases 

Buying online saves time 
0 Buying online is convenient (no trafficlcrowdslparking124-hour access) 

Buying online offers anonymity 
Prices are cheaper online 

* Items purchased online are delivered 
There is a greater selection of products to choose from online 

0 Products not available or scarce in South Africa can be bought online 
Buying online offers a greater variety of stores to buy from 

* Buying online allows one to rapidly survey a wide range of options 
Buying online is a fun andlor novel experience 

@ My children influenced me to purchase online -- - 

The Keiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy, an 
index used to examine the appropriateness of factor analysis ( ~ a l h o t r a  
19931, yielded a value of 0.534, suggesting that factor analysis was 
useful for those variables identified in Table 4.4. The method used for 
initial extraction of the factors was principal components analysis, 
which resulted in a relatively high percentage (67%) of the total vari- 
ance explained. As suggested by Kinnear and 'Taylor (199 I ) ,  the ini- 
tial extracted solution was then rotated to yield a solution that was 
more amenable to interpretation by using both the Varimax and Equi- 
max rotational methods. 

Table 4.5: Interpretation of Rotated Factor Loading Scores for Factors lnfluencing 
Online Purchases (n=27) 

-- - 
~ a c t o r  A (Shopping Convenience) 
-- - -- i 

Influencing Factor 1 Varimax , Equimax 1 
I 

I 
Saves time 897 1 1 Rap~dly survey many opt~ons 888 ' 

1 
I Convenient (parkingltraff1clcrowds/24hours) 768 1 
i 61 6 

- ______ 

1 ;;; 
Fun and novel experience 

I Greater variety of stores 596 592, 
1 

i 
1 Factor B (Better Product Selection) I 
i Influencing Factor I Varimax , Equimax 1 
I Cheaper prices I 809 807 1 

i Scarce products are available ,795 
' p ' 1 785 

794 / 
1 Greater selection of roducts 783 ; 
t--------- i 
I Factor C (Useful Delivery Mode) C 
I Influencing Factor [ Vanmax , Equimax 

I Anonvmitv I 821 822 I 

I Influenced by children 688 1 1 407 / 

Of the eleven factors that were investigated, three underlying factors 
emerged, namely shopping convenience, better product selection and 
useful delivery mode, as depicted in Table 4.5. The first factor in- 
cluded variables such as timesaving, the ability to survey many options 
quickly, no parking, traffic or crowd problems, whilst being able to 
shop twenty-four hours daily, and the ability to shop at a greater num- 
ber of stores. This shopping convenience factor explained almost half 
444%) of the explained variance, making it the most significant factor 
that influenced the respondents to purchase online. This suggests that 
any manner, in which ;he trader makes the online shopping experience 
more convenient for the consumer, is likely to yield more sales. The 
second factor included variables such as the benefit of cheaper product 
prices online, the ability to source scarce or locally unavailable prod- 
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ucts online, and the availability of a broader range of products to 
choose from. This factor explained one third of the explained vari- 
ance, and is therefore also fairly significant in encouraging the respon- 
dents to purchase online. The third factor included variables such as 
the consumer taking delivery of the goods whilst retaining hislher ano- 
nymity, and the convenience of the goods being delivered. This factor 
explained 23% of the variance. 

4.3 Factors Discouraging Online Buying 

Factors identified by the literature review as potential variables dis- 
couraging consumers from purchasing online, together with additional 
factors identified by the researchers, depicted in Table 4.6, were statis- 
tically examined by means of factor analysis. 

Table 4.6: Factors Discouraging Online Purchases 
- - - . 

e There is a long time delay between placing an order and delivery of the item 
a The item cannot be examined or sampled before purchase 
* There is a risk of dealing with potentially unreliable or phantom merchants 
a The atmosphere and ambience of the traditional shopping experience is lack- 

ing 
Web page is not user-friendly (easy to use) 
Slow loading web pages 
Computer andlor technical malfunctions 
Difficulty in finding shopping web sites and what products are for sale online 
Poor and/or lacking customer service 
Unable to communicate personally with a customer support representative 
Shipping and handling charges are expensive 
Merchandise may be of inferior quality 
Merchandise may be the wrong items 
Merchandise may be not delivered at all 
Payment facilities are difficult to use 
Too much personal information is asked to make a purchase 
No confidence in the security of confidential information 
Concern over potential misuse of credit card 

Factors that fnfl~rence Online Shopping Behaviour 

After using both the Varimax and Equimax rotational methods, five 
underlying factors emerged as those discouraging online purchases, 
namely inadequate security, web site difficulties, problematic product 
deliveries, inadequate personal attention, and a lack of store atmos- 
phere, as depicted in Table 4.7. Of these, the two most significant in- 
fluences were identified as inadequate security, and web site difficul- 
ties. Inadequate security, accounting for 23% of the total variance ex- 
plained, included variables such as concern over misuse of credit 
cards, no confidence in the security of confidential information, the 
risk of dealing with unreliable or fictitious merchants, and too much 
personal information being asked for in order to make a purchase. 
Web site difficulties included factors such as web pages taking too 
long to load, computer errors and malfunctions, and web pages not be- 
ing designed to be user-friendly. This factor accounted for 23% of the 
total explained variance. 

Table 4.7: Interpretation of Rotated Factor Loading Scores for Factors Discouraging 
Online Purchases (n=80) 

fidential information 



Goods ordered may not be delivered 
Payment facilities are difficult to use 
Goods delivered may be of inferior quality 
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Poor or'lacking customer service 798 830 1 
Item cannot be examined or sampled before purchase 1 561 570 1 

Atmosphere and ambience of trad~tional shopping ex- 
866 896 

4.4 Perceptions of Internet Users toward Online Buying 

Factors identified in the literature review relating to perceptions of 
Internet users toward online purchasing, depicted in Table 4.8, were 
investigated by factor analysis in order to establish whether there were 
any underlying perceptions amongst those identified. 

Table 4.8: Perceptions of Consumers towards Online Purchases 
I 

! 
o It is easier to search for information online than to sift through magazines and 1 books. I 

j It is easier and more convenient to acquire services (e.g, banking) online rather 
than standing in long queues. 

! o It would be much easier to sit to order items online than go to the shops. 
/ I obtain valuable information about day-to-day issues on the Internet. 

1 0 I prefer to shop online from known retailers than to buy from 'new agents' or 'un- 
1 known agents'. 
I 
I I prefer to buy well-known brands online rather than buy new or unfamiliar brands 
i that are equally priced. 
I 0 1 prefer to buy well-known brands online rather than buy new or unfamiliar brands 
( that are o f fe r~d at a better deal, -- 

Factors that Influence Online Shopping Behaviotrr 

1 

0 If I see a special offer for a popular brand online, I would purchase it online im- / 
mediately instead of going to the shops physically. I 

The KMO measure of sampling adequacy yielded a relatively high 
value of 0.768, suggesting that factor analysis was appropriate for 
those variables identified in Table 4.8. Furthermore, the principal 
components analysis used for initial extraction of the factors also 
yielded a moderately high percentage of 66% of the total variance in 
the data being explained. 

Table 4.9: Interpretation of Rotated Factor Loading Scores for Perceptions of Con- 
sumers towards Online Purchases (n=80) 

I I 

buy new or unfamiliar brands which are offered at a bet- 
ter deal 

Prefer to shop online from known retailers than to buy 
from 'new agents' or 'unknown agents' 

Prefer to buy well known brands online rather than 
buy new or unfamiliar brands which are equally priced 
Would purchase a popular brand online at a special offer 
online immediately instead of physically going to the 
shops for it 

FACTOR A (Product and Store Brand Loyalty) 

Is easier to search for information online than to sift 
through magazines and books 

Is easier and more convenient to acquire services 

Equimax Perception Variable 
Prefer to buy well known brands online rather than 

Varimax 
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From the analysis, two underlying perceptions emerged, namely 
product and store brand loyalty, and reduced effort shopping, both of 
which about equally explained the variance and are depicted in Table 
4.9. Regarding the first factor, respondents indicated that they pre- 
ferred to purchase known brands from known merchants even if other 
brands of similar items were offered at lower prices. Regarding re- 
duced effort in shopping, respondents perceived it being much easier 
to order items online than to go to the shops, being easier to search for 
information online than to sift through magazines and books, being 
easier and more convenient to acquire services such as banking online 
rather than standing in long queues, and being able to obtain valuable 
information about day to day issues on the Internet. It is worthy to 
note that of these perceptions, product and store brand loyalty reduces 
the deterrent identified as inadequate security, whilst the perception of 
reduced-effort shopping is an embodiment of the convenience of 
online shopping: a factor identified as strongly influencing consumers 
to buy online. 

5 Recommendations for Online Marketers 
From the preceding analysis, it is clear that web site security is the 

main factor that deterred the target consumers from purchasing on the 
Internet. This concern was shared by both existing and potential online 
consumers. Presently, there are organisations that are implementing 
security mechanisms in an attempt to protect consumers who engage in 
online shopping. Some of these organisations are VeriSign, SecuGen, 
Veridicom, TRUSTe, econsumer.gov and Better Business Bureau 
Online. These organisations implement their own various codes of 
conduct for their own participating members who trade on the Internet. 

Taking into account that the world is fast becoming a small global 
village, it is suggested that all these organisations be merged into a 
single international agency that enforces a universally known and ac- 
cepted code of practice for online consumer protection; a code that 

Factors that I t f l~~ence Online Sl~opping Behaviour 

consumers will understand and trust. Many consumers lack the time to 
study privacy policies of Internet marketers, and some do not know 
how to evaluate an Internet site for security. Thus, consumer protec- 
tion for online shoppers needs to move towards global standardisation. 
This could be a hnction for a UN agency or a private enterprise con- 
sortium. In the meanwhile however, every online marketer should be 
a member of at least one relevant online consumer protection organisa- 
tion and should display that affiliation conspicuously on their web 
sites. 

Furthermore, media owners have a responsibility to educate con- 
sumers on online shopping security issues. Any medium that includes 
advertising relating to online shopping should conspicuously provide 
online shopping security guidelines. This is an issue that policymakers 
could consider for protection of consumer rights. 

Regarding the second major concern identified in this study, namely 
that consumers experience web site difficulties, it is recommended that 
online marketers conduct market research amongst their online con- 
sumers to gain feedback about usability of their web sites. Providing 
an opportunity on the web site for consumer feedback is useful, but 
cannot be deemed sufficient because some consumers are not inclined 
to comment unless they are specifically asked to do so. Hence formal 
market research is recommended. 

Online marketers should also be aware that there exist numerous 
web sites, such as http:l/www.website-awards.net/howtowin.ht~, that 
monitor and present awards in recognition of consumer-friendly web 
sites. These award-givers not only identify criteria that make web sites 
attractive to consumers, but also make available articles on how to de- 
sign a good web site. Such criteria should be incorporated by online 
marketers in their web site design. 

6 Conclusion 
The results of this study showed that the online buying behaviour of 

the sample population investigated closely resembled the profile illus- 
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trated by the literature review. The overwhelming factor that influ- 
enced consumers to buy online was identified as significant conven- 
ience benefits. Furthermore, only one third of the respondents had 
made online purchases. 

The study also revealed that the sample of Internet users were rela- 
tively young, elite, working adults who strongly valued every conven- 
ience provided by online purchasing. These demographics were found 
to be true of the entire sample population as well as of those who 
bought onl~ne. Thus they del~mit the target market whose wants and 
needs merchandisers need to satisfy in order to capitalise on opportuni- 
ties presented by online trading. 

It notably emerged that there yet remains a significant group within 
this target market, who, despite the valuable conveniences of online 
shopping, are nevertheless strongly deterred from buying online, 
mainly due to negative perceptions of inadequate security online, and 
web site difficulties. Thus it is apparent that merchandisers need to in- 
tensify and capitalise on the factors influencing consumers to buy 
online, especially that of convenience. Furthermore, they need to in- 
st~tute ways to overcome the deterrents, particularly security concerns, 
that discourage other consumers from buying online, and convert them 
into online buyers. 

7 Recommendations for Further Research 
It is apparent that other research in the area of the present study can 

be undertaken. Firstly, it follows that further research could investi- 
gate what would convert non-buyers, especially those who display the 
profile of the buyers, into buyers online. Secondly, it could be investi- 
gated why only the high-income earners buy online, given that shop- 
pers buy online for better prices. What will make the lower income 
market buy online? Thirdly, further research could investigate 
whether more computer literacy at the school level of the youth would 
lead to more Internet usage, and consequently inore online purchasing. 
What are the perceptions of the youth, i.e. future buyers, about online 
buying? Fourthly, given that the constitutional mandate of the country 
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is to provide socio-economic rights including telecommunications in- 
frastructure, it is suggested that this study be conducted again in the 
future to determine whether online purchasing has improved and the 
possible reasons for it. 
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Ethical Decision-Making Skills for Responsi- 
ble Citizens of Cyberspace: Quo Vadis? 

Laurette Pretorius 
Andries Barnard 

Abstract 
Apart from being able to ~dentify ethlcal problems, computing profess~on- 

als need to be able to analyse ethical problems that anse In the computing con- 
text in general, and also in the development of software artefacts for solving real 
problems in particular Furthermore, they should have the knowledge and skills 
to decide on ethlcal courses of action In resolving such problems. This paper fo- 
cuses on such ethical decision mak~ng skills In the context of cyberspace. 

1. Introduction 
If we agree that computing ethics is that branch of applied phi- 

losophy that "instructs computing specialists on how best to lead their 
profkssional lives " (Lenarcic, 2003), then computing professionals 
should be equipped with the relevant and appropriate knowledge and 
skills for this purpose. If wc hrther agree that the computing profes- 
sion concerns. among others, the development of software artefacts for 
solving real problems, a mere ethical awareness is not sufficient. 
Computing professionals need to be able to not only identify ethical 
problems that arlse, but also to analyse them and to decide on ethical 
courses of action in resolving such problems. This paper focuses on 
such ethical decision making skills in the context of cyberspace. 

In section 2 we provide the context by elaborating on what we 
mean by 'cyberspace' and other related terms, on whom the citizens of 
cyberspace are, and what we mean by the term 'respo~zsible'. Section 
3 concerns a methodology for ethical analysis as well as a number of 
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relevant and well-known ethical theories, while section 4 focuses on 
frameworks and procedures for practical ethical decision-making. This 
rs followed by a discussion of two examples. A framework for ethical 
decrsion-makrng is applied to these two examples, one that deals with 
the analysis of human behaviour particular to the field of computing, 
while the other deals with an analysis of software agent behaviour. In 
s t ~ ~ a l o t ~  5 we briefly consider possible challenges of the future, in par- 
ticular the evolution of cyberspace as nanotechnology, ubiquitous 
computing and ambient intelligence develop, and what thns may or 
would mean in terms oC ethical decision-making. 

2 .  The Context 
In order to contextualise the subsequent discussion of ethical deci- 

sion-making skills, the terms occurring in the title, as well as a number 
rf other related concepts, are clarified. 

'The term "cvberspace" was coined by William Gibson in his novel 
Seuro~nancer. i'he "word Cyberspace is ctrrrently tlsed to describe the 
l,.iholc range of information resources available through computer 
~zehorks''  (Web Hosting Directory, 2005). For the purposes of this pa- 
per we thus consider cyberspace to be the realm that owes its existence 
Is the global connectivity of networks such as the Internet as well as 
those global networks constituted by ubiquitous computing technology 
and devices. Cyberspace is rapidly rendering itself as a central part of 
early 2 1 st century life. 

2 2  Who Are the Citizens ofcyberspuce? 

In order to explore the implications and consequences of this real- 
ity for us as human beings, and as computing professionals in particu- 
lar. we need to reflect on the entities that populate cyberspace. We dis- 
tinguish between two classes of citizens of cyberspace, namely hurnan 
zwers and software entities, in particular sofmare agents, present in 
Internet and ubiquitous computing applications. For the purposes of 
this discussion. we concur with the definition of Fou (2001) that a 
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software agent is "a piece c?f'sqftware that has the capacity to autono- 
moal.sly corzdzlct its work. " Such an agent may be autonomous, can act, 
its actions ;are specified befbreliand, it operates within some environ- 
ment (in this case cyberspace), and its position within the environment 
is not necessarily fixed. For a more detailed discussion on this topic, 
the reader is referred to the exposition of (Smith, Eloff, Venter, Bar- 
nard and Pretorius, 2003). Agents form an integral part of cyber soci- 
ety, and as such they interact with one another, as well as with the hu- 
man citizens of cyberspace (Wagner, 2000). Indeed, we should take 
clear cognizance of the fact that humans share cyberspace with sojt- 
ware agents, artificial beings created by comp~~tirlgpro~essiona1.s. This 
means that, apart for the traditional and often expected interaction of 
human-to-human in cyberspace, software agents deployed in cyber- 
space now expand the class of' entities that can be involved in interac- 
tions and, therefore, moral situations (Floridi and Sanders, 2001). 

9-3 What is a Responsibb Citizen sf Cyberspuce? 

The term 'responsible ' is defined by The Shorter Oxford English 
Dictionary (1955) as "crn.~werable or uccol~ntahie to anotherjbr some- 
thing; morally accountable for one's actions; capable of rational con- 
duct; capable oJjCulfilling an obligation or lrust; reliable or trzlstwor- 
thy". The term 'moral' means "of or pertuining to the distinction be- 
tween right and wrong, or good and evil, in relation to actions, voli- 
tions or character" while 'ethics' is defined as "the science ofmor-  
als ". So, ethics is the discipline relating to right and wrong, moral duty 
and obligation, moral principles and values, and to moral character. 
Ethics and morality are therefore riot synonymous terms, although both 
refer to customs in their original Greek and Latin respectively (Beck, 
2003). The Greek term 'ethics ' also implies character, whereas 'mores ' 
refers to social customs. We return to this in section 3.1. 

In physical space the regulation of our complex society is achieved 
by various means including ethical, moral and legal systems. The 
proper hnctioning of these systems heavily relies on the responsible 
behaviour of the members of this society. Moreover, in a similar way 

,-- 
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the regulation of the equally complex cyberspace society requires 
xgulation, the success of which also relies on the responsible behav- 
iour of its citizens, human and artificial alike. 

Tavani (Gruba, 2004) broadens the concept of ethics as defined in 
'The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (se above) and describes cy- 
herethics as the "study of moral. legal und social issues involving cy- 
ber-technology ", with cybertechnology including the Internet as well as 
those global networks constituted by ubiquitous computing technol- 
ogy. Moreover, 

* privacy, 

* property, 

liability, 

* security, as well as 

* freedom (of choice, speech and values) 

constitute the .five ethical dimensions of cybertechnology, and to- 
gether characterise the integrity of cyberspace (Gruba, 2004; Spinello 
~ n d  Tavani, 2001). 

So, in reflecting on what it means to be a responsible citizen of 
cyberspace, we ultimately need to consider the ethical, moral and legal 
principles that apply to both human and software agent act~vity in cy- 
txrspace. A detailed d~scussion of this falls outside the scope of this 
sraper; see for example (Van der Me~we,  Pretorius and Barnard, 2004) 
"What is, however, relevant here. is the multi-faceted role that the com- 
Juxang professional plays in this regard. What exactly is this role and 
'?ow does it impact on the regulation of cyberspace? 

2.4 The Dual Role of the Computing Professiorial 

We may describe the role of computing professionals in the con- 
text of cyberspace as that of informed and critical users of cybertech- 
nology as it evolves, on the one hand, and as designers, creators and 
developers of this technology and the software agents and applications 
that populate cyberspace, on the other. This dual role clearly has sig- 

nificant implications in terms of the responsibility of computing pro- 
fessionals as citizens of cyberspace. Floridi and Sanders (2003) who 
use the tenn agent for what we here refer to as the computing profes- 
sional, furthermore state that  ethic^ zs not only a question of dealing 
morally well within a gzven world. It 1 s  also a question of constrt~cting 
the world, ilnproving its nature and shuj~ing ~ t s  development zrz the 
r-ight way This proactive approach treats the ogent as a world owner, 
a game designer or referee, a prodttcer of moral goods and evils, a 
provider, a host, or a crealor. ... A mature mom1 agent is commonly 
expected to he hoth a morally good user und u morully good producer 
cd the envzronmcnt z i z  wlzzcl? she operutes. " 

Indeed, Lenarcic (2003) goes so far as to say that "[s]ofo/vare de- 
velopers LIZ purtzcular potentiaIJv wzclci irnvnerzse vil-tual power and 
should he rninclful of thelr urt~fructs' long-term consequences." These 
Important facets of the computing professional's professional life pro- 
vide the impetus for thls, and related research. 

2.4.1 Regulating Cybersg~ace: Ethics, Morality and Law Perspec- 
tive 

Gleason and Friedman (2003) argue that "the development of par- 
tic~llar cyber.spatiu1 noiPms" will benefit all of the actors involved in 
online collaboration. They furthermore state that "efbrts should be 
rnude to articzilate a conceptual model of cyberspace [hut respects kt,r 
unique uttrih~ites - one that is accessihlt. to hoth the actors thut will 
take Iead organizing und regulating cyhersprrce, and, more impor- 
tantly, the ciiizerls c?f' [he rvorld vtlho will hold those actors account- 
able ", We view the colnputing professional as playing a leading role 
in this sense, In this paper we specifically focus on norms for and the 
ethical behaviour of computing professionals as direct actors, but also 
indirectly as creators of software agents. 

As intimated by Gleason and Fr~edman (2003), the actions per- 
formed by both human and software agents v. ithin their community, 
should be constrained in order not to jeopardise the integrity of cyber- 



space con~munity. It is thus important that both human and software 
agents respect these fundamental criteria, namely privacy, property, li- 
ability, security. and speech and values. 

Successful regulation of cyberspace, as of any system, 1s largely 
habed on the assumption of individual and collective responsibility and 
spans the conceptual continuum of personal ethics, public morality and 
external ~eguiat~on by mcans of, among others legislation. One can ar- 
gue that responsible citizens of cyberspace should act ethically, have 
h ~ g h  moral values and are law-abid~ng. 

2.4.2 Regulating Cyberspace: kessig9s Perspective 

A different, but not unrelated perspective on the regulation of cy- 
berspace is Lessig's paradigm as discussed by Spinello (2003). which 
distinguishes the following four modalities of regulation of cyber- 
space, namely: 

a law; 

e norms; 

* the market; and 

s archtecturc (Lessig originally used the term code). 

Lessig, as quoted In Sp~nello (20031, claims that "lhc C I J . L ~ Z ~ ~ L -  
rl~res of cvherspuce are a\ mportunt as the iuw zn defimng ~ l n d  dejeat- 
rtle rht. Izberties of  the Nc~t" Lessrg (1999) is furthermore concerned 
?bout the regulative force of architecture (code) because, In h ~ s  oplrilon 
" ~ ~ / 2 i l e  IUM'S ut.e tr lcnspc~l-ent, code I S  obsczrrr ' This paradigin puts 
even more emphasls on the role of code, and therefore on the dual role 
and responsibility of the cornputlng professional in cyberspace Thls 
dffords some priority to the formulation of software development stan- 
dards for the ethical behavlour of software agents We argue that. wlth 
respect to Lessig's concerns. the fonnulatlon of such standards to 
regulate software agent behavlour is of equal anlportance to the prom- 
ulgation of laws to regulate human behaviour In this respect we have 
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explored related concerns in (Smith, Eloff, Venter, Barnard and Preto- 
rius, 2003) and proposed an architectural framework to be used by 
software developers in (Barnard, Cloete and Pretorius, 2004). 

Legislation in itself is certainly not sufficient to guarantee accept- 
able normative behaviour in cyberspace. Lessig (1999) argues that 
human agents in cyberspace need to demonstrate ethical and moral 
principles and behaviour if they do not want to compromise their free- 
dom of choice (one of the five ethical dimensions that constitute the 
integrity of cyberspace, section 2.3). In particular he is concerned that 
designers of software and hardware might increasingly resort to hls 
modality of architecture for the purposes of regulation, because they 
do not consider any of the other modalities to be effective (Lessig, 
1 999). 

Recently, (ileason and Friedman (2004) argued that "[w]ithollt a 
basic frumewark for tinderstanding, the higher-order process of f'deci- 
sion-making becomes rtiffic~llt - virtue can be threrrtened by that which 
we do not linderstand ". It is within this context that the computing in- 
structor should not only equip the conlputing professional of the future 
with a commensurate level of technological knowledge and under- 
standing of cyberspace, but also with the necessary skills of ethical and 
moral decision-making in order to ensure the integrity of cyberspace. 
In the following sections we explore some of these skills and frame- 
works for ethical and moral decision-making. 

3. Ethical Decision-Making: Theory 

3.1 Background 

The discussion of morals is probably as old as language itself. We 
know that Socrates and Plato, among others, contemplated moral is- 
sues and questions at length, but Aristotle was the first to undertake a 
serious and systematic study of moral principles and employed the 
term 'ethics ' in his discourse (see, for example Beck, 2003 ). Aristotle 
viewed "ethicul theory as u ,field dislirzct from the t/zeoreticul sci- 
ences ", with a methodology "that must match its subject mutter - 
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good action" (Kraut, 2001). In other words. "(bjecause ethics is a 
practical ratlzer than a theoretical science, Aristotle also gave consid- 
eration to the aspects of human nature involved in acting and accept- 
ing nzoral responsibility. Moral evaluation of an action presupposes 
the attribution of responsibility to a human agent" (Kemerling, 2001). 

Summarising, ethics is a practical science concerned with good ac- 
tions and good actions can only result from good decisions, which, in 
turn, require systematic evaluation and responsible decision-making. 
In order to apply this line of reasoning to cyberspace and its citizens, 
we need to address the questions of: 

1. what is 'good ' and 

2. how a citizen of cyberspace could arrive at an appropri- 
ate decision. 

3.2 What Is Good? 

The first question is addressed by briefly discussing some of the 
better-known ethics theories that may be applied in the analysis of 
ethical behaviour. In this respect we review the basic principles of two 
deontological theories, viz. duty-based and rights-based ethics, the 
teleological theory of utilitarianism (Spinello, 1997), and the theory of' 
just consequentialism (Moor, 2001). Note that these theories need to 
be discussed in the context of cyberspace. 

3.2.1 Duty-Based Ethics Theory 

The duty-based ethics of Kant may be summarized as "the abso- 
lute principle of respect jor other" entities (i.e. the citizens of cyber- 
space) that "clesenle respect because of their rationality and freedom " 
(Spinello, 1997: 34). Rananu, Davies and Rogerson (Maner, 2002b) 
suggest that answers to the following (relevant) questions should be 
considered with regards to the action of the citizen of cyberspace: 

Fidelity: Is there a promise that should be kept in contem- 
plating or performing some action? 
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e Reparation: Is there a wrong that should be righted due to 
the contemplation or performance of said action? 

* Justice: Should the outcome of the action be fair? 

e Beneficence: Can the lot of others be improved as a result 
of the contemplation or performance of the action? 

* Gratitude: Is an expression of gratitude due to the per- 
formance of an action appropriate'? 

Non-illjury: Can others be protected from injury or harm 
due to the contemplation or performance of said action? 

3.2.2 Rights-Based Ethics Theory 

This approach focuses on individual rights and respect for these 
rights whlch are equal According to Spinello (1997: 39) everyone (i.e. 
all the cltizens of cyberspace), 'Tor example, eqzrally shares in the 
rights to life and liberty regardle,s,,s of their nationulity or status in so- 
ciety ''. Rananu, Davies and Rogerson (Maner, 2002b) suggest that an- 
swers to the following c~uestions should be considered, i e is the right 
of the cybercitizen: 

e to know respected? 

e to privacy respected? 

c to property respected? 

3.2.3 Consequence-Based Ethics Theory 

Utilitarianism is a widely used form of consequentialism 
(Spinello, 1997: 27). For the purposes of this paper, we concur with 
Spinello (1997: 28) that "iltilitarianism is the moral doctrine that an 
czction is morally right if it produces the greatest happiness for the 
greatest number of" entities (cybercitizens) "aflected by it". One thus 
needs to determine which cybercitizens would be affected by the con- 
templation or performance of an action, and to what degree. 
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3.2.4 Just Consequentialism 

Moor (2001) summarises the theory of just consequentialism to 
imply that the ends, however good, "do not justzjj using unjust 
means ". Regarding the contemplation, and in particular the perform- 
ance of some action, one would thus need to determine whether unjust 
means would be required to facilitate performance of the action by the 
cybercitizen in question. Therefore, if it is not possible to achieve the 
envisaged end (performance of the action) without utilizing unjust 
means, the requirement of just consequentialism is not satisfied. 

3.3 How to Decide? 

The second question concerns the process by which an agent may 
arrive at an ethical decision. We follow Spinello (2003, pp. 17-18) 
who proposes a general three-step approach based on human intuition, 
a critical normative evaluation and public policy implications. This 
methodology encompasses the two complementary practical ap- 
proaches toward ethical decision malung in developing information 
systems, discussed in (Wu, Rogerson and Fairweather, 2001). In par- 
ticular Wu et al. (2001) first consider the methodological or procedural 
approach, founded on prescribed procedures, steps or stages, as the ba- 
sis for ethical decision-making. Secondly, they discuss the approach of 
placing emphasis on the persona1 moral character and mature ethical 
judgement of individuals. Their conclusion is that the combination of 
these two approaches represents "an effective and practical paradigm 
fov examining or evaluating ICT workers' ethical activities or per- 
formance in developing information systems" (Wu et al., 2001). 

In this respect, we are of the opinion that Spinello's methodology 
also applies in the context of cyberspace. In particular, Spinello's 
methodology makes provision for all five positions regarding the 
foundations of computer ethics to be found in (Floridi and Sanders, 
2003): 

* no resolution approach (computer ethics has no founda- 
tion); 
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o professional approach (computer ethics is solely a profes- 
sional ethics); 

o radical approach (computer ethics deals with absolutely 
unique issues); 

conservative approach (computer ethics is only a particu- 
lar applied ethlc); and the 

o innovative approach (computer ethics expands the meta- 
ethical discourse with a substantially new perspective). 

We contend that ethical decision-making by (intelligent, autono- 
mous) software agents is a relatively new and complex topic, and we 
illustrate this briefly with an example in a subsequent section. 

3.3.1 Spinello's General Approach to Ethical Decision-Making 

As a general methodology we focus on Spinello's (2003, pp. 17- 
18) general three-step approach based on: 

e human intuition; 

e a crihcal normative evaluation; and 

public policy implications. 

The first step in tlds approach of Spinello relies on the lnformal 
ethical and moral disposition and sense of integrity of the decision- 
maker - representing the moral character and maturity of judgement, 
as refemed to by (Wu et al., 2001). For the purposes of this paper we 
assume that the computing professional is responsible, i.e. ethicaliy 
and morally sensitive, in the sense previously discussed, and has been 
sensitised to the importance of computing ethics, see for example 
(Barnard, De Ridder, Pretorius and Cohen, 2003). 

Secondly, a critical normative evaluation is conducted within the 
context of a chosen ethical theory, a number of which are discussed 
below. Although responsible human beings are assumed to be capable 
of acceptable moral and ethical judgement, heuristics and procedural 
guidelines for making ethical decisions in complex situations are use- 
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ful and even suitable, particularly in the case of computing profession- 
als adept to procedural thinking. Indeed, "[t]he search for useful ana- 
lytical heuristics has been a common theme in applied ethics for many 
years. ... Within computer ethics, heuristics have been of early and 
continuous interest. " (Maner. 2002a). We return to one such heuristic 
framework in subsequent sections. 

Thirdly, public policy implications as embodied in legal and or- 
ganisational rules of conduct, and codes of ethics are investigated and 
appropriately applied. A detailed discussion of such policies falls out- 
side the scope of this paper. We do, however, contend that (future) 
computing professionals should acquaint themselves with the legisla- 
tion and codes of ethics that apply in their specific circumstances. Of 
special significance in the South African context is the Electronic 
Communications and Transactions Act (Act 25 of 2002), see for ex- 
ample (Barnard, Pretorius and Venter, 2004) 

4. Ethical Decision-Making: Practice 
From a practical perspective, ethical decision-making may be de- 

scribed as a process of (Gruba, 2004): 

* identifying a problem; 
* generating alternatives; and 

choosing among them. 

The alternatives selected above should maximize the most impor- 
tant ethical values while achieving an intended goal. 

Wu et al. (2001) claim that "more and more ethicists and comput- 
ing professionals have foctised their attention on the possibility and 
viability on applying ethics in the field of ICT through variotis methods 
or procedures. " In this respect Maner made a significant contribution 
in his paper entitled Heuristic Methods for Computing Ethics (Maner, 
2002a) and supplemented this paper by a website that extensively cov- 
ers procedures for ethical decision-making (Maner, 2002b). In our 
opinion these two contributions of Maner are of practical use to both 
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the computing instructors who want to systematically introduce their 
students to practical ethical decision-making, as well as to the respon- 
sible computing practitioner who requires procedural and practical de- 
cision-making assistance in complex real-life situations, particularly in 
cyberspace. Below we illustrate how one such procedure can be ap- 
plied for ethical decision-making pertaining to human users and soft- 
ware agents as citizens of cyberspace. 

4.1 A Framework for Ethical Decision-Making 
Regarding an ethical analysis of cybercitizen behaviour we use the 

Five-step Process cfEthical Analyszs of Rananu, Davies and Rogerson 
(Maner, 2002b) as basis. Other similar procedures for ethical analysis 
may be found in Maner (2002a and 20023). The analysis procedure of 
Rananu, Davies and Rogerson, originally designed primarily for the 
analysis of human behaviour and ethical decision-making, was chosen 
because it can be readily applied to the ethical analysis of cybercitizen 
behaviour in general. For the purposes of this paper we m o d i !  this 
process to be upplicuhle in cyberspuce as outlined below: 

4.1.1 Step 1: Analysis of the Scenario 

In analysing the behaviour of a citizen of cyberspace, the follow- 
ing must be considered: 

What are the facts? 

Who are the stakeholders? 

Identify rclevant ethical and social issues. 

4.1.2 Step 2: Application of Appropriate Formal Guidelines 

In analysing the behaviour of a citizen of cyberspace, the follow- 
ing must be considered: 

* Consider common themes for corporate or professional codes of 
conduct; see (Maner, 2002b) for more details. 
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* Does the behaviour of the citizen of cyberspace confornl to or 
violate the Golden Rule that states. "do unto others as you would 
have them do unto yola " (Spinello, 1997: 37) 

* Who benefits from or is harmed by the actions of the cyberciti- 
zen? 

4.1.3 Step 3: Application of Ethics Theories 

We propose the use of the four ethics theories presented in sec- 
tions 3.3 through 3.6 and refer the interested reader to (Maner, 2002b) 
for more details. 

4.1.4 Step 4: Application of Relevant Laws 

In analysing the behaviour of a citizen of cyberspace, the follow- 
ing must be considered: 

Laws passed to regulate the information industry and cyberspace. 

The rare law that enforces unethical behaviour. 

4.1.5 Step 5: Application of Informal Guidelines 

Rananu, Davies and Rogerson (Maner: 2002b) suggest that an- 
swers to the following appropriate informal questions should be con- 
sidered where applicable: 

* Recall your first impressions or reactions and what your 
moral intuition said about the action? 

* Apply the mother test: Would you tell her? Would she be 
proud or ashamed? 

* Apply the TV test: Would you inform the entire cyberspace 
community of your actions? 

Apply the Other Person's Shoe test: What if the roles were 
reversed? 

Apply the market test: Could you advertise the act to give 
you a marketing edge? 
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4.1.6 Step 6: Make a Defensible Decision 

An ethical conclusion regarding the cybercitizen's actions and be- 
haviour can be made based on the above five steps. 

4.2 Example 1: Human Behaviour 
In (Pretorius & Barnard, 2004) a detailed case study regarding the 

unethical use of e-mail facilities by computing professionals was pre- 
sented. In particular, on September 11 2001, eight hours after the ter- 
rorist attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon, two South Af- 
rican brothers, Willem and Christiaan Conradie, allegedly fabricated 
and distributed the following e-mail message (Damon, 2001): 

Title: CNN News flash 425511 1/09/200/23hl5 (sic) 

Verbatim extracts: 'The US Secretary of State. Colin Powell, re- 
vealed late last night that there is a strong possibility that South Afri- 
cans and possibly the South African government might be involved ... 
Video footage fium the airports revealed that at least three South Afrz- 
cans boarded each fatal plane. The subject zs still under investigation, 
but sources believe that it has a strong link to the recent US boikot 
(sic) ofthe racism conference held in the South African city of Durban. 
CNN injurmation sources disclose (szc) that some of the masterminds 
?night he in hideaway in South Africa. Strong links has (sic) also been 
nlude between SA and Lybia (sic). ' 

It was reported by the South African (SA) newspaper media that 
this e-mail had significant national, international, and financial reper- 
cusslons and influenced relations between the United States (US) and 
the SA governments at a difficult time in the history of the US. It re- 
portedly resulted in the decline of the SA currency and had a negative 
effect on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange ("Bolandse broers", 2001; 
Coetzee, 2001; Damon, 2001; Momberg, 2001). The Conradie broth- 
ers, allegedly responsible for the creation and dissemination of the e- 
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mail, were arrested and charged with sabotage and fraud, but eventu- 
ally all charges against them were dropped. 

Pretorius & Barnard (2004) analysed this incident from various 
perspectives, taking a closer look at the reported perceptions of the dif- 
ferent stakeholders and considering various aspects of appropriate 
ethical analyses including the application of the framework of section 
4.1. The purpose of this paper was frrstly to demonstrate the applica- 
tion various approaches to ethical analysis and not to justify the seem- 
ingly obvious conclusion that the alleged creation and dissemination of 
the hoax e-mail was unethical and lead to the spreading of harmful 
misinformation (Pretorius and Barnard, 2004). Secondly, it was shown 
that the ethical and legal conclusions were not consistent. We maintain 
that real life ethical issues are usually more complex and would benefit 
from systematic analysis. 

4.3 Example 2: Software Agent Behaviour 

In this section we consider the Microsoft Office Assistant (Micro- 
soft named it Clippy because of its paper clip persona) as a representa- 
tive example of intelligent agent technology. Clippy is the little an]- 
mated figure that appears on the user's screen and presents tips about 
using Microsoft programs. When first released, critics dismissed 
Clippy as the equivalent of training wheels for computer novices. Yet 
the friendliness of Clippy conceals a great deal of comput~ng potential. 
"In fact, it's essentially a hack door for Microsoft to u l l o ~ .  nzucroJ that 
carz take control of u PC and help out users " (Lemos, 2003). 

We note that Clippy's settings are global for all programs in the 
Microsoft Office suite. When Clippy is set to provide a set of help op- 
tions for one program in the suite, it will do the same for all the others 
within that suite. Furthermore, Clippy exhibits a number of salient fea- 
tures of an agent as described in section 2.2 and can therefore be clas- 
sified as a citizen of cyberspace. 

It is instructive to perform a systematic a posteriori ethical analysis 
of the actions of Clippy (excerpt from Smith, Eloff, Venter, Barnard 
and Pretorius, 2003). 
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Step 1: analysis of the scenario 

In analysing Clippy's behaviour, we take note of the following: 

Facts: The agent Clippy is a little animated figure that appears on 
the user's screen and provides tips about using Microsoft Office 
programs. It also opens a dialogue box that allows a user to bypass 
the Help menu and enter a simple question in natural language. 

Stakeholders: The human user, the agent Clippy, and the host on 
which the Microsoft Office package is installed. 

Ethical and social issue: Does Clippy exhibit any unacceptable or 
unethical behaviour by being present on the user's screen and em- 
ploying continual intrusive animation in order to offer unsolicited 
assistance? 

Step 2: application of appropriate fume1 guidelines 

No corporate or professional codes of conduct available to Clippy. 

Clippy's conformancc1violation of the Golden Rule: One can ar- 
gue that Clippy's continual intrusive animation in order to offer unso- 
licited assistance, can be viewed by the user as distracting h idhe r  
from the task at hand. More fundamentally, Clippy's continued pres- 
ence and monitorlny of the user's actions and keystrokes can be 
viewed as an invasion of the privacy of the user. The fact that Clippy 
sometimes also goes to sleep when a period of inaction on the past of 
the user Is detected, can be viewed rn a negatlve light, and even ex- 
perienced as intimidating behaviour on the pan of Clippy towards the 
user. On a certain level thus it may seem as if Clippy violates the 
golden rule. However, the user has the option to control or de-activate 
Clippy's presence and one can hence argue that if Clippy is in viola- 
tion of the golden rule, it is with the consent of the user. As an inde- 
pendent agent thus Clippy does not violate the golden rule. 

Who benefits from or is harmed by Clippy's actions? By design 
Clippy is intended to assist the user - a novice user may find the con- 
tinued assistance helpful, whereas a more advanced user can customise 



Clippy's level of assistance and presence (and in the extreme even de- 
activate Clippy). Therefore the user can benefit from Clippy. 

One can thus conclude that Clippy does not intentionally violate 
these formal guidelines. 

Step 3: application of ethics theories 

Duty-based ethical theory 

Fidelity: Clippy does offer the user relevant assistance, and thus 
lives up to the promise of user support. 

Reparation: Not applicable. 

Justice: Clippy's assistance is available to all Office users. 

Beneficence: Clippy's design implies that assistance is freely 
available to all users irrespective of competency levels. Thus this 
agent may improve the lot of the user in general. The expert user 
may find Clippy's presence distracting but still has the option to 
either customise or de-activate Clippy. 

Gratitude: Not applicable. 

Non-injury: Not applicable. 

In terms of the duty-based theory thus, Clippy's actions towards 
the user are not regarded as unethical. 

Rzghts-based ethical tlzrory 

Clippy's visual presence or not is a true reflection of the agent's 
activity, and thus the user is always fully aware of its presence. 'There- 
fore the user's right to know is respected. 

The default design of the agent is that it is always present and ac- 
tive. The deactivation ability is only an option. Thus we contend that 
the user's right to privacy is not respected. 

Clippy has no autonomous intervention capabilities, and thus the 
user's right to property, i.e. hislher control and possession of electronic 
data and the concomitant integrity thereof, is respected. 
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Clippy poses a minor threat to the user's right to privacy (which 
can be counteracted by the user), while respecting the user's right to 
know and right to property. In terms of rights-based ethics thus, 
Clippy's actions towards the user are not regarded as unethical. 

Consequence-based ethical theory 

The user has final control regarding the agent's activities and exis- 
tence and is thus subject to the user's discretion. In this respect the 
agent does not influence the user, whereas the user determines the life- 
span of the agent. We can thus conclude that the impact of the agent on 
the (single) user is limited, and as the agent interacts only with the Of- 
fice applications of the (single) user, general impact is also limited. 
Therefore Clippy's actions are not in conflict with utilitarian princi- 
ples. 

Just conseqt~entiulisrn 

We are reminded that just consequentialism implies that the end, 
however good, "do not justify using unjust means" (Moor, 2001). We 
again note that the default design of the agent is that it is always pre- 
sent and active in an attempt to provide the user with assistance. This 
action of the agent compromises the user's right to privacy and is an 
instance of usii~g unjust means towards a good end. Clippy's actions 
can thus be viewed as a violation of just consequentialism. 

We conclude that the majority of ethcal theories applied in this 
step, suggest that Clippy is a relatively benign agent that does not pose 
malicious (autonomous) intentions towards the user. 

Step 4: application of relevant laws 

Not applicable. 

Step 5: application of informal guidelines 

We only apply the Other Person's Shoe test for illustrative pur- 
poses. 

The Other Person's Shoe test: Clippy's obtrusive and even intimi- 
dating character may be demonstrated by its continual intrusive 
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animation in order to offer unsolicited assistance, its continued 
presence and monitoring of the user's actions and keystrokes, and 
the fact that Clippy sometimes also goes to sleep when a period of 
inaction on the part of the user is detected. These inherent charac- 
ter flaws imply that Clippy would have difficulty in passing the 
Other Person's Shoe test. 

Step 6: make a defensible decision 

From the above it is apparent that the unethical aspects of C1ippy.s 
behaviour can be counteracted or managed by the (expert) user. Al- 
though some may view Clippy's actions as irritating or distracting. the 
above ethical analysis clearly demonstrates that on the whole, Clippy's 
actions towards the user cannot be regarded as unethical. 

5. Quo Vadis? 
As ubiquitous computing technology matures and as increasingly 

intelligent, often invisible computing devices make their way into the 
lives and bodies of human beings, the ethical, moral, social and techni- 
cal issues become blurred. Are we as computing educators, scientists 
and professionals ready for the complexities and challenges of respon- 
sible decision-making in the cyberspace of the future? 

We contend that it is the responsibility of present-day computing 
instructors to familiarize themselves with ethical issues and moral 
quandaries posed by cyberspace, and that they then impart this infor- 
mation to their students in a rigorous manner. This will ensure that the 
computing professional of the future, will not only be Inore aware of 
issues relating to cyberspace, but be able to proactively counteract un- 
ethical activities in order to ensure the continued integrity of cyber- 
space. 

Moor (2001) warns that "[wlith policy vaczlzlms and conceptual 
muddles galore, .fi~dirzg the right connections behveen computational 
practice and ethical categories and principles can be extraordinarily 
d$,)ct~lt. " Regarding ubiquitous computing in particular, Langheinrich 
(2001) maintains that what "lies at the intersection qfprivacy protec- 
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tion and ubiquitotls computing is easy to imagine: the ji-ightening vi- 
sion of an Orwelliun nightmare-come-trzle, where countless "smart " 
devices with detailed sensing and far-reaching communication capa- 
bilities will observe every single moment of our lives, so z~nobtrt~sive 
and invisible that we won't even notice! Ron Revest calls this the "re- 
versal of defaults": "@'hut was once prafvate is now ptlblic", "what 
was once hard to copy, is now trivial to duplicate" and "what was 
once easily forgotten, is now stored for ever." Clearly, "something" 
needs to be done, as nearly all work in tlbiquitous computing points 
out, yet little has so fur been accomplished." 

Unless we as computer professionals take ownership of the do- 
main in which we practice whilst affording a commensurate degree of 
sensitivity to social and ethical ramifications of the technology we de- 
velop, some of the bleak predictions of Moor and Langheinrich may 
become a reality. Indeed, in the words of Chuck Huff (2004): "Soft- 
ware engineers should take respponsibilitly where emerging methods al- 
low them to, and should he humble about their ability to guarantee 
perfect firnctioning where they cannot measure or test peuformnncc in 
real conditions. By increasing knowledge about the social efects of 
sojiware, and by adopting methods that allow L L . ~  to anticipate these ef- 
jects, we may be able to decrease sorrow . Bat we will do so at the 
expense of our own simplistic approaches to sof~ware design." 
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Production in Informatics in South Africa 
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Abstract 
The article discusses the impact of research on tertiary activities in South- 

ern All-ica. The art~cle starts off with reviewing the literature and came to the 
conclusion thai many of the overseas universilies use researclri output for promo- 
tion ancl lenure wi-tercas the slrirle is not l-tappening in South Africa. Most of the 
research output In South Alric;t stems Iiom established people who are invoived 
in postgraduate rcsearch supervlslon. This 1s a problexn because there are not 
many Local journals available Ibr IS/IrI'!CS researchers to publish their work in. 
The paper propose:; that tllc researc!~ approach will iiaw to change -junior staff. 
must be nlotivatcd to producc niorr: papers jrtlaybe a trans-disciplinary approach 
would be  advisable L'or tiiese researchers). i'hc beliefits of publishing are rnany - 
especially with the rxew apprc-i;lcll c.)f the Department of Education where re- 
searcliers arc suhsld~sed to pnbl~sli i~rtlcles in approved scholarly journals. 

(]lit. iic,krt.c iit-i,lirzgt.ii (it u cost. 

(Dean Koontz? accessed 2003) 

Introduction 
'The lclca for this paper started w h ~ l e  the authors were looking for 

an appropriate place to pubi~sh their articles Presently there are not 
many Academic joulnals in South Afiica that scholars in ITIIS can use 
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to publish their manuscripts. There are also some universities and 
technikons that continue to view the publication of articles as a key 
component of any academic's duty. The evaluation of the quality and 
quantity of the articles can therefore become important for prolnotion 
purposes (especially in South Africa where promotion to a chair can 
become a reality if the person has enough1 publications). 

However, little research had been done in South Africa in terms of 
defining the journals that could be used for publication purposes. At 
the same time there 1s very little to note who had been publishing in 
these journals and from which university they are. The key variables 
for this study would therefore be to discover what academic journals 
cxrst. how Inany ISiIT articles have been published hy them, analyse 
which universities are doing research in terms of articles published in 
South African jour-nals and look at university affiliation by journal. 
Soxne of the overseas academic Qournals had been ranked uslng diffes- 
ent surveys and this ranking should be kept In mind by research ad- 
m~nlstrators. The problem is to streamline the research aclxnlnistrative 
process at tertiary institutions in South Africa. These rcsearch adminis- 
trators should also keep in mind that there should be a brldge between 
forvnal rnetrics and the activ~ties of the researchers, 

This ar-tlelc will therefore attempt to discover the top acaden~ic 
publisblng journals f i r  the ITiIS field in South Africa, look at how 
inany articles in the ISiIT field have been published by them and at the 
same tln~e, look at which u~liversities publish in them and who the top 
authors In these journals an terms of ISIIT are (future studies). These 
journals would be v~sited at a later stage for another article, the articles 
counted and the pfiog factor calculated The results would be listed in 
tables and conclusions, based on these tables would be drawn 

I Enougl~' publications is a rhetoric used by some managers in higher educational, in- 
stitutions if they do not want to promote a member because no number i s  allocated to 
the word enough. 
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Review of Previous Research 
The literature review deals in detail with some topics that can help 

to explain the research productivity of academics in South Africa. It 
discusses various aspects of research productivity such as first research 
then teaching policy, journal quality, university and personal outputs 
and promotion and tenure. It displays some statistics and concludes 
that there are not many journals available for IS scholars to publish in 
South Africa. The payoff from social investment in basic research is as 
clear as anything is ever going to be in economics. The basic picture is 
that 50% of economic progress since WWII is due to technology and 
that much money (about 33%) of the budgets are spend on research 
and development. This creates opportunity and cultural quality of life 
for all and adds value to graduates. 

It is also important to note that lack of research funding could lead 
to unproductiveness of scientists, The researchers should therefore en- 
sure that the balance of functions of change, efficiency and good will 
are met. Also research leadership at every level is essential for instih- 
tional research productivity. 

Citations 

The only way to keep track of the importance of research is to in- 
vestigate how many times a researcher's paper or article was cited. 
This could be done with the application of functional rather than struc- 
tural administration. The job of functional administration would also 
be to help researchers apply bchavioural principles correctly and effec- 
tively in direct management of research projects. Sauer (1988) notes 
that it is clear fi-om the estimates in therr paper that citations and jour- 
nal articles are the most important productivity indicators in determin- 
mg salaly for academics. In other words, we become what we measure 
- all researchers should strive to be cited and this could be the meas- 
urement of the productivity of academics. 

Podgursky (2001) states that the effect of citations and publica- 
tions is non-linear and variables demonstrate diminishing returns. The 
rankings in the USA are strongly associated with i4)jective measures 
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of productivity such as total citations or total pages in refereed jour- 
nals. Rushinek and Rushinek (2003) argue that search engine citation 
is a useful supplement to the traditional academic ranking of journals 
and in some cases it might even be superior for litigation support. It 
would thus be a useful exercise to discover how many times the South 
African journals were cited in overseas journals - this could be a fur- 
ther motivation for local authors to publish in the local journals. 

Doctoral Program and Productivity 

Hu and Gill (2000) argue that it is no surprise to see a growing 
interest in studying the factors affecting research productivity because 
of the growing importance of doctoral studies. They state that any in- 
stitution that offers a doctoral program influences the research produc- 
tivity positively. The length of the doctoral programs also influences 
research productivity. The longer the doctoral program, the more pro- 
ductive staff members become. The problem is to maintain the re- 
search output. An increase in doctoral studies should also therefore 
show an increase in research. A good number of research outputs, on 
the other hand, would also draw more post-graduate students. The 
problem is that it does not always portray student outcomes as well. 
Barnhill (2001) notes that because postgraduate studies are few and 
supervisors even fewer; the Law oj'the Few illustrates that some peo- 
ple have exactly the right connections while other cannot produce be- 
cause they do not have the resources. 

The Importance of Teaching and Research 

There are lecturers who are talented and their students and admir- 
ers wait anxiously for the masterpiece worthy of the lofty opinion they 
have formed of the teacher. The problem is that the great work is never 
written, and the teacher remains silent. Part of the development of aca- 
demics is that they should remember that education (research and 
teach) is their focus (principal) and if this should be broken then they 
will loose the principal donor for their existence (the state). Substantial 
attention has been paid to the determinants of academic earnings, and 

it was noted that the publication of scholarly articles are the major de- 
terminants of salary differences (Hamermesh et al., 1982). They also 
argue that personal experience should also be taken into account in or- 
der to measure the publication of academic journals properly. They 
state that citations should be brought into account while measuring the 
personal contribution of any academic. 

Mabert (1993) argues that research for personal prestige is impor- 
tant at any academic institution. It can be applied to a wide variety and 
need major decisions to motivate the need for inquiry. There is a need 
for faculties all over the world to contribute to the growing body of 
knowledge. The need for business research might supplant the need for 
teaching as there is a small link between the two in the real world. All 
of this research should enhance the quality of life although she notes 
that pure research is not the mission of the academic. Much of the re- 
search in the past has been affected by a narrow focus and limitations 
which eventually impacted on the teaching and the quality of the 
teaching. 

~ a k e t !  et al. ( 1  998) note that there is controversy regarding the is- 
sue of empirical research productivity and quality teaching. They ar- 
gue that in Florida, teaching effectiveness was rewarded in terms of 
money, Even with the reward for effective teaching, they have discov- 
ered no link between research productivity and teaching effectiveness. 
Xie and Shauman ( 1  999) state that female scientists prefer to do more 
teaching than research. They argue that woman is less likely to work at 
research universities and that they tend to spend more time in the 
classroom. In ordcr to rnaximise intellectual resources it is importanl 
that the ranks of researchers include woman and people from disen- 
franchised communities. 

Hu and Gill (2000) investigate why some academic were more 
productive than others and note that some of the factors (such as the 
number of years in service, the teaching load, other non-academic ex- 
periences) do not have such a big impoct as one would expect. There 
were some factors that come to thc attention of researchers; that is the 
time allocated to research activlty and the existence of a doctoral pro. 
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gram. Hu and Gill hrther argue that productive faculty not only h r -  
ther their knowledge in their professional fields by integrating their 
findings with those of other via scholarly publications and this could 
help in attracting more research grants and better students. 

Kemper (2001) cites Cajal from a work he did in 1897 and note 
that this is still relevant today. Cajal recognises that excellence in 
teaching and research are complementary, requiring similar traits. It 
can be emphasised that research productivity results from a passion for 
reputation, for approval and applause and a taste for the original. 
Kemper argues that research productivity in individual's peak in the 
30s and declines afterwards. 

Fulford (2002) also argues that many normal people believe that 
universities exist to teach the young and prepare them for life. He 
notes that many professors consider teaching at best as a secondary ac- 
tivity, Fulford argues that no university in Canada has hired a profes- 
sor because of teaching ability. He notes that the statement that good 
researchers make good teachers have never been demonstrated. It is 
believed in academia that this is the case and is purely anecdotal. The 
obstacles (tenure, labour issues, politics and politicians, narrow- 
minded administrators) to reform are so intimidating in South Africa 
that the authors do not think that any change will occur soon. 

Journal Quality 

It can be argued that the journals not always define what consti- 
tutes an article and what not an article is and this could affect the qual- 
ity of the journal and the number of articles that each one publishes. 
The Journal quality can help researchers over all of the spectrums to 
improve their chances of obtaining research hnding and to target arti- 
cles to appropriate journals. It is important that researchers concentrate 
on the quality of life issues to ensure that academic freedom is sus- 
tained. Lightner and Nah (1998) state that theory building for use is 
being emphasised by 8 1% of the academic journals. Only 18% empha- 
sises theory testing. More than half the papers in these journals use 
field studies as a methodology. This is because IS as a science is 
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young and growing. Theory testing, however, would help advance the 
maturity of the science. 
Babbar et al. (2000) argue that academics author the majority of the 
academic journals in operational management. The main idea is that 
academics produce these papers for fellow academics as not many 
practitioners read these journals. IS and its products had been enriched 
by the contribution of various other research disciplines. This should 
be kept in mind by researchers when they collect information that they 
want to use for publication purposes as this could affect the acceptance 
of a quality product for publication. 

The journal quality list assembled by Harzig (2000) and Kateratta- 
nakul and Han (2002) contains no SA journals. A list assembled by 
Mylonpoulos and Theoharakis (2001) on global perceptions of IS 
journals also did not contain the names of any South African Journals. 
This could be because people do not know about these journals or do 
not regard their quality as high enough. 

Katerattanakul and Han (2002) note publications in prestigious 
journals have significant influence on academic peer recognition, de- 
partmental and institutional rankings, tenure and promotion rankings 
and the merit increase of faculty compensation. They argue that there 
is a need to compare the European journals (the same could thus be 
said of South African Journals). Katerattanakul and Han conclude that 
the quality of European Journals has been underestimated and that 
these should have been Included while ranking the journals. 

Many parties have an interest in the quality rating of IS publica- 
tions because some people use these ratings as selection criteria for 
new staff members and some overseas universities use them as promo- 
tion guide. This can also be a guide to Indicate how the IS field ma- 
tures (Walstrom and Hardgrave, 2001). The problem in South Africa is 
to provide some consistency in the evaluation of the quality of these 
joumals. There should be an ind~cation on the appropsiateness as pub- 
lication outlet, as well as the significance of the journal(s). At this 
stage, no research was conducted in South Africa to rate the SAPSE 
accredited journals and how these joumals are supported by the schol- 
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ars in the field of IS. Walstrom and Hardgrave, for example, did not 
rate any South African journals in their article - it is thus not known if 
any of the journals in South Africa can be rated at the same level of 
their overseas counterparts. This statement is supported by Athey and 
Plotnicki (2000). 

La Manna and Young (2002) note that it is easy to launch a new 
journal but more difficult to create a high-quality journal The new 
journal should reward authors with the knowledge that the key ele- 
ments required of a journal are in this journal (e.g. reputation, high- 
quality research, editors, etc.). The strictest form of control should en- 
sure that only submission that at least matches the quality threshold 
should be accepted for publication. The contents should at least have 
passed the peer-review test and readers should be able to comment on 
these articles. These journals should be listed on the list of the top 50 
journals in the world. 

Measuring Success 

It can also be noted that tertiary institutions have two ways of 
measuring success - numbers and stories. Most of the time student 
achievements are highlighted, departmental discoveries are blown into 
the press and the services the institution delivers are printed in the uni- 
versities publications. In the USA, the NRC ratings can be some help 
in evaluating the performance of the researchers but no such study ex- 
ists in South Africa. Sanklin (2001) argues that many factors could be 
used to measure success and productivity. Some of these could be: in- 
dividual attributes, institutional and departmental attributes and the 
culture and working conditions. She noted that there is a link between 
departmental culture and the research success that some individuals 
portray. 

Niche Area 
The Government in South Africa does support niche area research 

more than any other research at tertiary level. The niche strategy is im- 
portant and needs to be investigated- niche areas generate more pro- 
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ductive researchers. The niche area helps to make the research part of 
the departmental agenda and at the same time mobilise research oppor- 
tunities, thereby ensuring survtval of the productive researchers. This 
will also promote the competitiveness of the ~nstitution. The overall 
success of the individual researchers on any tertiary institution de- 
pends basically upon the quality and success of the niche area that is 
being presented. The ultimate 'egalitarian' method, however, holds 
that all niche area researchers are equal m both need and merit and 
therefore should all receive the same consideration fbr distribution of 
resources. 

Personal Aspects 

Fowler (1 998) notes that the value of thlnking and the value of In- 
venting ways by personal researchers should be done m such a way so 
as to free the researcher from elementary operations By doing ~t cre- 
ates posit~ve feedback and produces an ~nfonxation exploaon The 
problem with research is that the volurne of  informat~on has increased 
but the capabl[itles of our bra~ns have not increased much The ~nfor- 
mation overloatl can lead to stress, and srrcss, as Sapolsky's work clteci 
by Fowler (1998) has shown, can actl~ally klli brain cells that are em- 
clal for memoly and thereby reducmg productivity Fowler states that 
the stze of al-tlcles has increased slrlce 1968 and that the number of rcf- 
erences has increased morc than 4-fold show~ng that people are more 
productive. 

Fowler notes that salary dec~slons should be l~nked to research 
productlvlty and this Ilnkagc sliould be cxplicitiy stated and helps 
mainta~n levels of act~vlty by principal rcsearch investigators It may 
even renew personal research efforts but the arnourlt of ~nforn~at~on 
available might be overwhelming The downside of this 1s that the 
l~nklng of sala~y clec~s~ons to research productivity could be expenstve 
and thls could be food for the antl-research bl-agade to note (for exam- 
ple that salary differentials could be even greater than the present ones 
in tertiary education). 
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Rice (1998) in a keynote speech argues that new opportunities are 
always on the horizon and that researchers should develop personal 
roadmaps on how to reach their research objective. Xie and Shauman 
(1999) state that female scientists produce research at a much slower 
rate than male scientists and researchers. They argue that could be be- 
cause woman might take longer than man to earn their doctorate de- 
gree. They further stated that married researchers are slightly more 
productive than unmarried researchers. Hu and Gill (2000) note that 
factors such as teachng load and time allocation for research all affect 
productivity and that this does not affect the level of the person (senior 
or junior). They also state that it becomes more important for academ- 
ics to do research. One negative aspect they also note is that the older a 
researcher gets. the fewer his articles become (especially if they had 
reached tenure). They did find that tenure-earning staff is more pro- 
ductive. People like Deans, Head of Department and other higher posi- 
tions also do less research. Hu and Gill (2000) however, argue that 
good researchers all manage their time effectively. Professors produce, 
according to them, the most articles. 
Claver et a1 (2000) argue that personal judgment on the quality of the 
sources be done by the researcher. Each researcher will have a per- 
sonal preference for a research topic (e.g IS development. DSS, IS 
evaluation, IS implementation, e-Commerce, etc.). la Manna and 
Young (2002) state that the personal role of the researcher should be 
restored as content providers, quality assessors and champions. 

Shanklin et a1 (2001) note that to maintain research productlvity. 
it is important to encourage participation at all levels, faculty at all 
stages of their development, pre-doctoral and post-doctoral training 
programs, and mentoring and suppon of the most productive people so 
that the institution do not loose them. There is a notion that bigger in- 
stitutions are more productive because of intellectual synergy. People 
should, however. be personally motivated to remain active as scholars 
by the intrinsic rewards of mentoring their post-graduate students. 

Walstrom and Hardgrave (2001) note that it is a personal problem 
for authors to decide where to publish their work. This is becoming 

more complicated with the arrival of electronic journals and the in- 
crease of journals worldwide. Rushinek and Rushinek (2003) also ar- 
gue that the importance of journals is especially relevant for people 
who are also expert witnesses or are interested in becoming experts. 
The way to become an expert is by your publication record in reputa- 
ble journals. 

Promotion and Tenure 

Hamennesh ct ul. (1982) argue that a better framework should be 
designed for the evaluation of promotion and tenure of academics. The 
complete picture had not been evaluated and it is therefore of impor- 
tance that academics be evaluated on the same level as other universi- 
ties to ensure satisfaction. Sauer (1988) stales that the existence of in- 
centives capable of promoting the growth of knowledge and the con- 
sequences of competition amongst scientists require a reward of some 
fonn - whether it is promotion or tenure. The pubhcation of an article 
appears to be a measurable impact on salary independent of citations. 
The figures, they have indicate that there are significant (3.80% in- 
crease in salary in 1982!) monetary returns to high-quality research in 
the economics profession. 

Universities and Techikons In South Africa should remember that 
to Increase research opportunities salary decisions should be linked di- 
rectly to the desired research outcomes (the goal of the researcher) to 
create incentive systems that would enhance research productivity. The 
fact in South Africa is that the personal research and development 
budgets are likely to remain relatively flat. 

Rosenquist et ai. (200 1 )  note that some overseas universities quan- 
tify research output for all investigators, an average is derived and 
each researcher is compared with this average and then rewards are 
distributed. Researchers who perform well thrive under this system but 
the weakest are weeded out. The problem that research administrators 
still sit with 1s the quality of the research output of each academic. Re- 
search administrators have agreed that they must be carehl to measure 
quality and impact carefully. Rushinek & Rushinek (2003) note that 
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the importance of a computer journal should be taken into account 
when seeking tenure at an academic institution. They also noted that 
the information available at h~p://www.isworld.or~/csaunders/ rank- 
ings.htm may be useful in preparing promotion and tenure packets. It 
should, however, be noted that one method of evaluation does not ap- 
ply everywhere (Rushinek and Rushinek, 2003). 

Time to Publication 

The average submission to report time-lag ranges from four to fif- 
teen months and a quality journal should ensure that this is substan- 
tially shorter (la Manna and Young, 2002). The problem that affects 
productivity is that it takes quite a while for articles to appear in the 
top journals. 

University and Departmental Output 

Part of university output can be classified as outreach and service. 
Outreach can be classified as the dissemination of knowledge, public 
programs, and cultural enrichment to business, government, educa- 
tional and communities. Outreach has payoffs in 3 areas: publicity, re- 
cruitment, and development. Productivity will therefore be measured 
in terms of goodwill created by productive researchers. The tertiary in- 
stitutions should also look to mobilise flexibility and effectiveness in 
addressing new research opportunities, eliminating at the same time, 
any emotion-laden and archaic remnants of irrationality. The depart- 
ment should focus outwardly and the University should focus inwardly 
because the university has not identified niche areas -just the depart- 
ments. This can be a problem if the university also has niche areas and 
centres of excellence. 

Hamermesh et al. (1982) note that some universities reward fac- 
ulty and departmental reputations but at the same time warn against 
social-we1 fare maximisers. These faculty and departmental scholars 
consists of a community of scholars who might sit in different offices 
but who participate together in the production of knowledge and this 
might affect productivity overall. The growth rate of universities in 

developing countries will have to keep pace with the mega-universities 
overseas or developing countries will fall behind. 

Cost of research literature increases every year and the results 
could be that some subscriptions to research literature will have to be 
cancelled by the universities resulting In a decrease in productivity by 
the academics. The authorities at universities and technikons should 
remember that these scholars have to pursuit non-scholarly activities 
that would affect productivity and would affect comparisons across in- 
stitutions. There should be no separation between university research 
and emerging technology. 

Barnhill (1998) argues that variation and not replication is the key 
to tertiary survival. He further notes that regional distinction is impor- 
tant and universities should move into the central role of societal trans- 
formation through students and research productivity. By conducting 
research, a strong foundational academic core can be build - especially 
if niche areas can be focused for research purposes. This might cause 
the tertiary institution to take more nsks to move into these new roles 
and directions. 

Barnhlll (2001) notes that strategic intent by top leadership, cou- 
pled with natural advantages and local expertise, can lead to research 
enhancement that lifts the entire tertiary institution. He also argues that 
there will always be research competitiveness and the public face of 
research would include governmental help, jobs from research and 
quality graduates. He states that research as a topic should be pro- 
moted on the campus and that departments should collaborate and 
tackle bigger projects. The one factor that researchers will remember is 
that they have to work autonomously. 

Shanklin et ai. (2001) state that large departments tend to have 
people in a variety of Gelds, which would seem to discredit the strat- 
egy of building a "unique" niche. There are some administrators that 
are concerned about the tertiary institution's return on investment in 
terms of research. Education is also being regarded by these people as 
value-added product and technology transfer helps with research and 
value-creation. 
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Shanklin also argue that institutional and departmental attributes 
influence research productivity She notes that there is a tendency for 
bigger departments to be more productive than smaller departments. A 
reward for a person is to be invited to present papers at national and in- 
ternational meetings or serving as a chair for review panels, etc. The 
aspect that should be kept in mind is that administrators must ac- 
knowledge the contributions of researchers to the profession and to 
their disciplines. 

Tertiary institutions should ensure that their institution reach for a 
high ranking within a world class research area (niche areas). Achiev- 
ing this, would ensure enough money for research, the fullest utilisa- 
tion of tertiary communities and value added to the society. The llitera- 
ture notes that there were many aspects that needed attention in terms 
of the research productivity of academics. The following questions 
remained unanswered: 

I .  Why are there no rankings of any South African academic ITIIS 
journals 

2. How are South African ITIIS Journals ranked within South Af- 
rica? 

3. Who publishes in them? 
4. Which university or Technikon supports the SA ITIIS Journals'? 

Summary 
The blggest challenge facing researchers in the academic envi- 

ronment is to create learning communities. Universities and technikons 
need to become entrepreneurial to draw money but they should not ad- 
here to a single format. The need for research money is relevant and 
will have to come from indirect. cost reimbursement such as private 
donations. On the one hand, this could result m an ~mproved recruit- 
ment of research scientists. This could result in obtaining extra re- 
sources but on the other hand, it can be unproductive as stated earlier. 

Reputational rankings do reflect well on academ~c CV's but does 
it help the productivity of the department or the tertiary institution? 
This can in a way help to measure quality but all tertiary institutions 

should use the same rankings and same quality measures that articles 
noted. Tertiary institutions should be able to reflect that they are pro- 
ductive and that full cost had been recovered in terms of research. The 
problem is, however, to prove how their contributions are unique and 
that students benefit from it. 

Research Methodology 
The authors had some initial interviews with people who publish 

or plans to publish. These interviews were unstructured and helped the 
authors by giving them an insight on how the prospective respondents 
felt and what their research views are. These interviews were not ana- 
lysed but used to supplement some of the findings while analysing the 
questionnaires. 

The survey instrument 1s based on the theory that were discussed 
above and the SABINET website. The first part covered demographics 
and what research and teaching loads these authors have. The next part 
covered the assessment of the quality of South African IS Journals and 
the last part the importance of these journals while publishing. The 
questionnaire consists of 18 questions, and two columns with rating 
requests. The data were collated into an EXCEL spreadsheet and some 
graphs were drawn and basic statistics conducted. 

Data Discussion 
The first phase of the research investigated the publishing trend of 

academics at South African tertiary institutions and the Journals they 
prefer. The next two phases will investigate the journals and the ITIIS 
art~cles they prefer. The figure below explains the jobs that the respon- 
dents are doing in acadernla. The population consisted of all academic 
people in the 1711s field in South Africa teach~ng at universities. The 
final sample includes at least 7 professors. Of these respondents. 79% 
were permanent and the rest had contract appointments. It was impor- 
tant to determ~ne the type of job the respondent was doing and if they 
were appointed permanently. Permanent employees with no threat of 
contract appointnlent renewals were under no threat to conduct re- 
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search. This agrees with the statement by Fulford (2002) who argued 
that professors in permanent positions were more active in terms of re- 
search. 

- - -- 
- - - - --  - 

I Academic Position 
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1 

-- - -- 
Tutor - 1  

Tutor 
Pro I 

Lecturer a Lecturer 1 1  
I ' 

0 Senlor Lecturer1 I 
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L - -  - - -- -- - -  - - - -- ---I 

Figure 1 : Types of pos~t~ons of the respondents 

The other demographic that was determined was what type of 
qualification these people had. The figure below demonstrates that 
most of the people had at least a postgraduate degree (6 Masters and 7 
Doctorates). What was interesting from the sample was that there were 
some people with only a B-dcgrer (2) and 3 people with an honours 
degree. It was noted on the survey instruments that the better research 
productivity comes from people that already had a doctorate (maybe 
some of the research stems directly from their doctoral dissertation. 
This is in agreement with the Shanklin et al. (2001) statement where 
they argue that most postdoctoral positions produce a good research 
output. 

Figure 2: Qualifications of the respondents 
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Question 5 produced out of the ordinary results because it showed 
that there were none of the respondents that produced only research or 
just teaching. Most of the people do teaching with an even amount of 
research (63%). There were some instances where people did teach 
with some research (21%). It seems to the authors that the academics 
in South Africa do research out of their own accord and most of the 
times this is done on their own accord with little support from the uni- 
versity. This is maybe because of some form of research reward as 
noted by Sanklin (2001). Most of the people participating in the survey 
stems from the academic environment in the Western Cape, Gauteng 
and Kwazulu-Natal. The respondents have indicated their participation 
in teaching and research as follows: 

-- 

Table 1: L~nk between teach~ng and researching 

As can be noted form the table above, there is a high correlation 
between the two (more than 90%). This means that in South Africa, 
academics regard a link between research and academic excellence. It 
could be speculated that there is a link between the work they do and 
the end-product of their students because they use the students to help 
with their research. It also shows a link between the response of ques- 
tion 5 (where respondents have marked equal amounts of research and 
teaching) and questions 6 and 7 Most of the people (nearly 70%) have 
been in academfa for more than 10 years (see figure below) and will 
out of habit produce research. 
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Years teaching 

1 0-5 years 6-10 years Longer than 10 1 

I years I 
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Figure 3: Number of Respondents and years lectur~ng experience 

Nearly 90% of the institutions that participated had a master's de- 
gree program and nearly 80% had a doctoral program This also links 
in to the fact that many had teaching and research combined and this 
further supports the responses from questions 5,  6 and 7 and suppons 
the statement by Hu and Gill (2000) who argue that research output is 
better if a postgraduate programme exists. 
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Figure 4: Respondents and the number of Publications published 

There is a good correlation between the publication list and the 
SAPSE accredited publication list. Many of the people had published 
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in accredited journals and it seems from the responses that many peo- 
ple had published in the SAPSE journals as their only layout. Most of 
the articles were published in the fields of Information Systems and e- 
Cornrnerce/Business (nearly 70%). More than 50% of the respondents 
argued that there were enough outlets to publish research in South Af- 
rica. More than 63% of the respondents noted that their institution uses 
the number of publications for decisions such as promotions. Nearly 
75% of the respondents agree that there should be a new updated list 
available and nearly 80% indicated that the new list should include e- 
journais. 

- - 
I 

Assessment of the quality of SA IS 
Academic Journals 

I L 

a 

Figure 5:  The quality of IS Academlc Journals In South Afr~ca 

Most of. the respondents argue that tile journals in South Afrlca is 
poor to neutral in terms of rigor because they do not publlsh items that 
do not meet their str~ngent scope. More than 60% of the respondents 
argued that the journals in SA do rit)t publish practical applications 
readily. About 60% of the respondents noted that the article contents 
are readable in South Afr~can 17'11s Journals. More than 80% argued 
that the breadth of coverage could have been better in the journals 
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available in South Africa while more than 70% of the respondents 
noted that the depth of coverage could have been better. 
Most of the people were either neutral or lower than neutral in their 
view of the contents of the journal m terms of teaching applications. 
While only a little more than 30% indicated that the board members of 
these journals were appropriate. Most of the respondents agreed that 
the authors were appropriate and suitable for the journals but must of 
the respondents were acknowledging that they are neutral in terms of 
the professional organisations that these journals support. This agrees 
with the statements by Babbar et o l  (2000) and La Manna &Young 
(2002). 

Figure 5: Journals for publication 

Most of the journals have received only about 19 points (1 point 
each) allocated as being useful for research. The maximum each jour- 
nal could have reached is 95. None of the journals received such a high 
figure. The top journal in this regard is South African Computer Jour- 
nal (SACJ) (50 points) followed by the South African Journal of Busi- 
ness Management (SAJBM) (41 points). It would be interesting to re- 
peat this exercise in two years time and see if there were any differ- 
ences from the list portrayed above. A newer journal (SA Journal of 
Infonnation Management (SAJIM) (40 points) had not been advertised 
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as much as the editorial staff would have liked to and they could 
change position. 

Conclusion 
This paper has addressed am issue that has not been addressed in 

South Africa and can become the subject on debate within Information 
Systems and Computer Science in South African academic circles. The 
issue were dealt with in two ways. The journals had been rated and 
some general comments had been made on them. The top journal rated 
by the ITIIS academics in South Africa is the South African Computer 
Journal (SACJ) with the South African Journal of Business Manage- 
ment (SAJBM) second. 

Few ISICS researchers have developed competencies that span 
major paradigms. The authors expect that most ISICS articles will con- 
tinue to be published in the well-known journals to ensure that their 
own skill sets will be improved. It is expected that most articles will 
still come form the tenure type academics with the teaching being 
done by the junior staff. The problem is to ensure that there are enough 
qualified people to supervise doctoral research ensuring at the same 
time that the research will pick up. Past prejudices of researchers from 
different traditions will not be removed by quickly and people will still 
support the more established journals. 

The research questions that were answered were: 
5 .  Why were there no ranlungs in South Africa of academic jour- 

nals? 
6. This is mainly because nobody has thought to rank the journals or 

investigate the quality of these journals. 
7. What was the top ISIIT journal in South Africa? 
8. The top journal was SACJ with SAJBM second. 

The last two questions will be answered in a forthcoming article. 
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Supporting Part-Time Masters Students to- 
wards Successful Research Dissertations: A 
Case Study 
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Abstract 
Experience at many Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) is that a large 

percentage of registered Masters students never complete their research disserta- 
tion. A number of reasons have been suggested for this. Coursework and disser- 
tation mixed Masters degrees have been introduced in order to attract more 
Masters students, but the rate of completion is still low. The Faculty of Business 
Informatics (FBI) at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) has 
implemented several approaches to part-time Masters students' support, includ- 
ing the most recent one of offering a Structured Study Program (SSP) that is di- 
rectly supportive of the skills and resources that a Masters student needs to 
complete a dissertation. This paper reports on various modes of offering Mas- 
ters degrees, FBI's Masters student history, a survey of FBI's Masters students 
to assess factors influencing progress with research dissertations and the imple- 
mentation of SSP. 

Key Words 
Masters-degree; information technology; post-graduate; higher educa- 
tion; South Africa 

Introduction and Background 
South Africa emerged from the pre- 1994 political dispensation with 

two distinct types of tertiary educational institutions: Technikon and 
University. Technikons were created as career-orientated, practical- 
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content institutions with an emphasls on producing skilled graduates to 
meet specific needs of the country. Universities provided a broader 
educational offering with more research-focused outputs. This scenario 
is currently undergoing rapid transformation, as a result of a number of 
policy changes in the education arena that have been instituted by the 
post--apartheid government. The new dispensation for higher educa- 
tion now includes Universities of Teclmo1ogy, IJniversities and Com- 
prehensive Universities. in 2002, there were 15 Technikons and 21 
Universities in South Africa (NWG, 2002). 'This however was soon to 
change with a~lnounced incorporations and mergers planned for 2004 
and 2005 (Ministry of Education, 2003). Major thrusts of this activity 
are. broadened access to tertiary education, altered relative subsidy 
values emphasizing Science, Engineering and Technology (SET) and 
increases in research capacity building and output, One of the mergers 
resulted in the formation of the Cape Peninsula University of Technol- 
ogy (CPU'T), which is the outcome of the merger of Cape Technikon 
and Peninsula Teclinikon in January 2005 in the Western Cape Prov- 
ince of South Africa. 

Given the imperative for academics to "publish or perish", the Fac- 
ulty of Business Informatics at CPUT embarked on a process towards 
increased research activity and research output. This process aligned 
w ~ t h  GPUT's institutional mlssion, which was informed by the Na- 
tional Plan for Higher Education (Department of Education, 2001). 

The National Plan for Higher Education in South Afi-ica is described 
as "far-rcaching and visionary in its attempt to deal with the transfor- 
mation of the higher education system as a whole" (Department of 
Education, 2001. 2). Section 5 of this plan focuses attention on the 
sustenance and promotion of research in the h~gher education sector. 
Several priorities are listed, amongst which it is stated that there is a 
need "to increase outputs of postgraduates, particularly Masters and 
doctoral graduates as well as increase research outputs" (Department 
of Education, 2001: 63). Concern is expressed about the low enrol- 
ments in Masters and doctoral programs. It is stated that between 
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1995 and 1999 there was a "marginal decrease [in postgraduate enrol- 
ments in the Technikon sector] from 0.3% to 0.2%" of total student en- 
rolments (Department of Education, 2001: 65). 

Given the priorities reilected in the national policy, the Faculty of 
Business Informatics (FBI) recognised that a major mechanism for 
improved volun~es and quality of research output was to grow the 
post-graduate program, particularly at Masters level. FBI, for a num- 
ber of years, had offered a 4th year Bachelor of Technology in Infor- 
mation Technology (BTech IT). However, 4th year graduates were 
aimed at work-ready status, rather than progression to Masters level. 
To attract post-graduate Masters students a mixed coursework / disser- 
tation Masters degree program (MTech Information Technology with 
e-Business specialisation) was designed. The first intake of students 
for this degree was in July 2002. However, after eighteen months, the 
first batch of students registered for this program had only completed 
the coursework and not made noticeable progress towards completion 
of a research dissertat~on. 

In light of the priorities and concerns expressed in the National Plan 
for Higher Education (Department of Education, 2001) regarding re- 
search, the mission of CPUT, and the slow progress towards disserta- 
tion completion within FBI, this paper reports on a study of factors in- 
fluencing throughput rates in post-graduate programs. The part-time 
Masters program in the FBI was used as a case study to investigate this 
issue. The authors reflect on FBI's experiences with this post-graduate 
offering and present summaries of Masters student surveys. The sur- 
veys and focus groups aimed to seek indications of student acceptance 
and blockages within vanous aspects of the Masters degree. The au- 
thors suggest some possible contributions to the identification of Mas- 
ters students' difficulties in completion of a research dissertatlon. The 
paper concludes with discussion on posslble ways to improve through- 
put rate and to reduce the time lapse between registration and gradua- 
tion of Masters degree students. 
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Research Design 
The objective of the study was to investigate influential factors con- 

tributing to low throughput rates in post-graduate programs, specifi- 
cally the part-time Masters program in FBI in Information Technology 
and related areas. In particular, the study aimed to identify factors con- 
tributing to progress to completion of the research dissertation. 

The principal research question was formulated thus: "What are the 
factors conti-ibuting ro the slow rate ofpi*ogress towards the comple- 
tion of the research dissertation at Masters level?" 

The authors conducted a review of secondary data that would inform 
the study. An intensive literature search in 2004, and then again in 
March to May 2005, indicated a paucity of literature dealing with the 
issue of throughput in research-based Masters programs. Several stud- 
ies have been conducted into post-graduate programs - see for exarn- 
ple Barnacle & Usher (2003), Skinner (2003). Dinwoodie (20011, 
Okazaki-Ward (2001), and Hackette & Gee (1998). However. none of 
these studies provided any insight or background to issues aligned with 
the principal research question. For example, the study by Skinner 
(2003) presents the findings of a study into the learning styles of inter- 
national postgraduate students. In contrast, the FBI context was the 
development of student research capacity. Bearing in mind this lack of 
related literature the authors decided to use the Masters Program 
within FBI as a case study to gain some insight into the research prob- 
lem. 

Manison (2002) contends that case study research is about engaglng 
with the complexities of the real world, and making sense of them. Yin 
(2002) states that as a research strategy the case study approach covers 
more than data collection and data analysis techniques, and that sub- 
units can add opportunities for broader analysis and increased insights 
into the problem, calling this approach an embedded case study design. 

In this study, one case with three embedded units (each group of 
students being a unit) was identified, and two types of data collection 
activities took place. 

Firstly, there were two sets of student surveys, to produce quantita- 
tive data. A questionnaire was used for the survey to ensure that stu- 
dents (who completed these anonymously) provided candid and honest 
responses. Questionnaire items were generated by analysing previ- 
ously completed FBI studentlclient surveys (of 2002 and 2003). These 
client satisfaction surveys provided an initial set of items for the ques- 
tionnaire. Additionally, the Masters programme coordinator, con- 
ducted several interviews with other academlcs involved with the Mas- 
ters programme. This process assisted in verifying and extending al- 
ready identified questionnaire items. Finally the questionnaire was 
subjected to a quality check, by using graduate research assistants in a 
pilot survey. The final set of questions were organised under the fol- 
lowing headings in the questionnaire: Denlographics; Students Re- 
search background; Progress on the Research Proposal; Barriers to 
completing the Proposal; Student's understanding of Dissertation Re- 
quirements. 

Secondly, to gain further understanding of the problem, qualitative 
data was collected during three focus group sessions with the students. 
Focus groups are often used to explore a new product or concept, but 
are also valuable in a research strategy where evaluation of ideas or 
needs assessment is an objective. The focus group participants can 
usually grasp the relevant issues quickly, and can respond in an unfet- 
tered manner, reacting to each other's comments (Cooper & Schindler, 
2003). Cooper & Schindler (2003) also stress that separate focus group 
interviews should be conducted for different subunits of the population 
lo promote freer discussion and interaction. Further details regarding 
the implemelltation of the survey and focus groups are provided under 
the section "Conduct of the St~ rdy " .  
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Modes of Offering Masters Degrees 
A Masters degree by research dissertation requires the candidate to 

demonstrate a mastery of the subject area being researched, as well as 
a comprehensive understanding of the research methodology being 
used (Remenyi et al. 17, 1998). By investigating the post-graduate 
programs on offer (in 2004) of a number of South African higher edu- 
cation institutions, via each organisation's web-site, the authors identi- 
fied a number of ways in whlch Masters programs with a research 
component are offered. See Table 1 below for a summary of these 
typical modes of offering Masters degrees, with authors' comments. 

Cons 

- gree student as a sees series Masters of taught de- 
courses with f ~ ~ u s e d  out- 
puts, and expects the 
~ompletion of the research 
dissertation to have the 
same style. CPUT experi- 
ence indicates that the 
transition from taught 

The Case Study Context Mode of offering 

Case study research sets out to address the understanding of a phe- rpprier 2. search Coursework mix: Student & Re- regis- support enviroment; group 
nomenon within its operating context Harrison (2002: 177). In this ters for a series of courses Student is enriched by be- 
section the operating context of the case study is outlined in three sec- (contributing various % to ing exposed systematically 
tions viz. I. Various modes in which Masters degrees are offered; 2. final mark), which must be to new knowledge in the 

1 
- -- 

r - ~ o d e  of off e K n g q - -  Pros I --- Cons 4 1 
/ 1. Research only with Part-t~me student works at Student needs extreme I 

An overview of the FBI Masters program that was the main subject of completed successfully be- 
this case study; and 3. a description of the Structured Study Prograrn fore a dissertation can be 

supervisor as the major 
support 1 mentor struc- 
ture: Match a student with 
an appropriate study 
leader, and student works 
alone 

field. 
Student has many dead- 

own pace, and fits the 
study in with work and per- 
sonal schedule 

(SSP) that forms an integral component of FBI Masters program. submitted. lines and targets. 
I 

dedication and persever- 
ance to succeed. 
No peer-group support. 
Low success rate 

Cape Peninsula University of Technology Masters De- 

I ' courses to d~ssertat~on IS 

gree Program 

I 
-- - -- - - , - 

3. ~ e s e a r c h y n l ~ ,  but 
progress to d~ssertat~on IS 

supported by a Structured See d~scuss~on below 
Study Program (SSP) w~th 1 
research m~lestones su- 1 
pervised by a team of aca- 

Efforts by the Faculty of Business Informatics (FBI) to increase re- 
search output and foster the beginnings of a culture of research 
amongst staff have been reported on previously (Pather & Erwin 2002; 
Pather & Erwin 2003). FBI academic hcus emphasised post-graduate 
programs. Historically, there has been veiy low throughput from the 
Bachelor of Technology degree (4 years) to the Masters degree. FBI 
designed and implemented n Masters Degree in Information Technol- 
ogy with specialisation in e-Business using several approaches. Table 
2 below shows registration figures, and the progress of students as at 
mid-2004. 

very d~fficult 
-- - - -. 

See d~scussron below 

demics I -- 1 - - - -. - -- 

Table 1: Typlcal modes of offerlng Masters Degrees 
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3 1 1 Student % - l Q /  
Progress 

All 3 course-work modules completed. 
I Only one research proposal for dissertation sub- 

m~tted for cons~derat~on by April 2004 - - - . - - --- - A 

I Students are completing the last of 3 coursework 
modules. 
Only two research proposals for dissertation 
submitted for consideration by April 2004. 
However, research proposal now included as a 
compulsory output for the 3rd module by ALL stu- 

I 1 1 ' d e n t s  4 , - -- - --- - - -- - - - - - - - --- - 

'13 7 1  2 A 1 7% 1 * Foul months into the program, and all students I 
1 1 1 are actively complet~ng a research paper Th~s 

i I 
I I / serves as a topic d~scovery exercise 

I I / * All students are beginning to ldent~fy research I 

I 
j !  j problems for the dissertation Preliminary work 
I 1 I towards the proposal has commenced ! 

- 1 - _ - I _ _  - A J I 

Table 2: Summary of Student Progress on Masters programs The Masters Degree by 
Research Only Supported by a Structured Study Program (SSP) 

The Masters Degree spans approximately twenly-four months. The 
objectives of the SSP are twofold: 

a To expose the student to cun-ent e-Business topics, trends and is- 
sues so that he/she is enabled as a conversant and versatile practi- 
tioner in the field; and, 

To prepare the student to undertake a sound research project that 
culminates in a Masters Dissertation. 

The phrase "course-work" was intentionally avoided to describe any 
activities during the SSP as a way to dissociate the student from the 
(teaching) paradigm of knowledge transfer and examinations. No 
credit-earning examinations occur during SSP. The student is sup- 
ported throughout the dissenation process, with published milestones 
(each one semester approximately). See Fig. 1 below. 
....,............................................................*.........~.......... 

MilestoneslSemesters over two years 

: . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."".. . ."~".~."ms~~m~m""""'"'"""""..".. . . . . . .~"~a".".. . ."'~.. . . .=.=..  

Fig 1: MiIestoneslSemesleis in the Structured Study Program (SSP) 

Tmplementatnol: tactics of the SSP" were: 

e The first sect~on of SSP is acadcmic wrltlng iri a series of work- 
shops. readings, analysis of  research articles. and systematic expio- 
ration of the contents of an issueitop~c 

e Each workshop/serninar facilitator issues pro~ects/assigmnents (all 
compulsory) and a student is moved through the stages of writlng a 
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paper with reviews along the way and papers as outputs/milestones. 
A compulsory paper (suitable for a conference or first phase to- 
wards a journal submission) is required at the end of the first semes- 
ter. 
Students are paired with a study leader within the first five months, 
as the SSP proceeds. Topic discovery for dissertation starts within 
4-6 weeks after first registration. A list of topics that the Masters 
student must master is issued to every student. This is like a shop- 
ping list in a supermarket. The benefit of thls method is that most of 
the workshops/seminars can occur in any order any time. For each 
topic (such as Cyber Law, Web server ilnple~nentation ++) there is a 
reading list (mix of compulsory, recommended and interesting) with 
suitable warnings re: academic sources only. 

Conduct of the Study 
To gain insight to the research problem viz. what are the factors in- 

fluencing the perceived slow rate of progress towards the research dis- 
sertation, a case study research design (as described in the Research 
Design section of this paper) was chosen. 

In the first phase of data collection, currently reglsrered Masters stu- 
dents were surveyed from the three intakes of Masters students regls- 
tered during and afier July 2002 (refer to Table 1 above) up to January 
2004. A questionnaire was used for the survey. The first two groups 
of students were surveyed in November 2003 and May 2004. The new 
intake of students in 2004 was also surveyed. Together this made up 
:he survey of the thee  case study subunits. The surveys aimed to 
identify factors that contributed to slow progress onto and during the 
research dissertation. 

Following on the surveys, focus group sessions were conducted with 
each of the three case study subunits in May 2004. These sessions 
were held with the 2003 and the 2004 intake of students to elicit data 
regarding their expectations of the Masters degree. In an effort to con- 
vene these sessions with an unbiased facilitator, a very new member of 
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the Masters program staff, who had no previous interactions with the 
students, facilitated the discussions. The choice of the facilitator was 
made in order to ensure that students were more open and frank during 
the focus group sessions. 

Results of the Survey 
Of the 27 students, 18 took part in the 2004 survey. Five students 

were from the 2002 intake; five from the 2003 intake and eight were 
from the 2004 intake. Five out of the total of 18 students reported that 
they had no research methodology course in their previous studies. 

Table 3: Pr~or Research Methodology Course 

Eight of the thirteen students that attended previous research meth- 
odology courses completed these courses more than two years (the 
gap) before their Masters registration. 

Table 4: Gap since attendance at Research Methods courses prior to Masters degree 

registration 

Progress on the Research Proposal 
Table 5 shows student progress in colnmencing the research pro- 

posal. 
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Table 5: Progress towards completion of dissertation 

Barriers to Completion of the Research Proposal 
Table 6 shows the statements regarding perceived barriers towards 

completion of the research proposal completed by the student respon- 
dents, using a five-point Likert scale. 

Only five statements' responses showed a clear aggregation towards 
either the top or bottom end of the scale viz. statements 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 
(shaded). Out of the 18 students eight indicated that not being able to 
decide on an appropriate research problem was relevant as a barrier. 
In addition to this, four of the five students from the 2002 intake indi- 
cated this as a relevant barrier. Five out of the eighteen students rated 
"lack of guidance" as a barrier for completing the proposal, Five more 
students rated "lack of guidance" as having had medium relevance. Of 
these five, two were from the first intake in 2002. 

Nine of the eighteen students rated an inadequate understanding of 
research methodology as a barrier to completing the proposal for a dis- 
sertation. Three of these were from the 2002 intake. 
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scale 
4. Lack of guidance, No clear response; spread across the 

Table 6: Barr~ers to completion of the Research Proposal (Shaded statements indicate 
statements for which summar~sed aggregate responses were clearly positioned on the 

scale) 

Students' Understanding of Dissertation Requirements 
In the section on the Dissertation two students indicated that they did 

not clearly understand the purpose of doing a dissertation. One of 

these was from the 2002 intake of students. 
Significant majorities of respondents expressed understanding of the 

Masters structure, dissertation protocol and the role of Masters aca- 
demic coordinator, study leader, academic staff and student in pro- 
gressing the e-dissertation. 72% felt they would complete the disserta- 
tion in an 'acceptable timeframe', and all respondents estimated they 
would finish thelr Masters dissertation (not necessarily graduate) 
within 30 months of starting the Masters degree. 
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Focus Group Sessions: Students' Expectations from the 
Masters Degree 

Detailed field notes were compiled during the focus group sessions, 
which were help separately with the different intakes of students. The 
session notes were analysed using the technique of open coding 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998: 1 19-1 20.) Some of the pertinent issues that 
were evident after analysing the session notes are: 

.The 2003 intake of master's students expected more manage- 
ment, as well as practical-oriented course work, whereas the group 
of students from the 2004 intake expected to do course work, in- 
stead of a SSP. 
Both groups expected more focus on technology. 

e Students from the 2004 intake indicated also that they expected 
more presentations by e-commerce/e-business experts. . Only one student from both groups mentioned enhanced research 
skills as an expectation. 

Discussion of Survey and Focus Groups 
Statistical treatment is necessarily limited due to the relatively small 

number of respondents. The atm in conducting both the survey and the 
focus group session was to determine factors influencing the slow rate 
of progress towards the research dissertation From the analysis of the 
data presented m the previous two sections, we were able to make the 
following observations; 
* Under one-third of the students had no prlor formal exposure to re- 

search methodology even though all had four year degrees. 
More than half of the students who did undertake formal instruction 
in research methodology, did so between three and nine years ago 
The authors statistically processed student data (see Table 7 and Ta- 
ble 8) to see if there were any significant differences: 
i. between the groups of students who had no formal instruction 
and those who did; and 
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ii. between those who had fbrmal research methodology instruction 
within the last two years, and those who had formal instruction a 
longer time ago. 

No statistically significant difference was found behveen these 
groups of students. 
Tables 7 and 8 on the next page show calculations done by the sta- 
tistical software program SPS S for Windows; Cross-tabulations and 
Chi-Square. 

Three of the eight cells in Table 7 have expected counts less than 1. 
The expected cell counts of about 1, or less than 1, in Table 7 would 
only be permissible if about 80% of the cells had expected values of 
above 5 (Cochran, 1954). Therefore, the chi-square probability value 
of 0.057 in the Asymp. Sig. column of Table 8 is inaccurate, which 
means that there is no statistically significant difference between the 
groups of students who had previous formal Research Methodology 
instruction and those who did not, in responding to the given state- 
ment. 
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Table 7: Crosstabulation of Previous formal Research Methodology instruction vs. the 
perception of "The current structure of the MTech program supports my development to- 

wards completion of the research dissertation" 

a 7 cells (87 5%) have expected count less than 5. The rn~nlrnum expected count 1s 
0 56 

Table 8: Chi-Square tests 

The progress of students on the SSP as opposed to formalised 
coursework was examined. None of the students registered m 2002 
and 2003 had completed their research proposals (even after being ex- 
posed to the formalised coursework for between 18 and 24 months). 
Yet, at least six of the students registered for the SSP in 2004 had a 
broad idea of a research topic. This indicates that formalised course- 
work was a barrier to (some) students completing their dissertations. 
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No major surprises were apparent in the responses to the barriers to 
completing the research proposal. Only five out of the ten state- 
ments yielded some indication of relevance or irrelevance. From the 
responses of the longest-registered group of students (registered in 
2002) to the question of whether an "inadequate understanding of 
research methodology" was a barrier or not, the responses were dis- 
tributed evenly across the five point scale. This indicates that thls 
group of students, even after being exposed to 18 months of course 
work, still do not have a uniform view of the value or importance of 
research. 

e The lack of understanding of the longest-registered group of stu- 
dents with regards to the dissertation was highlighted. Not all of the 
students indicated that they had a clear understanding of what was 
required to complete the dissertation. One student in this group in- 
dicated that s h e  did not clearly understand the purpose of doing the 
dissertation. This suggests that a fonnalised coursework program 
was a barrier to students gaining a proper understanding of the na- 
ture and scope of the dissertation. 

* From the focus group sessions it is apparent that for all groups, ex- 
pectations of the Masters program and the actual design of the pro- 
gram were mismatched It was expected by most students that the 
Masters program would be a deeper (than fourth year) level of ex- 
posure to Infonnation Techllology concepts. None of the students 
(including those in the SSP) had any expectations that one of the 
principal outcomes of'thc program was to provide them with a solid 
foundation on whch to conduct applied business research. 

Limitation 
The response rate to the survcy was 67% (1 8 out of 27 responses). 

This response rate is considered excellent in general survey situations. 
However, a small number of respondents prevent rigorous statistical 
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treatment such as making inferences from cross-tabulation or finding 
correlations in the data. 

Future Work 
The students registered on the FBI Masters program via the SSP will 

continue to be closely monitored and evaluated in order to establish 
the success of this mode of offering and to publish results. Collection 
of data from other Faculties and institutions may provide guidelines 
for the design of Masters degrees. 

Conclusion 
The objective of the study was to determine factors influencing the 

slow rate of progress towards research dissertation, and to examine the 
possible impact on Masters success by introducing the SSP. It was not 
possible from the collected data to make any significant comparison 
between various modes of offering research Masters degrees. How- 
ever, some interesting observations were made from the survey. 

Students' exposure to research methodology needs to be carefully 
examined - especially where students had studied in institutions other 
than the registering institution for the Masters degree. Some anecdotal 
evidence does present itself in terms of students in the SSP being more 
research oriented, in a shorter time frame than those students on the 
course-work program. However, it is still too early to tell if the stu- 
dent registered under the SSP mode of delivery will be more success- 
ful that this first group of students. 

Finally, a iarge number of the Masters students expected (or pre- 
ferred) a more coursework-oriented degree with IT knowledge trans- 
fer. This could be an indication that there is a dwindling demand for 
research-only Masters degrees. However, it is incumbent on academics 
at tertiary institutes to focus on degrees with research focus towards 
meeting national research output targets, as well as to create a more 
fertile ground for Doctoral studies. 

Supportir~g Part- Time Masters Stirdents towards S~rccessfill Research Dissertations 
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Challenges in Postgraduate Research: 
How Doctorates Come Off the Rails 

Sam Lubbe 

Les Worrall 

Rembrandt Hopper 

Abstract 
Worldwide the completion rate for doctorates ranges from poor to abysmal. 

The responsibility for this must be shared by candidates, supervisors and the in- 
stitutions to which they belong. In particular, postgraduate students create a 
number of problems that cause their studies to derail. While supervisors can 
change particular supervision protocols to improve doctoral throughput rates, 
the extent to which postgraduate students themselves take ownership of their 
research, will ultimately determine their degree of success. This article will dis- 
cuss some of the problems that frequently occur and present some insights from 
the supervision experience of the authors. We hope that our contribution will 
create more light than smoke, and that it will help to improve the postgraduate 
performance of students as well as supervisors. 

Key Words and Phrases 
Research candidates, postgraduate research, doctoral studies, mis- 
takes, project management, stress, and supervisors 

Research suggcsts that up to half of the students who begin doc- 
toral studies do not complete their studies at all (Golde, (2001)). If 
completion time is included in the equatlon along with completion 
rate, then an even smaller percentage of PhD candidates in the social 
and human sciences complete their doctorates within the three year 
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window which current funding regimes (certainly in the UK) reflect. 
This is because there are a wide variety of problems that doctoral stu- 
dents face, while little attention has, historically, been given to helping 
them with these challenges. Although the issues that are addressed in 
this article derive from Informatics, the article has been written generi- 
cally with Alternation's trans-disciplinary readership in mined. Fur- 
thermore, although the authors have specifically taken note of post- 
graduate supervision in the South African context the observations 
presented here pertain to problems that doctoral candidates experience 
worldwide. 

Little discussion is taking place, and little research is being been 
done about the low completion rate of postgraduate students, possibly 
because it is an embarrassment to supervisors. Poor postgraduate per- 
formance however should be discussed in the open because it is reduc- 
ing the entry of well qualified junior staff members into academia, an 
issue of fundamental concern particularly given the greying age profile 
of established academics worldwide. The authors have realised, from 
their experiences as supervisors, examiners and in sunning doctoral 
programmes, that many of these mistakes are not ~diosyncratic but sys- 
temic, because they are occur in many different settings. This article 
has drawn on available literature, as well as on the experience of the 
authors. It also synthesizes the panel discussion that was held at the 
European Conference on Business Research Methods that was held at 
Reading in 2005. No actual empirical research was done as this article 
reflects the general discussions held at the conference. The Reading 
Conference discussion panel included supervisors. nonnal faculty 
members, prospective and present doctoral candidates. The authors In- 

tend following up the conclusions presented here with empirical re- 
search among supervisors located at different international institutions 
of higher education. 

In the view of the three authors the challenges that doctoral stu- 
dents face are: 

o Misunderstanding the nature of doctoral research 

0 Unreasonable expectations of University or Departmental man- 
agers 
Drifting focus on the doctoral work 

o Lack of project management skills 
e Not finding the 'right' supervisor 

Under-resourcing 
Lack of control over research documentation 
Lack of management of the research process 
Inadequate status or recognition 
Inability of students to cope with postgraduate stress 

0 Inadequate quality control 

This research concludes by placing doctoral research in context 
and explaining the implications for supervising doctoral research. As 
stated before, since this article reflects the discussion heId at the panel 
discussion, no research methodology section was prepared since this 
article is a synthesis of the general discussion held at the conference. 

Challenges Facing New Researchers 
It would be wrong to trivlalise the problems experlenced by new 

researchers. A PhD is relatively easy to complete if one has 20:20 
hindsight but when the average student begins their research, few seem 
to have any realistic ~ d e a  about, generally what management research 
is, and, spec~fically what a 1'1D is. While some might know that their 
success or fa~lure depends on thcrn making 'significant contnbutlon to 
knowledge', but how many would understand, at that point, precisely 
what process you have to go though to be able to make these clams 
While ageing acatternics always say that things are getting worse, it is 
our view that in the field of buslness and management, things is actu- 
ally getting worse. This we contend is due to several Fdctors. first, the 
rise of modular plogranunes that lack disciplinary coherence, second, 
the strlpplng out of 'difficuit' n~odules such as statistics and research 
methods from under-gradudte programmes (or students' a b ~ l ~ t y  to 
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avoid them in their modular choices); and. the focus on modules that 
are more functional and instrumental than reflexive and critical. 

Students generally do not initially have a clear understanding of 
research methodology, in general, or of the ontological or epistemo- 
logical choices that they need to make in order to frame their research. 
Few of them have a deep understanding of how to select the most ap- 
propriate methodological framework to allow them to research thelr 
own topic. Perhaps the most important specific challenge a newcomer 
to doctoral research faces is to understand the complex nature of man- 
agement research. Some students think that ne- rs largely about data col- 
lection or doing case studies while others thlnk rt is about discovermg 
something entirely new and onginal when a well focused but marginal 
addition to our knowledge of a field would suffice Besides such vague 
and partial conceptualisations of what research enta~ls. the problem is 
further compounded because some students do not pick - or are unable 
to pick - an appropriate topic for their research. or who end up wrth a 
supervisor with whom they cannot establish a meeting ol'rn~mds 

Research students could for instance look back at thelr prevx,oe 
studies to identify an area about whch  they were passionate. When 
you are passionate, you will be committed to your work. It is only at 
postgraduate study by dissertation that students get to actually choose 
what they want to do, rather than being constrained by the dictates of a 
curriculum and a syllabus When you have options. why cham your- 
self to a topic in which you have no real interest'' Research ~mvolves 
not only hard analytical skills, it also requires a strong degree of emo- 
tional commitment 

In a study on experiences of doctoral students, Goide tk Dore 
(2001) note that more than 40% of the postgraduate students reported 
that they would pick a different topic if they could start all over again. 
while 36% stated that they would select a different supervisor if they 
were given the opportunity to do so. About a third of the respondents 
noted that they would select a different field if they had to redo their 
postgraduate studies. Clearly, the selection of the right topic and the 
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right supervisor are crucial because postgraduate study is supposed to 
optimise a doctoral candidate's future career and research options. A 
carefully considered process of explicit topic analysis is required to 
ensure that the correct topic is plcked, based on the candidate's prior 
knowledge, past work exper~ence and ftlture career desires. 

Another important part of topic analysis is that the supervisor and 
researcher should establish from the outset that the research project is 
empirically doable and ethically sound. All too often students pick a 
topic that it could take a research team of ten people, five years to 
complete; or they pick an interesting topic for which it would be im- 
possible to collect appropriate data due to problems of access or confi- 
dentiality or they pick a topic that looks far more like a work-based 
project than an area for doctoral work The student might underesti- 
mate the complexity of the research and pick a topic that is too broadly 
focussed, that cannot be researchcd in the required time frame, that 
may not get the compliance of respondents, or which is too expensive 
to research. 

In order to select a viable topic the researcher has to engage in a 
careful and systematic process of research design that we briefly out- 
line here: 

* Determine your research interests within a specific field of in- 
quiry and within a specific domain in that field primarilv by read- 
g z & e  extant literature in that field -- by so doing, you will locate 
your project within the current discourse that is being conducted 
in that area. 
Begin your literature survey to identify at least one specific prob- 
lem that you want to solve by means of your research. If there is 
no problem that needs solving, there is no research to be done. 

* lJse the electronic resources of your institution to survey ongoing 
and completed research to ensure that your topic has not been, or 
is not being researched already. 
Determine the most appropriate research method to solve the 
problem, e.g. grounded theory, case study, ethnographic research, 
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survey research. Determine what your modus operandi would be 
for each method. 
Specify the key concepts that you will use in your research. Each 
key concept cites an authority on the subject gives a definition of 
the concept and shows relevance to the problem being re- 
searched. 

e If you are conducting survey research, identify the following: 
Who is target population from whom you want to select your re- 
spondents? How many completed questionnaires do you need to 
have in order for your results to be valid for the whole target 
population? Whose permission has to be obtained to access the 
respondents? How will the questionnaire be disseminated? Under 
whose supervision will it be completed'? How will it be retrieved? 
How will your results be analysed? What tests of significance 
need to be conducted in order to validate your results'? 

* If you are doing observational research, determine the following: 
Who is target population from whom you want to select your 
subjects? How and for how long do you have to observe your 
subjects in their natural sunoundings in order for your results to 
be valid for the whole target population? Whose permission has 
to be obtained to access the subjects? How will your results of 
your observations be analysed and presented? 

Many students are also unaware that their original research ques- 
t ion(~)  could and sl~ould be refined during the research process as they 
gain better insight into the problenl that they are researching: this can 
only be done successfully if the students engage with the literature in 
their field a seek to keep themselves appraised of the debates that are 
developing in their area of study. Over a period of 3 to 4 years full- 
time or twice that part-time, it must be expected that the precise focus 
of study will change and the student must realise that they will have to 
take steps to manage the currency of their research. A good supervisor 
will make sure that a student continues to address the range of issues 
listed above. 
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To rank these challenges might mean that we have to rate one 
problem above the other and this might cause some confusion. It for 
this reason that we elected to discuss the issues alphabetically. 

Student Expectations of Departmental Support 
Golde & Dore (2001) state that the training that postgraduate stu- 

dents receive is not what they want and it does not prepare them for 
the jobs that they take. This is often a crucial problem for the student 
and one that means that much of the first year can be wasted as stu- 
dents are often just not equipped to begin doctoral work without the 
provision of substantial training in research methods and research de- 
sign. In the UK, there is now much discussion about the creation of 
what is known as the 3+1+3 approach. In which the 1 year element 
between undergraduate studies and doctoral level study is in effect a 
grounding year for research training often resulting in the degree of 
Master of Research Methods (or some such appropriately titled award) 
which can be conferred on those who decide to exit their studies at this 
point. The fact that considerable effort is now taking place in the UK 
to improve the quality of research training by the imposition of 'stan- 
dards' through the Quality Assurance Agency (http://www.aaa.ac.uW 
public/cop/ cop/contents.htm) seems to indicate that steps are consid- 
ered necessaly by the QAA to set out what is considered to be an ap- 
propriate framework for the running of doctoral programmes. Pre- 
sumably, if the UK's universities were perceived to be delivering a 
high quality PhD experience across the board, these steps would not 
have been considered to be necessary. The fact that the report finds it 
necessary to point out that 'Research opportunities should only be of- 
fered where students can be trained and supported within an environ- 
ment which is supportive of research' might be taken as indicating that 
there are concerns that there are departments that are currently hosting 
doctoral programmes and students that clearly do not have the capacity 
so to do, These issues are of acute importance and perhaps explain 
why about half the respondents of the Golde & Dore (2001) study 
notes that they would change institution if they had to redo their post- 
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graduate study because of the lack of departmental involvement and 
the existence of an environment that was supportive to them. The 
QAA also points out that 'Research students should have access to 
training sufficient to gain the skills they need to design and con~plete 
their programmes effectively and to help prepare themselves for their 
subsequent career'. The fact that issues like these have to be made ex- 
plicit is clearly an issue of some concern perhaps related to the very 
low completion rates in many UK HE institutions. As a contributor to 
thc British Academy of Management's annual doctoral symposium, 
one of the authors has been disturbed by the obvious lack of training 
and institutional support that many doctoral candidates seem to be re- 
ceiving. In the UK, the QAA stipulate that: 

Supervisors should possess recognised subject expertise. 
s Supervisors should have the necessary skills and experience to 

monitor, support and direct research students' workk. 
Research students should receive support and direction sufficient 
to enable them to succeed in their studies. 
The progress made by research students should be consistently 
monitored and regularly communicated to the students. 

Grover (2001) correctly argues that if a department ox school 
wishes to run a postgraduate program it must require the full ~nvolve- 
men[ of the department in the form of clear institutional support. Just 
as the student must be supported by the supervisor, so the must the su- 
pelvisor be supported by their head of department and by an institu- 
tlonat commitment to research that is manifest in the form of adequate 
resourcing. Senior faculty are being put under increasing pressure to 
teach, to publish and to generate income. Quite often a research stu- 
dent will be well down the list of priorities of senior faculty: this is a 
reality of contemporary life in the higher education sector in most 
countries. Again, the QAA document indicates that 'The entitlements 
and responsibilitses of a research student undertaking a postgraduate 
research progranlme at the institution should be defined and cornmuni- 
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cated clearly'. The fact that this has to be so clearly set out in the re- 
port, again, seems to imply that this hndamental element of good 
practice might often be overlooked. 

The supervisor has a major role to play in the coaching guiding 
and mentoring of the postgraduate student. However, postgraduate 
students must take personal responsibility to ensure that they meet 
deadlines. At undergraduate level, everything has a time and place and 
one merely conforms to the timetable. By contrast, at postgraduate 
level, the student has to develop their own research timeframes, set 
their own deadlines and monitor their own progress. What is very 
clear to us it that the relative responsibilities of the student, the super- 
visor and the institution are often left unstated and implicit when they 
need to be made explicit. A failure to make these issues explicit - and 
to make them the basis of a formal document or learning contract - 
might be an unwise omisslon by any supervisor in 'the age of the liti- 
gious student'. Certainly, in the UK, the number of (failed or un- 
happy) PhD students who seek to resolve their issues through the 
courts is increasing with several institutions having been the subject of 
legal action where it has been argued that they have shown an insuffi- 
cient 'duty of care' to their students. Featuring of the front page of the 
Times Higher educational Supplement in the UK for an infraction such 
as this does little for the University brand at a time when league tables 
and public image are much in the mind of vice chancellors. 

Some postgraduate students expect their supervisors to supervise 
the research project, while it actually is their own responsibility to do 
so (Davis, 2000). A central task of all examiners is to test that the the- 
sis is the students 'own work' and not the work of the supervisor. 
Though clearly, with weaker students there is always a tendency as a 
supervisor to over supervise when a more sensible option might be to 
counsel the student to discontinue their studies. Supervisors are men- 
tors whose main duties are to guide students in intellectual matters, 
namely the appropriateness of their research design, the validity of 
their research problem, the quality and progress of their literature sur- 
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vey, the development of an appropriate theoretical framework for in- 
terpreting the results of their research, how to deal with unanticipated 
problems and the overall production of the written output. Generally, 
a good supervisor will pay as much attention to a student's research 
program as the student does but while the supervisor is responsible for 
guiding the student, it is clearly the student's responsibility to manage 
their project. 

Postgraduate study by dissertation is often a lonely undertalang, 
unless the researcher makes a conscious effort to identify fellow re- 
searchers in herihis discipline and forms a mutual-support community 
of learning with them. It is in this area of networking, that the supervi- 
sor should be directing their students towards good conferences in 
thetr fields and identifying the lead researchers in particular fields as it 
is often people drawn from these networks who will be called upon the 
examine the thesis. Discussion forums and mailing lists on the Inter- 
net enable students to form such communities of learning with fellow 
researchers regardless of where they live. 

Lack of project management skills 
Doctoral research students are sometimes snowed under with work 

because they are not good project managers: this is often because the 
student has been insufficiently precise in how they have scoped their 
project. The student does not always have the capabilities to be a good 
administrator. The role of administrator involves the management of a 
wide range of activities from managing data collection activity, archiv- 
ing material, organising interviews, identifying key milestones and en- 
suring that they achieve them. 

Davis (2000) supports this by stating that they should take control 
of the management of their dissenation process: indeed, if the research 
student is to become an accomplished researcher, this is a skill that 
they well have to learn. While the question of skills development has 
been addressed at undergraduate level, it has not been addressed at 
doctoral level. In addition to producing knowledge, researchers should 
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also be able to demonstrate that they have required research and re- 
search management skills. Some students forget that they should also 
manage the 'productivity gap' and have ideas on how to manage the 
problems they will experience. 

A student should also be able to manage source documentation 
that he/she is using. Project management is a skill taught to almost all 
IT students. Students, however, do not realise that the dissertation is a 
project; hence, they do not apply the time management and contin- 
gency-planning skills learnt at undergraduate level. Whenever they 
reach a barrier or encounter a problem, many students are unable to 
cope because they did not plan adequately in advance and develop 
contingencies at the same time. 

Kearsley (1998) argues that students are not getting enough time 
with their supervisors because the supervisors are overworked and 
there is an acute shortage of qualified supervisors. It costs the student 
time and money to see the supervisor regularly. However, it might not 
be viable for both parties to meet one another face-to-face too many 
times for consultation sessions, especially if the student has other 
commitments such as a permanent job. E-Iistorically, it was a way to get 
interaction going and this was accepted as the norm. 

However, things have changed with access to e-Mail and video- 
conferencing. Students need regular contact with their supesvisor and 
the use of electronic media could form part of the solution. However, 
some students lapse into periods of inactivity. Students who put their 
studies on the back burner struggle to get the got on the boil again. 
Golde & Dore (2001) argue that many students do not clearly under- 
stand what doctoral study entails, how the process works and how to 
navigate it effectively and how the-off aggravates the situation. 
When a student falls into a lull, it takes a great supervisor to help 
h i d e r  get out of it and stay focussed. Many doctoral theses are 
abandoned due to "work pressure" when a consistent three hours a 
week would have been adequate to keep the project momentum to an 
acceptable level. Golde & Dore (2001) note that 23% of the students 
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said that they changed their decision about their postgraduate studies 
while they took time off before the studies. More than 30% of the stu- 
dents regretted that they did not take time off before their studies. 
Nearly 90% of the students will not take time off during their studies if 
they had to do their postgraduate studies again. 

A student needs to attend to certain aspects of herlhis study in 
good time. Many students are poor in estimating the amount of time 
required for particular tasks. Some students think that they can take as 
long as they want to -- e.g. taking more than ten years to finish a dis- 
sertation. However, in the UK there is a concerted effort now taking 
place to ensure that fulltime students complete in fewer than four 
years, and that part-time students complete in around six to seven 
years. Whether this focus on conlpleting within time is successf)ul re- 
mains to be seen. 

'The 'long gestation PhD' is a problem for both examiners and su- 
pervisors. After ten years your supervisor will have become interested 
in new problems in your discipline (and may even have retired) while 
the research question on which the thesis was based will, no doubt, 
have been answered by someone eise or no longer be a hcus  of dis- 
course and debate in your frlelds. However, if a student has worked 
consistently and the project is set to take more than three years. s h e  
should request that supervisor glves better support Some supervisors 
have an outdated approach and expect the student to first read for two 
years before embarking on writing ideally, the student should be 
scanning the databases for new al-ticles and publications right up until 
final draft stage. Most successful doctoral candidates start the overall 
planning of thcir project as soon as they start thelr literature survey, 
However, glven the mentor-mentee1 master-student power structure 
ethos that surrounds the PhD, many students who should be question- 
ing their supervisor's methods and supervisory skills, are often reticent 
to do so. 
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Not Finding the 'Right' Supervisor 
Finding the 'right' supervisor is a negotiated process. As a cus- 

tomer of a higher educational institution, a prospective student has the 
right to select a supervisor with a good supervision track record, pro- 
vided that the supervisor is satisfied with the applicant's academic 
track record and provided that the supervisor has the time to take on 
the student Prospective students should consult the other 'clients' of 
the department before they decide on a supervisor. At some institu- 
tions departments are managed in such a way that bureaucratic proce- 
dures are used to allocate supervisors (Davis (2000)). 

Unless you consider the reputation of the institution to be more 
important than the reputation of your supervisor, try to avoid studying 
at an institution where you are disempowered in important matters 
such as negotiating with a prospective supervisor. Many students who 
have ended up with supervisors with whom they cannot establish a 
meeting of minds, end up never receiving proper advice on their dis- 
sertation and thereafter make the mistake of just accepting such bad 
supetvision (Arenson (2001)). Some students then make the mistake of 
rather keeping quiet and trying to finish the dissertation on their own. 
If the student and the supervisor do not get along, the head of depart- 
ment or programme coordinator should step in and help resolve the 
problem. In some UK institutions, annual monitoring and feedback 
systems have been put in place in which a 'neutral' member of staff 
(i.e. perhaps the head of the doctoral programme who is not supervis- 
ing a particular student) will contact each ineinber of the programme 
for a discussion of their progress in which specific questions will be 
asked about the fiecluency and effectiveness of supervision. This pro- 
vides the student with an oppostunity to raise their concerns with a 
senlor member of staff who might intercede on their behalf. 

Due to the commoditisation of higher education worldwide, 
budget constraints require that postgraduate supervisors are also in- 
volved in undergraduate teaching, which makes it increasingly diffi- 
cult to find committed supervisors who will have enough time to over- 
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see postgraduate research. This means that a prospective student 
should determine which supervisor's research expertise coincides with 
the area of research that the student wishes to pursue. They should 
also find out how many other doctoral candidates the person is super- 
vising. While there are differences of opinion on the maximum num- 
ber of students a supervisor shouid have three to four seems the norm 
while anything over six should indicate to the prospective student that 
the supervisor is already overloaded. As a rule of thumb, an over- 
loaded supervisor, even though well-intentioned, is unlikely to be an 
effective supervisor. 

Utilising Electronic Resources from the Outset 
New students do not always know which resources are available 

and how to use the ones at their disposal - such resources include elec- 
tronic interlending library databases that would enable you to borrow 
books from off-campus libraries via your local library, searchable da- 
tabases of resources available on camnpus, or direct access to e- 
journals. Subject librarians and other senior students will usually be 
able to assist newcomers in acquiring the required research skills. 

The student also makes a mistake by thinking that the dissertation 
is the only real-world task they need to do. It could be expected from 
them to do presentations, publish in journals. etc. Students fail to see 
their supervisor is a resource. Instead, Inany students depend on the 
WWW ds source of infonnation, but fail to realise that huge quantities 
of disinformation, misinfonnation and poorly written works exist 
online. 

Poor Management of Research Documentation 
The poor control of documentation can seriously hinder doctoral 

research. This happens when postgraduate students do not structure 
their studies properly. A badly structured dissertation and supporting 
documents will affect the final product. The student should have a 
proper documentation system that will help himlher and the supervisor 
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to manage the content of their endeavours. It is amazing how many 
students do not index references properly and then spend valuable 
weeks at the end of their studies trying to rediscover that lost refer- 
ence. 

Referenc~ng software is essential and students should use a consis- 
tent referencing system such as Harvard and use resources such as 
those developed by the American Psychological Association which 
prescribe very tlghtly how niatenai needs to be presented. Very often, 
students start read~ng to get a broad picture of their subject matter and 
write down quotatlons for later use However. these quotatlons often 
only have the authors name and year of publication as students forget 
to wrlte down the elitire reference and end up producing inaccurate 
bibliographies that do not Ile in w ~ t h  the text. Examiners can get very 
angry at badly grese~~ted work and so they should as this is an ~nsuli to 
their professional standing, 

Students often do not h o w  in wklch sequence to write the chap- 
ters of their dissertations. A dissertation essentially 1s an act of wntten 

urllcation and a nanatlve Thls means that the writer should see 
the supervisor and exammers as knowledgeable co-communicators 
Whrle the thesis appears to hc a document wrlh a clear sequence, they 
ale almost always wnttcn out of sequcnce The first chapter, whach in- 
troduces tile xoplc 10 the reader arld which gives a prevlew of what is tc, 
be encountered In subsequent chapters 1s often wr~tten last after the re- 
searcher knows what s/he had wntten In the rest of the dissertation 
Students who i j r l  to real~se this, waste months trylng to wrlte the ab- 
stract, and end up having to rewviic the introductory chapter in any 
case One dc)es not wrlle ;t dissertation frirm a to r, 

Well-wnttcn d~ssert;ttlons are budt organ~cally rather than wrltten 
seque~ltially. While workrrig on orre section, a good student mlght gain 
a new rnslght fr-urn hislher cont~nual scannlng of the literature and wrll 
adjust another sect~on of the dlssertatlon accordingly The literature 
survey chapters arc often written in two phases, an initial phase where 
you determine what is current in your Reid of study and a subsequent 
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phase where you do a critical assessment of theories put forward to ac- 
count for particular problems in your field. 

A common fault with theses is that the literature review is pre- 
sented as a catalogue of the literature. This is characteristic of a poor 
student as the examiner will be looking for a student who has devel- 
oped their critical skills sufficiently to be able to synthesis the litera- 
ture to expose and discuss the key themes. In doctoral research one has 
to interpret one's results within the framework of either an existing 
theoretical framework that you have critically assessed or within the 
framework of your own particular theory that you must contextualise 
w i t h  the broader framework of current theories in your discipline. 

Because you have to follow an organic approach to writing your 
dissertation, be wary of a supervisor who thinks linearly and expects of 
you to complete one chapter at a time, and who will not pennlt you to 
subsequently edit and add to chapters which s h e  has already signed 
off. Writing a PhD Is an organic and iterative process and much of the 
final stage of the thesis will be concerned with 'knitting the thesis to- 
gether' by ensuring that arguments and propositions in the earlier parts 
of the thesis are addressed and that your findings a discussed within 
the context of theory and the extant literature. Examiners are looking 
for cogent discussion and it is amazing how many students fail to in- 
terpret their findings adequately. 

Many students do not make enough backups of the~r  work, or they 
store information on media that is easily lost or inaccessible. Imagine 
you have used the computer of your girlfriend to write your disserta- 
tion How accessible will your data be if you break up! Part of the 
documentation is to ensure that enough backup copies exist of the 
drafts of your dissertation because a computer can easily be stolen or 
data lost. The problem some postgraduate students have is that they do 
not build an asset base (Grover (2001)) of data. However. the con- 
verse also happens. Due to paranoia, some students over-backup, and 
have multiple copies and versions on hard disks. CD's and now on 
memory sticks. When they update on one medium, they often don't 

update the others, and end up with several intrinsically different files 
with the same name. Sometimes they open an earlier version of work 
and save it over a more recent version. Learn to manage you media! 

Some students make the mistake of not organising their sixdies in 
an orderly manner. To render a good thesis the student should remem- 
ber that the thesis is a scholarly endeavour and should be supported by 
documentation. A mistake many students still make is to destroy 
documentation after they have earned their degree. The student should 
keep scarce references, questionnaires and interview schedules avail- 
able for the purposes of an academic audit as part of the examination 
process. 

Another problem can occur because of infrequent meetings with 
the supervisor. The student could make the mistake of cramming too 
much information into one session. On the other hand, the supervisor 
could also be under pressure and discuss too much in one session with 
the student. If you have a good supervisor, expect to do most of the 
talking, in the form of answers that you have to provide in response to 
critical questions. e-Mail can help to reduce the infomation overload 
between supervisor and postgraduate student, but don't expect your 
supervisor to respond to your e-mail messages right away. 

Inadequate Quality Control 
Students often mistakenly assume that the mythoiogical unicorn 

"the perfect dissertation9' really does exist. Because humans have dif- 
ferent points of view, and because we consistently underestimate the 
complexities of the problems that we ourselves cause, perfect knowl- 
edge is an illusion. Many students are afraid to think qualitatively be- 
cause they fear having to manifest originality. All research entails a 
leap of Bith because all theories are belief systems that have to be 
critically assessed. 

A lengthy dissertation does not necessartly determine intellectual 
boundaries. Quantity does not equate to quality. It is a mistake to think 
that a dissertation has to be a certain length. A dissertation has to be as 
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short as possible and as long as necessary. The length of a dissertation 
does not determine its quality, how one engages with one's topic does. 

Some students and supervisors do not measure quality against 
standards that characterlse a written scholarship. Some of these are that 
work should be based on expert findings reported in peer reviewed lit- 
erature in the field, that research demonstrates the workings of a thor- 
ough, careful. critlcal and analpic mind, looking at the advantages and 
d~sadvantages of the argument and presenting one's findings in an or- 
derly Pdsblon. 

Inadecgalate Status or Recognitia.~n 
Doctoral research stutlei~ts sometimes feel that they are invis~ble 

ghosrs roarning the campus. unrecogn~sed by others. This is even 
u orse IC the doctorate is presented at a distance or 16 11 proposes radical 
change to exjstlng prt-,tocols that nzay be costly io implement, causing 
author~txes to look at it  19 1th t h c ~  eyes closed (Kearsley, (1998)) An- 
axher mistake rs that solnc students expect too rnaach after they have 
recelvcd the degree G1adu3tlizg 1s glvlng birth to ideas- h a s  on a 
iandscape of fa~~owledge where only the fittest survive 

\>luitrnts shouid r eaiise that the thesls 1s their work, driven by thelr 
6iljestio;is Thc oaher problem 1s %at the student forgets that the thesls 
is 1x1  tit^, puhrllc clnmarrr alzcd the real rest of one's ~deas  comes when 
they are cntica!iy slssessed In publ~c Students heave a huge ilgh of re- 
laef at the end of the dlssebtat~on and expect to be considered spec~al- 
i f t b  m tile field and to be consulted on the subject niatter However, 
post d~s\ertatatln research 1s what gets recognltion Many graduates. 
espec~ally thosc outs~de academia, fade Into obscurity because they do 
not pursue further research In the field, because they do not publish, 
because they do not present at conferences, and because they do not 
network wlth other researchers In the Geld and. 'To gain recognltion 
for one's work, one has to be vrslble Use ~t or lose it While peer re- 
spect 1s the greatest accolade an acadenilc can achreve. ~t 1s d~fficult 
both to win it  and sustain it 

Chullcnges in Postgrudlrate Re.searck: How Doctorates Come Off the Rails 

Unable to Cope with Postgraduate Stress 
Aronson (2001) notes that students nced emotional support to cope 

with study-related stress. Postgraduate stress is a real~ty which students 
and faculty have to cope with. Sometlrnes students teei that they do 
not need any assrstance in this respeci. Many students do not realist: 
that they wrll spend ahctut hvcnty percent of their time when they arc 
young on postgraduate shbld~es whde their fiends earn money and ac- 
quire all failids of rnalcrial benefits St~idcnts also must be willing to 
have thear ideas crit~clsed without fezllrrg that thcy are under attack 
Whille supctvlsor., will be critical, at 1s what they are therc for, they 
shouid have sufficiently dcvelopcd intel-per.;orkal skills to enslire that 
their corrments 10 eitudel~ts ale constluctivc and not destructwe 'The 
role of the supcrv~sor 13 10 da:velop talerit a r d  not destroy 11 Stltilenrs, 
Iloweirer, must a~knrswledge that no one s ilfeclb - even thelrs - are per- 
fect and that tiley innght \orr;etlme$ t t a w  to Lhce cisrnxllcxlts that they do 
nclt want to h<i~i. ((foldk:. (2(40ij) One way of coplng wltli stress is to 
associate ;i/ith o t h ~ r ~  who arc ~ucccssfully coping wilh simnlar pres- 
sures Students who have proceedctl further along ihe track w~tkou: 
havrr~g deralieci are a good source of adwlie and consolatrun 

The Need to Set I ' i ~ se  Aside for Oneself, Family and 
Friends 

i-ilunnans csscrli~dlly nrc gregalous t~ei~igs who n e ~ d  to interact and 
bo~ld wlth fam11y mcnrbers, fi-kencis and relatives It 1s a serlous error to 
neglect one's leicure t1111e rcqurrcments and one's farnlly New knowl- 
edge can only be cornrlirteed to onc's long terrrr memory during sleep 
and rccrearlon whlie you are not hcuc-ing on your research Allocahng 
tnme [or onewiC ii~rrns part of worklng smarter instead ot working 
Longcr Studerats who do not allow time for then~selves with their fam- 
11y and iklends invmably cxperlcnce tlie law of diminishing returns - 

the longer they woak, tlie less they get done 
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Endpoint 

In supervising a PhD a supervlsor can face the full range of emo- 
tions from deep concern and anxiety as the student rnlsses the point yet 
again through to elat~on as the chanr of the viva committee tells the 
student 'congratulations you have got it1. As experienced supervisors 
and exarnlners, we have both faced these crnot~ons Rut, the PhD and 
the institutional setting m wh~ch the student and the supervisor have to 
operate are changing In earlier years. universities exrstcd more as 
crafr rl~dustries 111 whlch thc nraster (the senior academ~c) had to en- 
dure VCIY little scrutrny and studcnts wcre dssumed to be quiescent and 
vorcclcss 

7'hc worid 1s cliangmg and the spcctre of rna~iagerialrsrn 1s materi- 
a l ! ~  cl-~znglng rhc tcrra~rl of  the I-"hD Students are now seen rnorc as 
paying custoni~ers or as potential lit~gants and our a s s e r l ~ o ~ ~  that the 
FXIIZ \ h i i i ~ / ~ ~  otien krery baciiy supcm~sed secnls to indrcatcs that the craft 
~nci,lc. v i  prociucrlol: had not dell~creci Whcther tn~.reased rnar~agerial- 
isan mpri3vcs the quslitq of the PhD 1s ,a moot point W h l k  acilons are 
~ l i 3 i  i y needed to coulrtci the ~r~adcquacnes o f  tflz piast, cotnu would ar- 
guc ;that o~e i - -~ j~ j i~nce red  managerla1 snlutio~as mrgl~r he even Inore 
11;K!13! 

IJJP h<l t c  ~ i t ~ f i i ~ t j ~ i ?  TWO kkt:y rssrics tlrat supervisol.1 and prospect~vc 
SIU~C:I I IS  XII :C~ bc3r 111 1 ~ 7 1 n c t i  First, the dccrs~on 10 rcgsrer iix a PlaD 
a114 !l~e dcc~sron t c j  lake on a iesedrcB-i ziudent are both non-trxvral decl- 
\Ion\ -- they ala: rllqorn commitments o n  both slcles arsci. connrnlt~~aci\ts 
that cat1 hind both parties for several yeals Increastngly. .x fa~lure here 
rnlgllt end up ln cou1-r. Second, sludcnts are \hiell 'ttfvnaecl only ro coun- 
tenance rcglstenng for a PIIII) w~ehin an nnst~tuttola Itaal 1s comnl~rlcd to 
resealch and w h ~ c h  provldcs an cnivironxnent where the supelvtsor- 
student relatronshlp can flourish Those lnstltutions that see the PhD - 
and lncreasrngly the UBA - ds a way of maklng nnoiley should be 
avoided at all costs 

Essentially. we see a successful PhD emerging out of a triadic re- 
lationship between student. supervlsor and institution. linfortunately, 

the way in which this triadic relationship can be made to work more 
effectively is not well known and is, perhaps, an area where there 
should be more cross-national comparative work undertaken so that 
better models and frameworks for supervising and mentoring the sen- 
ior faculty of tomorrow can be developed. 
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Abstract 
This research reported in this contribution identifies the thinking styles of 

second year students in Information Systems and 'l'echnoiogy on the Westville 
Campus of the University of KwaZulu-Natal, situated in Durban, South Africa. 
.? 

Ihe  article explores whether there i s  a relationsiiip between student thinking 
styles and their examination marks. The subjects were 134 second year IS&T 
students. Harrison & Rrarnson (1984) identified five primary thinking styles, the 
Analyst, Synthesist, Pragmatist, anti Realist styles. Most of the findings in this 
: ; idy srlpport those o r  Hanison & Brarnson (1984). Implications of these find- 
ings for both teaching and research are discussed. 

Meywoarcils 
Tb~nEting styles, ~~~baltlplc styles of tfimklng, 17' students, InQ, 1T 

ectucators, IT profcssinnals 

17' expenditures and organ~sational perfo~mance have been dis- 
connected an the past, due to an economic transition from an era of 
competitive advantage on information to one, based on knowledge 
creation. The earlier era was characterized by slow change that could 
not be interpreted by most formal ~nformation systems (Lubbe, 1997). 
During this period, informat~on systems were based on programmable 
recipes for success that were able to deliver their promises of effi- 
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ciency, based on beliefs about particular business contexts (Lundin et 
al., 2002). 

IT managers therefore need to develop a greater appreciation for 
their intangible human assets (e.g. knowledge and inquiring styles). In 
other words, an investigation into knowledge creation needs to be done 
more than knowledge management (Lundin et ul., 2002). According to 
them, attention should be paid to the human aspects of knowledge 
creation in current formulations of IT enabled knowledge manage- 
ment. 

T h s  research report will therefore provide guidelines in overcom- 
ing these challenges. I t  w ~ l l  be structured and supplemented in such a 
way that it can be used by students and professionals, marketers and IT 
personnel. Hence the population for this study will be people in the In- 
formation Systenis and Technology discipline, which include a normal 
distribution of all Information Systelns and Technology students. The 
students' thinking styles wrll be matched with their final exammation 
marks. 

Characteristics of the Five Inquiring Systems 

The five Thinking S@bs  

fiarr~son & Uramson (1984) state that the techn~cal name for 
Styles of 'Thinking i s  inqul~ing Modes Inqurnng Modes arc basic sets 
of pupos~vc  methods tor ~nakrng sense of thc world. Thcy arc built on 
early-acqurretl preferences, on learned values and on concepts about 
the worltl and the nature of reahty 

f3amson & Bramsori (1984) conclude that m Westerr1 society 
there are five distinct styles of thimklng. Most people showed a prefer- 
ence for one or two of the styles. Consequently they devised a test 
called the "InQ" which can be used to rate preferences for the different 
thinking styles. People are subcategorized as being the Synthesist, an 
Idealist, a Pragmatist, an Analyst or a Realist. 

The 7hiilkng Stylev of a Grozrp oJ Irformation Systems and Technology Students 

Taking Harrison & Bramson (1 984) as a point of departure, this 
study will report the results by comparing it to the results reported in 
Harrison & Bramson (1984). The reason for using this study was be- 
cause the ideas in this book are based on years of research into peo- 
ple's thinking patterns. Thinking about thinking will improve an indi- 
vidual's ability to communicate and improve their skills as IT students 
and professionals. 

Kienholz (1 999) argues that one effective means by which to lev- 
erage knowledge is for those involved to be or to become mindhl of 
the various ways people actually go about gathering data, asking ques- 
tions, solving problems and making decisions. This is where Harrison 
& Bramson's Inquiring Mode Questionnaire (InQ) and their related 
education materials could help, through their application in developing 
the ability to use each of these inquiring modes appropriately and in 
working more effectively with each other (Kienholz, 1999). 

The Synthesist: Accord~rlg to Harrison & Bramson (1984), to 
"synthesize9' means, essentially, to make something new and original 
i~ lkt  of tlilngs that by themselves seems different from each other. 
Hence, they noted that Synthesists are integrators; they like to discover 
two or more things that no other people may appear to have little of or 
no ~elationsllip at all and fmd ways to fit them into a new, creative 
comb~nat~on. Facts to them are not as important as the interference the 
peopie make from them. They also hund that Synthesists tend to be 
irateresled in connrct and also like change - often for their own sake. 
Synthesists tend to pr~de themselves on their ""creativity," incisiveness 
and often secretiveiy on their cleverness (Warnson & Bramson, 1984: 
11). 

The Idealist: Harrison (8. Bran~sotl (1984) state that the idealist 
mode of thinking 1s used by people who like to take a broad view of 
things and tend to be lilturc-oriented. They also think about goals and 
are interested in social values. Idealists art: like Syrztheslsts in their fo- 
cus on vslues M ! ~ C I .  than facts Idealists like to p.- be seen by other people 
as usefill, supl~oitxve, open and fnlsbv~rthy i hey tend to have strwg 
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ethical sense and pride themselves on their high standards, though they 
are not always aware of just how llrgh the~r  standards are. They can 
become angiy at and resentful of those who seem to care little for oth- 
ers, who lack integrity or who will settle for less than the best. The 
thought process of Ideulists is receptive, that is, they welcome a diver- 
sity of views. When it comes to solving problems, Idruli.rts are at their 
best in situations where the i~npostilllt tllings are values, judgment, 
feeling and cmnotions. Idealists especially pride themselves on their 
"intuition" (Harrison & Rrarnsorr, 1 984: 12). 

The Pragmatist: The ~nollo of the Pragnlat~st is "Whatever 
works." 'Tliey excel at findirlg new ways of doing things with the mate- 
rlais that lie at hand They tend to approach problems in a piecemeal, 
~ncrcmer~tal fashion, one thing at a timc. Pragnnatists tend to be less 
predlctablc zhara people who prefer other styles of h i d i n g  Facts and 
vsiue:i have equal wetght for them Agam, ""whatever works" as what is 

r irnpoltaiii 3 lie) are also apt to hc intercsted in fomrulating strategies 
.in4 tact~cs fc)r gcli~ng things donc and thcy ofiert Iiki: lo be liked, ap- 
prcbvctl ot; ot- ' it /east :rccepted The prngrx~a?~.;t approach i s  flcxihle and 
;tclaptivc Xhzy also takc pnde In their adaptnbilrty (FIalrison & Dram- 
yon, ! 984 t 3 j 

'The ~xaalg~st: 1 Ite :fildiysr ap,i7n~acl1cs problelns Jrr a carct'LI1, Logx- 
4. mettiod~~;-rl way, paying grca: attention to cietails. Analysts see 
Il icn~sci~ c-, as laciuai, dot~iil-to eclrt82, p ~ a c ~ ~ c a i  people 'I'hthy alsc~ tend 
vi have n thi-c.ii-y db:)ut almost cvci-ytilrng, 'ihcy anaiyzc and judgi. 
ii:it~g:, within :i iProai! fTiim~n(illX that will help 10 explain tl~mgs arid 
'irnvi: at cu~aclusiori!: Analysts see the world as logrcal, ratronal, or- 
dsrcd d : ~ i  prc(31ct;~bIc 34ol-c than arljith~ng rise, .liitliv>ks want to be 
bust ot things, ti) kilo& wlaai s going lo happeal ncxr '1'ht.y taku prlde 
tn their ccimpctcnce, rn the scnae of understand~ng all t l~c  beets of 
whatever- l l~c  s~tuation rn wll~ch they happcn to be (Hanlsorl & Bram- 
son, 1984 15) 

The Realist: The Kcallsts motto IS, "facts are facts." Or maybe, 
"\Yhat you see 1s what you get." Reallsts litvlly believc that any two 
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intelligent people, properly equipped with eyes and other sense organs, 
will at once agree on the facts. Without agreement on the fact, Realist 
believes, things don't get done. They also want to do things surely, 
soundly and firmly and to be assured that once something is done it 
will stay that way. The Realist always wants to get thngs done by pro- 
ceeding on the facts that are at hand, rather than by gathering ever 
more data as Analysts do (Harrison & Bramson, 1984: 17). 

Corn bined Thinking Styles 

According to Harrison & Brainson (1984), no individual thinks 
with purely one style. Most people show preferences for a single style 
and some show equal preference for two styles. It is those latter people 
with which this section deals. 

Idealist-Analyst (I-A): The I-A is characterized by a broad, com- 
prehensive view. They are careful, thoughtful people who want to 
achieve the ideal goal using the best method possible. They are 
unlikely to make quick decisio~s and possess a future-oriented, 
planned view of things (Hanison & Bramson, 1984). 

Analyst-Realist (A-R): The A-R person is highly task-oriented 
and objective. They like facts and structured approaches to problems. 
They are interested in achieving concrete results and finding the best 
methods for achieving them. The A-R does not like situations that defy 
analysis and when confronted with such a situation they tend to freeze 
or be unable to cope (Harrison & Bramson, 1984). 

Synthesist-Idealist (S-I): The S-I thinking style is in many ways 
the exact opposite of the A-R. The S-I will tend to focus on ideas and 
inferences rather than structure and facts. They are perceived as being 
conceptualizes and theorists by other individuals and therefore not 
very practical (Harrison & Bramson, 1984). 

Idealist-Realist (I-R): The I-R 1s characterized by the twin thrust 
of high standards and concreteness. They know how things should be 
done and also have the skillset to carry thern out. They don't seek a lot 
of recognition for their efforts (Harrison & Bramson, 1984). 
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Pragmatist-Realist (P-R): The P-R is highly task oriented but 
approaches things in a less structured manner than the A-R. They tend 
to have considerable energy and drive and achieve things solely for the 
sake of achievement. They tend to make quick decisions with a mini- 
mal amount of data and as a result can quickly become overextended 
and may seem impulsive (Harrison & Bramson, 1984). 

Idealist-Pragmatist (I-P): The I-P combination is typical of 
someone who gains agreement on goals and then tolerates a great deal 
of latitude in method. They have a great concern for "people" issues 
and more in tune with a person's needs. As a leader, the 1.-P will ap- 
pear to be over permissive and be allowing of too much latltude (Har- 
rison & Bramson, 1984). 

Analyst-Pragmatist (A-P): The A-P likes facts and structure but 
also is willing to experiment. They know what they want and how to 
get there but want to have f'un along the way. This can be quite damag- 
ing in relationships due to the fact that serious goals and directions will 
appear to be not taken seriously by the A-P (Harrison & Bramson, 
1984). 

Analyst-Synthesist (A-S): The A-S respects structure and logic. 
The Analyst style seems to be more dominant in this combination most 
of the time. Whereas the Analyst respects structure and logic, the Syn- 
thesist understands and values the opposite. This can be the source of 
great internal confllct and a profound lack of understanding by people 
around them. They can, sometimes be very difficult to listen to but 
have a lot to contribute (Harrison & Braanson, 1984). 

Synthesist-Pragmatist (S-P): S-P's show the greatest tolerance 
for change. They strive on ambiguity and uncertainty and have devel- 
oped the coping mechanisms to deal with both. Their thinking style 
generates tremendous amount of creativity (Harrlson Bi Bramson. 
1984). 

Synthesist-Realist (S-R): The S-R is extremely rare due to the 
fact that the synthesist and realist are at the opposite ends of the think- 

ing spectrum. The S-R is a person with great energy for unorthodox 
but firm achievement. They can see very clearly what the proper 
course is and also see that the opposite way is just as acceptable (Har- 
rison & Bramson, 1984). 

Three Way Thinkers: People that possess a strong preference for 
three of the five styles tend to be more creative. This flows from the 
idea that they have more thinking styles available to them. They are 
Inore versatile and can rely on the style that best suits an individual 
situation (I-Iarrison & Bramson, 1984). 

Flat Profile Thinkers: The rarest of thinking style preferences is 
a person who shows no preference for any specific style. This is where 
the InQ test shows a relatively equal score for all five thinking styles. 
These people tend to be unpredictable, less intense and less recogniz- 
able than people with strong preference for other styles. They tend to 
be very adaptable to a situation but also tend not to be leaders (Harri- 
son & Bramson, 1984). 

Available Statistics on the Inquiring Mode Question- 
naire 

According to Harrison & Rrarnson (1984), the most productive 
thankers may simply be those who are capable of thinking well in all 
five d~rnensions. He further stared that the Synthesist and Idealist 
styles arc strongly oriented toward ttae "value" side of the dichotomy 
or s~rbstant~ce ratlotlality while the Analyst and Realist approaches are 
clearly more onenled toward "facts" or fornai, hnctional rationality. 
'The Pragmatist, contmgent approach e~ther br~dges the gap between 
the two or perhapsiignores the question altogether. 

Kieriholz (1999) states that the Synthes~st and Idealist inquiring 
modes arc substantive, value-onented ways of thlnking and knowing, 
while thc Analyst and Realist are fun~iional and fact oriented. He then 
went on to state that about half of all pcciple prefer to think in one 
main way, 35% prefer two or more styles in combination. 
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Kienholz (2000) finds that a solid understanding and appreciation 
of the difkrent preferences that people hold for each of the thinking 
styles can lead to an improvement in the design of information and 
knowledge management systems. 

Delis1 (1 998) establishes that the results of h ~ s  research indicated 
that IT professionals are less likely than expected to employ an ana- 
lytic thinking style and more likely to employ an idealist or pragmatist 
style. 

Perpetuation of the stereotype as stated by DeLisi (1998), impacts 
on the role of 17' professionals in the organisation in t h e e  ways: 

s It lirnrts thelr opportun~ties for job assignments that have stra- 
tegic impact on the organisation, 

* I t  llrn~ts their opportunities for pro~notlon to the highest levels 
of the organisatlon. 

* It affects their relationshps with clients and senior executives. 

Thcsc 11i1alt~ In turn affect the success of IT overall Refore DeLisl 
('1 998) adminihtercd the InQ questionnaire, the pai-t~cipa~~ts were asked 
which thlnklng style they bellcve wll i  be most common among the 
samplc group Almost un~versally, they stated that the analyst style 
will be most p~evalcrlt This will tend to havc a self-fulfilling effect, 
with l'r professional:, more likely to volunteer for activlt~es that are de- 
iaiied and analytacal In n;ttua e rather than volunteer fir  icadership posl- 
tlons that rcqutrc a skill they do not percclve that thcy have If'tlae con- 
trihut~ons of thcse IT protssionals are predominantly of an analytic 
nature that reinforces the stereotype and makes it less likely they will 
be involved in tasks that are truly significant to the enterprise. Hcnce 
this study by Delis1 ( 1  998)' which deduces that a large perccritage of 
IT professionals tend to have idealist characteristics 
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Zhang (2002) states that the styles of thinking contribute to IT stu- 
dents' academic achievement beyond what can be explained by abili- 
ties. He also found that teachers could foster students' creativity by us- 
ing the thnking styles. The understanding of how students think can 
help teachers in using different instructional styles and different as- 
sessment schema to foster creativity by accommodating to and chal- 
lenging the development of multiple thinking styles. 

The Impact of Thinking Styles on IT Students 
According to Zhang (2001), there are many reasons why some 

students get distinctions in their courses because there are various 
ways of explaining individual differences in academic achievement. 
He further stated that traditionally, many psychologists and IT educa- 
tors have attributed IT students' successes and failures in academic 
achievement mainly to individual differences in abilities, but in recent 
times, scholars have been examining other factors that affect students' 
learning outcomes. This could in a way be interpreted as IT students 
whose individual differences affect their academic successes and fail- 
ures. 

Zhang (2001) believes that the different thinking styles do more 
than just facilitate IT students' intellectual development. Thinking 
Style also help enhance IT student development in interpersonal rela- 
tionships. As a result, IT students will learn how to work and deal with 
their peers. He also found that the thinking styles were related to IT 
academic achievement and had implications for teacher training. He 
suggested that all teacher-training programs include a component that 
antroduces knowledge on thinking styles. Hence, he deduced that an 
understanding of thinking styles could improve IT educators' teaching 
and thus, student learning. 

Zhang (2001) finds that the styles of thinking contributed to IT 
students' academic achievement. He found from previous studies that 
certain thinking styles statistically contributed to the prediction of aca- 
demic performance beyond ability tests and it also suggested that stu- 
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dents with particular thinking styles did better on some forms of 
evaluation than on others. Lin and Liu (2003) fbrther states that the 
thirlking styles could assist IT educators in identif$ing individual dif- 
ferences among students and help them to consider students' needs in 
a more individual base. 

Zbang (2002) identifies a variety of' methods for inducing the use 
o f  the t l~~nkmg styles. One of his methods was that educators should 
sLu-t gwng  co~~sideration tc) thc fact that repeated studies have found 
that hcth school mil uilivcrsity ciilrictila around Lh2 world tend to pe- 
::al~zc creative tl-iirkmg Ile further stated that in  order t~ produce IT 
s~udcnis who are going to be capable s f  adaprixlg khemsclves to the 
ever-changing worlrd, edilcators  nus st stal? cultivating shdcnts' crea- 
tlve thrnkirlg during the~r  educatroraal career O~hcrwlse, the current 
generation of students' will he overviiheirncd by their future world of 
work 

Zl~ang (20021 also finds tSial T'1' edxrcalvrs whi) work Irr an envl- 
ronlllerit, wlalch they arc g v e n  flex~b~lity and autonormy, would work 
i n  am1 Ir~no\itave rnr;riu:crr Thus, IT educ;tturs could becd.);lrnc ro!c nloclels 
f ~ r  IT ~;n;ldi:nts in ussng tlatnkrng styies. 

Bcr-r~ardo c.1 al (2002) statcs that there coilici bc sorue difi'erences 
that may be nhseriied Irt.twcen cor~elataon patterns because LIP tPnc dif- 
fcn:nt cuiaur~c in ttae education systems Accordir~g to Stuhlrrran 
(2004). c u l ~ u ~ e  1s a cornbinatron of' orga~aisat~onal lalstory, shared ex- 
peilentre, group expcctaltons, u~~wr i t t e~ l  or taclt rules, ethics and social 
~mteractions that affect the bchaviow of everyone In the organisation. 
Beenardo et ul. (2002) fiarthe~ states that Sonnai educat~onal ~nstitu- 
tions terld to p~omote knowledge and skill that are valued by tile larger 
culture or society within wh~ch they operate. Accordingly, educational 
syster~ls in different cultures ~ n ~ g h t  also value and encourage different 
thinking. This may reflect cultural preference for thinking styles. By 
recognizing such differences in how educational institutions value 
some thinking styles over others, researchers can better understand 
how it affects performance in the different cultures. 

Research Methodology 

Aim of the Research 

Khumalo (2002) states that well-defined aims sets in place all 
other things such as the selection of the most appropriate methods and 
the management of the research once it has been started. The aim of 
this research was to determine the thinking styles of IT students in re- 
lation to the marks they obtain 

Measuring Instrument 

The authors decided to use a Questionnaire as an elicitation in- 
strunlent to obtain the data. Remenyi et ul. (2000) states that the main 
purpose of questionnaire research is to abtam information that cannot 
be easily observed or that is not already available in written or com- 
puterized Sonn. The purpose for using a questionnaire in this research 
is because the inLonnation cannot be easily observed. The author can- 
not determine an individual's thinking style without the use of a ques- 
tionnaire as other forms of measurements inay make individuals feel 
uncomfortable and withdrawn. This can generate mixed responses and 
may not be a true reflection of how the individual thinks. 

The inquiring Mode Questionnaire (hQ)  as designed by Harrison 
B Bramson (1984) was used for this study. According to DeLisi 
(1998). the InQ instrument is one of a number of instruments (e.g. 
S ternberg & Wagner ( 1 993) - Thnking Svles Questionnaire and 
Grigorenko & Sternberg (1993) - Thinking styles questionnaires for 
teachers and students) that measure individual thinking styles and re- 
lated variables but it differs from other instruments in that it looks at 
how people process lnforrnatlon - something to which IT students can 
easily relate and it stays away from personality measurements, such as 
introversion or extraversion, thereby avoiding the defensiveness that 
might result from a discussion of ona's personality. 
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Sample Design 

Population refers to the entire group of people, events or things of 
interest that the researcher wishes to investigate (Sekaran, 2000). The 
Population for this study consisteci of people in the Information Sys- 
tems and Technology disclpline, which included a normal distribution 
of all second year Information Systems and Technology students. 

This study was conducted in School of Information Systems and 
'fechnology on the Westville Campus of the University of KwaZulu- 
Natal. The sample for this study included all second year IS&T stu- 
dents. 

samp6ing Technique 

The samples for the IT students and academics were selected using 
the simple random sampling technique. According to Sekaran (2000) 
this technique is where every element in the population has a known 
chance of being chosen as subjects in a sample. The procedure used for 
selecting a sample of IT second year students included entering the 
names of the students into Microsoft Excel and thereby selecting a 
sample of 144 students from a population of 230 students (as per table 
for determining sample size from a given population from Sekaran 
(2002)), by randomly generat~ng numbers statistically. 

Data Collection Method 

The questionnaire that is used in this study is similar to the one 
used by Kienholz (2000), in the study entitled "'Metaknowledge Man- 
agement Global lrnplications of Churchman's Inquiring Systems for 
Knowledge Creation and Sharing" The questionnaire was personally 
administered to the respondents because according to Sekaran (2002) 
this type of data collection method is less time consuming and less ex- 
pensive. 

This method is most appropriate because if respondents have any 
doubts on the questions, it can be clarified immediately. As compared 
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to mail questionnaires, this method has a higher response rate. The use 
of interviewing as a means of collecting data is also not appropriate in 
this research as it may intimidate respondents into not expressing their 
true answers to the questions (Sekaran, 2002). 

The thinking styles of the before mentioned Information Systems 
and Technology students was measured using the InQ questionnaire 
and these scores were then used to determine their thinking style. Once 
their thinking styles were established, all students with the same thmk- 
ing style were grouped together and a correlation was established be- 
tween their ranges of their examination marks and their style of think- 
ing. Students were then asked to provide their gender, age and registra- 
tion number on the demographic sheet, which was provided. Their ex- 
amination marks were then verified. 

Results and Discussion 
A total of 144 questionnaires were given to the second year stu- 

dents and 134 responses were received back for analysis. According to 
Kienholz (2000) preference for a mode(s) is indicated by a score of 60 
or more. Profiles are explained in terms of one-way thinkers, two-way 
thinkers, three-way thinkers and level profiles. Results for the group of 
134 are as follows: 

One-way thinkers = 122 or 91% of the students. (Seven were 
Syntheslsts, thirty-seven were Idealists, twelve were Pragmatists, 
sixty-two were Analysts and four were Realists) 
Two-way thinkers = 11 or 8% of the students. (One was Idealist 
and Pragmatist, one was Analyst and Synthesist, two were Ana- 
lyst and Realist, four were Analyst and Pragmatist and three were 
Idealist and Analyst) 
Three-way thinkers = 1 person had a preference for Pragmatist, 
Analyst and realist styles of thinkmg. 
There were no students who preferred level profile thinking, that 
is, students who preferred four or five styles of thinking. 
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All students in the sample were aged between 19 and 28 years 
old. 35% of the sample was male while the rest were female. The 
questionnaire usually takes about 30 minutes to complete, but 
there were some students who took less than 30 minutes. The fol- 
lowing table gives an indication of the mean differences as well 
as the percentage of students who scored 60 or more. 

Range 
- ---- 

1 Group I 1 (N.134) I I 
Means 1 60.57 1 63.92 / 6308 / 6560 61.50 / 

above in each in- 
quiry mode: 4 2 4  8 4 5 3  I I 

% of participants 
scoring 60 or I 

I I I I I I 

Table 1: Respondents' self-reported thinking styles 

- 

There were no participants who scored 48 or less in each inquiry 
mode. As demonstrated in Table 1, the range differences are very 
close, The author therefore concluded that the students preferred the 
analyst style of thinking, since 45% of the students had a score of 60 
or above in this style of thinking. The range difference also indicates 
that the scores for each respondent in each style of thinking was quite 
close 
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Figure 1: Correlation between students' Examination marks and their Style of Thinking 

Figure 1 depicts the correlation between the student's examination 
mark and their style of thinking. Four of the styles of thinking show a 
positive relationship between the style of thinking and the student's 
examination mark. The strongest relationships exist between the Syn- 
thesist and Pragmatist styles of thinking and their relevant examination 
marks. The reason for the Synthesist having the strongest relationship 
is because they have a tendency to look at a problem from many dif- 
ferent perspectives and can usually come up with some pretty creative 
solutions because they enjoy conflict or being asked to come up with 
solutions to the "unsolvable problem". The Pragmatist is like the Syn- 
thesist that is why their correlations are so close; they are resourceful 
and creative individuals that are problem solvers and creators of solu- 
tions. Their solutions tend to be a bit more risky than those of the Syn- 
thesist but are more innovative with a better payoff and therefore sup- 
port the findings by Harrison & Bramson (1 984). 

The Idealist on the other hand, has a low correlation because they 
delay from too many choices and try too hard for perfect solutions. 
They can also appear overly sentimental (Harrison & Bramson, 1984). 
The analyst also produced a low correlation as they tend to over ana- 
lyze and over plan. They can also be overly cautious and try too hard 
for predictability (Harrison & Bramson, 1984). Therefore these find- 
ings support the findings by Harrison & Brarnson ( I  984). 
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Realist produced a negative correlation because they rush to over- 
simplified solutions and try too hard for consensus (Harrison & Bram- 
son, 1984). 

The correlation between the examination marks and the one-way 
thinker's displayed a low positive relationship of 0.18, while the two- 
way th~nkers had no correlation between their examination marks and 
both their styles of thinking. The individual who had a three-way 
thinking style had a C examination score. This shows that a combina- 
tion of thinkers might not be able to solve a problem cooperatively and 
will affect systems building. 

Recommendations and Conclusions 
The author recommends that IT educators should take note of 

Zhang (2002) three ways in which IT educators can modify IT stu- 
dents' thinking styles. This can help increase students' academic 
achievement. They are as follows: 

Firstly, IT educators could re-examine and redesign their in- 
structional models. The new instructional models should be 
such that they allow multiple thinking styles and that they put 
together the specialized functions of both the modes of think- 
ing. By making allowance for the different thinking styles, the 
IT educator is giving IT students an equal opportunity to bene- 
fit from their instructions and to experience IT academic suc- 
cess, no matter what the students' predominant thinking styles 
are. 

Secondly, IT educators could also encourage the use of think- 
ing styles by providing IT students with opportunities for par- 
ticipating in extracurricular activities. This will lead to creativ- 
ity-generated thinking styles and advanced cognitive develop- 
ment. 

Thirdly, there is also an indirect way of allowing IT students to 
use multiple thinking styles and to be engaged in both modes 
of thinking. That is, IT educators themselves should be al- 
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lowed to use creativity-generated thinking styles in their teach- 
ing and interaction with students in general. 

As can be seen from this research, IT students need to understand 
their thinking styles in order to be successful. The authors would like 
to recommend that the same study be done on the first and third year 
students in order to gain a better understanding of IT students' thnk- 
ing styles. 
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Harnessing GIs to Extend HCI Teaching 

Patricia Margaret Alexander 

Abstract 

Visualization of information is an important human computer interaction 
(HCI) research topic but it is not generally included in university courses. Geo- 
graphical Information Systems (GIS) are excellent examples of applications 
where visualization is used to represent information. In addition, GIs require 
sophisticated interfaces so that the users can manipulate and query the underly- 
ing data. Hence, in practical exercises using GIS students interpret information 
and use interfaces that differ somewhat from standard Windows objects and 
text. As this context and form of interaction is unfamiliar to typical Information 
Systems students, this experience can be exploited further to emphasize the fact 
that end users frequently operate outside their comfort zones when they use in- 
formation systems. This paper describes a strategy to enhance the teaching of 
HCI. The learning experience takes the form of an HCI evaluation of GIs soft- 
ware in a usability laboratory. Students play the roles of end-users and research- 
ers / evaluators. The exercise allows the lecturer to demonstrate exactly how us- 
ability data, including satisfaction questionnaires, can be collected and analyzed. 
As a result four separate objectives are met at one time, an important issue when 
lecture time is scarce. 

Keywords 

Geographic Inforrnatlon Systems, Graphical user interface, Hu- 
man-computer interaction, Jlnfornlation Systems education, Software 
design and evaluation, Usability testing, Visualization of data 

Introduction 

'Hkman-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with 
the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive comput- 

- - 
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ing systems for human zise and with the study ~/'mujorphenornenu 
szrrrounding them. ' (Hewett et al., 1996) 

Human-computer rnteraction (HCI) studies the way in which in- 
formation is presented, the way in which input mechanisms (the fea- 
tures that allow the end user to input data or select options) are under- 
stood and used, and the way in which a konversation' occurs between 
human and computer as the one responds to the other. HCI 1s consid- 
ered to be a crit~cal technology, which accounts for more than half the 
cost of new systems and i s  a significant faclor detemirling whether 
softlvare will eventually he adopted and used effectively (Strong, 
1994. Douglas ef a/.,  2002) ET('II 1s included as a core knowledge area 
rn thi: Computing Curricula 2001 (ACM-fEEE Curmculum 2001 ). 

Ylniversitrcs should be encouraged to perccrve CICl as a "critical 
i c ch~ lc l l~gy '  and tllc accttmpanylng skhls and knowicdgas a s  f~isndamen. 
t;if , t  siudcnt's ecti-lcat~on and preparation for jobs 1a.i the rnrom~at~olz 
age ' (Airong, 1994) 

TI it ACM SIS;CF-II C:urrac~ila fcr Huralan -Culnp~a ter Inkeraci~o:~ 
( l i s - \ ~ c r I  c! d ,  1996) ~ncludc,> art Infc>iilnaatic~ai Sysrims c~a~.nsuhim m 
HC'I  i n 5  Appendix R of that docutn::alt) 

l i ~ x  ea:;atrgiv t IC'1 ( i n  contrast w ~ t h  the bl t~adc~ field of ~ t u  tcriac-c Dc- 
sign ijr tnternctlon Desigrl whme Irateraclaon wfib spec~allv desigraed 

tlbarrs W L ! ~  C O ~ I F O ' ~  panels or i)eizer ~:cintrol\ 1s impn~%ar:t~ ns laejght 
n,ing hVeb-based systems as exampics 7')11b can hc sccn m ~ h c  e x i ~ n -  
ptcs and exnphas~s plvv~cied xn text books rcgardrng %;lJ l  'i~jfiw;tre 111- 
terfaces (see IPrcecc et ~ r l  , 20112, Carroll. 2002. Stone ,?f ~ri , 2005: 
hcwmara R. Larnrning, 1995, Shrie~dermatm & Platsant, 2005) FI(1w- 
ever. 111 practrcc 11 1s necessary lo design daad evaluate ~rltell'aces of all 
sorts of softxvase, ranging fi-om that which does very littlc prcscesslng 
to sophist~catcd software deveioplnent tools and custon~~zed appl~ca- 
tion software, regardless of whether they are accessed fiom the Inter- 
net 01. are local. Obviously the cotnplexrty of the interfaces of these 
systems varies Om a straightfbrward Web page the uscr's input IS gen- 
erally limited to nav~gating using standard optlons. E-conmerce sltes 
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require forms to be filled in and submitted but also increasingly use 
standard interaction features. In contrast, custom-developed applica- 
tions may have a far larger number of input options, use unfamiliar 
conventions and be less consistent and predictable. Similarly the out- 
put, both in terns of the information presented and its format, can vary 
in complexity. At the same time the user may need to concentrate on 
demanding tasks in a stresshl work environment and hence needs a 
transparent interface more urgently than a Web surfer does. 

This paper will discuss how a graduate HCI course can address these 
Issues by including as examples systems that use visualization to pre- 
sent rlch mfom~ation (large, informat~on-abundant displays). Tools 
that construct visual representations of information not only produce 
output that assists the user In ~nterpreting complex information, but 
also include features that allow complex input instructions to be con- 
structed, and hence allow thc user to ~nteract in a sophist~cated way 
with the system. Thus, the prrrnary intention was to develop the stu- 
dents' understanding of interactron Issues beyond the standard, famil- 
far options seen on typ~cal Web sites and e-commerce systems to those 
required. on more complex appllcatlons to whlch they will have had 
less exposure. By dc~llonstratrng a wide varlety of options the course 
will, hopefully, starnulate the students to be more creative when de- 
signing new systexns. As will be seen two add~t~onal outcomes were 
achieved by studying ihc GIS software within a simulated usability 
laboratory. 

This paper coxrsists of tile jfollowing sections 

r A sect~on where the underlying learntng theories and their ap- 
plication to the slibject and learning environment are discussed. 

ce A section on visualization in which its importance to HCI i: 
explained and the current problems regarding teachlng visuali- 
zation are noted. 
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A section on usability testing. This is a topic which is com- 
pletely separate from visualization but can be demonstrated us- 
ing CIS software as the software being evaluated. 

The case study, which is a detailed description of a series of lectures 
and a practical session, is then described in detail. 

Learning Theories and their Application to HCI 

Constructive Learning 

The following characteristics of constructive learning are derived 
from those given by Sirnons ((in Duffy et al., 1993) cited by De 
Villiers (1 995, p.79)). 

e The learner must be clct~vely involved. 
The learner will lntet-pret the new infonllation m thc i40rztext of 
existing information. 

e The resulting knowledge will, therefore, extend existing 
knowledge as additional meanlng is constrztcted 

e The leal-r~er must be aware of the w u l s  towards which he is 
working. 

D 'The learner must ensure that he 1s still on course and progress- 
ing towards the goal. 

cr The learner must be consciou~ of his way of learning 

There is no real reason why these requirements cannot be achieved 
in a lecture, but ~t is csseritial that the learners actively participate in 
the learning process. The lect~~rer  can provide the learning opportunity 
but the co-operation of the learner is needed to ensure that this learning 
occurs. Constructive learning is particularly well suited for topics 
where relationships can be determined, ~nultiple representations com- 
pared and a real-world context explored. It rs not suitable for acqu~ring 
a fixed set of preordained, factual knowledge (Leidner & Jarvenpaa, 
1995). Hence, constructive learnlng can be achieved best in IHCI by 
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using a problem-oriented educational approach where the students are 
actively involved in practical tasks. This is in line with the recomrnen- 
dations made by Gulliksen & Oestreicher (1998) and Strong (1994) 
but, as both groups of authors recognize, it is necessary to seek feasi- 
ble ways of achieving these goals. 

'How can we introduce practical tasks into a I-ICI task? Without it 
taking too much time.? Using simple and realistic pvohlems.' 
(Culliksen & Oestreicher, 1998) 

' There is uiso tlze challenge o f u  [ A I L ]  Jettzng 14p u practzccli con- 
text und upprouc'h Jor gcttzr~g st~ident~s itzvolverl in real ~ , o r / d  yro- 
j~ct.s. It is ofic/l very dzffic~i/t to set zp szrch situatzon.~ zra u lab ' 
(Strong, 1994) 

The Social Corate-rt ofLpa?mi~zg 

The soc~al nlteractiora oi the ~ndrvldual rs an essential part of learn- 
ing and group work ns intended to achieve this. Richmond (1990, p 
95) quotes Plaget as fol l~ws,  

Soc~oculturalisls belleve that the deal of the andlvldual's sul>jectlve 
r;ntcrlprctat~oxr oi'reallty berng as close as possible to a univerc;al objec- 
tlve real~ty as rn i'act neliher posslble nor, ~ndeed, desirable They em- 
phasice that lealner~ will only readdy accept and understand conccpts 
that, they can leiate to their own environments, cultures and histor~es 
Each nndiv~dual will have a unique lntellsretat~on of reality, which re- 
flects his unlqtie life world. Vygotsky ennphasises a social origin for 
learn~ng Thought is a form of 'inxler dialogue9 modelled on ~nteraction 
between people (Thomas, 2000). Learning 1s seen as a soclal process 
that involves human beings in cornmunlcation wlth one another 
Hence, teams should be made up of niore advanced learners and less 
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advanced learners so that the learners can learn from one another. This 
is, therefore, a model that fits in with an intersubjective view of social 
and physical reality rather than either a subjective or objective ontol- 
ogy. Despite the fact that both sociocultural learning theory and con- 
structivism are both cognitive models, they differ with respect to how 
closely the subjective interpretation should coincide with objective re- 
ality. 

Teamwork has been recommended as an important part of the activi- 
ties in HCI courses with the students adopting roles in 'simulated de- 
velopment team(s)' (Strong, 1994; Gulliksen & Oestreicher, 1998). 

'Ciasses shozild be broken into teams of four to six students, with 
each team member assigned a role on the team. ' (Strong, 1994) 

Visualization 

Visual representations of complex data are found in numerous appli- 
cations in fields as diverse as the health sciences, business and eco- 
nomic sciences, earth sciences and natural sciences. The potential, for 
creating such graphic representations has grown as processing power 
and computer memory has increased. It is for t h s  reason that visuali- 
zation is one of the focal points of HCI research (Hartson, 1998). The 
W~~man-Computer Interaction Lab of the University of Maryland, for 
example, has numerous current and past projects where aspects of 
visualization are researched and they see larger, information-abundant 
displays as the fiiture of user interfaces (Human-Computer Interaction 
Lab/ University Of Maryland; North & Shneiderman, 1999). The 
School of Information at the University of Michigan also has research 
initiatives in information v~sualization (Olsen et al. 1997). HCI is 
'cross-disciplinary in its conduct and multidisciplinary in ~ t s  roots7 
(Hartson, 1998) and it is, therefore, not surprising that GIs user inter- 
face issues and usability feature prominently as research topics in 
Geographic Information Science (Carhvright et al.. 2001 ; MacEachren 
& Kraak, 2001 ; Slocum et al., 2001). Cognitive issues concerning con- 
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struction and interpretation of visual representation are related research 
topics that also combine HCI with applications. This is very valuable 
when combined with data mining (Schoeman, et al., 2003). . 

Information Systems is the discipline where students learn to design 
computer systems and these may be intended for various application ar- 
eas. These students need, therefore, to be prepared to address the re- 
quirements of the future in a wide range of applications. Gasen (1996) 
predicted the following HCI educational outcomes for the future 
(1996+). 

TABLE I: HCI Educational Outcomes for the Future 
Extract from HCI Education in Perspective (Gasen, 1996) 

HCI in higher education 1996+ -- 
Educational Outcomes Increased understanding of social needs 
What do students learn? Communication and information 
Concepts: knowledge of parts Visualization very important (my em- 

- - phasis) 
-- 

Skills: techniques for using concepts Further emphasis on process 
learned - -- - - - - - - - - -. 

Processes: Ways of linktng techniques, Greater focus on ~terative educat~onal 
i.e. methods design, evaluation and accountability 

There are not many books available that can be used in a graduate 
HCI course, particularly when studying the development process' 
(Gulliksen & Oestreicher, 1998). (Two are noted by Gulliksen & 
Oestreicher as being used predominantly in Sweden, namely Preece et 
al. - the newest edition is 2002, and Dix et ai., 1998). American uni- 
versity courses use a wider variety of texts (Strong, 1994) and many 
courses make use of collections of readings. Gulliksen & Oestreicher 
felt that the books were in general not entirely satisfactory. ' . . . very 
few books that can be used on higher levels of education . . . too shal- 
low' '.,. no really useful textbook on the market.' 

Those that are most often prescribed pay particular attention to gen- 
eral concepts and theories such as cognition, design and evaluation 
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methodologies - such as user-centered design and iterative develop- 
ment - and HCI principals and heuristics. They often use examples 
from typical Web pages, computer-mediated communication and 
groupware, and from dedicated devices such as mobile phones but 
seem to neglect other software. It is understandable that they rely on 
examples that the average student is familiar with, but this tends to re- 
duce the significance of the topic and limit its usefulness in preparing 
students for the h l l  spectrum of applications that they will eventually 
encounter. The students may be left with only a superficial understand- 
ing and the impression that t h s  is a very simple field of study, which 
is unworthy of the emphasis placed on it. In short, WCT is not simply 
about designing stylish web pages, 

However, the new edition of the ~ ~ I l - h l o w n  book by She ideman  
goes some way to adbesslng the problem, as it includes a chapter on 
h I ~ f o m a t i o ~ ~  Search and Visuaiization' (Shleidermna1.r & Plaisant, 
2005). 

kdboraton y testing -to evalmte tssatsrlrty ns ant: of ;r number of com- 
;?lernentary methods 01 evaluating sotl~v;mre trx~erfac~s It can be used an 
both j-irrmat~ve and suiT?laa:li\ e evaltiallon io coilecs data, spcci+jcally 
trnrlcs taken to complete sca rasks and enor 6rey~icrtcy corlrlts If is a 
! , v { ~ I c ~ ~ ( ~  p0';~tlVlbi ~licthod, anc? !lence it can only bc used at3 pail of the 
software cvaiuat~on ,fils 11 takes place a laboratory the setbng and 
Ihe labks are contiotled, rndepcndent and clepcnclenr van,lblcs are iden- 
titled, and an attempt 1s made lo exclude ail other [actors Hcncc the 
pattlc~pants who are usu~g the software are not ~rrtcr~xpted, do not 
work under undue pressure, and are not requlred to work for ovel-long 
tlxnes (unless the evaluahon specifically ~ncludes one of these factors 
as a variable). These stress factors arc often present when the software 
IS used in the office and by excludl~zg them the evaluation can be sim- 
plified and be made more rigorous The data collected 1s largely quan- 
titative as times are measured and errors are counted These data can 

be collected clutomatically by bullding code into the software that re- 
cords titncs, specific Input, and error codes (Preece et ul., 2002). 

'fhc data can bc su~gtp!erncnted by ask~ng the participar.rts to complete 
sat~shctiot-i cluest~om;as~es, which may include open-ended questions 
~ l s  ivell u:, questions thdt can be analyzed quantitatively. Additional in- 
fom~-i~al~on c ; ~  he ccsl!ccted by recordtng the partic~pants' act~ons on 
videotape and ~ n t e ~ r e t r n g  this information later. (For example, the re- 
cordlngs <an be vlcwcd to detect attitude by analyzing body language). 
ii'lrematlveiy, dle gsarllc~pants can be asked to explain what they are 
doing and wtly, whde they carry out the set tasks and this can be re- 
corded 3s audie, 01 t h ~ y  can be ~ntcni~ewed after they have completed 
tha: Iab session 

Students raking our UC1 course are told about varlous of ways ot' 
evaluating l?uixa;tn ~ri3^iiputer ~nteract~on, lrlcluding laboratory tests. The 
whole questron of quantitatrve and qualitative evaluation ns chscussed 
irj dctali and a pls~rrli:,tac evaluation pian 15 recommended. 

Srnc:: ri-ii3 paptr- prri-,.cnts a detailed ilescnpt~on of a teachlng case, 
this i c  not i rcscafcla paper a r~d  we cannot claim to use a research 
mtthodoiog~ jta a stxicf 3cnse The "research' 1s at best exploratory, in- 
tei-prct~ve rts.:carc?r . ~ n d  ~ e l ~ e s  on descrytion rather than on data of any 
sort 

H iou cx er, cince !.he author was per sonally mvolved as a participant 
: r ~ d  n - a ~ ~ i i x ~  decisnt,n-maker nt can possibly be cons~dered to be act~on re- 
seaxch 'X'he cycle of action, reflection, leatnlng and revision, wh~ch 1s 
essential nn action rcsearch, has subsequently become established as 
the rnjtlal presentat~on of the lectures and laboratory work has been re- 
peatcd three hnnes However, this repetition has all taken place since 
this paper was ~ln~"rally submitted and is not described here. The data 
collection described in the section on the practical, laboratory session 



was not intended to collect research data but rather to illuatratc to stu- 
dents how data is collected and analysed in a usability laboratory. 

The Case Study 

The Fourth Fear HCP Course and Students 

At our unlvers~ty the fburth year HCI course 1s one of ten, semester 
(fourteen week) modules taken by graduate hformarics students. The 
current class consisls of one hundred and forty eight s.tridenls, some of 
whom shdy part-txme T h s  1s the only course 121 th6: Infomatics 
stream of the Sc't?nol of Information TechoRogy that is devoted spe- 
c~fically to Mt'd. The course is ma~nly presented as lecmrcs during 
irhlch there 1s trxnc lor discussron and some ~ 'orkbl~op act~v~tles hut 
practical ciasscs irr computer laboratoraes are also 111i;B~ril~d where S'IM- 

-v3 dents evaluate iiifftzrent human crtnnputi21* ratetf,li:< - . pi, ;tudernrs are 
nor taughi to me any web cievr:lopmerat caAwajc 1112:. .!re iiary expecacd 
t o  ~anplexneni tlcslgns  sing psogr;ln~;nan~~ Idi~gu~ige a: this a:oxirse 
concentrakes oil ~nteractzon de~rgn and i;baluatioi\ I'laese qaudears 
hale, l i~ouevc~. ~ ! l  rompieted progrianarnrng courses dsld c a : ~  [lip c o ~ ~ s ~ d -  
zrecl I c ~  be 11ig!1) 'y r c>nnputer 11lera;tri- 

The students ~ T C  I ~ ~ T ~ I C ~ L I G ~ : ~  +if f%CB G O I ? * ' C ~ I ~  ~ h i l ; :  r.Ervtig l i it" analy- 
sis, &sign and h!i ~mplementatic~n or  a a:,'~,tejl: f r r *  -1 di.i..ttrXnl;tr d3 pxrt 
uE their rhrrd yrar pmjeck Zlesrgri of wcb n;jt:i:c i s  alao in~lucied ux the 
~rnplenlentat~or, cl' an e-coxmlaercc sybtena an a szpa1,Itc foiu-tii year 
rnostule, but no1 all of the students will have h*i"~npl~~%e~i that pdst~cuiar 
CoIIrSe 

X graduate HCI course should reinforct: rhesc compicrrre~rlary learn- 
ing experiences but also needs to go laeyond them. I t  1s difficult to 
cover all the recommended material adequately in tlrc trine available 
while including opportunities for active student par-tlcipatlon. One 
needs to design the course and each lecture so as TO get the maximum 
from it without overloading the students w-ath more infsr-nlation than 
they can assimilate. 

tfurnessirrg CIS to Extend I-ICI Teuclzir~g 

A paper (Yeh 8L. Wickens, 2001) thab describes a usability test of 
GIS software, during which the use of colour and intensity and declut- 
tering fcatures was evaluated, triggered this lecture plan. This piece of 
research was not presented as being ~ntended specifically as an HCI 
learning opportunity but formed the stimulus for this exercise. 

Lecture Preceding the Labouatoq Sessiorz 

The GIS laboratoay session was preceded by a lecture presented by a 
cartography lecturer. I-lc introduced the topic and demonstrated the use 
of two GIS systems, one s f  which is licensed software and one that is 
freeware Hence the idea of visualization of' information and the par- 
ticular applicatiol~ in GIS was discussed and, since this lecturer actu- 
ally demonstrated the task that made up the tutorial (see below) the 
students were given a clear explanation of the purpose and expected 
results of the exercise that they would do the following week. 

Additional Preparc~tion 
Prior to the practical session the freeware (SIGIS available on 

www s ig isco .cor~~/s~~~s/ )  was downloaded onto the computers m the - -- 

laboratory together with the database provided for use in the tutorial. 
The site also prov~des detailed lnstnlcttons for a tutorial and copies of 
tlri~s were prlnted The tutorlal was subdivicied into tasks so as to pro- 
vide a structured process w ~ t h  apeclfic actlvitres that could be associ- 
ated with the data that was recorded This made the analysts of the data 
easler 

The lecturer cre;ited 

o An mstructlon sheet in wh~ch the purpse  of the exercise and 
the procedure to be followed was explained (Given as Appen- 
dlx A), 

r A sat~sf'action quest~onnalre, 
ts Some suppiemei~tary notes wi~cre  she thought additional help 

might be needed, 
e Sheets on which to record the observation data, 
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Printed 'banners', whlch were placed on the computers to iden- 
tify groups, 
Spreadsheet templates where the data collected during the us- 
ability test would be entered. It was an essential part of this ex- 
ercise that the students themselves entered the data they col- 
lected into the spreadsheet (so that :his task was not added to 
the work load of the lecturer). Therefore it was important to en- 
sure that they clearly understood the structure of the spread- 
sheet and the data entry process. 

Arrangements were made for a video camera and an assistant to 
make video recordings. The whole exercise was given the status of a 
group assignment and marks were allocated which contributed to the 
students' module mark. 

The Practical, Laboratory Session 

This session lasted for two hours. The purpose of the exercise was 
explained and the idea that this was intended to replicate conditions in 
a usability laboratory was emphasized. The students were told that it 
was not important whether the group completed the all the tasks or not 
and they were provided with all the material that had becn prepared. 
The groups of students were then asked to work through the tutorial. 
One student took the role of observer and recorded times taken to 
complete tasks and any problems encountered on the observation 
sheets provided. The other two worked together as 'end users' (one as 
operator actually actively using the computer and the other as a con- 
sultant who read instructions and helped the operator to decide what to 
do). The lecturer remained in the class and gave encouragement and 
minor assistance but primarily tried to keep the process going. Al- 
though she was not making notes she was also observing the process 
and the video recordings captured some of the activity. 

At the end of the session each student was asked to complete a satis- 
faction questionnaire. Some time during the following week they were 

expected to key in the data from their observation sheets and from 
their questionnaires into the spreadsheet templates that they down 
loaded from the course web site. They were asked to attach these com- 
pleted spreadsheets to e-mails and post them back to the lecturer. No 
analysis of the satisfaction questionnaire is included in this paper as it 
was not intended to collect data regarding the learning experienced by 
the students but rather to give them an example of a typical question- 
naire used in an authentic usability lab, The data collected is, therefore, 
not relevant to this paper. 

Discussion of the Laboratory Session 
The lab session clearly engaged the participants. This was undoubt- 

edly reinforced by the fact that a mark was awarded for participating. 
The lecturer had worked through the tutorial carefully herself, and 
since she had no experience using this software or any other GIs soft- - 
ware, and since she had no real problems achieving the expected re- 
sults, she did not foresee that the students would uncover real interface 
design problems. It therefore came as a surprise that not only did some 
of the student groups have real problems, but also that at least one of 
these could clearly bc identified as resulting from an interface design 
flaw. 

The students could not complete the full tutorial in the time allowed 
and in many cases did not get beyond task four of seventeen tasks. 
This could not be ascribed to loafing as observation during the session 
and reviewing the video showed clearly that the students were active at 
all times and were anxlous about lack of progress. 

Two cornlnon problems that they encountered in the early tasks were: 

a The software malfunctioned if data was entered into one of the 
forms in a sequence other than that the designer had allowed 
for. 

a The required database could not be accessed if the data direc- 
tory was not indicated correctly early on in the process. This 



particular error was not reported at the time when this informa- 
tion was entered or later when the data was supposed to be ac- 
cessed leaving the studentiuser absolutely clueless as to why 
the expected results were not obtained. 

Nevertheless, these problems do not fully explain the lack of pro- 
gress by some students and this highlights an interesting research prob- 
lem. What additional reasons are there for the enormous variance in 
the tlme it took students to complete the tasks despite the fact that they 
all had exactly the same instructions, prfor exposure to the software, 
and supposed level of computer literacy? The method of capturing data 
regarding the actual actions of the 'end user' using hand written notes 
on the observation sheets was not adequate as insufficient detail was 
captured and the data was unreliable. The wide difference in progress 
seems to point firstly to a difference in ability to follow technical in- 
structions and secondly a difference in ability to recover from setbacks 
that may be related to problem-solving ability. This aspect will be fol- 
lowed up in future research. 

One of the most experienced groups, who themselves were floored 
by the first of these problems, took up the challenge and identified the 
set of events that had resulted in this particular error. The lecturer had 
to help the students recover from the second problem but this meant 
starting the tutorial again from the beginning. 

The video recording of the session shows the difference in the ex- 
perience of different groups. This ranges from clear frustration, despair 
and eventual 'giving up', to a sense of achievement and a desire to 
complete the tutorials. The team dynamics and work methods of dif- 
ferent groups were also noticeable. 

Tlze Follow-up Lecture 

Data Analysis 

There was a break between the laboratory session and the follow-up 
lecture as Easter and a number of other public holidays intervened. 

This allowed the lecturer to combine all the spreadsheets submitted 
(each student had submitted their own individual data the same spread- 
sheet layout). This was a simple operation as our students are accus- 
tomed to accessing lecture notes and other material from the module 
site and could easily obtain a copy of the skeleton spreadsheet, enter 
their own data, and e-mail the data back in the required fonnat. A sim- 
ple series of cut and paste operations allowed the data to be combined 
and this completed the task. Thus a realistic set of data was compiled. 

Few of the Informatics students take Statistics courses and it is be- 
yond the scope of the HGT course to teach statistical analysis tech- 
niques. None of the students had previously done quantitative research 
so the most elementary processes of checking, correcting and where 
necessary, discarding data were demonstrated using the data set which 
was obtained as described above. For example, some students had sent 
email twice and this had resulted m duplicate data in the data set. The 
duplicates were discarded. Some formatting needed to be done to 
achieve uniforn~ity. All of these processes were very simple and did 
not compromise the data. Ncxt the data obtained was analyzed in a 
very basic way using averages and graphs. 

Very simple concepts such as standard deviation were discussed 
briefly in order to t ~ y  to explain what statistical data can be considered 
meaningful. ANOVA was also explained in order to indicate how the 
responses of different categories of users could be analyzed. This part 
of the exercise dexnonstsatcd how data is collected and analyzed. 

Excerpts of the video that was taken during the laboratory session 
wcre shown in the class simply to demonstrate the value of this type of 
recording and also the difflcultie involved with analyzing videoed 
material. This provided the students with some amusement but there 
was not sufficient time to do any serious analysis and this section of 
the lecture did not justify the cost of making the recording. There was 
no useful audio recording as the general noise in the laboratory made 
individual comments inaudible. A commentary by the cameraman 
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might have been useful but this was not an appropriate option as the 
person who did the camera recording had not been briefed as to what 
he should be looking out for and was not a lecturer or an HCI expert. 

Review of the Usability Testing from the Research Point 
of View 

The follow up lecture was also used to allow the students reflect on 
their own experience of usability testing as a means of software 
evaluation and to discuss how this could be improved. The satisfac- 
tion questionnaire was evaluated and the actual data collected was ex- 
amined in order to highlight the weaknesses in the design of the ques- 
tionnaire itself. Ideas were sought regarding other quantitative data 
that could have been collected so that the (31s interface design flaws 
and the actual processing problems (retrieval and manipulation of data 
from the database) that resulted could be identified more accurately. 
Since the students now had first hand experience of the weaknesses of 
the CIS software, we could discuss what interface features had caused 
problems and how these particular flaws had been identified. 

The End User Experience 

The final issue that was discussed was the problems that inexperi- 
enced end users have using software. The students now had personal, 
fresh and sometimes painful memories of the typical feelings of inade- 
quacy that novice end users experience. They could recall that they as- 
sumed that they had 'caused' the problems rather than recognizing that 
these were largely embedded in the interface. Hence they were sensi- 
tized to some extent to the problems end users have when working 
with unfamiliar terminology. 

Conclusion 

The description of this constructive learning experience is intended 
to demonstrate how a fairly large number of different goals can be 

achieved simultaneously in t hee  sessions each lasting two hours (the 
preliminary lecture on GIs, the lab session and the follow up lecture). 
Despite the fact that the goals of visual representation of data, complex 
HCI interfaces, usability testing and analysis of quantitative and quali- 
tative data, and the problems of novice end users are independent, the 
laboratory sessiorl provided an authentic and fairly cohesive experi- 
ence which allowed for genuine situated learning to take place. 

The first of the lecturc sessions, the introduction to visualization, 
CIS and the actual software gave a clear explanation of visualization, 
emphasized the keal life' nature of the problem and provided a context 
for the subsequent work. The laboratory session allowed the students 
to activeiy participate as usability Lab ""resarchers" and as "end users9'. 
The subsequent lecture allowed the experience to be assimilated and 
analyzed and also allowed additional aspects, such as data analysis and 
the discoveries made by some of the groups, to be explained to the en- 
tire class. 

During these sessions the students were: 

e Introduced to the idea of visualization of information 
e Used a comnplex user interface 
e Garncd first hand experience of all aspects of usability testing 

including data collection and analysis 
Used an infomation system in a context where they were out- 
side their comfol? zones 
Were introduced to GIS 

The lecturer had to do some planning but the load in terms of prepa- 
ration and marking was not excessive. 

This series of classes meets the general recommendations, described 
earlier, of various groups of Information Systems and Computer Sci- 
ence acadcrnics in that it goes beyond discussing the more obvious 
familiar interfaces and hence addresses the problem of a superficial 
understanding of HCI. It takes cognizance of some aspects of the in- 
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terdisciplinary nature of HCI by focusing on the presentation of infor- 
mation in order to increase understanding, the design of interface tools 
and options to permit the human to instruct the computer easily, the 
methodologies for evaluation of software and human factors research. 
It uses a guest lecturer as recommended by Strong (1994). It is out- 
comes based and uses a constructive learning model. It provides stu- 
dents with a proper opportunity to reflect on the learning experience 
and to discuss it as a group and therefore specifically embraces a so- 
ciocultural approach. This series of lectures was not intended to give 
students an extensive knowledge of data visualizatlon but this aspect 
will be extended in future during the first lecture. It is not possible to 
compare the details of the classes more specifically with theory as this 
is simply a description of a particular teaching scenario. 

Although the teaching case described here was intended to contrib- 
ute ideas to the educational rather than the research interests of Infor- 
mation Systems academics, it has uncovered some issues that could be 
explored further in a research project. Firstly, it highlights the difficul- 
ties the observer has in capturing sufficient detail of the actions of the 
'end users' when simply recording notes on observation sheets. Sec- 
ondly, it indicates very interesting differences in behaviour by the 'end 
users' in completing the task. 

Notes 
I Section D of the content of HCI in the ACM curriculum describes 

the Development process as including Design approaches, limpiemen- 
tation techniques, evaluation techniques and example systems and case 
studies (Hewett et ul., 1996). 
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APPENDIX A 

C;mups of three - NO EXCEPTIONS 

Masks - out of 15 but In the following proportion 
0 - did not attend 
I did not participate satisfactorily 
2 satisfdctory 

O U ~ C O I ~ ~ S :  
Once you have complctcd thls exerclst: you will: 
Have experienced some aspects of formal laboratory usability test- 

mg whrcll will contribute to thc drscusslon next week 
C'tsllccrecl somc data thar i wlll combine with that. of the other 

groups LO tfcmonstrate some basic non-statistical analys~s In nest 
weck's class 

[lave personni!y seen how GlS softwdrc is used to assist visuallc- 
mg data and allowing thls data to bc manipuiated. 
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HCI Usability lab evaluation 

Is controlled 
Requires the subjects to do clearly defined tasks 
Is done in a lab rather than in the field 
The observer does NOT participate 
Time taken is measured 
Error frequency is recorded 
Other aspects may also be noted 

Student roles in the exercise 

One is a recorder 
He or she does not participate in the problem solvlng at all 

* Uses the standard sheet to record times and errors 
* One is the 'operator' who does mouse and keyboard input. 
s One is the 'navigator'/assistant and tries to tell the operator 

what to do. 

In your group you must declde who will hifill each of the three 
roles These roles will be changed (rotated) for the second part (Tuto- 
rial 2). The observer will become the operator, the navigator will be 
t l~c  observer and the operator w ~ l l  be the navigator. 

I)eliverubLe,~: 

Although the lab evaluation and data collectio~i will be done here 
tonight, the final typed data must be handed in, rn electron~c form (e- 
mail or diskette) by end of day, 5 May. The layouts will be on WebCT 
by the end of day Tuesday 15 Apr~l.  Please use those layouts only, 

Tl~ree conlpleted and typed satisfact~on questionnaires in eke- 
tronic fonnat using your student number as file name e.g. S1234567 

A completed and typed observat~oxl record share the work be- 
tween the three team members in excel format, combine into a single 
file and submit using your group number as file name e.g Groupl. 

Harries~ing CIS to Extetid HCI Teaching 

Make sure the names of the students in the group are filled in on the 
electronic form. 

Author's Contact Details 

Patricia Margaret Alexander (pmalex(~r~postino.u~,ac.za) 
Department of Informatics 
University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa 



Visual Aesthetics and Its Effect on Commu- 
nication Intent: A Theoretical Study and 
Website Evaluation 

Kirstin Krauss 

Abstract 
Despite its centrality to human thought and practice, aesthetics has not 

played a significant role in human computer interaction (HCI) research (Lavie & 
Tractinsky, 2003:2). Traditionally, the field of HCI's main emphasis has been on 
efficiency considerations (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2003:3). Although aesthetics ap- 
plies to all human sensory domains (think of bad tasting food, revolting smells, 
cacophonic music, or coarse clothing), this paper mainly addresses the visual 
domain. Because visual aesthetics exists in everyday life, and it influences many 
df our choices, it is difficult to justify its absence from web design (Lavie & 
Tractinsky, 2003:3). Designing a website of high aesthetic quality enables the ac- 
tive communicator to enhance the persuasive appeal of the message directed at 
the passive fellow communicator visiting the website. With my research I intend 
to foreground the importance of visual aesthetics in website design, so that it will 
become a prominent feature of successful website design. I will furthermore ap- 
ply the theory to demonstrate how visual aesthetics has been applied in a specific 
case. 
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The Role of Visual Aesthetics in Website Design 
The presence of web-based applications has generated a large body 

of research in web usability and human computer interaction (HCI) re- 



garding the design of such applications. With a few exceptions though, 
research has neglected the aesthetic dimension of websites. In general, 
the aesthetic criterion should be an integral part of effective interaction 
design (Alben, 1996 as cited by Lavie & Tractinsky, 2003: 1 I), espe- 
cially when it is about effective communication. It has been argued that 
modern design has placed too much emphasis on performance issues 
and not enough on aspects like aesthetics. Studying the effect of aes- 
thetics on communication intent has been totally neglected. 

While Neale and McCombe (1997) as cited by Lavie and Tractin- 
sky (2003: 11) descnbe how to design a usable and visually appealing 
website, the emphasis is on the functional and the usability aspects of 
the design rather than on aesthetics. Similarly, Spool et al. (1999) as 
cited by 1,avie and Tractinsky (2003:ll) assess websites and draw 
guidelines based on usability as the sole criterion. Nielsen (2000:ll) 
maintains that two basic approaches to web design exist: the 'artistic 
ideal' that reveals the designer's self-expression, and the 'engineering 
ideal' that provides solutions to users. From this one can conclude that 
the artistic ideal is not compatible with providing solutions to the user, 
However, Zettl (1999:4) clearly states that applying the "artistic ideal" 
or visual aesthetics is about the process of clarification, intensification 
and interpretation which serves to provide solutions. 

Although "there is a need fbr art, fun, and [a] general good time on 
the web", Nielsen (2000: 11)  contends that "the main goal of most web 
projects should be to make it easy for customers to perform useful 
tasks.. ." Hence, clear and effective communication of ideas 1s the de- 
sign principle to follow on the web (Lynch & Horton, 1999 as cikrd by 
Lavie & Tractinsky, 2003.1 1). While researchers divorce aesthetics 
from clear and effective communication, the irony as that, according to 
Zettl (1999), applying elements of aesthetics correctly could actually 
enhance communication and support the message. 

It is important to apply principles of visual aesthetics correctly. The 
aim should be to support the message. If aesthetics is used in design but 
does not support the message or contradicts the intended cormnunica- 

Visual Aesthetics and Its Efect on Comrn~rnicatror~ Intent 

tion, then a site may look beautiful but it has missed its goal and will be 
ineffective communication. In such a case aesthetics or beauty will be a 
disadvantage, making previous research true The reason why authors 
possibly argue that aesthetics could hinder website effectiveness is be- 
cause they do not understand visual aesthetics and its influence on 
communication success, or because they do not know how to apply 
aesthetic principles. The need for applying visual aesthetics also did not 
arise given the history of low bandwidth and traditional ways in which 
people used thc Internet up till now. 

Thls 1s the aim of thls study to help the rcader realise the mpor- 
tance of'vlsual aesthetlcs in webslte design and understand how visual 
aestlhetlcf can be appl~eti to support the illtended message. Obv~ously 
visual aesthetlcs cannot be applied effectively in all cases and does not 
play a role m all websites, but rn certain cases the rnessage or intended 
commun~cat~on wlli benefit fiomn apply~ng visual aesthetics. Examples 
will be used to a:xpialn the value of  vlsual aesthetics and its application 
an websltes 

OvcrEooking communrcation concerns, Lsrvle and Tractinsky 
(2003 29) relate aesthetics to varxous other website quality Issues. La- 
vte and iTrartlnsky (200.3 29) note that recent research suggests that 
aesthetics is the pnrnary thctor affe~hng othcr perceptions Aesthetics 
ns related to plei~su~e ilnd perceived usablllty Fincllngs are that percep- 
tlons of deslhctlcs arrtl usal,~iity are hlghiy correlated (Kurosu & Ka- 
:,himura, i9XS, T~actlrisky, Z 99 7 ,  and 'a'! act~nsky ct ul., 2000, uted by 
I,iavle & F~:ictlnskq, 200 1 17) Yhc results of Lavie and Tractinsky 
(2003) nc~t oniy coni i~ ln  ahose findings, 17111 they also shed light on the 
u.jribiiity-aeattlett~t, relalaitrnsll~ps 'rilcie obscr vation\ are mnlpol-tant dnd 
scrvc. 10 pro1 ldc pcrspcc!~ve, but F ~ l l  O I J ~ ~ ~ C ~ G  the scope of this study It 
rs slgnnficil~~t, howevcl, lo ncde that they \upport the argument that dl- 
lncnslons of qrlalrty (il~cludrng v~suai aesthetrcs) cannot be lsolatetl 
from orlc another For example. a co~npany's website may have excel- 
lent usabil~ty but ye8 have no busirless case or useless ~nf'ormat~on Put- 
ting vlsual aesthet~cs into perspective of overall quality means that all 



elements of quality (usability, aesthetics, download speed, information 
quality, to mention a few) should work In concert to produce a site of 
high quality. 

Although Lavie and Tractinsky (2003) explore how users perceive 
aesthetics of websites beyond the general question of whether the site is 
attractive, this has limitations. Many adjectives are used to describe 
aesthetics, but the impact of elements of colour, screen vectors, close- 
ups, etc. (as described by Zettl, 1999) on the viewer's perceptions is not 
Investigated All that this study does is describe beautylaesthetics using 
various adjectives. The "how" is neglected, e.g., having a site that is 
"energetic", "syumetrical" or "clean" (Lavie & Tractinsky. 2003: 19) is 
i~nportant. but these aspects are the result of visual aesthetics applied 
correctly How to create an "energetic" or "clean" site is not investi- 
gated and the effect of a "clean" or "symmetrical" picture on the user's 
perceptions is not addressed. The reader of such an article wlll there- 
fore u~iderstand that it is important to have a site that IS aesthetically 
pleasing but will still not h o w  how to achreve ths .  Other limitations 
include that aesthetic measurement dinlensions were isolated without 
taking lnto consideration the effect of social issues, user experience, at- 
titude, language and culture Although ngorous procedures were fol- 
lowed in the developxnent of the measurement instrument, this article is 
limltcct In :ts evaluation of vlsual aesthetics. It is, howevcr, a good 
starting point and 1s a valuable contribution to the body of knowledge. 

Visual Aesthetics 
I'rattit~onal aesthetics concerns ~tsclf w ~ t h  beauty and judging 

beauty but an Inorc modern readings the aesthetic inteq~retation of 
beauty is assoc~ated with del~ght and perception (Feagin & Maynard, 
1997 as uted by Lavie & Tractinsky, 2003) Lavae and Tractinsky 
(2003.3) cxplain that aesthetics is the ~mportance of beauty. 'This study, 
however, expands the purpose of aesthetics in that ~t ~rlvest~gates its 
role in visual cornnlunication. 

ViszlaE Aesthetics ond Its 4ffC~t on C'ornn2il?iicatioi1 iizierrl 

Zeal (199") pmvrdcs 1001s whnch asslst the user to clanfy, intensify 
and interpret events for tclevisictn, colilputer and film presentat~on. He 
dcmorlstrates hol* to apply elements of nest2ietlc; lo manipulare and in- 
fluenca, pcople's j>erceptnnns Appircd metila aesthetlcr considers art 
and 11k mutuaiiy clzpct-tderit and el;sentlalfy ~nterco~mected. People per- 
cervc acsthet~cs agamsi t h ~  hackdrop of ilielr hvrs and experiences 
The ~ ~ l a j o i  funcl~rr;~ r t f  vtnual aesthcr~cs rx  bdsrtj on the urrg~nal mean- 
Ing In G~eek. w11lci-t poarats to perception (Zcttl, 1999 4: Lavle $. 

Tracti~slij, 20131.5) Even thrs f"ict has not prompted rc:sealchers to in- 
vestjgatc vrsual az~,tht;ircs an3 11s role 111 web design LrMle has beer) 
ilernh: tcr relitre vl:,taal -ii:~si~etrcs to wcbsxtc desrgrl and even less to feam 
how (4) clanfyJ- ~~xltcniiF%: daxt ~nlerprek .c:xtents for web pages Wlrh me- 
dra such as n;o~nputi,:r ( i ~ ~ p i a j s ,  yora need 20 give your vision s~gntficant 
form so that you can 4i-r;tre I! wrth c~thers (Zettl, i 9 9 . 3 ) .  

Acbtt~etics 1s :;i?t n?; al~stlact concept but a proccss by whlch we cx- 
B P X I ~ C  2 numbcr aj rni\Jta elelrlents and our perceptual reaction? to 
them F~lru. tclc-* is:<>rs ;and ctvmputci displays arc no longer cnns~tlercd 
9 neulrcli a ean i  or rn~%angc cixstribut~rrn bur e<sentlai elemcnts in the 
aesther:~ cumnaniital., nir;;~: systcrrl (Z,Lil, IWM) The process of clarifi- 
catron, i~tcnsrfjcatioi-t ;l;~d Innerprc tailon is the ibolnaln of aesthetrcs Al- 
thoilj<in aestixerlcs i ~ ~ ~ p ~ a : i ~  lntrre than one fonn of sensory input (hcar- 
mg;:, slnell~ng, ireinng?, 1h1s sbudy 1s Itmltcd to ~nvestigating visual aes- 
theta~s 

Tire batlous t:lcrnents of  vlsual azsthct~cs are contextual (Lettl, 
1999.5) r,e. :hey Ir7tt:razt to produce thc final c:omrnranicataon effect. 
Cx~rnrnun~~ad;ia>n I.; ixtiirc than just lang~aage and writing. b T e  see our 
w trrld a:: clxangxng cain~cxmal selat~orsships, Pu ttin;: the same word or 
Image 111 a diffcrclit context cot~ld changc the meanlng significantly 
Zettl ('a1)9($.7,8) {loses  hat one slrmuld x ~ o ~  underestimate the power of 
cont6-xt. Many of our perceptions l a x  gu~ded by the context in wh~ch 
the event occurs. We fend to take notice of events or event details that 
fit our perceptual expectations or that interest us highly. Each of us sees 
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an event from our part~cular point of view and according to a specific 
experiential context (Zettl, X 9999.7). Experience gu~des our perceptions. 

Zeal (199918) asserts that some of our perceptual piocesses are so 
forceful that we respond to certain st~muli in pred~ctable ways even 
when we know we are being perceptually manipulated. Sufficient con- 
sistency ex~sts in human perceptual processes that we can predict with 
reasonable accuracy how people will respond to specafi~ aesthetic 
stimuli and contextual patterns. Ths  is the power of visual aesthetics, 
and consequently the power of the knowledge of how to apply visual 
aesthetics correctly 

By applying visual aesthetics you can help the viewer to see arm 
event from different perspectives. You can advance him fi-on] a stage of 
merely looking at an event, to a stage where he obta~ns might  by look- 
ing into the event (Zettl, J999:lO). Thrs 1s a proces,. of getting the 
viewer involved in the message and using visual aesthetics trr educate 
the viewer's perceptions. Creating these different perspecti~es bas~cally 
means that you use various visual prompts that a m  to build on the ex- 
perience of the viewer. Each visual prompt creates a scenario (mental 
space or event) in the mind of the vsewer. ?'he difference between SUC- 

c ess and failure to communicate effectively depends on whether the de- 
signer has succeeded in making these visual yrcixnpts si.~pport the same 
cornmunication goal Knowledge on how to apply visual aesthetics cor- 
rectly will assist designers In making visual p~ompts support the m- 
tended message. 

Many communication researchers O V C ~ J : W ~ J  the fact thar the com- 
municatlon medium plays a significant role ixa rhe outcome of the mes- 
sage (Zettl, 1999.10). 'The medium is a structurrnl agent. In somc cases 
the medium is the message. Communication researchers and web de- 
signers should consider the combined effect of messagc and medium. 
Zettl (1999: 11) states that once you are aware of the aesthetnc charac- 
teristics and potential of the hndamental image elements (light, colour, 
space, motion, etc.), you can study how they operate in the context of a 
larger aesthetic field and combine them knowledgeably into patterns 

thdt ciar~fy, ~nlrasify aalld effectively communicate s~gniflcant experi- 
ence Zet11 (1999:12) summarises "'once you have a strong grasp of 
applied n_nedla dcsthct~c~, you can select those elemcnrs and techniques 
that are most appropriate for effect~vely shap~ng Ideas or content." 

The am1 01 visual aesthetics is to Improve the communlcatlon 
sltuatnon (Zettl. 1999: 1231, hut it can be associated with more than that. 
It 1s about rhe art of' ~nducemenr, the art of persuasion. It has convinc- 
Ing powers, 'l'he aim of v~sual aesthet~cs is to persuade the vlewer or 
user of the message arid ~ntensify commun~cat~on, to support the mes- 
.;age, lo d~rect or influence the user wlthln e h c a l  boundaries to believe 
the message V I S U ~  aestiietncs has persuasive power because ~t alters 
the value and belief systems of obsea-cers Visual aesthetics alms ro 
c~eiite 1nti:rest Vlsuili aeslhclncs can rnduce the user to u h o w m g l y ,  
unxconsc~ously, and cansus~)cctrng!y choose to become lnvoltezl in the 
r-rszssctge and the webslte of cunccru This I:, ach~evctl by rnvolv~ng Ihe 
uscr In the comr~xunlcation process usrng elements of vlsuaI aesthet~cs 
In concert to stippoi3 the ~ntcnded message 

kllkrnateiy the a m  of vlsual aesttietrcs I F  to lntluence beliefs dnd 
dctions. Here follows a bnef explannt~on of how thls happens Humans 
have tile tcndcncy 10 seek ways ln which to confirm rather than to re- 
rirte exrstirlg be!lci,, This will lead them ?o seek, ~nterpret and even ills- 
toil ~nf~~imat ion  I P ~  ways lhdl verdy first mpresslons or pre-exlst~ng be- 
i~efs. 71i1s tendency may hlnclcr our appreciat~on of others and may also 
hamper our full understandmg of the world m whch we live (Stem- 
berg, I998 470) Bel~efs and attitudes are therefore fundamental ele- 
~mzeatts in [be ca,n;xmwnication process. They not only a d  or distort our 
understanding but ~ntluence our behaviour (Sternberg, 1 9%:472) 
C-c~~nnxim~cators niust takc them Into consideration Perceptiolxs ~nflu-  
ence our bci~efs whde beliefs h a s  our pcrcept~ons. Hence, usmg per- 
suasive cornmunication, wfnlch is posstble tl- rough applied visual aes- 
thetkcs, beliefs may be influenced FVebsite users may be persuaded to 
change attitude, become involved In the com:nunlcation process and ul- 
timately believe the message. Since hellefs and behaviour are con- 



nected (Stemberg, 1 998:464) successful communication through visual 
aesthetics may influence user choice and behaviour. 

Conceptual Blending 
The study of visual aesthetics should be taken beyond statements 

that we persuade people by alterlng their values and belief systems. At 
this point I would therefore like to discuss a prominent theory of con- 
cept formation, known as conceptual blending, as a plausible account 
of how visual aesthet~cs works and how it contributes to human under- 
standing. 

Fauconnier and Turner (2002), the authors of the theory of concep- 
tual blending, argue that a person builds a scenano of understand~ng or 
perception by blending or integrating different events or mental spaces 
(which nlay include existing experience or known events) and w~pplied 
inputs (e.g., a picture on a computer screen) through identificat~on, in- 
tegration and imagination A blend creates a new event in the viewer's 
mind that communicates meaning. As is explained in the next few 
paragraphs, elements of visual aesthetics can create blends ancl it is im- 
portant to let elements of' visual aesthetics point consistenrly to the 
same meaning or message 

The purpose of visual aesthet~cs is to build an event that will nnklu- 
ence and guide the human mind to construct meanlng. Past of budding 
meaning is creat~ng context (Zettl, 1999.5) Hrlc~dents In life relate con- 
textually, i.e., we perceive them in relation to one another These mcr- 
dents fuse to become an event of significance Var~ous fields o! applied 
inedia aesthetics are contextual - they must ~mteract to produce the h a !  
cormnunication effect Many of our perceptions are guided by tile event 
context and this should be an important part of the olesign process 

Fauconnier and Turner (2002: 17) argue that general operatnons ex- 
ist foor the construction of mearung regardless of the type uf person that 
is involved These basic mental operations are highly imaginative and 
produce our awareness of identity, sameness and difference. Framing, 
analogy, metaphor. grammar, and commonsense seasoning play a role 
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in the subconscious production of apparently simple recognitions and 
work no differently in people from different disciplines. ages, social 
levels and degrees of expert~se (Fauconnler & Turner, 2002: 18). Con- 
ceptual blending is highly imaginative and cruclal to even the simplest 
kinds of thoughts. In this study, the Focus is on how visual aesthetics 
proirlpts conceptual blending by the creation of visual input spaces that 
lean on the experience and knowledge ofthe viewer to construct mean- 
~ n g  . 

The full details about conceptual blending and the science of cog- 
nntion in general, are beyond the scope of this contribution. What rs 
ianpol-tant, however, 1s the fact that conceptual blending does occur in 
the minds of people who experience things, and that through the effec- 
t ~ & :  use of usual aesthetics one c:irr take advantage of this human abll- 
aty to create meanin;: or mtensify a message. A webs~te should be de- 
~ ~ ~ g n c d  in such a way that elements of r/~sual aesthetrcs create ~nput 
spaces ir; the rnrnds of users that. i.ollcctively intens~fy the message and 
create dre blerds of new understanding that the site wants to communi- 
cate. 16 all ~nput  spaces emphasise the same message, they have suc- 
cceded it1 ~ntensiljilng the message significantly 

Two examples in v~sual aesthetics I w~sh  to refer to are the use oi- 
vcctor~ (Zettl, 1999 i 06, t 32) and p\yrh0/01gz~~~1 C ~ O ~ Z I I  e (often just ab- 
brevlated to c l o ~ l l r ~ )  (Zettl, 1999.10 1) 1'11 start with closure Zettl 
(1 999 101) descr~bes psychological closure " m our quest for percep- 
tual sanity u e  continually seek to stabilrze our infinitely complex 
and often chaot~c environment. It is our tendency to mentally fill In 
gaps m visual information to arrive at easily manageable and complete 
patterns and configurations This perceptual actlvity IS called psycho- 
logicai closure " 

We take the minimum number of riiental cues and mentally fill m 
the ~n~ss ing  information by applying psycho'rgical closure. Visual cues 
provided can be seen as mput spaces, Mentally filling In the gaps are 
other Input spaces comp~led from yrevlous experience and known an- 
fon~~atnon. Merg~ng these input spaces into a new 1nes;sage is concep- 



fo~nlatlon. Merglng these Input spaces ~ n t o  a new ~nessage rs concep- 
tual blending. 'Phrougli conceptual blending we are therefore compiet- 
lng the picture and creatlng new meaning 

Figtlre 1 - Inferring 3 row of s~nl i-  Figure 2 - Infel-nng a single 
lar houses house 

In F ~ g ~ t r e  1, the vlewer can't help seelng a t:?w of srrnrlar houses. I1 
1s bec;~ust: the messagt rs completed In the rnai~d of the vrcwer through 
~ 3 ~ ~ i 1 1 0 1 0 g i ~ ~ I  CIOSIJIC I11 b ~ g ~ ~ r e  2. i f l ~  I / ; ~ W C T  onlv "sci,.," orrr: I~olr:;~ 11 
1s becdusc tltcre 'Ire rlo v~sual  \;ut'i ?!'i,if p:i)nlpt ~ ~ l o i c  u i ~ d e ~ s l a r ~ d ~ ~ ~ g  
itotn the plcttr~e, d i  1s the c 2 1 1  I 1 {Phot(> fi-on] 
)%l\lli !11oy-3rrjp24 c o ~ n )  

Figure 3 - Tnfcrrlng a contlnucli;. ili,ri/o~; 
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tures to each other. Since the vector "continues" from one screen to an- 
other it forces us to relate the two pictures in our mind. The resulting 
meaning is created from two different pictures and fosms one picture or 
message in our mind. 

Figure 4 - Inferring separate horizons 

In Figure 3 (photo from www.news24.com), the horizon acts as a 
continuing vector in all three pictures. The result is that the viewer per- 
ceives the three pictures as a single unit or a single message. In Figure 
4, the graphic vectors intersect at different vertical levels, making it dif- 
ficult to perceive the three pictures as a single unit. 

The success of visual aesthetics depends to a large extent on the 
human ability to construct meaning, Visual aesthetics depends on the 
human ability to complete a picture, identify a scenario, relate and 
other high-order thinking skills. The ability to construct a new concep- 
tual blend from what a user sees on a website and what he knows, 
makes it possible for designers to create a new picture in the viewer's 
mind using visual aesthetics effectively. 

Importance of Knowledge of Visual Aesthetics 
I want to spend some time examining an article investigating a sce- 

nario that cries out for knowledge of visual aesthetics and conceptual 
blending. Klett (2002) sheds on the importance of visual aesthetics in 
web-based learnsng environments, but discussed this under the topic of 
visual communication. In fact, the word "aes+hetics" is mentioned once 
in the introduction to the article but is never elaborated on. The conclu- 
sions arrived at relate in many ways to those of Zetsl (1999). As in 
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other literature, the need to study visual aesthetics for the web is in- 
sinuated, but the "how" is addressed in little detail. Readers will know 
that having an interface that portrays unity, harmony and consistence 
(Klett, 2002:43) is important, but guidelines on how to achieve this are 
not addressed. Designing a 3D learning environment that limits "cogni- 
tive overhead" (Klett, 2002:44) is recognised as important, but the de- 
tail of what goes on in the mind of the user and how to facilitate under- 
standing through visual aesthetics is not dealt with significantly. I be- 
lieve that my research will answer some of the above questions. The 
reader should, however, keep in mind that at no point is it suggested 
that this is a comprehensive study addressing ALL issues related to 
cognition and visual aesthetics for the web. 

Writing from the perspective of web-based learning, Klett 
(2002:38) notes that the support of intelligent interaction between sys- 
tem and learner evolves to a communication issue between author and 
learner. Hence, there is a need for knowledge of visual, aesthetics and 
its impact on communication success. With any application, the learn- 
ing system design acts as major factor in the learner's perception, satis- 
faction, and results. "The problem with shaping learning systems 
originates in the communication irregularities between author and 
learner. It can be solved by a competent user interface design" (Klett, 
2002:38). 

"Visualization concerns the vlsual representation of data, ob~ects, 
and systems in order to enhance communication and thus understand- 
ing. The visualizations in the Ed-Media (Ed-Medla 1s a v~rtuak learning 
space studied by Klett, 2002) content library contain 2D and 3D mod- 
els, 2D and 3D animations, virtual reality worlds and simulations. 
which effectively support the imaginative process, and spatial knowl- 
edge acquisition, allowing the learner's immersion in a hidden world" 
(Klett, 2002:39). Knowing how to apply visual aesthetics and its effect 
on the viewer will help to address these objectives as noted by Klett 
(2002). Visualisations have been described as the most important aid in 
providing information as well as supporting the learner's knowledge 

Visual Aesthetics and Its Ejfect on Corn~rl~ln~cation In t~n t  

construction process (Klett, 2002:40). By applying visual aesthetics, 
visualisations can be created that can be used to teach in a virtual learn- 
ing environment successhlly. 

Klett (2002:40) notes that visualisations, which guide the viewer's 
eye to unimportant parts of the image, may cause significant parts to be 
overlooked or ignored . This confirms the statement of Zettl 
(1999:57,123) that elements of visual aesthetics should work in concert 
to support the message, otherwise it is ineffective communication. The 
power of context (Zettl, 1999:7) is confirmed by stating that related ob- 
jects are recognised faster (Klett, 2002:40). 

In terms of cognition, the need is expressed but the effect of ele- 
ments of visual aesthetics on the message is not investigated in much 
detail (Klett, 2002:43). This supports the need for my research. This ar- 
ticle shows that to a certain degree visual aesthetics have been ad- 
dressed in literature but not as comprehensive as is the case with Zettl 
(n 999). 

Research Methodology 
Empirical research with an interpretivist approach draws on ex- 

perience or primary evidence in order to understand a phenomenon. It 
basically means to learn from experience rather than from making con- 
clusions based on averages (Remenyi, 2004). Taking a critical stance to 
current perceptions of researchers on the role of visual aesthetics for 
the web is a further agenda of this study. It proposes a new way of 
thinking and challenges current ways of perceiving and explaining vis- 
ual aesthetics for the web. 

In an experimental approach, Lavie & Tractinsky (2003 : 8) report 
that progress in understanding aesthetics can only be achieved by iso- 
lating and manipulating elements (e.g., polygons) or artistic character- 
istics (e.g.. complex~ty and "interestii~gness") of works of art and 
studying their effects on the observers' preferences (Swede, 1994 and 
Martindale et al., 1990 as clteci by Lavie & Tractinsky, 2003:8). How- 
ever, some of the strongest criticisms of using an experimental ap- 
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proach point out the importance of perceiving whole objects or mean- 
ingful forms rather than isolated elements (Arnheim, 1992 as cited by 
Lavie & Tractinsky, 200319). These criticisms imply that elements of 
aesthetics cannot be measured using experimental methods because the 
whole may exceed the sum of the elements (Osborn, 1968 c'lted by La- 
vie & Tractinsky, 2003:9). Similarly Arnheim (1988), cited by L,avie 
&Tractinsky (2003:9), argues that dynamlc forces, rather than "thngs" 
or isolated elements, determine our aesthetic experience 

Suppomng an exploratory approach, Fauconnier and Turner 
(2002 4) note that our time has seen enormous amounts of energy de- 
voted to the discovery and ~nanipulat~on of meaning through systematic 
ana'iys~s of foran. This could lead us to think that scientific knowledge 
1s only a matter of finding deep hldden forms behind perceived io~ms.  
On the other hand. ccrmnlon sense tells us that fonn IS not substance, an 
average 1s not a holistic vlew, and a roadmap 1s not a path Research 
indicates tlial: users' ~nteractions wath computers are essentially social, 
and that the~r  responses rescmble responses to social situations (Reeves 
& Nass, 1996 as cited by Lavle & Tractinsky, 2003:3) and working 
wrth a concept of averages is Fir too general to do gustice to the subjec- 
tnre variety of an i~idividual life (Jung, 1995 as cited by Rernenyi, 
2004). Hitn~an perception and conceptual processes occurring in the 
minds of people cannot be fklly explained by numbers and systems. 
Fauconnier and Turner (2002 5) state that form or quant~tative work 
does not present nzeaning but rather picks out regularities that run 
throughout rneanlngs 

An example where quantirative analysis is madequate 1s ~ t s  abllity 
to cxpiarn the process of analogy Analogy has traditionally bcen 
viewed as a powerful engil~e of discovery (Fauconmier & Turner, 
2002.14). In the age of form it was disregarded. Analogy seemed not to 
be preclse compared with axiomatic systems, rule-based production 
systems or algorithmic systems. Analogy was reduced to the status of 
hzzy  thinking or sheer intuition. The absence of formal systems for 
analogy and to explain analogy was mistakenly associated with the ab- 

sence of analogy as a fundamental cognitive process. Analogy was not 
considered as a method of discovery and explanation. Analogy, how- 
ever, as a cognitive process, ls an intricate, powerful and fundamental 
process (Fauconnier & Turner, 2002: 14). Research relies on analogy as 
a means of analysis arid explanation. As thc limtts of a formal approach 
to explaining and presentiilg analogy became evident, it was recognised 
that it posed a challenge to the researcher. 

Subco~~scious rntrospectlvc abiiitles, which present similar chai- 
lenges, aae abll~ties to identify, integrate, relate and recognizing same- 
ness and difference. Others ~riclude framing, metaphor, grammar and 
coimonsense reasoning. Using these mental operations in research 
should be recognised as suitable as long as the researcher acknowl- 
edges a s~ibjective polnt of'vxew. In doing research that investigates is- 
sues that impact human percepilorr and that influence cognitive proc- 
esses, it is necessary to pursue a research methodology that is relevant 
to the nature of the tieitf o f  study. Although reactions and perceptions 
resultmg from applied visaial aesthetics may, in most cases, have a 
similar effect on the message rece~ved by different people, this type of 
research is subjective since it comprises observations made by the re- 
searcher through the process of analogy and identification. It is, how- 
ever, likely that tn sotnc cases pcople from diKerent cultures and back- 
grounds may perceive certain elements of' vlsual aesthetics differently 
in terms of the impact on the message, Using the interpretat~on of col- 
our, fix example literature shows that differerlt colours have different 
rncanings for different people (Mathews, 1599:3). However, ~t is ex- 
pccted that tlae conib~ned effect of the ~mpact of elements of visual aes- 
thetics on the vlcwer will convey the intended message (provided that 
these elements collectively support the intended message). 

'The lllnpact of visual aesthet~cs mostly has similar effects in differ- 
ent cultures (see Zetll, 199997, about ihe use of diagonals, for exam- 
ple) and in some cases it cannot be explaic-d why. (A possible expla- 
nation cxnerges from Klopper's [I9991 writing. In his article on how 
hunlans perceive reality, Klopper notes that humans build up concepts 



about things around them by combining basic image schemas like 
point, line, centre, yeriphe}?, circle, sqtlure, triangle, long, short, hori- 
zontal, verticul, dirzgorzul, closepro.~imity, distantproximity, in front oJ; 
behind, smooth, coarse, regular, irregular, move, rest, sotirce, 
roz~te/path, target, etc. These image schemas emanate from our physio- 
logical makeup and om vertical orientation when we are active.) 

Using www.cx~lorc~n~\rsnow.org as an example, I shall highlight 
and explain how visual aesthetics was applied to support the intended 
communication of the website. By applying principles of conceptual 
blending (expiained by Fauconnier & Turner, 2002) 1 will explain and 
predict how elements of .visual aesthetics for television and film (ex- 
plained by Zettl, 1999) may have similar impact on the perceptions of 
viewers in the online visual communication enviromllent. The reason 
for using examples to explain the phenomenon of visual aesthetics is 
because analogy and metaphor are powerful methods of discovery and 
explanation (Fauconnier & Turner, 2002: 14). 

In no manner do I claim to have addressed all elements of applied 
visual aesthetics for the web or the importance of certain elements 
above others. What is true of this research is that it aims to explore vis- 
ual aesthetics for the web and lay the foundation for future research 
with specific emphasis on the impact of visual aesthetics on conmuni- 
cation intent. It tries to highlight the ilnportance of recognising such a 
field of study by referring to examples and learning from what is being 
done in filnl and telev~slon production (Zettl, 1999). Not all elements of 
visual aesthetics have been used in the provided example and this study 
is not comprehensive 

Theory Application and Discussion 
Although some screen shots fiom the website will be prov~ded I 

advise that the reader interact with the site ~w.expioremarsnow.org, 
since the next few paragraphs evaluate the site for applying visual aes- 
thetics according to the criteria proposed by Zettl (1999) and using 
principles of conceptual blending (Fauconnier & Turner, 2002). 

Visltal Aesthetics and Its Eflect on Communication Intent 

The major intention of www.ex~ioremarsnow.org is to subtly en- 
courage the user to become involved in the communication. Apart from 
having quality information for many users and having a site that is rela- 
tively easy to use (Nielsen, 2000:380), various elements of aesthetics 
have been applied that make this site a success in terms of visual aes- 
thetics. The aim of this site, aesthetically, is to create cognitive interest 
and support for exploring Mars in the future. 

Text 
When opening the site the image or the picture of Mars is desatu- 

rated of colour while the introductory text is introduced. The text mes- 
sage unfolds through printing one character at a time on the screen, 
leading the reader to follow the text (see Figure 5). One problem in 
terms of usability is that it takes time and the user might want to skip 
the text. That facility is not available and is probably not there for a 
reason. 

_ _- -_- _ _ . _ _ _-- 1 Figure 5 -The text message unfolds through printing one character at a t~me on the 
screen, lead~ng the reader to follow the text i-_ _- -- - 
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Although consistency in the effect of colour temperature on the 
message is commonly known (Zettl, 1999:57), not enough scientific 
evidence exists to prove the effect of cool and warm colours. The prob- 
lem is that they never occur in isolation and usually operate within the 
context of other aesthetic variables. 

W e n  the text is complete, the overall colour of the image of Mars 
gradually changes to a warmer colour and higher saturation (see Figure 
6). T h s  increases aesthetic energy since colour saturation is the main 
attribute of colour energy, while colour energy is the relative aesthetic 
impact a colour has on us (Zettl, 1999:58). Hence, increasing colour 
saturation on the introductory image creates aesthetic energy that gen- 
erates interest, enticing the user to go deeper. The change to hghly 
saturated colours and the use of warm high-energy colours immediately 
intensifies the event and creates mood and excitement (Zettl, 
1999:57,66,70). This aesthetic effect focuses the user's attention, cre- 
ates interest and leads him to explore further. The general use of colour 
in this website supports the essential quality of the event (Zettl, 
1999:66). 

Figure 6 - The landscape gradually change to warmer colours and higher saturation. 

In the context of the website, colour is used to add information to 
the message. It helps the user to distinguish between objects, and 
makes the scene more realistic (Zettl, 1999:70). As the user moves the 
mouse pointer over the image of Mars, embedded links appear. 

.Visual Aesthetics and Its Ejrect on Communication Irtteni 

These appear in two 
colours: red indicating a link 
to click on to explore further 
and yellow highlighted areas 
that are explained in accom- 
panying text. The flashing 
marker beacons are used to 
add excitement and intensify 
ale event 1Zettl. 1999:47). +& 
fiedictive E ' c t  of Visual 
A eskhetks 

Gradually increasing 
colour sahration in the ini- 
tial image, warm colours, 
high-key lighting (see Fig- 
urE @, the moveLent of the 1 
landscape on the screen 
from left to sight (see Figure 
7b, the animation of a man 
w;-tlkiilg in the direction of 
the habitat and the brief 
h~ghlighting of embedded 
links csn the image Qrce Fig- 

''' ') '" have the effect of Figure 7 - Movement of the landscape on the 
l~redicting exciternexmt (Zettl, screen from leR to right 
1999:30), creating interest 
;in$ leading the user to explore further. Thls 1s a classlc exampie of' 
concept;laat blendirtg Each of these elements creates an input space, a 
genenc space is formed and a new blended space 1s created that com- 
munrcates predicting s f  excitement. This leads to the v~ewer's being 
curious about what as happening next. 

The use of F9rqht highly saturated colours helm to ~ntens~fy and 
r1ar:fy IIhc went {Zcnti, 1909.68) It causes thc users to iook trl the 



event rather than into (i.e., getting emotionally involved). Through ap- 
plying (or rather not applying) the desahlration theory (Zettl, 1999:68), 
the site designers succeed in letting the user observe the event in detail 
rather than feel it or get involved emotionally. In this site, colour 
mostly has an informational purpose (Zettl, 1999170). 

The desaturation theory (Zettl. 1999:68) means that although 
bight, highly saturated colours are well suited to enhance an external 
h g h  energy scene, they can prevent us from getting caught up and in- 
volved in a quiet intimate screen event. To reduce the outward effect of 
high-energy colours and emphasise the internal setting of an event, col- 
ours should be desaturated or,  omitted altogether. Viewers will then 
have to supply some of their own emotional energy in the comunica-  
lion process. Whether to use or not use high-energy colours depends on 
the overall communication intent. 

Figure 8 - Flashmy marker beacons, anlrnatron of a !<va!krng crewmernber and embed 
bed lrnks 

Lighting 
Using a scene d-rat has high-key lighting hrther emphasises the 

""up" feeling and excitement of the event (Zettl, 1999:28). The use of 
flat lighting and slow fall-ot'f supports the theme of efficiency, cleanli- 
ness, mechanization and depersonalisation (Zettl, 1999:45). Flat light- 
ing is used to provide optimal visibility (Zettl, 1999:44) and has been 
successfully applied in this website to support the theme and message, 
and create interest. 

Horizontal Arrangement 
The aim of this slte is not to create an action-filled dynamlc scene, 

bus rather create a feeling sf calmness, stability and normalcy. This is 
supported by using r l  horizontal arrangement of the initial view of Mars 
and the hahitat (Zertl, 1999:89). This effect of stability is further sup- 
ported by having a horizon that IS not tilted, subconsciously supporting 
the reliabality of the information and content (Zettl, 1999:91). 

lrudging Size 
The image of the crewmember walking on the surface towards the 

hab~tat (see Figure 8) has two rmportant functions: 1 )  ~t applies the aes- 
thetic pnnc~plt: O C  m n g  a human as a reference to help the viewer to 
judge size (Zettl, ici99.82), in this case the s ~ z e  of the habitat, and 2) ~t 
directs the eye to the must important image on the screen which is the 
habitat (Zettl, 1999 LO(,), thus "showing9' the user where to start to in- 
teract with the webs~te. Another subtle function of the crewmember is 
to prompt the user to assume the roie of crewmember when exploring 
further into the slle. 

P'~k't08"~ 

Directional forces or vectors that lead the eye from one point to 
another are probably the strongest forces within a screen (Zettl, 
1999: 106). A vector has directional cel-taint:. and power. In the initiai 
inlaye of Mars, vectors are successfully used to build screen space and 
cverlt energy, A rnoar>n vector in  he fonn of a crewintinber walking in 
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the direction of the habitat ent~ces the viewer to focus hisllher attention pose is not for the user to "feel" the event (getting emotionally in- 
on the habltat (see Figure 8). The line of marker beacons (see Figure 8) volved) but rather to create interest and reveal the informational detail 
dcts as an ~ndex vector expl~citly po~ntlng to the habitat not visible at about the Mars base. - 
that point in time (Zettl, 1999: 106). Thus, together with the landscirpe Although larger images carry more aesthetic energy (Zettl, 
moving from left io right, both vectors lead the eye and create curiosity 1999:83), a relatively small image is used in this website. It is most about the event that they are pointing at. 

Drobably not applied in this site due to limited bandwidth and other - a 
Aspect Ratio technology considerations. Through the development of broadband 

A nonnai aspect ratno of 
4:3 is used for the simulation 
o f  Mars It makes aesthetic 
sense, because the d~iference 
between width nnld heiglrt as 
not SO tnu~kl to e~npi~aslse 
ma: drrnercioat rrver !tic t~thes 
jlcill, 1999.75) .4 llhougb ~1 

ns a mcthrsd applied bsttcs ~n 
larger sc~t 'cn  (Zettl, 
199'3.83 ), d iiedaxc~avi: ap- 
plo;-ti:tl ~b use4 \where the Figure 9 - Ass i im!~g  the  role of crewmember 
~1lrraiaric.m of Mars starts cpif 

v i t h  wide estahlisbect 
>;lot anii ~llen :hcugi.. 
:x:a~"rtetided links focus 1s 

 aced on ilic!se-Lip tielail 
i Lct11- 1 Qc19 83 1 

I *in 3 

:123;: le i  .~~i.ccri :nduc:tve 
-!i~rolrng car rres nint e 
: i~rhc l ic  erIchigy 3 

lorig shot {Le t~ l .  
'999 $5) 11 is not inpphcd 
: .i this srrnu1at:011 i)i- 

Mass because pur- figure 10 - Ent~ci!~g the user lo ~ariicipale In explor- 

Internet (e.g. Sentech), this virtual environment can be presented better 
using a large screen without sacrificing usability and page download 
time. 

Psychological Closure 
Viewers have a tendency to mentally fill in gaps in visual infonna- 

tion. This is called psychologlcal closure (Zettl, 1999: 10 1,104). When 
viewers have to apply psychologlcal closure it causes them to work 
with the event, getting them to participate, thus intensifying the event 
(Zettl, 1999: 104). A low-definition event requires more mental effort 
mahng the user become more involved These aesthetic principles have 

not bee12 applied si~nply hecause detai/ IS imporfant to communicate 
the intended message. 

iWagnetism ofthe Picture fiame 
Users tend to pay more attention to an object that IS placed on the 

sight side of the screen rather than on the ief i  of the screen (Zettl, 
1999:98). Although controversy exists about this aesthetic principle it 
is definitely applied in the initral view of the habitat. The most impor- 
tant object or event on the screen is placed on the rlght slde of the 
screen. In that way the des~gners made sure that ~t attracts the attention 
of the viewer 

Enticing the PJser to firticipate in Expkori~g Mars 
The possibility of the viewer's assuming the camera's viewpoint 

and position has prompted media people to use the camera subjectively 
(Zettl, 1999: 192). Subjective camera, as it is referred to, tries to partici- 

!ng Mars 
-" 
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pate in the event rather than merely observe it. Throughout the website 
the user assumes the role of a crewmember and not just a viewer (see 
Figures 9 & 10). 

Intensifying and Clarifying the Event 
The overriding principle of visualisation is intensi@ing and clari@- 

ing an event (Zettl, 1999: 183). In many scenes on this website various 
angles fgoints of view) have been used. This helps the viewer to see an 
object or event from various positions, thereby providing a more com- 
plete picture and intensified screen space. 

T h ~ s  gaper hghiights visual aesthettcs as an important contributor 
lo online visual cornmunicatlon. It shows that visual aesthetics has the 
ability to get the user lnvolved in the communication process. It dis- 
cusses conceptual blending as a plausible explanation of how visual 
aesthetics works and how it contributes to human understanding. Prin- 
ciples of conceptual blending are fiirthermore used to identify and ex- 
plam the ~mpact of vilrlous elements of vlsuaX aesthetics that occur in a 
cpeclfic webslte 'This research paper demonstrates the use of' visual 
hesthet~cs for web pages by refen-lng to examples and expla~n~ng their 
~nlpact on hurnan perceg t~ons and ultlrnately communication ~ntent. 
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Applicability of  the Technology Acceptance 
Model in Three Developing Countries: Saudi 
Arabia, Malaysia arld South Africa 

User acceptance of m'iortnarion icchnology (1'6) has been a 
prirnary focus In the IT inapiemeniatron reswrch for the past hyo 
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decades where IT adoption and use has been a major goal of modern 
orgarrisations. Recently, researchers in the field have begun to rely on 
the theories of innovation diffusion to study implementation problems 
151. Davis' Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) states that 
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use are the two factors that 
govern the adoptlon and use of IT 1121. 

~~Lalrnost all research in Information Systcms (IS) originates in 
%'estel-n cotlntries, pa~-hcuIarly the kJnnteA States of America (USA), 
whtse cortditrons are very different from developing countries 1251. 
&.;?r ,a discussron of the term "eveloping country', see [7]. Saudi 
,?t.xabla, Malaysra and South Africa are developing countries. 

ondit~ons en deveiop~ng countfies are oCten greatly different from 
- j ~ s c  of developed countpies. For example, the African colltinent has 
::~c least developed teiecornmunications network in tile world [ I  I ] .  For 
,I arscrissrcpn of  the challenges to an IT-suppo~ed technology transkr 
r: bi:veioping countncs, see, for example, i3J.j. There 1s 3 need ibr 

i .1 ~; i l r i~~a t~ons  to adilpt to constantly changnng busmess condit~ons 1 i 61 

"lze TAM has been suczessfillly $Wed by bcvera) ~ I - ~ V I O ~ J S  

pnapl: real sludles ir; Vorkh Araienca, hctwever, r~rmiy some studies were 
usr:cai out lo tcsr rile ay~pilcabrlrty o f  TAM outside a h  region 'I'tae 
~~r~,i:l oh:ecr~ve e>f this study 13 to reporr om the a p ~ % ~ c a b i l ~ t y  of '1-AM 
;Isfifre> i r l  rile Arab l,vr,rid (Sd~id1 Arab~aj Maiaysma and AGni:ia (S~>utIa 
9 2 yic:~ 1 

inft~rmatian Systems Adoptioml and lisage 
The zt~l i iy  01" &T adopelon has recently gallled new atter~trctn after 

-c!r?ii; j>c~puiarly sluiirccl In ihk: 1980s 1331. The axrore sophast~cabcd 
isinpuler techna,logy ihat ~ncludcs the latemet i s  percervcd to be part 

$if x-n~~c2a.sn organisations 1381 Many cases of ieclmology adoption are 
{fircct pcrlltica! ctr cuilural responses to the urzwaxrted efikcts of 
globalasatror? rather than econollrlc pursurts [8j [34j. Little scsearch on 
! I  adopt~on has been conducted xn less developed countr~es ['32]. 
1_3'eveloprng countries have much to gain from the revolutron an 
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communication and information access [41]. Even as IT in business 
organisations around the world converge, the meanings conveyed 
through them as well as the outcomes of their use may remain culture 
specific [28]. 

Computer or IS usage has been identified as the key indicator of 
the adoption of IT by organisations [38]. Igbaria and Tan [22] report 
that system usage is an important variable in IT acceptance since it 
appears to be a good surrogate measure for the effective deployment of 
IS resources in organisations. Lu and Gustafson [29] report that people 
use computers because they believe that computers will increase their 
problem solving performance (usefulness) and they are relatively 
effort free to use (ease of use). Given the complexity of 
data processing for decision support, the perception of a system's ease 
of use may significantly affect the level of its adoption by prospective 
users [35]. A person who believes that performing a certain behaviour 
will lead to mostly positive outcomes will have a favourable attitude 
towards performing that behaviour [15]. A person who believes that 
performing that behaviour will lead to mostly negative outcomes, will 
have an unfavourable attitude. 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 
TAM was developed by Davis [12] and postulates that two 

particular beliefs, Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use, are 
of primary relevance for computer acceptance behaviours [I41 [24] 
1231. According to TAM, system use is determined by a person's 
attitude towards the system. 

The basic TAM model consists of external variables which may 
affect beliefs. This model is derived from the general Theory of 
Reasoned Action (TRA) [I71 in that TAM is intended to explain 
computer usage. In IT terms this means that the model attempts to 
explain the attitude towards using IT rather thm the attitude towards 
IT itself: 
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The most commonly investigated variables of TAM by researchers 
are Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use [12] [14] [30] [ I ]  
[21] 1361 [I81 [20] [33]. Straubet al. [36] suggest that 
Perceived Usefulness of computers has a positive effect on the 
adoption of IT. Davis [12] and Ada~ns et al. [ l ]  report that perceived 
usefulness affects both attitudes and actual computer usage. 

Davis' model specifically postulates that technology usage is 
determined by behavioural intention (B) to use the technology; which 
is itself determined by both perceived ease of use (EOU) and perceived 
usefulness (U). See Figure 1. 

Perce~ved 

Us~ng (A) 

I 
Ease of Use 

Figure 1: The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Source: Davis et a/., 1989)) 

Additionally, behavioural intention to use (B) the technology is 
also affected by perceived usefulness (U) directly. Behavioural 
intention (B) to use the technology is then positively associated with 
actual system use. The TAM model of IS success relies on Fishbein 
and Ajzen's [I  71 and Ajzen and Fishbein's [3] TRA to assert that two 
factors are primary determinants of system use: 

Applicability o f  the Technology Acceptunce Model in Three Developing Countries 

Perceived Usefulness. Perceived Usefulness (U) is defined as the 
user's subjective probability that using a specific technology will 
increase his or her job performance within an organisational setting 
[14]; and 

Perceived Ease of Use. Perceived Ease of Use (EOU) is the user's 
assessment that the system will be easy to use and requires little effort. 

In the context of the Internet and the World Wide Web several 
studies have confirmed these relationships still hold true [39] [26]. 
However, Straub et al. [36] demonstrate that the nature of relationships 
between these TAM constructs differs across cultures. Aganval and 
Prasad [2] show the importance of lndiv~dual differences as predictors 
of perceived ease of use specifically demonstrating prior experience, 
role with regards to IT and level of experience as factors of influence. 

TAM Research in three selected Developing Countries 
Few studies have been canled out to test the applicability of TAM 

outsrde North America. Some of these studies by country are: in Japan 
axad Switzerland [Jti], New Zealand [L3j ,  Hong Kong [ 101, Singapore 
[39], United Kingdom 141, Arab world [33] [5], Malaysia [38] and 
South Afiica [IS] [cb] [6]. The author reports TAM findings from three 
selected developing countries: Saudi Arabia, Malaysia and 
South Africa. 

E4M Resetarch &'a Saudi Arabia 
Straub et al. [17] note that system usage has a notable practical 

value for rnanagcrs interested in evaluating the impact of IT. While 
TAM has been widely applied and tested m North America, there have 
been rare attempts to extend this work to other regions of the world 
141. I t  has been argued that TAM may not hold equally well across 
cultures [36]. Straub et al. [37] elabora~rif that given the rapid 
globalisation of businesses and systems, there exists a pressing need to 
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understand whether TAM applies in other cultures. Research was 
conducted by Al-Gahtani [ 5 ]  to establish whether TAM, as an IT 
difhsion model which originated an tested in the developed Western 
world, would apply to developing countries. Lacking a strong upriori 
basis for the applicability of TAM in the Arab world (specifically in 
Saudi Arab~a), the following question was posited by Al-Gahtani [ 5 ]  in 
his study 'why TAM would not apply to Saudi Arabia as a developing 
country of different culture'?' ze. the study specifically focused on 
whether TAM would be applicable to test IT adoption and diffusion in 
Saudi Arabia (which is an important part of the Arab world). At the 
end of this survey Al-Gahtani [ 5 ]  reports that the study 'findings ... 
confinn that 'TAM constructs are both valid and reliable', "was 
successful as TAM effectively predicts computer technology adoptlon 
and use in the Saudi culture' and 'supports the applicability of TAM to 
the Arab culture'. As Saudi Arabia is an important developing country 
In the A ~ a b  world, South Afrrca is an equally iinportant developing 
country In Africa. 

TAM Researclz in Malaysiu 
The National IT Agenda (NITA) provides the foundation and 

framework for the utilization of information and communication 
technologies (IC'T) to transform Malaysia into a developing nation. 
The research by Suradi 1381 is similar in concept to Al-Gahta~u [ 5 ]  - 
the object~ve was to test TAM in a non-Western environment Suradi 
1381 also acknowledges that even though culture has been identified to 
play a role in thc acceptance of certain models developed different 
froin the local culh~re of a given country (eg. USA), TAM was tested 
to be a workable nlodel in the Malays~an environment. Thc results 
were similar to the findings of Davis [12], Davis et al. [13]; Igbaria 
[21]. Suradi [38] reports that TAM can be applied in the Malaysian 
environment for organisations which intend adopting new IT 
applications. This research also underscores the author's viewpoint 
that TAM can be equally applied in the South African environment. 

Applicability of the Technology Acceptance Model in Three Developing Countries 

TAM Research in South Africa 
South Africa is a low to middle-income developing nation. In the 

study by Avenveg [6], the correlation for the TAM usefulness-usage 
construct was lower than far use-usage and was therefore not 
consistent with Davis9 findings. Furthermore because of this 
researcher's low correlation values Perceived Usefulness was not 
'significantly more strongly linked to usage than was ease of use' [12]. 
Davis [12] emphasises that 'perceived usehlness and ease of use are 
people's subjective appraisal of performance and effort, respectively, 
and do not necessarily reflect objective reality' Avenveg9s [6] results 
are not in support of the basic tenets of TAM. TAM has emphasised 
the importance of perceived usefulness (over perceived ease of use) as 
the key detcnnmant of acceptance Emgirlcat evidence has constantly 
borne out this c lam leading to percerved ease of use being treated a5 
somewhat of a 'step-chxld' [40]. However, results s f  Venkatesh's 
research indicates that perceived ease of use can be a strong catalyst 
fostering acceptance. Avetweg's [GI results partially support this 
finding ie. perceived ease o f  use can be a stronger catalyst (over 
perceived usefulness) fostering IT acceptance in summary the results 
from Aveavveg*~ 161 study shows that ease of use on intended usage is 
greater than the eff'ct of perceived usefulness on ~ntended usage. 

Legn-is cl ill'. [%7] suggest that analysis 'of ernpir~cal research using 
TAM shows that resuRts arc not totally cos-asistent or clear' Clearly, the 
results found in the TAM studies co~~ducthtd ~n Saaadi Arabia, Malaysia 
and South Africa highlights tbjs ir~consrstency and provldes support 
for Legns rt a/. /271 TAM has been empancaily proven successful in 
paedicting about 40% of a system's ure 1191. Legr~s et ul [27] report 
blrab although the nesul-ts are most convergent, there are situations 
where they are conflictang 

In sumlaw,  research by Al-Cahtani / 5 ]  in Saudi Arabla supports 
the applicability of TAM to the Arab culhtrc Similarly research by 
Suradi [38] shows that TAM can be applied in the Malaysian 
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environment. However, the study by Avenveg [6] does not provide 
any direct evidence to support the applicability of Davis' determinants 
of usage (within TAM) in South Africa. In this study low correlation 
coefficients were calculated for Perceived Usefulness and Intended 
Usage, and Perceived Ease of Use and Intended Usage constructs. The 
correlation for usefulness-usage was lower than for use-usage and 
therefore not consistent with Davis' findings. However, Avenveg's [6] 
results partiully support Venkatesh's [40] findings that perceived ease 
of use can be a stronger catalyst (over perceived usefulness) in 
fostering IT acceptance. Brown [9] reports that it has been shown that 
perceived usefulness is not a significant influence on usage, consistent 
with previous studies in some developing countries. Avenveg's [6] 
results support Brown's [9] findings that 'perceived ease of use takes 
on increased importance, as it influences both usage and perceived 
usefulness'. 

Concluding Remarks 
Legris et al. [27] suggest that while TAM is a usefbl model, it has 

to be integrated into a broader one which will include variables related 
to both human and social change processes and to the adoption of the 
innovation model. While Avenveg's [6] results are not in support of 
the basic tenets of TAM which emphasise the importance of 
perceived usefblness (over perceived ease of use) as the key 
determinant of IT acceptance, this is a possible indication of a 
difference in overall contextual factors, such as culture, prior 
experience and geography, andlor the impact of major user interface 
changes since the period (1986-1989) in which Davis published his 
studies. These issues may require fbrther research in South Africa. 
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